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LETTER OF SUBMITTAL

HOUSEOF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE
AND ASTRONAUTICS,
Washington, D.C., March 8, 1961.
Hon. SAMRAYBURN,
Speaker of the House of Representatitles,
Washington, D.C.
DEARMR. SPEAKER:
By direction of the Committee on Science
and Astronautics, I submit the following report on “A Chronology of
Missile and Astronautic Events” for the consideration of the 87th
Congress.
Two reports issued by the predecessor Select Commiftee on Astronautics and Space Exploration included chronologies which have
proved useful to many readers interested in our emerging missile and
space capabilities and in world progress in these areas. It has seemed
useful to expand slightly upon the original efforts and to bring the
revised listings up to date.
The chronology must be viewed as preliminary. Although an
effort has been made to make it correct, unofficial sources have been
relied upon quite heavily in order to widen the coverage. Dr. Charles
S. Sheldon 11, technical director of the committee, supplemented his
main Compilation with a few items collected either by the Legislative
Reference Service of the Library of Congress or by the Historian of
the , wational Aeronautics and Space Administration. The manuscript was reviewed by other members of the professional staff, and
also by appropriate offices in NASA, the Army, Navy, and Air Force
for which appreciation is expressed.
OVERTON
BROOKS,
Chairman.
m

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

HOUSEOF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE
A N D ASTRONAUTICS,
Washington, D.C., February 24, 1961.
Hon. OVERTON
BROOKS,
Chairman, Committee on Science and Astronautics.
DEARMR. CHAIRMAN:
I am forwarding herewith €or committee
consideration a report on “A Chronology of Missile and Astronautic
Events” prepared by Dr. Charles S. Sheldon 11, technical director
of the committee.
Two reports issued by the predecessor Select Committee on
Astronautics and Space Exploration included chronologies which
have proved useful to many readers interested in our emerging missile
and space capabilities and in world progress in these areas. It has
seemed useful to expand slightly upon the original efforts and to bring
the revised listings up to date.
The chronology must be viewed as preliminary. Although an
effort has been made to make it correct, unofficial sources have been
relied upon quite heavily in order to widen the coverage which was
possible even a t the risk of some inaccuracies. It is hoped that readers
will call any inconsistencies to the attention of staff for correction in
any future edition. The main compilation prepared in the Committee has been supplemented with a few items collected either by
the Legislative Reference Service of the Library of Congress or by
the Historian of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
The manuscript was reviewed by other members of the professional
staff, and also by appropriate offices in NASA, the Army, Navy, and
Air Force for which appreciation is expressed.
CHARLESF. DUCANDER,
Executive Director and Chief Counsel.
V
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A CHRONOLOGY O F MISSILE AND

ASTRONAUTIC EVENTS

MARCH8, lSbl.-Committed
011

to the Committee of the Whole House
the State of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. BROOKS
of Louisiana, from the Committee on Science
and Astronautics, submitted the following

REPORT

A CHRONOLOGY OF MISSILE AND ASTRONAUTIC EVENTS
INTRODUCTION
As the world moves visibly into what is popularly called the “space
age,” events are piling up so fast that soon the path down which we
have come will be quite obscured by the continuing flood of news.
It is instructive to step back sufficiently for some small perspective
which a chronology of the nature reported here permits.
It would be valuable to assesss the relative importance of different
contributions in science, technology, and public policy which have
brou ht us to our present levels of achievement. But this is a job
whic must be left to the full-time researcher in a more cloistered
atmosphere than that of a Congressional office.
The goal of the listing contained in this report is relatively modest.
It is intended as a handy reference for the non-specialist t o some of
the significant events in both missilry and astronautics. Several
categories of information have been covered. Dates of important
launchings have been included, and wherever available, the contemporary information has been cross-checked against later information
on performance and characteristics to permit refinements and corrections. Included are all known satellite and deep space probe efforts.
A second category of information includes key administrative decisions and directives important to either the organization or the
pursuit of space progress. Because of our legislative responsibilities
in this committee, a special effort has been made to record all major
re orts, legislation, and organizational steps in the Congress which
re ate t o space.
A third category of information is more subjective in character.
Enough statements of future plans, predictions of progress, and policy
views have been included to give more insight into trends than a
listing of physical events alone would provide. Such a tabulation of
policy views and predictions can not be complete, but it is indicative
of trends.
A fourth category represents a catchall of announcements of discoveries, issuances of key books and reports, and even a few birthdays
that have some bearing on space.
A word is necessary on source materials and how they have been
used. Legislative information has been derived from internal information including reference to the reports and bills in question and
the official calendar of the committee, together with such information
as has been made available by the Senate Committee on Aeronautical
and Space Sciences.
The semiannual and annual reports of the executive branch of
Government related to space have also been scrutinized, and occasional
press releases summarizing launchin data have been put to use.
Newspaper clippings and indexes %ave been used very extensively
because the thoroughness of the American press in reporting has
added greatly to the value of the record which could be put together.
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However, such reports frequently have to be written hurriedly and on
the basis of incomplete information, so the information is subject to
some errors of fact arid interpretation.
Because this chronology does not purport to be a definitive listing
based exclusively on officially announced policies and factual events
there has been the freedom to use many unofficial items which add
to the overall value of the study. I t should particularly be emphasized that there is no absolute way to check the accuracy of
every Soviet claim which has been included. These and many other
uncheckable items have been included nevertheless because of their
general usefulness, and whether all of them are accurate or not, their
appearance at the time became factors in policy making, and therefore
their place in history is legitimate. The committee must make clear
that it neither infers agreement with any views expressed in the items
listed, nor does it confirni the accuracy of any rumors or claims
expressed in these items.
A few items in the chronology date back about a century. There
was no offort to trace every idea or invention which has made
space exploration possible, for such a review would in effect be a
complete history of science and teclmology. ,4 few of the rocket
developments between the two world wars have been reported, and
since World War 11, many missile events have been included. Particularly since the IGY satellite programs were planned in 1954 and
1955, newspaper coverage has grown by leaps and bounds. Since
1958, there have been legislative acts and reports, and corresponding
developments in the executive branch which have been included.
Readers can help the accuracy and completeness of any future
committee chronology by calling to our attention items of interest
incomplete or in error in the span of years covered by this report.
As far as possible, specific days have been listed in chronological
order. Where the month but not the day is known, these items have
been listed at the end of the month in question, and the same is true
where only the year is known: these items appear at the end of the
year. In some cases a specific date is not known, but the item is
listed under the date announcement was made in the press release or
the newspaper.

THE CHRONOLOGY
1686
Sir Isaac Newton tlescribed how an Earth satellite is placed in orbit.
1857
September 5: Birthday of Konstantin Tsiolkovsky a t Ijevsk, Ryazan,
Russia. Anniversary regarded as possible target date for Soviet
space exploits.
1865

Jules Verne published the first half of “ D e la Terre SL In Lune” (From
the Earth to the Moon).
1869
Edward Everett Hale published “The Brick Moon” which discusses
a heat-resistant, manned, communications, reconnaissance, ttrid
risvigation satellite.
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1882

October 5 : Birthday of Robert H. Goddard a t Worcester, Mass.
1893

Tsiolkovsky wrote “On the Moon”.
1894

June 25: Birthday of Hermann Oberth a t Sibiu (Hermannstadt),
Transylvania.
1895
Tsiolkovsky published his first article on space travel in Nature and
Men.
1898
Tsiolkovsky submitted “The Rocket into Cosmic Space” to the
editors of Science Survey. (It was not printed until 1903).
1906

Robert H. Goddard began early experiments with skyrockets.
1912

Robert H. Goddard began serious rocket experiments.
1915

March 3: The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA)
was founded as provided in a rider to the Naval Appropriation
Act, (‘* * * to supervise and direct the scientific study of
problems of flight, m t h a view to their practical solution.” The
sum of $5,000 a year was appropriated for five years.
1919

May 26: Robert H. Goddard submitted to the Smithsonian Institution “ A Method of Reaching Extreme Altitudes” (published in
January 1920).
1922
March -: Robert H. Goddard tested the first liquid fueled rocket in
the world.
Hermann Oberth wrote “Die Rakete zu den Planetenraumen” (The
Rocket into Interplanetary Space).
1924

April -: Friedrich A. Tsander, Konstantin E. Tsiolkovsky, and
Felix E. Dzherzhinsky started the Society for Studying Interplanetary Communications in the Soviet Union.
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1926
March 16: The first liquid-fueled rocket flight burning oxygen and
gasoline was made a t Auburn, Mass., by Robert €1. Goddarcl.
It traveled 184 feet a t 60 miles per hour.
1927
June 5 : The Vrrein fur Rrti~rnschiffzi~irt~
was foiinded by ,Johi\nnes
Winkler at, Breslau, Germany.
June 8: The Astronautics Committee of the Sori&& Astronoriiiqrie
Franpaise was established. The word ‘‘ astronautics” was
invented by Robert EsntLult-Pelterie and Andre Hirsch, and was
used in the lecture given on this date by Esnwlt-Pelterie.
192s
April 11: The first manned rocket car was tested by Fritz voii Opel
and others a t Berlin, Germany. It attained n speed of 62 miles
per hour.
June 11: Friedrich St:tnicr n w l c the first iiinniicd rocket-pou erctl
flight in a von 0pc.l glider, trabreling about one mile from :t
t]akeoff point in the Rhon Mountains of Germany.
Formation of GIRD (Group for the Study of Reactive Motioii) iii
Moscow a i d Tleningrad.
The Soviet Union established at Leningrad a laboratory for work oii
liquid rockets, leading to the testing of the ORM-1 rocket.
The first of nine volumes of an encyclopedia on interplanetnry travel
was published by Professor Nikolai A. Rynin in the Soviet IJnion.
The final volntiic reached print IIJ 1932.
1929
Jiilv 17: Robert H. Godtiaid launched :t liquid fueled rocket, at Anburn, Mass., which carried i~ cainpra, ttrcrmonietrr, and b:rronicter, all of which were recovered intiict.
September 30: Anothcr rocket powered glider, tlic Opel Sander Rali. I ,
made a succcssful two-mile flight ne)tr E’rarikRirt-~tm-Mair~,
Germany.
October 15: The premier was licld of “Frau ini Mond” (The Girl i i i
the Moon), a movie with Hermaiin Obertli as technical adviser.
Ilermann Oberth was awarded the first REP-Hirscli international
prize for “the best origins1 scientific work, either theoretical or
experimental, which teiids to improve the solution of the problem
of interplanetary navigation or of s r i y one of the branches of
science which are included in ‘Astronttutics’.”--Rt Paris.
1930
April 4 : Forriiiitioli of the Anierican 1riterplanettLr.y Society, led by
Dr. G. Edward Pendray tmd Ukivid I,ttSSer; later rcirtrnied in
1934 the Aiiiericaii Rocket Society.
September-.: The Vrrein fur 12aunisciiiffuhrt (VfH) of C;eniii~iry
opened thc R;tlietetiflugl)liltze1auriching sit(: for roclwts :it, I3crliii.
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1930-Continued
December 17 : Captain Doctor Walter Dorriberg~r was placed in
charge of German Arniy rocket studies.
December 30: Dr. Goddard launched a rocket to an altitude of 2000
feet, reaching a speed of 500 miles per hour. This was the first
launching in New Mexico, and the rocket weighed 33.5 pounds.
1931
January 4: A rocket powered glider with ten rockets was kept aloft
30 minutes a t Atlantic City, New Jersey, with William G. Swan
a t the controls.
March 14: Johannes Winkler made the first liquid fueled rocket test
in Europe a t Dessau, Germany.
May-: The Repulsor, a liquid fueled rocket, rose 1000 yards, and
traveled 2)k miles for the VfR in G.ermany.
Rocket study groups were established in both Moscow and Leningrad.
1932
July-: The first rocket demonstration of the VfR by Dr. Wernher
von Braun for the German Army and Capt. Dr. Walter Dornberger was carried out with Mirak 11, which rose to a height of
200 feet.
August-:
The German Army made formal its rocket developnient
work with Captain Dr. Walter Dornberger in charge.
October 1: Dr. Wernher von Braun joined the German Army Ordnance office rocket program a t Kummersdorf.
December-: Dr. Wernher von Braun tested his first new rocket for
Walter Dornberger, and it exploded.
The rocket study groups of Moscow and Leningrad were combined
under the centralized control of Moscow.
1933

May 14: The first American Rocket Society liquid fueled rocket
(No. 2) test was conducted a t Marine Park, Staten Island, N.Y.,
attaining 250 feet altitude in 2 seconds.
August 17: The first Soviet liquid fueled rocket, weighing 44 pounds,
was successfully fired, according to Soviet reports.
Formation of the British Interplanetary Society, led by Philip E.
Cleator.
1934
September 9: At Marine Park, Staten Island, American Rocket
Society rocket number 4 became the first to pass the sonic
barrier, reaching 700 miles per hour, climbing 400 feet and
traveling 1,600 feet horizontally.
December -: The German Army rocket development group fired
the A-2 rocket a distance of 1.4 miles, on the island of Borkum.
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1935

March 28: Dr. Goddard launched a gyroscopically controlled rocket
to 13,000 feet, reaching a speed of 550 miles per hour, near
Roswell, N. Mex.
May 31: Another Goddard rocket was launched in New Mexico,
attaining an altitude of 7,500 feet.
During the course of the year, a Soviet rocket designed by M. K.
Tikhonravov successfully reached an altitude of six milcs in a
meteorological experiment, according to Soviet reports.
1936

February -: The Germans tested an A-3 rocket with 3,300 pounds of
thrust which was a development model of later military rockets.
March 16: The Smithsonian Institution published Robert H. Goddard’s “Liquid Propellant Rocket Development”.
April 5: The Soviet Union successfully launched a liquid rocket
weighing more than 210 pounds, by Soviet reports.
During the year Dr. Theodore van KhrmRn a t California ‘Institute
of Technology, Pasadena, Calif., founded the group which began
experiments in design fundamentals of high altitude sounding
rockets, and this led to the creation of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
1937
May-: The German Army rocket experiment station a t Pwn+
munde was opened, under Capt. Dr. Walter Dornberger.
1939

October-: The German Army test rocket A-5 weighing on(’ ton
clirnbrd 5 miles before burnout at Peenemunde.
1941

July-August: Capt. Homer A. Boushey, U.S. Army Air Force, flew a
rocket-propelled Ercoupe on several occasions, to constitute the
first such flights in the United States.
1942

June 13: The first launching attempt was made with tlie A-4 rocket
(V-2) a t Peenemunde. It rose above the cloud cover, and then
le11 back, after a climb to 0.8 mile. The V-2 missile stood 46
feet 11 inches tall, and 5 feet 5 inches in diameter. It weighed
14 tons a t take-off. It carried a warhead variously listed as
1,650 and 2,150 pounds. Its maximum range was 200 miles,
with a combat trajectory height of 60 miles. Its speed was
approximately 3,300 miles per hour a t burnout.
August
- 16: The second V-2 launching- attempt carried it to about
5.4 miles altitude.
October 3 : The third V-2 launched climbed about 30 miles and
traveled to a point 118 miles from Peenemunde, credited as the
first successful flight.
I
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1942-Continued
October 21: The fourth V-2 launched traveled 91.3 miles from
Peenemiinde.
December 2: The fist nuclear chain reaction was achieved a t the
University of Chicago.
1943
February 17: The tenth V-2 launched traveled 121.8 miles from
Peenemiinde.
April 14: The fifteenth V-2 launched traveled a distance of 178.3
miles from Peenemunde.
May-June: The Germans conducted operational tests of the V-2
rocket by firing over 100 from Blizna against Sarnaki, Poland,
including 10 on 1 day.
July 7: Adolf Hitler assigned the highest military priority to the V-2
program.
August 17: The British carried out a saturation air raid on the
Peenemiinde rocket development center in Germany.
November -: Theodore von KkrmStn of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) recommended to Army Ordnance the development of longrange surface-to-surface missiles.
1944
March 15: Dr. Wernher von Braun was arrested by the S.S. for
overconcentration on space travel rather than military missile
problems. He was later released on the grounds his services were
indispensable.
June 13: Shortly before dawn, the first V-1 pulsejet winged missile
crossed from the Pas delCalais to explode in the center of London.
The V-1 missile had a speed of 400 miles per hour and a range of
190 miles. It carried a warhead of 1,988 pounds.
June -: A V-2 missile from Peenemunde overshot the Baltic and
landed in Sweden where the remains were collected and flown
to England for analysis.
August 13: Two American G B 4 glide bombs carrying television
cameras and under radio control were launched from aircraft
against German naval installations a t Le Havre, France.
September 6: Two V-2 missiles were fired toward Paris, of which one
arrived there. Some reports indicate the first V-2 hit London
some hours later on the same day, while other reports mark
September 8 as the first attack against London. From this time
until March 1945 when the launching sites were overrun by the
Allies, something like 1,027 were fired from the vicinity of The
Hague, with 92.3 percent launched successfully. Of the total
number f i e d from all sites toward Britain, there were about
1,300 fired a t London and 40 a t Norwich. Some 518 fell in the
London Civil Defense Region, and none a t Norwich. The
results in London were 2,511 persons killed and 5,869 seriously
wounded, and elsewhere 213 killed and 598 seriously wounded.
November 15: U.S. Army Ordnance began the Hermes program of
research and development on ballistic missiles.
6442641-2
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1945

.TRIIIIB~.V 24 : The Germans successfully launched a winged versioii of
thc V-2, the A-9, designed to be the upper stage of a n ICBM for
ultimate attack 011 North America. I t reached ail altitude of
50 miles, and a speed of 2,700 miles per hour.
February 20: The White Sands Proving Ground was established in
New Mexico.
February -: The Army Air Force placed a contract with Bell -4%
craft Corp. to build 3 transonic aircraft to be propelled by liquidfueled rockets; these aircraft were designated the XS-1.
hlay 5: Peenemunde fell into the hands of advancing Soviet forces.
July 13: The White Sands Proving Ground, N. Mex., was formally
commissioned.
July 4: The first test rocket was launched a t the Auxiliary Flight
Research Station, Wallops Island, Va.
,Jiily 16: The first nuclear bomb in the world was test fired a t Alamogordo, N. Mex.
,July 23 : Life magazine published detailed drawings of a large manned
space station, including a large space mirror, as envisioned by
the German scientists of Peenemunde.
August 6 : The first nuclear weapon used in combat, a gun barrel type
of uranium-235 bomb, was dropped on Hiroshima, Japan. I t
had a nominal yield equivalent to 20,000 tons of TNT.
August 9 : The second nuclear. weapon used in combat, an implosion
plutonium bomb, was dropped on Nagasaki, Japan. I t had a
nominal yield equivalent to 20,000 tons of TNT.
August -: Components for approximately 100 V-2 weapons were
shipped from Germany to White Sands, N. Mex.
September 26: In the first development flight of an Army Wac
Corporal, an altitude of 43.5 miles was reached. This was the
first liquid fueled rocket developed with Government funds in the
United States.
Srptember 29: The New York Times reported that the creation of an
interplanetary rocket was seen as riot basically insurmount%hle.
December 14: The Army Air Force placed a contract with Bell Aircraft to build 2 supersonic liquid fueled rocket aircraft, designated
the XS-2 (later X-2).
Ilcwmber - -: More than 100 German rocket scientists arid engineers
arrived at Fort Bliss, Tcx.
1946

IJnni~ary26: The Army Air Force created the First Experimentnl
Guided Missiles Group at Eglin Field, Fla.
January -: The first missile was launched a t the Naval Air Facility,
Point Mugu, Calif., a Loon, patterned after the German V-1.
March 22 : The first United States-built rocket, the Wac, by Douglas,
to reach outside most of the Earth's atmosphere climbed to 50
miles altitude.
h'larch -: The Army Air Force established Project Rand, a separate
department of Douglas L4irc.raftCo. to study supersonic aircraft
and space satellites, etc.
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1946-Continued
April 16: The &st German V-2 in this country was launched at White
Sands, N.M. It climbed 5 miles.
with ConsoliApril 19: The Army Air Force started Project MXdated-Vultee to study rocket capabilities lea mg to an ICBM.
April 22: A contract was placed with North American Aviation t
develop the Navaho winged rocket missile with a range up to 500
miles. Not until March 1948 was this redesigned as a ram etpropelled missile of intercontinental range. This never reac ed
operational status ; however, the large liquid fueled rocket which
was to boost it to ramjet speed later provided the basic engine
used in the Thor, Jupiter, Atlas, Saturn, and other vehicles or
missiles.
May 12: Project Rand presented its report to the Army Air Force
entitled “Preliminary Design of an Experimental World-Circling
Space Ship,” which indicated the technical feasibility of building
and launching an artificial satellite.
June 28: The first V-2 fully instrumented by Naval Research Laboratory for upper air research was launched at White Sands, and
attained an altitude of 67 miles.
July 9: A subcommittee of the Guided Missile Committee of thc
Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended that a search be made for a
missile range to test ballistic missiles with a range of up to 2,000
miles. Admittedly a long-term project, it was recommended a
joint Army-Navy commission carry out this work.
August 6 : Two unmanned B-17 drones flew from Hilo, Hawaii to
Muroc Air Base, California, demonstrating the possibility of
accurate long-range guided missiles armed with atomic warheads.
October 6 : The New York Times reported that Dr. S. Kerrick described how rocket space travel to other planets was possible,
and that he had worked out the navigation problems concerned,
a t the University of California.
October 24: The V-2 rocket number 13 launched at White Sands took
motion pictures of the Earth from an altitude of 65 miles.
December 2 : Details were revealed of the XS-1 rocket plane, to fly
a t speeds up to 1700 miles per hour. It had been tested as a
glider, but not yet under power. I t was built by the Bell Aircraft Co.
December 8: The &st American (designed for the purpose) rocket
powered manned flight was made a t Muroc, Calif., by the XS-1
research aircraft, a t approximately 550 miles per hour.
December 17: A pro am of space biology was initiated at Hollomaii
Air Force Base, . Mex., by the National Institutes of Health.
December 22: Tiamat, a winged rocket vehicle, made the first flight
in the United States with preprogramed maneuvers, a t Langley,
Va.
During the year, the Signal Corps bounced radio signals against thc
Moon, proving that relatively low power could transmit signals
over great distances.
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1947
Jaiiuary 23 : A V-2 a t White Sands carried telemetry successfully for
the first time, climbed 31 miles.
February 20: For the first time, a V-2 a t White Sands ejected a
cannister for parachute recovery of fruit flies and seeds exposed
to cosmic rays, after a climb to 68 miles.
Rlarch 20: The first photograph made a t an altitude of 100 miles
was released by the U.S. Navy following a V-2 test a t White
Sands, N.M. The launching of more than 2000 pounds of equipment took place on March 7. Search parties spent scveral days
locating the returned cameras.
April 24: The French opened a new rocket test range a t Colomb
Bech:~rin the St~haraDescrt of Algeria.
April -: The Army Air Force awarded a contract to Aerojet Engineering Corp. to build an experimental rocket engine test station
a t Muroc, Calif. (later Edwards Air Force Base).
f i r i ~ y27: The first Army Corporal E surface-to-surface rocket was
fired.
uly 1 : The MX-774 contract with Convair to develop ballistic missiles wasZB8lTZd hy the Army Air Force; however, the company
decided to pursue some phases of' the work with its own funds,
leading ultimately to the present Atlas, with its gimballed
inotors.
July 26: The Armed Services Unification Act WRS signed, creating a
Department of Defense and a third service, the Air Force.
August 20: The Douglas D-558-1 Skystreak was flown by Commander T. Caldwell to a new speed record of 640.7 miles per
hour.
Augiist 22: Dr. Hugh Id. Dryden was appointed Director of Aeronautical Research of the NACA.
September 6 : A V-2 missile was fired from the deck of the U.S.S.
Midway near Bermuda.
September 22: A United States Air Force C-54 made an automatic
flight across the Atlantic from Stephenville, Newfoundland t o
Brise Norton, England. The crew on board had absolutely
iiothing to do except monitor the operation of t,he automatic
flight system.
Fq)tember 25: The first flight of an unmanned plastic balloon in
Project Skphook of the Navy occurred from the base at St. Cloud,
Minn.
- _ _ : The first successful firing was made of an Aerobee research
rocket of the Applied Physics Laboratory at White Sands, N.
Mex.
October 8: The same C-54 aircraft which earlier crossed the Atlantic
eastbound completed its automatic flight program by landing a t
Wilmington, Ohio. Human control had been required only on
the two landings at Stephenville where an ILS system was
lacking.
October 14: ?'be XS-1 made the first supersonic manned flight by
traveling 760 miles per hour over Muroc Dry Lake with Capt.
Charles E. Yeager at the controls.
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1947-Cont inued
October -: The Committee on Guided Missiles of the Research and
Development Board was assigned responsibility for coordinating
work on the Earth satellite program scattered among the separate
services.
November 24: The first complete Aerobee rocket was flown to a
height of 37 miles a t White Sands, N. Mex.
1948
January 15: Gen. H. S. Vandenberg, Vice Chief of Staff, USA4F,
approved a policy calling for development of Earth satellites a t
the proper time.
February 2: Bell Aircraft indirectly confirmed that the X-1 (formerly
called the XS-1) had attained speeds of about 1,700 miles per
hour and altitudes of 88,000 feet.
February 6: The Army reported that it had achieved successful
electronic guidance of a V-2 missile at White Sands, in a climb
to 70 miles.
March 5: A Navy Aerobee rocket reached an altitude of 74 miles.
April 21: General James Doolittle and H. F. Guggenheim predicted
that interplanetary rocket flights are near.
May 3 : The seventh Aerobee was launched to an altitude of 71 miles.
May 13: The first Project Bumper shot was made a t White Sands.
This was a two-stage combination of a V-2 German rocket
carrying an American Wac Corporal. On this flight the V-2
rose 69.7 miles and the Wac Corporal reached 79.1 miles.
May 26: The first North American Nativ rocket test vehicle was
launched as part of the Navaho pro ram.
June 11: A V-2 was launched at White ands carrying an Air Force
Medical Laboratory monkey, Albert, to an altitude of 39 miles.
July 13: The fist Convair MX-774 test missile built under the
ballistic m*ss~eprogram was test Ged.
July 26: A V-2 was launched at White Sands to an altitude of 60.3
miles,rand a Navy Aerobee t o 70 miles, with cameras which
showed the curvature of the Earth.
August 19: The second Bumper rocket combination was fired at
White Sands. The V-2 stage reached 8.28 miles and the Wac
Corporal reached about 8 miles.
August 21 : General Spaatz called for the development by the United
States of a 5 , 0 0 0 - d e missile.
September 1: I n an improvement of aerial reconnaissance, an XR-12
aircraft photographed I a 2,700-mile continuous-strip of the
United States from coast to coast, using 390 frames and 325
feet of film.
September 14: Professor E. P. Wigner discussed the application of
nuclear energy t o space propulsion.
September 15: The Committee on Guided Missiles of the Research
and Development Board recommended that the Army Hermes
project provide a continuing analysis of problems related to
development of an Earth satellite.
September 27: The second MX-774 ballistic missile was test fired by
Convair.
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1948-Continued
September 28: An Army Signal (’orps balloon set an altitude record
of 140,000 feet after launch a t Belmar, N.J.
September 30: The third Bumper rocket a t White Sands sent a V-2
to 93.4 iniles but the Wac Corporal failed.
October 19: It was announced that an Aerobee and a V-2 had photographed 800,000 square miles of the American Southwest froin
high altitude in tests. (Possibly the same as the July 26 report.)
November 1 : The fourth Bumper sent a V-2 to 3 i d e s , arid the Wac
Corporal was not fired, a t White Sands.
November 4 : The Air Force aiinounccd the formation of The Rand
Corporation, as a s~iccessorto Project Rand.
November 6 : Dr. H. Tsien at California Institute of Technology described plans for a nuclear powered space ship.
November 10: The first Symposium on Space Medicine was held
at the USAF School of Aviation Medicine.
December 2 : The third and final MX-774 test ballistic missile was
have had the first piloted
supersonic rocket plane.
December 29: The First Report of the Secretary of Defense, James
Forrestal, reported that the United States had been engaged in
research on an Earth satellite. The Report of the Executive
Secretary of the Research and Development Board, contained as
ai1 appendix, stated :
“The Earth Satellite Vehicle Program, which was being carried
out independently by each military service, was assigned to the
Committee on Guided Missiles for coordination. To provide an
integrated program with resultant elimination of duplication, the
committee recomnicnded that current efforts in this field be
limited to studies and component designs; well-defined areas of
such research havc been allocated to each of the three military
depiirtinents.”
1949
Fcbruary 9: The Departinelit of Space Medicine was established a t
the School of Aviatioii Medicine, Randolph Field, Tex.
‘February 14: The Air Force asked for the creation of a 3,000-niile
iiiissile test range.
February 24: The fifth Bumper test a t White Sands sent a v-2 to
63 miles, and a Wac Corporal to 250 miles, a new record height
above the Earth, and attained a speed of 5,150 miles per hour.
It measured ion densities in the upper atmosphere arid near space.
March 1: Search has been abandoned for the remiairis of the Wac
Corporal which rose to 250 miles altitude a t White Sands atop
w. V-2 in Project Bumper.
hfttrch 12: The Navy announced the development of a multichannel
teleni etering system.
April 21: The sixth Bumper rocket sent a V-2 to 31 miles, but the
Wac Corporal did not fire,
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1949-Continued
May 3: The U S . Navy launched Martin Viking rocket No. 1 a t
White Sands to reach an altitude of 51.5 miles and a speed of
2,250 miles per hour. A payload of 464 pounds of instruments
was carried by this single stage research rocket. Upper air
pressure and tem erature were measured.
May 11: President ruman signed the bill authorizing the range
which now is the Atlantic Missile Range beginning a t Cape
Canaver a1.
May -: A Soviet rocket climbed to a height of 68 miles with be,
tween 264 and 286 pounds of instruments, by Soviet claim.
June 14: Another V-2 flight at White Sands carried a monkey,
Albert I1 to a height of 83 miles. The monkey survived the
flight but was killed when his compartment impacted.
June -: The Gesellschaft fur Weltraumforschung, successor to the
Verein fur Raumschifl'ahrt, passed a resolution calling for 811
international meeting of all astronautical societies.
September 6: Vihing research rocket number 2 was launched ut
White Sands to reach an altitude of 32 miles.
September 23: President Truman announced that the Soviet Union
had exploded an atomic device in August of 1949.
September 26: It was rumored that German scientists hiLd bren
ordered in the Soviet Union to build an ICBM.
November 4: The Army's rocket team of German scientists was
being shifted from Fort Bliss, Tex., to Huntsville, Ala.
December 12: Monkey Albert IV suffered no ill effects from a V-2
flight until moment of impact a t White Sands. (Flight referred
to probably occurred December 8.)
During the year, Rocketdyne fired the first large liquid rocket engines
based on the German engine used in the A-4 (V-2).
During 1949-1952, the Soviet Union sent nine dogs up to 100 kilometers, three of which made two trips each. (Moscow Radio
home service.)
1950

8

January 23: The Air Force created the Air Research and Development Command.
January 29: The charred tail of the Wac Corporal which reached an
altitude of 250 miles a year ago has finally been €ound in thc
desert of New Mexico.
January 30: President Truman directed thc Atomic Energy Coinmission to proceed with thermonuclear weapons rrsettrch.
February 9: Viking research rocket No. 3 was launched a t White
Sands to reach an altitude of 50 miles.
February 17: A V-2 was launched to an altitude of 92 miles ut
White Sands, N. Mex.
February -: The North American Aviation rocket engine facility a t
Santa Susana, Calif. became operational.
March 2: The f i s t full-thrust test of the 75,000-pound thrust liquid
rocket engine in the Navaho program was conducted. (The
XLR43-NA-I .)
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195 0-Con tinued

March 15: The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended exclusive responsibility for long-range strategic missiles to the Air Force, which
assignment was made March 21 by Secretary of Defense Louis
Johnson.
April 1: The German missile team headed by Dr. Wernher von
Braun had been completely moved from White Sands, N. Mex.,
to Redstonc Arsenal a t Huntsville, Ala.
April 22: Igor Sikorsky predicted the arrival of manned interplanetary flight by 1970.
May 10: The President signed the Act creating the National Science
Foundation.
May 11: Viking research rocket No. 4 was launched by the U.S.S.
Norton Sound near Jarvis Island to reach an altitude of 106.4
miles. It studied cosmic rays, temperatures and pressures.
May 19: The first Army Hermes A-1 rocket was test fired a t White
Sands.
June 13: The Department of Defense assigned responsibility for the
operation of the White Sands Missile Range to the Army, the
Point Mugu California Range to the Navy, and the Long Range
Proving Ground a t Banana River Florida to the Air Force.
July 24: Bumper No. 8, a combination of V-2 and Wac Corporal
was launched a t Cape Canaveral and reached a total distance of
25 miles in a horizontal distance test; this was the first missile
launching a t the Cape. The V-2 exploded.
July 29: Bumper No. 7 reached a velocity of Mach 9 a t Cape Canaveral, the highest yet attained. The Wac Corporal traveled
189.4 miles.
August 31 : A mouse was launched in a V-2 a t White Sands, and was
photographed by R camera which survived the impact.
Soptember 30 : First International Congress on Astronautics was assembled at Paris, with representatives from Argentina Austria,
Denmark, Prance, Germany, Great Britain, Spain, and Sweden.
Proposals were studied for the creation of a permanent federation.
October 24: K. T. Keller was appointed Director of Guided Missiles
for the U.S. Armed Services.
October-December : The Rand Corp. confirmed the military practicality of long-range rocket weapons.
November 21: Viking research rocket No. 5 was launched a t White
Sands to reach an altitude of 108 miles. It took photographs
of the Earth which were recovered.
December 11: Viking research rocket No. 6 was launched a t White
Sands to reach an altitude of 40 miles.
Arthur C. Clarke published “Interplanetary Flight”.
1951
January 16: The decision was macle to resume studies of the MX-774
-’
edesignated the Atlas.
Janu%d:
Atlas was reahtivated as a project a t Convair.
February 5: General Collins predicted that nuclear warhencls for
missiles would be available in a few years.
April 18: T h e first Aerobee rocket with a hioniecliral experinlent’ was
launched at Holloman Air Force Base, N . Mex.
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1951-Continued
May 14: The Air Force Missile Test Center was established a t Cape
Canaveral, and assigned to ARDC.
June 20: The first Martin Matador flight down range from Banana
River toward the Bahamas was carried out.
June 25: The Arnold Engineering Development Center a t Tullahoma,
Tenn. was dedicated by President Truman.
August 7: The Douglas D-558-11 Skyrocket reached a speed of
1238 miles per hour with William Bridgeman as pilot.
---: Viking rocket No. 7 set a new single stage rocket altitude
record of 136 miles a t White Sands, N. iMex., reaching a top
speed of 4100 miles per hour.
August 15: The Douglas D-558-11 reached 79,494 feet altitude with
William Bridgeman as pilot.
September 3: The Second International Congress on Astronautics
opened a t London, and the International Astronautical Federation was formed. The United States, Switzerland, and Italy
joined the organization in addition to earlier participants, bringing to 10 the total membership.
September 7: H. H. Koelle of Redstone Arsenal reported that the
Soviet Union is racing to set up a military space station.
October 4: M. K . Tikhonravov in the U.S.S.R. stated that Soviet
science makes feasible space flight and the creation of an artificial
Earth satellite; he reported that Soviet rocket advances equalled
or exceeded those of the West, foresaw craft in 10 to 15 years.
October 12: The U.S.S.R. was said to be planning a 1,000 ton rocket
ship for a trip to the Moon in 10 to 15 years.
October 29: The 66th V-2 was fired a t White Sands, concluding use
of this German missile for upper atmosphere research in the
United States.
During 1951 the Air Force initiated development of a liquid rocket
engine of 120,000 pounds thrust. (The XLR 43-NA-3.)
During 1951 the NACA Lewis Laboratory completed the first rocket
combustion tests using 0uorine.
Arthur C. Clarke published “The Exploration of Space”.
1952

hlurch 19: The Air Force revealed that five monkeys on different
flights had been rocketed to an altitude of 80 miles in the nose of
V-2 missiles. Mice survived the same trips successfully. Four
of the monkeys died as a result of parachute failure, although
telemetry showed that they withstood the rocket flight as such.
The fifth monkey died of heat prostration while awaiting rescue
on the surface of the desert.
hiarch 22 : Colliers Ma azine published its first space syinposium
results under the tit e, “Man Will Conquer Space Soon”. Contributors were Dr. Wernher von Braun, Dr. Joseph Kaplan, Dr.
Heinz Haber, Willi Ley, Dr. Oscar Schachter, and Dr. Fred L.
Whipple.
April -: The NACA directed its laboratories to begin study of
problems associated with flight beyond the atmosphere.

7

1952-Cont inued
May 16: T l w Sprciwl Coilitnittee for the Intt~riit~tiond
Poli~rYcitr W I S
csln1)lislictl hy tjlit. Iiltcrriatioiinl (’ouncil of Scicrrtific IJnions, to
cvmdiriatc the II’Y progritins. (Later cilllcd t h e IGY.)
M:iy 22 : An Air Force Arrobec carried two inonkeys arid two inice to
36 d e s altitude and they were recovered unkiarrned.
Jiiiie 6 : Viking research rocket No. 8, a new inodcbl, was ctestroycitl
cliiriiig a static test at White Sands.
dniw 18 : H. Julian Allen of NACA Arnes Laboratory concvivecl tlic
blunt nose principle for reentry vehicles, later used in ICBM’s
and Project Mercury.
June 20: Col. J. L. Zoeckler of the Air Force has told the Congress hi
executive corninittee sessions that the Soviet Union is rnaking
spectacular progress or1 guided missiles, and during the corning
year will spend the equivalent of more than a billion dollars oil
these devices.
June -: The Navy’s Johnsville, Pa. hiinian centrifuge went inio
operation.
July 26 : An herobee again carried two monkeys and two niicc t o about
40 miles, and they were recovered unharmed.
Sopteinber 1: Third International Congress on Astronautics opc~icdat
Stuttgart, formally adopting a constjitution for the [ntrriiatiorial
Astronautical Federation.
October 18: Colliers published “Man on the Moon”.
October -: The Intcrnational Polar Year was broadnietl : ~ i i dcliaiigrtl
into the Jnternational Geophysical Year.
Noveinber 19: The first liquid rocket engine with a thriist, of over
100,000 pounds was test fired in the Sarita Susana Mountains,
California. iri connection with the Navaho program.
December 6: Dr. Wernher von Braun replied lo Jieut. Gen. Chigie
who had advised dropping space work, seeing a spwe stsation as
a curb to Soviet military aims.
December 15: Viking research rocket No. 9 was launched a t White
Sands to reach an altitude of 135 miles.
Dr. Wernher von Braun published “Das Marsprojekt” (The Mars
Project), a detailed plan for a manned expedition t o Mars and
return. He had described this project Sept,ember 6 at the I.A.F.
meeting in Stuttgart.
The Soviet Union sent 12 animals in 18 launchings on flights u p to
100 kilometers, then parachuted then1 safely from heights of
30 or 40 kilometers, according t80Soviet sources.
During the year the Air Force began design work on a 405,000-pouritl
lhrust liquid rocket engine for the Navaho program.

1953
February 8: A B-29 was flown from the Boston area to within 10
miles of the Los Angeles International Airport without reference
to any external information by using an inertial guidance device
developed a t M.I.T.
February -: The U.S. National Committee for t h e 1GY WI-ts(sstiLl)lished by the National Academy of Sciences.
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1953-Continued
March 30: The Navy revealed that it has put into production a
new guided missile propelled by a turbine engine. This was
the Regulus, and a submarine had been equipped t,o launch it.
The missile was said to have supersonic speed.
June 30: Viking research rocket No. 10 suffered an explosion on the
launching pad a t White Sands, but was salvaged.
August 3: The Fourth International Congress on Astronaut,ics met
at Zurich, and was joined by the Union of South Africa and
Yugoslavia.
: At Zurich, Dr. S. Fred Sin er unveiled his proposal for
Proiect Mouse (Minimum Orbita Unmanned Satlellite Experime;t)-the
first‘ satellite in the modern sense, to weigh- 100
pounds.
___. . At the I.A.F. Congress, Eugen Sanger and Irene SangerBredt set forth a proposal for an ultimate photon rocket for
interstellar travel.
August 12 : The Soviet Union successfully tested a thermonuclear
bomb which was air deliverable, according to Igor V. Kurchatov
in April 1958.
August 20: The first Redstone missile was test fired by the Army a t
Cape Canaveral.
August 28: A liquid rocket engine for the Navaho program was test
k e d a t a thrust of over 200,000 pounds.
September 9: Trevor Gardner was appointed by Secretary of Defense
Wilson to head a committee to eliminate interservice competition
in development of guided missiles.
October 14: The X-10 prototype for the North American Navaho
made its first flight.
November 27: Nesmeyanov of the U.S.S.R. -4cademy of Sciences
announced “science has reached such a stage that the launching
of a stratoplane to the Moon, the creation of an artiiicial satellite
of the Earth, is a real possibility.” (World Peace Council,
Vienna)
The thermonuclear breakthrough which made possible the construction of powerful warheads small enough to mount in a missile
came during the year and led to the recommendation of the Air
Force Strategic Missiles Evaluation Committee that the program
for the Atlas ballistic missile which had been proceeding with
only limited funds since 1951 be redirected, expanded and accelerated. Dr. John von Neuman was chairman of this committee.
(See February 10, 1954.)
During 1953 Dr. Hubertus Strughold published “The Green and Red
Planet: A Physiological Study of the Possibility of Life of Mars”.

7
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1954

January 12: Lt. Gen. James I>oolitt81e predicted that an Earth
satellite would be built within 50 years.
Jiiiiuttr.~30 : Vice President Pryor of Pari holericau Airways saw
danger if only one iiutioi1 wore to acquire the ability t o l>uild
satellites.
January -: Satellites were officially described as practical by the
U.S.S.R.
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1954-Continued
E’ebruary 6 : The Soviet Union published the charge that, United
States science fiction, films, publications, and broadcasts were
a forerunner of new imperialism aimed a t conquering other
planets .
February 8 : The Rand Corporation recommended that ICBM efforts
be increased and that tho characteristics of Atlas be eased to
permit an ICBM a t an earlier date.
Fehru ary 10 : The von Neumann St,rategic Missile Evaluation
(’ommittee reported K highly significant possihilit,y of a major
technological breakthrough on warhead size of thermonuclear
weapons, and recommended that, the ICBM be pursued tlirough
the formation of a special management, organization. It also
noted the advantages of an TRBM.
March 1 : The United States exploded its first hydrogen bomb in the
Marshall Islands.
March 20: The United States exploded a second hydrogen bomb in
the Marshall Islands.
hlarch 23: The Chief of Staff, U S . Air Force approved an Air Force
Council recommendation to reorient and accelerate the ICBM
program.
March 24: Moscow Radio urged Soviet youth to be first t o reach
the Moon.
April 3: The Moscow Air Club formed an astroaviation section to
study interplanetary flight. A. A. Shternfeld reported Toviet
scientists hold that space flight is possible in the foreseeable
future.
May 5 : American and German scientists warned that the Soviet
Union may lead the United States in rocket research. George
Sutton thought that the U.S.S.R. might have a device capahle
of firing into the skies an artificial Earth satellite symbolic 01
Soviet power; he suggested this might include a 1-ton payload
in an orbit 200 miles up. Dr. S. Fred Singer urged the United
States to start work on a 100-pound satellite which could be
ready by 1957.
M a y 7: Viking research rocket No. 10 was launched a t White Sands
to climb to an altitude of 136 miles.
May 19: The Soviet Union is expected to have manned Moon flights
in a few years.
May 24: Viking research rocket No. 11 was launched at White Sands
to climb to an altitude of 158 miles, and reached a speed of 4,300
miles per hour.
May -: The NACA determined the characteristics of what was later
to become the x-15 aircraft.
. Joseph and Stewart Alsop reported that the Pentagon estimate was that by 1960 the Soviet Union would launch an intercontinental missile. They warned that previous official estimates had
been uniformly bettered by at least two years by Soviet developers.
June 10: A Matador missile was launched a t Cape Canaveral, aiid
hit its target a t supersonic speed.
June 21: Responsibility for Atlas was assigned to the Air Research
and Development Command, and on July 29, Brig. Gen. B. A.
Schriever was put in charge of the project.
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195A-Continued
June 25: Secretly arranged by Durant, Dr. Wernher von Braun,
Frederick C. Durant 111, Alexander Satin, David Young, Dr.
Fred L. Whipple, Dr. S. Fred Singer, and Commander George W.
Hoover met to agree that a Redstone rocket with a Loki second
stage could launch a satellite into a 200-mile orbit without major
new development. Five pounds could be put up fairly soon, and
a heavier, better instrumented one soon afterward if an official
project were set up. Rear Admiral Frederick R. Furth, Chief of
Naval Research, approved the idea and authorized an approach
to the Army missile directors at Redstone arsenal. This was to
become Project Orbiter.
August 1 : Fifth International Congress on Astronautics opened a t
Innsbruck. Membership in the I A F was applied for by societies
from Egypt, Japan, Brazil, and the United States (American
Astronautical Society).
August 3: The Army and Navy representatives met a t Redstone
Arsenal and agreed upon a joint Army-Navy project which was
given the designation Orbiter. Then contracts were let to Alabama Engineering and Tool Co., Aerophysics Corp., and Varo
Manufacturing Co.lfor various components.
August 4: Dr. Ernst Stuhlinger described his plan for ion propulsion
of rockets, a t the I.A.F. meeting in Innsbruck.
August 7: The Air Force revealed that the School of Aviation Medicine had received the first specifically built space cabin simulator.
August 21: The rocket ship X-1A with Major Arthur Murray a t the
controls reached 90,000 feet a t Edwards Air Force Base.
August 26: The Supplemental Appropriations Act, 1955, appropriated
$2,000,000 to the National Science Foundation for carrying out
the United States program for the International Geophysical
Year.
August 29: Hanson Baldwin reported that sometime in the 1960’s
ICBM’s by the United States and presumably by the Soviet
Union would be operational. He noted it was not yet clear
whether these could carry thermonuclear waxheads.
August -: The Western Development Division (now Ballistic Missile
Division) under the Air Research and Development Command
was activated to manage Atlas research, develo ment, and
testing, with the highest Air Force priority given t e program.
September 3: The Air Force announced it was planning a range 5,000
miles long from Cape Canaveral to Ascension Island.
September 24: The Soviet Union established the Tsiolkovski Gold
Medal to be awarded every three years for outstanding accomplishment in interplanetary communications.
September 26: Moscow Radio announced that the U.S.S.R. had sent
rockets to a height of 240 miles, and that an interplanetary rocket
had been designed and its flight principles worked out.
September 29: Chrysler received a contract from the Army to build
the Redstone missile.
October 4 : The Special Committee of the International Geophysical
Year concluded its meeting in Rome, Italy, during which it
adopted the following recommendation :
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195GContinued
[ ‘ T n view of the great import ance of observat,ioiis diiririg
extended periods of tdme of extraterrestrial radiations and
geophysical phenomena in the upper atmosphere, and in view
of the advanced state of present rocket techniques, CSAGI
recommends that thought be given to the launching of small
satellite vehicles, t o their scientific instrumentation, itrid to the
new problems associated with satellite experiments, sirch :LS
power. si1 pply, t clemeteririg, r~rrd orient ation of the vrhic.le.”
October 14: The first American 4-stage rocket was launched by the
Pilotless Aircraft Research Division of NACA Langley Laboratory a t Wallops Island, Va.
October 18-19: At the suggestion of Dr. Theodore von Khrmhn, the
Ad Hoc Committee of the Scientific Advisory Board reviewed
the case for the nuclear rocket, quiet since a 1947 study by Nor111
American Aviation and a 1953 report of Oak Ridge. They
recommended that the work be a continuing study at a modest
level.
October-: A Naval Research Laboratory herobee took the first
picture of a complete hurricane from an altitude of 100 niiles
over White Sands.
November 17: Secretary of Defense Charles E. Wilson denied knowledge of any United States scientists working 011 Earth satellites,
and stated he would not be alarmed if the U.S.S.R. h i l t onti
first.
November 30: Milt Rosen of the American Rocket Societ,y urged t h c
United States to undertake construction of an Earth satellite.
December 10: Lt. Col. John P. Stapp rode a rocket sled at Holloinari
Air Force Base at 632 miles per hour, a world l m d record, and
then came to a full stop in 1)h seconds.
December 16: Convair was announced t o be building the Atlas
ICBM for the Air Force.
December 21 : The Department of Defense in a two-sentence comnienl
reported that studies continued to be niadc in the Earth stLtellil(~
vehicle program. The statement, approved by Fccwtary of
Defense Charles E. Wilson, was issued after a press carfer~ncch
statement by the Secretary that he was unawar(’ of an Amrric.;in
satellite program.
December-: Walt Disney produced the film, “Ivfan in Space”.
Diiring 1954-1957, the Soviet Uriioii launched a rriimher of’ geophysical rockets to altitudes up to 250 kilometers, wcordirig t o
Soviet sources.
1955

January 10: Moscow Radio reported that Soviet scientists hold that
satellite flight was possible in the near future, to be followed
shortly by interplanetary flight.
January 20: The Air Force was invited to join Project Orbiter and
to supply help including tracking. The plan was submitted to
Assistant Secretary of Defense Donald A. Quarles.
January 22: The Department of Defense announced that work was
underway on an ICBM with a range of 5,000 miles and an accuracy of 10 miles C.E.P.
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1955-Continued
January 27: In a recognition of Soviet progress, the United States
Air Force called for early development of an ICBM with a thermonuclear warhead.
February 4: Viking research rocket No. 12 was launched a t White
Sands to climb to an altitude of 144 miles.
February 14: The Killian Committee recommended the concurrent development cd an IRBM of 1,500 miles range, to match the
ICBM effort.
March 14: The US. National Committee for the IGY completed a
feasibility study on Earth satellites, and endorsed them favorably
for consideration by the National Academy and the National
Science Foundation.
March -: The feasibility of the F-1 million-pound-thrust liquid
rocket engine was established by Rocketdyne.
: Dr. Alan T. Waterman went to the White House with the
proposal for a scient& satellite as recommended a t the October
1954 Rome meeting for the IGY.
April 6: The Atomic Energy Commission tested an air-to-air nuclear
warhead missile 30,000 feet over the Nevada desert a t Yucca
Flats, following launch from a B-36.
April 15: The Soviet newspaper, Vechernaya Moskva, announced the
recent creation in the Soviet Union of a Permanent Interdepartmental Commission for Interplanetary Travel in the Astronomical
Council of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences, for “coordinating
work on the solution of the problems of masterin cosmic space.”
As an initial step it was to develop an Earth sakehte which would
improve weather forecasting by taking photographs of the Earth.
Peter Eapitsa was a member.
April 18: The Astronomer Royal of Great Britain foresaw no interplanetary trips for several centuries.
April 21: The first Aerobee-Hi was launched, reaching 113 miles
a1tit ude .
April 24: Senator Symington charged that the Soviet Union led in
the development of the ICBM.
April 26: Moscow Radio reported that the Soviet Union plans to
explore the Moon with a tank remotely controlled by radio, and
foresaw trips by man in 1 or 2 years. It also reported that a
team of scientists had been formed to develop an Earth satellite.
American Rocket Society executive James J. Harford ridiculed
the possibility of a Soviet Moon trip so soon.
May 2: The Titan ICBM was also assigned to the Air Force Ballistic
Missile Division.
May 21: Senator Symington warned that the Soviet Union might lead
in the development of missile warheads.
May 23: The Orbiter team gathered a t Redstone Arsenal and a day
later at Cape Canaveral to see a Redstone firing and to establish
the timetable for Orbiter, to lead to a launching in midsummer
or autumn of 1957.
May 29: Moscow reported research on hydrogen fusion as a means
for spnce propulsion.
June 13: Aero Digest editor Eric Rergaust held that the U.S.S.R.
was closer to space conquest than the United States.

-
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1955-Cont inued
June 30: The Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1956, appropriated “$10,000,000 to remain available until June 30, 1960,”
for the American International Geophysical Year program.
July 29: The National Academy of Sciences and the National Science
Foundation announced that the United States was planning to
construct an Earth satellite which would be launched during the
Int crnational Geophysical Year. These organizations would
sponsor the project with assistance from the Department of
Dcfcnsc. which would furnish the equipment and facilities. The
prograin was to be cnrried out under the IGY program and “the
wsiilts obtaincd will be madc available to the scientists of thc
world.” A Whi te House briefing on the announcement was given
by Jaincs C. Hagcrty and noted scientists, who discussed the
witntific chta which Earth satcllites would provide. They
:innounccd that the sat8ellite would probably be the size of a
1~:tskctballand might carry instruments; few other details of thc
vchicle were described. A letter from Joseph Kaplan, chairman
of the United States National Committee for the International
Geophysical Year, announcing United States satellite plans in
response to thc October 1954 resolution of the Special Committcc
for the International Geophysical Year was delivered to Professor
Sydney Chapman, its president. The satellite was to bc patterned after Professor Fred Singer’s MOUSE concept,.
July 30: The Soviet Union revealed that i t planned to launch an
Earth satellite like that of the United States. Amcrican scientists stated the Russians had worked on this problem as long as
scientists in the United States.
- _.__: Satellites were stated to have no foreseeable military valiic,
according to “informed” American Government sourcos.
July 31: Dr. Karpenlio offered Soviet cooperation in launching n n
EhrtJi satellite, suggesting Sedov play a key rolc in a joint
effort, but he woiild not stat8cwhen thc 1J.S.S.R. would build
satelli be.
July-October: Inst runicnted Loki T mid Deacon rockets were luunchcd
from balloons from shipboard off Greenland in a University of
Iowa cosmic ray study sponsored by the Office of Naval Research,
using Army Ordnance Jet Propulsion Laboratory rockets.
Aiigust 2 : N. S. Khrushchev reported that the U.S.S.R. woiiltl
cooperatc with the United States if t’he project was “in thc
interests of man.”
: Sixth 1.A.E’. Congress opened a t Copenhagen. Soviet representatives appeared a t the Congress for the first time. Chilc
joined the I.A.F.
_
__
.
: L. I . Sedov, chairman of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences
Interdepartmental Commission on Interplanetary Communications, made the following statement a t a press conference during
the International Congress of Astronautics, according to the Tass
announcement: “In m y opinion, it will be possible to launch an
‘artificial satellite of the Earth’ within the next two years, and
there is the technological possibility of creating ‘artificial satellites’ of rnrious sizes :md m(~ig-lits.”
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19554ontinued
August 3: Professor Leonid Sedov reported that the U.S.S.R. was
considering vehicles of various sizes, usin a large rocket launcher,
and that these satellites would be muc larger than under the
United States plan. He stated that reentry problems were under
study, but that the first satellite would burn on reentry. He said
the first launching should come in 2 years, using a 2- or 3-stage
launching combination. He foresaw future cooperation with the
United States.
August 5: Sedov was quoted in Pravda and Izvestia as saying, “It will
be feasible to launch an artificial earth satellite within the next
two years. I do not venture to specify a more exact time.”
August 15: A. G. Karpenko reported that construction of the Soviet
satellite would begin soon. It was noted by Pravda that radio
directed rockets carrying animals have reached an altitude of
300 miles. The first satellite was to orbit between 125 tirid 625
miles, and later ones between 935 and 1,250 miles.
August 20: G. I. Pokorovsky interviewed by Izvestia held that
regularly-scheduled interplanetary flights would come in the
future. He also spoke of unmanned rockets to the Moon, and
said the first stage of satellite research had been completed.
September 8 : The President assigned the highest national priority
to the ICBM programs.
September 9 : The Stewart Committee reviewed the alternatives of
waiting for an Air Force Atlas launcher for the first satellite,
using a modified Army Redstone, or developing a new Navy
rocket derived from the Viking. The committee voted 7-2 in
favor of abandoning Orbiter and developing Vanguard ;Secretary
Quarles ruled with the committee majority in the Department of
Defense Policy Committee which a proved this decision.
September 13: The President approve the devdopment of R 1,500mile ballistic missile system mlth megaton wnrhead yield, “both
land and sea-basing to be considered .”
September 14: A Soviet reporter at a scientific conference was noncommittal on the Soviet role in observations and on announced
Soviet plans for Earth satellites.
September 23: General White noted Soviet stress on the development
of an ICBM.
October 2: The National .4cademy of Sciences’ IGY Committee
established the Technicltl Panel for the Earth Satellite Program
with Dr. Richard W. P o r k as Chairman, to plan the scientific
aspects of the progrum, including selection of experiments,
establishment of optical tracking statipns, and international and
interdisciplinary relations.
October 7: The Martin Company was awarded the prime contract to
buiId the Vanguard satellite launching vehicle, and General
Electric received the contract for t h e first sta e rocket engine.
October 8: Rear Admiral F. R. Furth, Dr. Cornel, and Dr. Hugh
Odishaw denied that the United States was racing to get into
space ahead of the U.S.S.R., and stated that its only interest was
to further the world’s scientific knowledgr.
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November 2 : The Atomic Energy Commission approved the general
study plans of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories, and
recognized the interest of the Department of Defense in the
nuclear rocket.
November 6: Secretary Donald Quarles expressed confidence that
the United States led the Soviet Union in development of an
ICBM, but that there was a future threat.
Noveinber 8: The Department of Defense approved the assignment
of an intermediate range ballistic missile project to the Air Force.
The assignment of this 1,000 mile missile was not to limit thc
Army in pursuing the development of Redstone which had IL
range of about 200 miles but also has a furthcr growth potential.
This decision led later to development of the Air Forcc Thor ant1
Army Jupiter. (See next entry.)
-~
__ - : T h e Secretary of Defense authorized the Brrrip and Navy to
proceed jointly with the development of an intermediatt:-rarrgt.
ballistic missile “with the dual objective of achieving tin early
shipboard capability and also providing a land-based alternate”
to the Air Force Thor program.
November 17: The Secretary of thc Navy created the Special Projects
Office to handle the problems associated with the ship-launched
Jupiter weapon system. Rear Adm. W. P. Raborn, Jr., was
named Director, reporting directly to the Secretary of the Navy.
November 18: The Air Research and Development Command was
assigned IOC (initial operating capability) responsibility for
ICBM’s; on December 14, 1955, this responsibilit]y was trans[erred to the Air Force Ballistic lMissile Division.
November 26: The Soviet Union announced that it lint1 dotoiiate 1
a hydrogen weapon a t great height.
November -: The X--2 research rocket planc mttdc its first flight,
and was powered with the first throttlable rocket engine, tho
XRL 25-CW-1.
December 9: The Thor IRBM was also assigned to the Air Force
Ballistic Missile Division.
: Hanson Baldwin reported that the Soviet TJnion had developed a 600-800 mile range ballistic missile.
December 13: Aerojet-General was picked to build the second stage
rocket propulsion system for the Vanguard satellite projert.
1)ecetnber 29: Premier Riilgaiiiii Iiintcd thnt Soviet ICBM dcvelopment was underway.
1956
,January 3 : Thc London Duily Workcr reported tliat the U.S.S.R.
might launch a satellite in 1956, 6 months ahead of the United
States. It repeated the claim that animals had been sent
several hundred miles into space by rocket, and the animals
recovered safely.
January 10: Thc first American liquid rocket engine having a thrust
over 400,000 pounds was fired a t Santa Susana, Calif.
_ _ -: General Maxwell Taylor aiinoiinced that tltc Ariity was
going to develop tin lKBh4 dcrivctl from its iiiox‘c liiiiited range
Redstone missile.
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January 13: A Northrop Snark built for the Air Force flew 2,000
miles from Cape Canaveral into the central Atlantic. The
missile was powered with a jet turbine engine.
-:
Patrick Air Force Base (Cape Canaveral) was selected as
the launching site for the United States IGY satellite (Vanguard).
February 1: Senator Jackson in a speech on the Senate floor warned
that the Soviet Union was likely to win the race to develop a
1,500-mile ballistic missile, possibly with a first firing before the
end of 1956. Therefore he called for a three-shift program in
the United States to advance our own efforts, together with a
new organization to give the necessary push and direction.
*The Army activated the Army Ballistic Missile Agency
(ABMA) a t Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, Alabama, to pursue
the Redstone and Jupiter.
February 4 : Ex-President Truman expressed doubts about the satellite
program.
February 8 : Trevor Gardner resigned as Assistant Secretary of the
Air Force for Research and Development as a protest against
Pentagon policia with regard to missiles.
February 9-10 : Secretary Quarles testified before Congress that the
United States led the missiIe race, and that any race to speed
IRBM’s would affect the military balance of power.
17: Deputy Premier Mikoyan stated the Soviet Union
cou d deliver a thermonuclear warhead to any target on Earth.
February 19: Trevor Gardner claimed the Soviet Union led in the
development of ballistic missiles. Harold Stassen on the other
hand stated the Soviet Union ranked behind both the United
States and Great Britain in this respect.
February 25 : Secretary Quarles saw the ballistic missile threat as
being great in 5 to 10 years, but doubted the current Soviet
ability.
March 4: Dr. Wernher von Braun saw the U.S.S.R. working hard to
develop a manned space ship and said the United States had no
time to lose.
: Air Secretary Quarles was quoted as saying, “On the basis
of facts at my disposal, I feel confident that we are ahead of the
Russians in the evolution of an intercontinental ballistic missile
suitable for our purposes.” The same article quoted Brig.
Gen. J. F. Phillips, “We knew how vital it was for us to get an
ICBM before the Russians did.” The claim was that U.S. work
began before corresponding Soviet work, for a special committee
of the most gifted Army Air Force officers studied the problem
in January 1945.
March 6 : Radio Moscow reported that the first satellites would be
“small, spherical, and weigh about 50 kilograms.”
March 13: A Chinese Communist report said that the U.S.S.R. had
sent a monkey 310 miles into space in a rocket, and had recovered
it sately.
Maroh 14 : The Jupiter A (Redstone) was launched at Cape Canaveral
by the Army.
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March 20: The Department of Defense Ballistic Missile Committee
approved the Navy solid propellant program for component
development to determine weapon system feasibility.
March 2 1 : Secretary Donald A. Quarles announced that the Air Force
was developing three ballistic missile projects: Atlas and Tituri
of ICBM range and Thor of 1500 mile range.
Rlarch 22: The Air Force Ballistic Missile Division was assigned IOC
(initial operating capability) responsibility for IRBM’s, including the preparation of bases, the provision of supporting equipment, and the training of IOC crews.
hfnrch 27: Eger Murphree, president of Esso Research Laboratories,
was appointed by Secretary of Defense Wilson as “missile czar”
over the three services as head of the Office of the Assistant for
Guided Missiles.
hlarch 2s: Airman D. F. Smith remained in a sealed space cabin
simulator for 24 hours at the School of Aviation Medicine,
Randolph Field.
April 11: The Navy awarded Lockheed a contract for system development and to Aerojet for solid rocket development for what later
became the Polaris missile system.
April 19: Nikita Khrushchev cited Soviet gains in ICBM development, and warned against pressuring the Soviet Union.
April 23 : Khrushchev indicated that thermonuclear warheads in
Soviet ICBM’s would be able to hit any target on Earth.
___ : Secretary Quarles pointed out that the United States still
led the Soviet Union in its technical abilities.
___ : The Army reported to the Office of the Secretary of Defense
that if given the go-ahead, it could use a Jupiter to launch a
small Earth satellite by January of 1957.
April 24: Secretary Quarles indicated he was not surprised by the
Khrushchev statement in England that the U.S.S.R. would
“soon1’have hydrogen bomb warhead missiles capable of reaching
any point on Earth. He said it depended upon the meaning of
the word “soon”.
May 8: An Aerobee-Hi was launched to an altitude of 116.5 miles.
May 19 : Under the Second Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1956,
the National Science Foundation received an appropriation of
“$27,000,000, to remain available until June 30, 1960” for the
International Geophysical Year.
May 21: The first American airborne H-bomb was dropped by a
B-52 bomber a t 50,000 feet to explode over Bikini Atoll.
May -: The Air Force began a joint program of support with the
AEC for developing Project Rover, the nuclear rocket.
June 21 : The Rand Corporation issued a research memoranduni, “A
Casebook on Soviet Astronautics,” by F. J. Krieger. The casebook contained both a bibliography of Soviet literature and complete translations of selected Russian articles and papers on this
subject.
June 22 : The Japanese meteorological service reported that the
U.S.S.R. had exploded a missile-borne H-weapon a t an altitude
of 22 miles.
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June 29: An Aerobee-Hi rocket was launched to an altitude of 163
miles over White Sands.
July 6: The first Nike-Cajun rocket was fired at Wallops Island, Va.
and reached an altitude of about 85 miles.
July 23: The rocket ship X-2 was flown at 1,900 miles per hour by
Lt. Col. Frank K. Everest, and reached 75,000 feet over Edwards
Air Force Base.
August 24: The first 5-stage solid-fueled rocket was launched a t
Wallops Island, reaching a speed of Mach 15.
September 7: The rocket ship X-2 was flown to 126,200 feet by
Captain Iven C. Kincheloe, over Edwards Air Force Base.
September 15: The Special Committee for the International Geophysical Year announced that amon the resolutions approved
by scientists from 40 countries, inclui l‘n the United States and
the Soviet Union, were those recommengng the use of standard
instruments for tracking satellites and the release of technical
informaeion on tracking equipment by those countries with
satellite pro ams.
September 20: E e first Redstone Jupiter C test vehicle was launched
from Cape Canaveral to reach an altitude of 682 miles and a range
of 3,300 miles over the South Atlantic.
September 21: The U.S.S.R. annoullced completion of a study project
to send a rocket to the Moon and back. I t also was said to be
working on nuclear and photon propulsion. The Soviet lunar
probe was stated to be 2,200 pounds, and through the study stage.
United States scientists were dubious of the reports.
September 27: The X-2 reached 2,148 miles per hour with Capt.
Milburn G . Apt before crashing.
September -: The Seventh I.A.F. Congress opened a t Rome. Societies from the U.S.S.R., France, Poland, and Germany joined
the I.A.F. During the Oongress, Papal approval of astronautical
endeavor was
revealed that it had research rockets of
October 10: The
four stages which had reached speeds as high as 6,864 miles per
hour.
October -: NACA scientists were directed to study a followon to
the X-15 manned rocket research vehicle.
November 16: The Department of Defense transferred part of Camp
Cooke, California, to the Air Force to create the first ICBM base.
This is now Vandenberg Air Force Base.
November 26: Secretary of Defense Wilson ruled that the Army
would be restricted to development and operation of missiles
with a range not exceeding 200 miles, for point defense and
tactical support of ground forces; the Navy would be responsible
for ship-based s tems suitable to its assigned functions; and the
Air Force wo d be responsible for area air defense missiles,
IRBM’s, and ICBM’s.
November 30: The Martin TM-61 Matador became the first Air
Force tactical missile after completing its test program.
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1956-Continued
December 8: Viking research rocket No. 13 was launched at Cape
Canaveral as the f i s t test of Vanguard satellite vehicle components, including the IMinitrack radio transmitter which was
ejected in space. The rocket flew a t 4,100 miles per hour, climbed
125 miles and landed 180 miles away. (This has been labeled
Vanguard TV-0).
: The Secretary of Defense authorized the Navy to terminate
participation in the Jupiter IRBM program and to proceed with
the development of the solid-fueled Polaris for shipboard use.
December 12: Dr. John Hagen said the Vanguard program was on
schedule, but denied any race with the Soviet Union.
December 15: It was revealed the United States had launched a
Jupiter test vehicle which flew 3,300 miles from Cape Canaveral.
reaching an altitude of 682 miles, and a speed of 15,000 miles
per hour. (See September 20, 1956.)
December 18: The Special Projects Office of the Navy was made
weapons system manager for the entire Fleet Ballistic Missile
Program, in place of the original more limited assignment.
December 21 : The Atomic Energy Commission began a development
program for auxiliary nuclear power electric energy sources for.
use in space ships at the request of the Air Force. This was
given the name Project SNAP.
1957
,January 10 : President Eisenhower in his Stttte of the Union ;\lessage
declared that “we are willing t o enter any re1i:ible agreement
which would * * * mutually control the outer space missile and
satellite development.”
IJimuary 21 : It was announced that the Snark guided missile of intercontinental range and propelled by turbine engine would be
delivered to the Strategic Air Command in about a year.
January 2 5 : Just thirteen months after letting the contract, the first
Thor missile was tested at Cape Canaveral. Unofficial observers
reported that just after liftoff, it toppled back to crash and burn.
February 10: Missiles and Rockets magazine stated that the United
States and the U.S.S.R. might be entering into a space rocket
bomber race.
February 20: The U S . Committee for the IGY submitted a report of
its technical pancl on the Earth Satellite Program to the National
Science Foundation and the Department of Defense outlining a
post-IGY space program.
February 25: Dr. Lee De Forest stated man would never bo able to
reach the Moon.
March 18: As a result of guidance from the Department of Defense,
the Atomic Energy Commission reduced its effort on nuclear
rockets by phasing out the work u t the Livermore Laboratory
and concentrating all efforts at Los danios.
hlt~rch24: The Soviet Union released tt photograph of ti dog said to
enjoy space flights in a rocket.
March - -: The Army fired a second Jupiter missile, but tlpparwtlja malfunction terminated the flight after about 100 miles; however, useful telemetry was returned.

i9c17--cormtinued
April 7: It dw' mborted that the Soviet Union had orgaaieed a
separate Wkdt f u m on a, p a r h i t h the three other services to
' spdr missila~dkvelopubntatid 8ir' defense.
April llr!3Md!lite equipment, including a radio transmitter and
instruhlents (fop msasuring temperahxe ressure, cosmic rays,
1
and fneteuI4eitldst '~~ux)untem,
w88 keet
abovtf Earth for ths
first time, as'a rocket codtahing this equipment was fired by
'the Navy to a 126-ncdle altitude.
A p d 15: The First Missile Division and the 392nd Air Base Group
were a&uated b t
h $AirForce.
April 19: A secoxk$ hor launching W M carried out, but was destroyed
by the range safety officer when it appeared to be going off course.
April 23: First details were made public of the planned X-15 high
altitude and high speed research craft being built by North
American.
A p d 24: The X-47 rocket exceeded 9,000 miles per hour after launch
a t Pa+trickAh Foroe Base.
April 30: Aerobee-Hi No. 41 was launched at White Sands to reach
193 miles altitude, and 4,900 miles per hour.
April-: The Upper Atmosphere Rocket Research Panel was renamed the Rocket and Satellite Research Panel, with Dr. James
A. Van Men as chairman.
M a y €: Vanguard T&t Vehicle (TV-l), a modified Martin Viking
first stage, Grand Central rocket second stage, and Vanguard
third &age launched an instrummted nose cone to 121.2 miles
altitude a t Ca e CanaveFal.
May 6: William
Holaday wm named Special Assistant for Guided
Mis$iies in the De merit of ,Defense.
May 19: Dr. Richard
Porter indicated that Vanguard might be
delayed until the s ring of 1958 because the camera tracking
network would not
complete until April 1958.
May31: A h t successful Jupiter was fired 1,500 milea reaching
between 250 and 300 inilea above the Earth, a t Cape kanaveral
May-: A thiM test of the Thor missile a t Cape Canaveral ended
in failure.
-*
. A Soviet rocket carried 5 dogs to 131 miles altitude in a
capsule with a total weight of 4,841 pounds; reported in Pravda
of March 27, 1958; tlll returned successfully, by Soviet claim.
. Andrew Stone of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer offered to pay the
rice of launching an Earth satellite using the Jupiter C rocket,
Eased upon estimates of what would be possible to achieve an
orbit ahead of the Soviet Union given him by Dr. William H.
Pickering of the Jert Propulsion Laboratory. He made the
proposal m person tit the Pentagon, but it was rejected.
June 2: Captain Joseph W. Kittinger, Jr., USAF remained aloft in
a plastic Man High I balloon over Minnesota for 6 hours, 34
minutes, incltlding over 2 hours over 90,000 feet, and reaching
-. 96,000
. Anfbt.
arCieie in Pravda quoting Professor Nesmeyanov stated
that the rackets a n d the instruments for the h t Earth satellite
were complete, that it would be launched in a few months, and
that it would be big enough to be seen through field glasses.
It was to be used for ionospheri&tudies,
1
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June 7: An anonymous scientist stated that the United States Army
had available a missile which could launch an Earth satellite.
June 9: The U.S.S.R. Literary Gazette stated that dogs would take
part in the Soviet space program. It reported that 100 rockets
would be fired from three areas to altitudes of 50 to 125 miles.
June 10: The Soviet Union announced that it planned to launch
satellites in a few months, in a document sent to Dr. Lloyd V.
Berlmer, of the IGY Committee. Contents of the report, which
stated that the Soviet Union would launch 125 rockets, were
made public at International Geophysical Year headquurt ers
on June 21 and supplemented information supplied a t a Soviet
press conference June 18, 1957.
June 11: The first launching attempt was made of an Atlas missile
at Cape Canaveral, but it exploded shortly after takeoff, a t about
10,000 feet.
: Nesmeynnov announced that the first Soviet satellite would
be launched in a very few months. Ogonek magazine stated that
it would use a multistage rocket.
Jrine 20: Soviet scientists reported their first satellite would be
launched before tlie end of 1957 and superior to the United States
sntellite in size, racing to be first. Soviet IGY Chairman Bedorov
reported that no definite launching date had been set, stating
there were still many difficulties to be overcome. The satellites
were expected to fly between 120 and 300 miles in an elliptical
orbit a t close to 18,000 miles per hour. They would measure air
density, meteorites, and cosmic rays.
June 21: “A Casebook on Soviet Astronautics-Part
11” by F. J .
Krieger was issued by the Rand Corporation as a continuation
of its research memorandum of June 21, 1956.
June 22: The first Soviet satellite was to measure close t80 18 inches
in diameter, travel near the Arctic and the Antarctic, but not
over the poles. The satellites would measure the shape of the
Earth, relativity theory, ultra-violet, X-ray, and corpuscular
solar radiation. The weight of the first Soviet satellite W:LS estimated on the order of 110 pounds.
Jriiie 23 : Franklin Institute Planetarium Director I. M. Levitt
foresaw the Soviet satellite as being more impressive than its
American equivalent. I n the Soviet Union Khlebtsevicli
predicted that tlie U.S.S.R. would send a radio-guided rocket
to the Moon early in the 1960’s, and also predicted unnmunett
flights to Mars and Venus, with remotely controlled guidance to
insure their arrival.
June 27: The Soviet, Union predicted a Moon probe in the early
1960’s, a Moon base 5 to 10 years later, a Mars probe in the
1965-71 period, and 5 Venus probes. The Soviet Union expects
to use the Moon as a television relay point.
June -: “Observations on Radio Signals from the Artificial Terrestrial
Satellite and Their Scientific Value,” an article by A. Kazantsev
in Radio, reported that the first Russian satellite would contain
two radio transmitters operating a t about 20 and 40 megacycles
and described the manner in which the signals from the transmitters would be emitted.
~
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July 1 : The International Geophysical Year began. Sixty-four
nations were to participate in the scientific program which
would last for 18 months and would be carried out under a special
committee of the International Council of Scientific Unions.
July 11 : The North American Navaho ramjet intercontinental
missile project was cancelled by the Air Force.
July 15: Soviet rocket expert A. Blagonravov urged that the United
States and the Soviet Union cooperate on space exploration arid
on attempts to fly to the Moon.
July 16: The First Missile Division was moved from Inglewootl, C‘alif‘.,
to Cooke (later renamed Vandenberg) Air Force Basc.
July 19: The Air Force fired a nuclear warhead air-to-air nuclear
rocket Genie MB-1 from an F-86J over Yucca Flat,, Nc~adrt.
July 24 : Khlebtsevich reported that the Soviet Union expected
to send a television-equipped interplanetary probe to V e m s by
means of a five-stage rocket within the next 10 years.
August 4: E. Fedorov, head of the Soviet satellite program repeated
that no launching date had been set yet for the first satellite
a t tempt .
August 6: The first measurements of the Earth’s magnetic field in the
auroral zone were made by L. CahiIl and J. A. Van Allen, using
a Rockoon (balloon-launched rocket).
August 7: An Army Jupiter C carried a scale model nose cone 1200
miles and to an altitude of 600 miles from Cape Canaveral.
The ablation-type cone was recovered next day, and shown to
the Nation by the President on November 7, 1957.
August 15: The Army shot a Jupiter over a distance of 1200 miles
and was reported to have come within 400 yards of intended
target.
August 20: Major David G. Simons completed a 32-hour flight in a
balloon, which reached an altitude of over 100,000 feet and
remained above 90,000 feet for 26 hours. The experiment
tested man’s adaptation to life a t high altitudes through creation
of an artificial atmosphere; cosmic radiation tests were also made.
He flew from Crosby, Minn. to Elm Lake, S. Dak.
August 26: The Soviet Union announced the successful flight of an
ICBM a few days earlier. It was described as a multistage
vehicle which could be directed to any part of the world, and
was said to have reached its target area in the test. At thc
same time it was announced that a series of nuclear and thermonuclear explosions had also been conducted a few days earlier a t
very high altitude.
August 28 : The Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1958 appropriated
$34,200,000 for the United States scientific satellite ‘(to be
derived by transfer from such annual appropriations available to
the Department of Defense as may be determined by the Secretary of Defense, to remain available until expended.’’
August 30: The Department of Defense in Washington revealed that,
from four to six Soviet ICBM tjests tjook place in the Spring of
1957.
August--: A fourth Thor missile was launched a t Cape Canaveral,
but exploded 96 seconds later.
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Scptcmbcr 1 : The Y.S.S.R. announced that i t planned two types of
Earth satellites.
Srptember 18: hfoscow Radio announced that thr launching of the
first Soviet satellite was coming soon.
September 20: A fiftli Thor missile was launched, and made the first
succeesful flight down range from Cape Canaveral.
September 22 : Soviet Fleet reported that the Soviet satellites would
be similar t o those designed as wooden models by K. Tsiolkovsky
54 years earlier.
__ ~: A. Shternfeld reported that a new Soviet rocket could carry
pnssr’ngers from Moscow to K c w York in half an hour.
Srpteniber- : The second Atlas was destroyed in a launching tittcinpt
:It Cape Cnriavcral.
October 1: Tlrc 1J.S.S.R. wnnouir(d tlrtlt it would use the 20 and 40
rnegncyclc bands for its first satellite. only successful hunchirigs were to be announced. hlilitary rocketry would bc used for
lifting purposes.
October 2 : Soviet reporters a t the IGT conierence in Washington
evaded queries on the date for the first launching.
October 4: The Soviet Union launched the first, Earth satellite,
Sputnik I. Spherical in shape, it weighed 184 pounds and was
22.8 inches in diameter. Four whip antennas 7 feet 10.5 inches
to 9 feet 6 inches in length protruded from the satellite skin which
was constructed of aluminum alloys. The satellite carried instrumelits (their weight was not announced) to measure internal
temperatures, pressures ((andother data.” Two radio transmit1 crs, radiating on frequencies of 20.005 and 40.002 megacycles,
were carried; both ceased operating on October 27, 19Fi7. Thc
r:idios were powered by chernical batteries. The satellite’s initial
perigee was 142 miles, its apogee 588 miles, and its period 96.17
minutes. It was launched with an inclination to the Equator of
64.3’. The satellite’s perigee speed was about 18,000 miles per
hour; its speec! a t apogee was about 16,200 miles per hour. Soviet
sources put the total weight in orbit us close to 8,800 pounds.
The nose cone of the launching vehicle reentered and burned
on November 25, 1957. The large carrier rocket reentered on
December 1, 1957. The satellite reentered the atmosphere and
presuniab1~-disintegrated on January 4, 1958.
October 5 : Resolutions of an internatiorial conference on rockets and
satellites provided for continuation of internationally coordinated
reset1rc.h in these fields beyond the International Geophysical
Tear. Roth American and Russian scientists were present a t the
conference.
- ~.
- : Professor Fred Whipple reported that analysis of the mdio
signals of Sputnik I revealed it was transmitting temperature
information. General Blagonravov denied this.
October 6 : The Eighth I.A.F. Congrezs opencd at) Barcelona.
: General Blagonravo~:innounccd that Sputnik T was only a
tcst satcllitc, arid was i r o t ti part of thc i*cgiilai.TGY program
which woiild indiltlr satrllitr shots to follow soon.
Octobcr 8: Air Alrstrr711aJr s t n l iotr picked up cvideiicc that Sputnik
I n as tnggcrd to givc out collectcd data.
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October 9: Pravda revealed for the first time that Sputnik I was
returning coded information on t.emperatures.
*. President Eisenhower in a White House press release conatulated the Soviet scientists on Sputnik I. He gave a brief
Kstory of the development of the United States satellite program
and pointed to the separation of Project Vanguard from work on
ballistic missiles.
Oetober 10: Radio Moscow reported that Sputnik I was returning
data on micrometeorites.
October 11 : The seventh Thor made a successful flight of 1100 miles
from Cape Canaveral.
October 13 : Aviation Week reported that Lockheed has been working
since 1956 on a project called Pied Piper, or unofficially Big
Brother. The report was 05cially denied. The magazine said
the satellite would have television or regular photographic capabilities, and use infrared and radar scanners. Orbits would lie
between 300 and 1000 miles.
October 14: The Air Force and NACA reviewed studies of a followon
to the x - 1 5 , and the combined plan based on all these studies was
later designated Dyna-Soar.
: The American Rocket Society presented to President
Eisenhower a program for outer space development formulated
after months of study. I t proposed establishment of an Astronautical Research and Development Agency similar to the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics and the Atomic Energy Commission, which would have responsibility for all space
projects except those directly related to the military. The report
contained a schedule of proposed space projects and pointed out
the benefits which would accrue from them. The annual budget
of the agency was estimated a t $100 million.
October 16: The United States Air Force fired an Aerobee rocket at
Holloman Air Force Base fitted with three shaped charges in the
nose. At 54 miles, these were fired, and it is believed that they
sent small pellets of a few grams each at speeds sufficiently hi h
that at least two attained escape velocity and left the Eart .
Measurements were made by photographing the meteorlike trail.
October 20: Sputnik1was revealed also to be reportin cosmic ray data.
October 21 : Aviation Week revealed that the Unite States had been
monitoring Soviet ballistic missile launchin s for over 2 years
from a large radar installation near Samsun, Furkey.
October 22: A Jupiter was launched to land in a preselected target
area.
October 23: The United States Air Force, as part of Project Farside,
launched a sounding rocket from a balloon 100,000 feet over
Eniwetok in mid-Pacifk. A four-stage rocket of 1,900 pounds
was used. Although the attained altitude was first reported as
4,000 miles, this was in doubt, as contact by radio was lost, and the
altitude attained may have been about 2,500 miles.
: A Vanguard f m t stage was fired at Cape Canaveral to climb
to 109 miles, and fell in the ocean 328 miles off the coast in a
successful test. It reached a speed of 4,250 miles per hour.
This rocket was labeled TV-2,
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October 24: A completely successful launching of the Thor missile
was carried out on Cape Canaveral, the third such in eight
attempts. Earlier another launching mias credited as partly
successful. This one traveled 2,645 miles, according to the
reports, but such a distance would greatly exceed the norniniil
range.
October 26: The radio in Sputnik I fell silent with exhaustion of
batteries.
Ociobcr 31: A Stiark missile was flown 5,000 miles with a siniulated
thermonuclear warhead to liit its target with unprecedented
accuracy. The launching was from Cape Canaveral and the
target was in the vicinity of Ascension Island.
October -: The sixth Thor was destroyed on the pad in a launching
attempt at Cape Canaveral.
November 3 : Sputriilr 11, carrj-ing a dog, Laika, was launched by the
Soviet Union. According to the Tass announcements, the “containers with apparatus” of this rocket-shaped satellite weighed
1,120 pounds, and it contained instruments for studying s o l u
radiation in the short wave ultraviolet and X-ray regions of the
spectrum, instruments for cosmic ray studies, instruments for
studying the temperature and pressure, an airtight container
with an experimental animal (a dog), an air conditioning system,
food and instruments for studying life processes in the conditions
of cosmic space, measuring instruments for transmitting the rcsults of scientific measurements to the Earth, two radio transmitters operating on frequencies of 20.005 and 40.002 megacycles,
both of which ceased operatin on November 10, 1957. The
radios were powered by chemica betteries. The satellite’s initial
perigee was 140 miles, its apogee 1,038 miles, and its period 103.75
minutes. Its inclination to the Equator when launched was 65.4’.
Tts perigee speed was 18,000 miles per hour; its apogee speed
15,100 miles per hour. Sputnik I1 was attached to its carrier
rocket. Never confirmed, Soviet sources suggested a total weight
in orbit of about 11,000 pounds. The satellite reentered the
ntniosphere and presumably disintegrated on April 14, 1958.
November 7 : President Eisenhower in a radio and television address
on science uiid security announced that scientists had solved the
problem of re-entry and showed the nose cone of N. missile which
was intacl after u. flight through outer space. He announced
the creation of the office of Special Assistant to llie President for
Science and Technolo y and the appointment of Dr. James R.
Killitin, president of t e Massachusetts Institute of Technology
to the new post.
November 8. Secretary of Defense McElroy directed the Department
of the Army to make preparations for launching a satellite with
the Jupiter-C test rocket and thus supplement the existing Vanguard program, William M. Holaday, Assistant to the Secretary
of Defense for Guided Missiles, was given authority for coordinating this project with the overall satellite program.
November 9: Dr. Wernher von Braun was quoted as sayin that it
would take the United States 5 years to catch up wit% Soviet
capacities in space operations.
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November 10: Secretary Quarles denied that a 5-year ((gap”estimate
was realistic.
*The radio transmitters of Sputnik I1 fell silent.
November 13: President Eisenhower, in a speech on future security,
proposed adoption of a formula for decisions on undertrtkirig
space projects, which would include the following criteria:
“If the project is designed solely for scientific purposes, its
size and its cost must be tailored to the scientific job it is going
to do.”
“If the project has some ultimate deferisr v:iIuc, its urgency
for this purposeis to be judged in comparison with the probable
value of competing defense projects.”
November 15: William hl. Holaday, special assistant to the Secretary
of Defense, was named Director of Guided Missiles by Secretary
of Defense McElroy. Under terms of the Defense Department
directive: “The Director of Guided Missiles will direct all activities in the Department of Defense relating to research, development, engineering, productipn, and procurement of guided
missiles.” In his press conference Secretary McElroy discloser1
that the Department of Defense was thinking of establishing a
centralized organization which would handle both outer space
and anti-missile-missile projects.
--- Nikita Khrushchev informally challenged the United States
to engage in a peaceful shooting match with ICBM’s to demonstrate to the world which country could perform over the distance
and with the accuracy which indicated superiority.
November 21: The Rocket and Satellite Research Panel proposed the
creation of a National Space Establishment in the executive
branch of the Government. Under civilian leadership but cognizant of defense requirements, this establishment would carry
out a unified program of space research in its own facilities and
by contract. An annual budget of $1 billion for ten years was
recommended.
*The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics authorized
establishment of a special committee on space technology. This
committee would both supervise and help formulate a space
research program and would be assisted by specialized subcommittees. Dr. H. Guyford Stever of M.I.T. was named chairman.
November 22: The first fluorine-hydrogen rocket was operated successfully a t the NACA Lewis Laboratory, demonstrating a 40
percent performance improvement over other propellant combinations.
November 25: The Preparedness Invest’igating Subcommittee of the
Senate Committee on Armed Services began extensive hearings
on the Nation’s satellite and missile programs. Approximately
70 experts appeared before the Subcommittee during the course
of these hearings, arid written testimony was submitted by about
200 others.
. The Air Force tiwartled u contrwt lor t,he Sentry reconnaissance satellite to Lockheed.
--_. . The nose cone of the Sputnik I rocket carrier reentered and
burned.
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November 27: Both the Thor and the Jupiter were ordered into
production.
Kovember 29: The First Missile Division was to be transferred from
AFBMD to the Strategic Air Command, effective aanuary
1, 1958.
November - -: Thor and Jupiter deployment was charged to the
Air Force.
Ilccember 1: The large carrier rocket of Sputnik 1 fell from orbit.
Khrushchev charged that, it had fallen in United States territory,
probably in Alaska. United Stratesinvestigations failed to support, this claim.
Drcember 4: The American Rocket Society’s proposal for an Astronautical Research and Development Agency, which was presented
to President Eisenhower on October 14, 1957, was announced.
Commander Robert C. Truax, president of the Society, stated
that he felt $100,000,000 a year would be required a t first for the
astronautical agency.
December 5: The Advanced Research Projects Agency, ARPA, was t80
be created in the Department of Defense to direct Defense space
projects.
December 6: A mechanical failure in the propulsion system of thc
Vanguard rocket, TV3, caused it tlo burst into flames two seconds
after it was fired in an attempt by the Navy to launch a 6.4 inch,
3.25 pound, test satellite.
Ilecember 7: The ninth Thor was launched at Cape Canaveral at too
high an angle trajectory when t3heguidance malfunctioned.
- _
~ :_Soviet,
~
scientists firmly stated that pieces of the carrier.
rocket, of Sputnik I fell on Alaska. The Academy of Sciences
issued a formal appeal requesting return of remnants of the rocket.
This in effect! repeated the informal charge of Khrushchev on
December 6 that the rocket had fallen in United States territory.
American authorities were convinced the object seen near Fort
Grceley, Alaska, was a fireball, not the rocket.
December 9 : The Secretary of Defense authorized acceleration of the
Polaris program to achieve completion of trhe first armed submarine in 1960.
ber 10: A Directorate of Astronautics was established by the
r Force to manage and coordinate astronautical research programs, including work on satellites and anti-missile weapons.
Brig. Gen. Homer A. Boushey WRS nt~medt o head the office.
mber 13: The National Academy of Sciences offered to help thc
Soviet Ilnion to recover its missing rocket, but asked for cliirs
as to where it might be.
- _ _ : The order creatin n Directoratc of Astronautics was suspended by James H.$ouglas, Secretary of the Air Force, as
creation of such a group before establishment of the proposed
Advanced Research Projects Agency was felt to he premature.
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December 14: Maj. Gen. John B. llcdaris, Commander of the Army
Ballistic Missile Agency, in t,estifving before t’he Senate Prcparedness Investigating Subcommittee stated : “Because 1 h a m
no responsibility to carry this out, I think I can say in operi meeting that it is my personal opinion unless this country can command 1 million pounds of thrust by 1961, we will not be in space
* * * we will not be in the race.’’
December 17: The fist successful flight was made by t,he third Atlas
missile a t Cape Canaveral over a distance of about GOO miles.
December 19: The tenth Thor missile, (the eighth tested), and the
fourth success, used an all-inertial guidance system, the first
such flight.
December 24: The Soviet Union reported that a dog, Albina, had
twice ridden in rockets, most recently parachuting safely after an
ascent to 125 miles.
December -: The B-70 Mach 3 bomber contract was awarded by
the Air Force to North American Aviation.
During 1957 The NACA Lewis Laboratory experimentally operated
a 20,000 pound thrust hydrogen-oxygen rocket engine, leading
to the development of the Centaur vehicle.
1958

January 1 : The Strategic Air Command was assigned responsibility
for the United States operational ICBM capability.
January 4: Sputnik I reentered and burned.
: The American Rocket Society and the Rocket and Satellite
Research Panel issued a summary of their proposals for a National Space Establishment. Preferably independent of the
Department of Defense, but in any event not under one of the
military services, this establishment would be responsible for the
“broad cultural, scientific, and commercial objectives” of outer.
space development. A timetable of the achievements necessary
for attaining United States leadership in space technology was
included in the document.
January 9: In his State of the Union Message, President Eisenhower
reported: “In recognition of the need for single control in some
of our most advanced development projects, the Secretary of
Defense has already decided to concentrate into one organization
all antimissile and satellite technology undertaken within the
Department of Defense.”
January 10 : The fourth Atlas made a successful limited Ai ht.
January 11 : James H. Doolittle, chairman of the Nationa Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics, announced the authorization of’ ti
special committee on space technology on November 21, 1957.
Dr. H. Guyford Stever was to head the committee.
. The first launching was successfully made of a Polaris test
vehicle a t the Naval Air Missile Test Center, Point Rilugu, Calif.
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duluriry 12 : President Eisenhower, in answering the December 10,

1957, lettei. of Soviet Premicr Nikolai A. Bulganin regarding a
summit conference rind disarmament, proposed that the Sovict
IJnion and tho United States “agree that outer space should be
used only for peaceful purposes.” This proposal was compared
with the 1945 offer of the United States to cease production of
nuclear wcapons and dedicate atorriic energy to peaceful uses, an
offer which was not accepted by the Soviet Union.
,Jtiiiiitiry 13 : In his Budget Message to Congress, President Eisenho\i-cr stated that in his request: “Funds are provided for an
eupnuded research and development effort on military satellites
and other outer space vehicles and on antimissile missile systems,
to be carried out directly under the Secretary of Defense.” The
budget for fiscal year 1959 showed that $340,000,000 in new obligational authority was being asked for the Advanced Researcti
Projects Agency. No new authorizations were sought for the
International Geophysical Year, but estimated obligations for
earth sa tcllite exploration of the upper atmosphere under this
program were $5,139,834 for the fiscal year 1958 and $21,000,000
for fiscal ycitr 1959.
__ ~--: Srcretary of‘ Defense Neil H. McElroy, in testifying before
the ISousc Armcd Services Committee, stated:
“Such long-range programs as the antimissile missilr and t h ~
military satellite programs arc in the research and exploratory
development stages. They are important and niust be pursued,
but they must not distrrxt us from the speedy development of
our other missile systems. To handle them, I am establishing
within the Department of Defense an Advanced Researoh
Projects Agency, which will be responsible to thc Secretary of
Defense for the unified direction and management of the antimissilc missile program and for outer space projects. I would
rxpcct t o assign other special projects of this g e n t d natmc to
this agcncy from timc to time in the future.”
.
: General Orval Cook, President of the Aircriift Industries
Association proposed that the NACA be adapted to become thti
space agency for the United States research program in this field.
J m u a r y 14: Censored Air Force trstimony made public that a reconnaissancr satcllite with n recoverable capsule was expected to bv
launched in the spring of 1959, with a Thor-launched test vehiclc
by October 1958. Purposes of the capsule were not officiully
revcded.
.-: Scnator Lyndon R . Johnson in an address before Columbia
Broadcasting System affiliates in Washington, D.C., urged the
United States “to demonstrate its initiative before the United
Nations by inviling all member nations to join in this adventure
into outer space together.” Growth of America’s space research
program and establishment of a government agency for its dire(:ision were also demanded by Johnson as part of the Nation’s
answer to the Soviet challenge.
.-/. . The NACA issued a staff study entitlrd “A National Rcswrc*li
Program for Space Technology”.
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January 16: The NACA adopted a resolution recommending that the
national space program be a cooperative effort among the Department of Defense, the NACA, the National Academy of
Sciences, the National Science Foundation, together with private
institutions and companies, with the Department of Defense
responsible for military development and operations, and NACA
responsible for research and scientific operations in space.
___. . Representative Carl T. Durham, chairman of the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy, announced the establishment of a
Special Subcommittee on Outer Space Propulsion with Senator
Clinton P. Anderson as chairman.
January 17: The first launching was made of a Polaris test vehicle a t
Cape Canaveral.
January 22: Nikita S. Khrushcfiev in a speech a t Minsk, Byelorussia,
stated that the Eisenhower proposal to dedicate outer space to
peaceful purposes was an attempt of the United States to ban
weapons it did not possess and to protect itself from those weapons
which would harm its own territory.
ditnuary 23: Membership of the Special Subcommittee on Outer Space
was
Propulsion of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
-.
announced :
Senators: Clinton P. Anderson, chairman, Henry M. Jackson,
Albert Gore. Bourke B. HickenlooDer, John W. Bricker.
Representatives: Chet Holifield; Melvin Price, James E. Van
Z m d t , James T. Patterson.
-: Senator Clinton P. Anderson in a speech before Congress explaining his bill, S. 3117, proposed that control of the Nation’s
outer space program for the “peaceful conquest of space” be given
to the Atomic Energy Commission. He stressed t h a t such a
decision would save needed time and would give control to an
established civilian agency with extensive laboratories. Senator
Anderson pointed out that nuclear propulsion should play an
essential part in space technology.
: Senator Lyndon B. Johnson read a statement unanimously
adopted by the Senate Preparedness Investigating Subcommittee
at the conclusion of its hearings. Largely concerned with guidedmissile development, it stated that the Russian satellite program
Lidemonstratesbeyond question that the Soviet Union has the propulsive force to hurl a missile from one continent to another.’’
The American program since the launching of Sputnik I was reviewed, and the report made 17 recommendations for American
security, including :
“Start work at once on the development of a rocket motor wi&
R million-pound thrust.”
“Accelerate and expand research and development programs,
provide funding on a long-term basis, and improve control and
administration within the Department of Defense or through the
establishment of an independent agency.”
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Janunry 27 : Hugli 1,. Dryden, Director of the Natioiiiil Advisory (’omniittte for Arroni\iritics,d e l i r r r d i i spcech, “SPIL(Y
‘I’cchnoloxy :in([
the NA(:A,” to tlic histitutc ol t h c Reroiiiiritical Scicnws. btrrssing the iuiportiaiicc of :L wcll-pl:tnricc~i i n t l logicid sp:tce prograni
embracing both (iviliati arid inilitary uses, Drjden pointed to the
organization of the NACA for both military and nonmilitary
neronauticnl research and revie m d tile Committee’s work in space
research since World War 11. He related the view expressed by
the NACA i z t its January 16, 1958, meeting that the national space
program sholild be under the joint control of the Department of
Defense, the NACA, the National Academy of Sciences, and the
National Science Foundation; in addition to research flights, the
NACA would “coordinate and conduct research in space technology in its own laboratories and by contract in support of both
military and nonmilitary projects.”
January 28: Thor number eleven was fired successfull,v, but went
off course.
January 29 : The Department of Defense announced plans for the
establishment of the Pacific Missile Range, with Point Mugu
the nucleus.
January 31: The first American satellite, Explorei. 1, was launchcd
under the IGY program. The launching of this and succeeding
Explorer satellites was accomplished by the Army Ballistic Missile Agency and the Jet, Propulsion Laboratory of the California
Institute of Technology using a Jupiter C modified Redstone
for the first stage and scaled-down Sergeants for the three upper
stages. The gross take off weight was 64,000 pounds. The first
scage had 83,000 pounds thrust; the second stage, 733 pounds
thrust; the third stage 200 pounds thrust, and the fourth stage,
67 pounds thrust. Cylindrical in shape, the satellite was 80
inches long, 6 inclies in dianicter, and weighed 30.8 pounds with
a pavload of 15.13 pounds. The satellite was constructed of stcel,
with eight aluminum oxide stripes painted on its surface to control temperatures. The satellite had 2 antennas: A turnstilr
type with 4 whip elements each 22.5 inches long and a dipole
antenna using the skin of the satellite itself. Iiistrumentation
weighing 10.63 pounds was designed to measure cosmic rays,
rnicrometeors, and temperatures within arad on the skin of the
satellite. One radio transmitter, operating on a frequency of
108 megacycles a t 10 milliwatts of power, telemetered data on
cosmic rays, micrometeor erosion, and front-skin and nose-cone
temperatures. The second radio transmitter, operating on a
frequency of 108.03 megacycles a t 60 milliwatts of power, tclemetered data on cosmic rays, inicrometeor impact, and interrial
imd rear-skin temperatures. The low-powrr transmitter ceirsct!
operating on May 2 3 , 1958. The high-power transmitter first
stopped transmitting on February 11,1958;it began ag%inon February 24, and ceascd operating finally on February 28, 1958. The
radios wrre powered by mercury batteries. The satellite’s initial
piJrigee WILS 224 miles, its apogee 1,573 miles, its period 114.8
minutes. I t was launched a t an inclination to the Equator of
33.5’. Its perigee speed was 18,400, its apogee speed 13,700 miles
per hour. The satellite is still i n orbit, and was expected to remain irr orbit from 3 to 5 yeztrs.
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February 1: The Army has proposed a plan for n 500-pound reconnaissance satellite.
February 2: Senator Jackson predicted the United States could launch
a Moon rocket with just a few months’ preparation.
February 3: The Army reconnaissance plan might run as high as 700
pounds, for a television carrying unit to he launched late in 1958,
based on the Jupiter C launching device.
: Soviet Premier Nikolai A. Bulganin in a letter to Presidenl
Eisenhower stated trhat the Soviet Union “is ready to examine
also the question of the intercontinental rockets if the Western
Powers are willing to reach agreement t o ban atomic and hydrogen weapons, to end tests thereof, and to liquidate foreign military
bases in other nations’ territories. In that case, an agreement on
the use of outer space for peaceful purposes only would unquestionably meet no difficulties.”
-.
. Scientists at the California Institute. of Technology reported
that initial data from Explorer I showed that cosmic radiation
in its orbit did not exceed 12 times the amount on Earth and thus
appeared to pose no great threat to travel in this region. In
addition, no positive evidence of encounter with meteoritic particles had been found.
February 4: Republican Congressional leaders were informed that
President Eisenhower had directed James R. Killian, Jr., to study
and make recommendations on the governmen tal organization of
the Nation’s space and missile program.
February 5: The second trial firing of a Vanguard test satellite failed
as defects in the first-stage engine control system caused the rocket
to veer to the right and break in two about 60 seconds after
launching, 4 miles up. The rocket was destroyed by the range
safety officer a t the Air Force Missile Test Center, Cape Canaveral, Fla. The satellite weighed 3.25 pounds, was 6.4 inches in
diameter. The payload included yeast. This rocket was labeled
TV-3 backup.
February 6: The Senate passed S. Res. 256 by a vote of 78 to 1,
a Special Committee on Space and Astronautics to
frame e islation for a national program of space exploration
and
creatinK
deve opment.
February 7: The Advanced Research Projects Agency was established
by the Department of Defense, and Hop W. Johnson, a vice president of General Elect,ric Co., was appointed by Secretary of Defense McElroy as its director. ARPA was placed in charge of thc
Nation’s outer space program including the development of
military space weapons and was made respansible for antimissilc
missile projects. William M. Holaday, Director of Guided Missiles, was to transfer responsibilities in these fields to Mr. Johnson.
. The fifth Atlas was destroyed about 2 minutes after launching, but otherwise was successful in meeting test objectives.
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February 10: Tho following Senators were named to the Senate Special Committee on Space and Astronautics: Lyndon B. Johnson,
Styles Bridges, Richiird B. Russell, Leverett Saltonstall, Clinton
P. Anderson, Bourlre B. Hickenlooper, Theodore Francis Green,
Alexander Wiley, John L. McClellan, Karl E. Mundt, Warren
G. Magnuson, John W. BricBer, Stuart Syrnington.
. The first known radar contact WRS made with Venus on
this day and again on February 12. Signals were sent from
Millsttone Hill, Mass. These results were announced on March
19, 1959, after many months of analysis of records.
-_ --. . Senator Michael J . Mansfield urged the members of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization to tdce the initiative in exploring
space on 8 cooperative basis. Other nations who wished “to
participate in good faith” would be included in this international
undertaking. Senator Mansfield also recommended that the
United States should propose extending the International Geophysical Year “into a decade of worldwide scientific cooperation .”
February 11: The Supplemental Defense Appropriation Act, 1958,
stated: “The Secretary of Defense is authorized to transfer not,
exceeding $10,000,000, to remain available until expended, froiri
any uppropriatioris available to the Department of Defense for
the current fiscal year for such itdvtinced research projects as hc
may designate and detennine. * * *” It was provided that current fiscal year appropriations for related programs might bc
transferred to and merged with this appropriation, and that
amounts of this appropriation might be transferred to other appropriations for advanced research under the Department of
Defense.
February 12: Public Law 325 gave the Department of Defense authority to participate in advanced research projects, including space
projects. Section 7 read in part:
“The Secretary of Defense or his designee is authorized to engage in such advanced projects essential to the Defense Depttrtrnent’s responsibilities in the field of basic and applied research
and development which pertain to weapons systems and military
requirements as the Secretary of Defense may determine after
consultation with the Joint Chiefs of Staff; and for a period of
one year from the effective date of this Act, the Secretary of
Defense or his designee is further authorized to engage in such
advanced space projects as may be designated by the President.”
Fcbruary 13 : The National Society of Professional Engineers proposed establishment of a Federal Space E x loration Commission
to undertake and have unified responsibiity for a program of
space exploration. The commissioners would be appointed by the
President, tLnd the civilian coiiimission “would be able to give
the military services adequate opportunity for rocket and missile
development-as consistent with the defining of service roles a t
the highest policy level.”
February 14: “Basic Objectives of a Continuing Prograin of Scientific
Research in Outer Space,” a report by the Technical Panel on the
Earth Satellite Program of the United States National Committee for the International Geophysical Year was published.
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The re ort proposed a program of space reasearch extending beyond tl?le International Geophysical Year. It outlined the technical investigations which should be made by sounding rockets,
lightweight and advanced satellites, lunar probes, planetary and
interplanetary research, and manned space flight, and gave a detailed description of, the scientific information which could be
gained from these experiments.
February 16: Airman Donald G. Farrell completed a week’s isolation
in a sealed space cabin at Randolph Air Force Base in an experiment testing atmospheric equipment for space flight on a simulated trip to the Moon, and the effects of this artificial environment on man’s working ability. The small cabin was comparable
in dimensions and equipment to what might go into a future
spaceship. Air and liquids were recycled to simulate an actual
space flight. During the course of the week Farrell was given
various tasks to perform, and emergencies to meet,
---.
. Rocketdyne was assigned an Air Force study contract to
develop a nuclear rocket.
February 17: In a letter to Soviet Premier Nikolai A. Bdganin,
President Eisenhower repeated his plea for the dedication of
outer space to peaceful uses. Denying that this proposal was
intended “to gain strategic advantages for the United States,” he
stressed the urgency of dealing with outer space before its use
for military purposes had, like nuclear weapons, advanced to the
point where complete international control was almost impossible.
*. Vice President Nixon asked that space development be put
into civilian hands.
February 18: The Air Force expected to launch a 3,000-pound satellite
by October 1958, based on the Atlas. This would be part of the
Lockheed Pied Piper system. Photographic, television, and
infrared scanning systems are under consideration.
February 20; The sixth Atlas wits destroyed about 2 minutes after
launching.
. Senator Lyndon B. Johnson was elected chairman of the
Senate Special Committee on Space and Astrogautics.
February 21: According to the Soviet Geophysical Year Committee,
the Russians fired to a 294-mile altitude a rocket containing 3,340
pounds of instruments for measuring the ion composition of the
atmosphere, electronic temperature, air pressure, encounters with
micrometeorite particles, the ultraviolet sector of the spectrum,
and the concentrations of free electrons in the ionosphere and of
positive ions. This was a single-stage rocket.
February 25: Lieutenant General Putt requested permission to send
a rocket to the Moon, to get there ahead of the Soviets.
February 27: The Air Force announced that plans were well advanced
for a reconnaissance satellite weighing in excess of 1,300 pounds.
. The Department of Defense assigned responsibility for Iandbased ICBM’s and IRBM’s to the Air Force, and directed it to
develop the Minuteman solid propellant ICBM capable of launch
from under ound sites.
February 28: T or No. 12 was credited as partially successful in a
launching a t Cape CanaveraI.
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March 5: Pentagon sources espected the Army would be given a Moon
assignment while the Air Force conccntrated on manned vehicles.
---: Explorer I1 was launched usiug a JupiLer C, but did not go
into orbit because of failure of the final rocket to ignite. Unable
to achieve the required velocity, it re-entered the atmosphere and
was probably burned up before falling into the Atlantic Ocean
1900 miles southeast near Trinidad. The satellite weighed 3 1 . 5
pounds, was 80 inches long.
: H. Res. 496, passed by the House of Representatives, established a Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration
to investigate the problems of outer space and to submit recommendations for the control and development of astronautical
resources. Congressmen appointed to the Committee were: Majority Leader John W. McCormack, chairman, Ovcrton Brooks,
Brooks Hays, Leo W. O’Brien, Lee Metcalf, William H. Natcher,
B. F. Sisk, Minority Leader Joseph W. Martin, Jr., vice chairman, Leslie C. Arends, Gordon L. McDonough, James G. Fulton,
Kenneth B. Keating, Gerald R. Ford, Jr.
___ : The following appointments to the Advanced Research Projects Agency were announced by the Department of Defense: Rear
Admiral John E . Clark, USN, Deputy Director; Lawrence P.
Gise, Director, Program Control and Administration ; Lambert L.
Lind, Special Assistant to the Director.
March 7: George J . Feldman, New York attorney, was appointed
director and chief counsel of the House Select Committee on
Astronautics and Space Exploration.
March 9: Harold E. Stassen, in an address on foreign policy, urged
the United States “to express willingness to join in a United Nations Space Development Agency which would endeavor as a
United Nations project- to send the first man into space and to
send the first inspection photographic satellite around the Earth.”
March 12: Five Air Force officers in a B-36 cabin began a simulated
five day space flight,.
March 14: General Medsris said that only the military services had
the experience to run a successful space program.
hlarch 15: In a Foreign Ministry statement the Soviet Union proposed
that banning the use of outer space for military purposes, us
suggested by President Eisenhower, be coupled with the liquida- tion of foreign military bases on the territories of other countries,
especially in Europe, the Middle East, and North Africa. An
international program for space research would be established
under the control of the United Nations and each country would
pledge to launch rockets only under this program. A new United
Nations agency for international cooperation in research on cosmic
space would develop this space program, continue the International Geophysical Year research program on a permanent basis,
and serve as a clearing house and coordinator for national
research.
March 16: Secretary of the Army Brucker said a rocket would be
launched to the Moon “right soon,” in II matter. of a few months.
-I_-
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March 17: Vanguard I, a test sphere weighing 3.25 pounds, was
launched a t Ca e Canaveral as the second L.i jted States IGY
satellite by &e aval Research Laboratory. Spherical in shape,
the satellite is 6.4 inches in diameter and weighs 3.25 pounds.
It was constructed of aluminum and has one turnstile antenna and
one dipole antenna with a total of six 12-inch rod elements. Although the satellite is not aotually instrumented, temperatures can
be deduced from changes in its radio frequencies. Two radio
transmitters are carried: one operated on a frequency of 108.00
megacycles a t a power of 10 milliwatts; the other radiates a t
108.03 at 5 milliwatts of power. The higher power transmitter,
powered by mercury batteries, ceased operating on April 5, 1958.
The loner power transmitter, powered by six roups of solar converters, may operate indefinitely. The satefite’s initial perigee
mas 409 miles, its apogee 2453 miles, its period 134.39 minutes.
It, was launched a t an inclination to the equator of 34.25O. The
launching vehicle with the Martin Co. as prime con tractor
weighed 22,600 pounds a t takeoff. The first stage General
Electric engine had 8 thrust of 28,000 lbs. The second stage
Aerojet engine had a thIust of 8,GOO pounds a t altitude. The
third stage Grand Central Rocket engine had a thrust of 1440
pounds. The satellite’s perigee speed was 18,400 miles per hour;
its apogee speed \+as 12,400 miles per hour. The satellite is
still in orbit, and is expected to remain there for perhaps 200 years.
This rockeb mas labeled T V 4 . There is also in orbit the 50pound carrier rocket casing.
_-- : An expeririient t8estirigthe behavior of crews under conditions
of long confinement was concluded a t Wright Air Development
Center, as 5 Air Force officers ended a &day simulated space
flight.
March 18: The Institute for Dofellse Analysis, a nonprofit corporation serving the Department of Defense, announced the formation
of an Advanced Research Projects Division and the appointment of Dr. Herbert E”. York as its head. I n this capacity Dr.
York usodd serve as Chief Scientist for the Defense Department’s Advanced ,Research Projects Agency. He had been director of the University of California Radiation Laboratory a t
Livermore, California.
hiarch 19: The House of ReFresentatives voted $100,000 for expenses
of its new space committee. (€3. Res. 500, Report 1523.)
_: The IGY Satellite Panel offered a space program €or the
United Sta,t,es.
March 21: Richard P. Hines was appointed clerk of the House Select
Committee on Astronautics and S ace Exploration.
: A rocket propelled sled a t Hol oman Air Force Base,reached
a speed of 2,700 pules per hour on the test track.
March 23: The Navy conducted its first “pop-up” launching of a
full-scale Polaris vehicle f ‘ i w n the submerged 1ittIncher a t San
C’lemente Island, ( h l i f . T h i s is the first I ~ o w nfull-scale t,est
of underrntcr luunchiug of a largc, Io~ig-r~iiigc
surfac.c-t80-eurfacc
missile.
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March 24: Senator Lyndon B. Johnson, chairman of the Senate Spccia1 Committee on Space and Astronautics, made the following
staff appointments: Dr. Glen P. Wilson, coordinator of technical
information; Eilene Galloway, special consultant.
March 25: Senator Lyndon B. Johnson announced the following appointments to the Senate Special Committee on Space and Astronautics: Edwin L. Weisl, consulting counsel; Cyrus R. Vance,
consulting counsel; Dr. Homer Joe Stewart, scientific consultant.
March 26: President Eisenhower in a brief statement made public
t,he President’s Science Advisory Committee’s report, “Introduction to Outer Space; an Explanatory Statement.” This report set
forth the basic factors nmBirig the advancement of space technology a national necessity and explained to the nontechnical
reader the principles and potentialities of space travel. The many
uses of space technology for scientific and military purposes were
summarized, and a t,irnetable for carrying out these objectives was
included.
-- : Explorer 111, the third United States IGY satellite, was
launched by the Army using a J u p i t e r 4 rocket combination
again. Cylindrical in shape, it was 80 inches long, 6 inches in
diameter, and weighed 31.0 pounds including a payload of 18.56
pounds. The satellite had two dipole antennas, using the skin of
the satellite itself which was constructed of steel. Instrumentation weighing 10.83 pounds was designed to measure cosmic rays,
cmployimg a tape recorder feature; microrneteor erosion ; and ternperatures within and on the skin of the satellite. One radio
transmitter, operating on a frequency of 108.00 megacycles a t
10 milliwatts of power, telernetered data on all of the experiments;
the otlicr transmitter, radiating on a frequency of 108.03 at 60
milliwatts of power, telenietered data on cosmic rays only.
The 108.00 transmitter first ceased operating on May 10, 1958;
its beacon feature only functioned again from May 15 to June 16,
1958. The 108.03 transmitter first ceased operating on May 14,
1958; it responded again erratically from May 22 to June 5 , 1958.
Both transmitters were powered by mercury batteries. The
satellite’s initial perigee was 121 miles, its apogee 1,746 miles,
and its period 115.9 minutes. It was launched at an inclination
to the Equator of 33.37’. Its perigee speed was 18,860 miles per
hour, and its apogee speed was 13,450iniles per hour. It reentered
the atmosphere sometime between June 27-29, 1958, and prcsumably disintegrated.
RIarch 27: President Eisenhower gave his approval to the plans for
outer space exploration announced by Secretary of Defense Neil
H. McElroy. The Advanced Research Projects Agency was to
undertake several space projects including the launching of earth
satellites and lunar probes. The Air Force Ballistic Missile
Division was authorized by ARPA to carry out three lunar probes
with a Thor-Vanguard system, and one or two lunar probes
utilizing the Jupiter-C rocket werr assigned to the Army Ballistic
Missile Agency. Eight million dollars was initially allocated.
A mechanical round scanning system for lunar investigations
was to be deve oped hy the Naval Ordnance Test Station, China
Lake, Calif.
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March 27 : Dr. Charles S. Sheldon I1 was named assistant director of
the House Select Coinlnittee on Astronautics and Space Exploration.
March 28: Some military leaders were said to think the space probe
plan was too limited in scope and imagination.
March 29: The Air Force Academy established a Department of
Astronautics.
March 31 : General John B. Medaris was made head of the Army Ordnance Missile Command, with direct access to the Secretary and
the Chief of Staff. General Toftoy was his deputy, and General
John A. Barclay was the head of the Army Ballistic Missile
Agency.
April 2: President Eisenhower in a message to Congress proposed the
establishment of a National Aeronautics and Space Agency into
which the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics would
be absorbed. This agency was to have responsibility for civilian
space science and aeronautical research. It would conduct research in these fields in its own facilities or by contract and would
also perform military research required by the military departments. Interim projects pertaining to the civilian program which
were under the direction of the Advanced Research Projects
Agency would be transferred to the civilian space agency. A
National Aeronautics and Space Board, appointed by the President and composed of eminent persons outside the Government
and representatives of interested Government agencies (with a t
least one member from the Department of Defense), was to assist
the President and the director of the National Aeronautics and
Space Agency.
. The original budget request of $340,000,000 in new obligational authority for the Advanced Research Pro'ects Agency for
fiscal year 1959 was raised to $520,000,000 for a vanced research
projects in a letter from the Director of the Bureau of the Budget,
Maurice H. Stans, which was transmitted to Congress by President Eisenhower.
April 3: In a message to Congress on the organization of the Nation's
Defense Establishment, President Eisenhower recommended
creation of the position of Director of Defense Research and
Engineering, which would have a higher rank and replace the
present Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering. Among his other responsibilities, the Director would
supervise the research activities of the Advanced Research Projects Agency.
April 5 : The seventh Atlas was sent 600 miles from Cape Canaveral.
: Dr. S. Fred Singer, physics professor a t the University of
Maryland, was named head, scientific evaluation consultants of
the House Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration.
April 11: The Navy fired the second full-scale dummy Polaris missile
from an underwater launcher near San Clemente Island, California.
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April 14: Sputnik I1 plunged to earth.
: The proposal for a National Aeronautics and Space Agency
drafted by thc Bureau of the Bitdget was contained in the following congressional bills:
S. 3609, Senator Lyndon B. Johnson and Senator Styles
Bridges
H.R. 11881, Representative John W. McCormack
H.R. 11882, Representative Leslie C. Arends
H.R. 11887, Representative Harry G. Haskell, Jr.
H.R. 11888, Representative Kenneth B. Keating
H.R. 11946, Representative William H. Natcher
H.R. 11961, Representative Peter Frelinghuysen, Jr.
H.R. 11964, Representative James G. Fulton
H.R. 11996, Representative Gordon L. McDonough
April 15: The Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration of the House of Representatives opened hearings on outer
space as a step toward formulating a national space program.
During the hearings, which continued for three weeks, military
and scientific experts discussed the scientific development of outer
space and offered recommendations on the establishment of a
civilian space agency.
April 17: Lieutenant General Gavin and Major General Medaris testified that appearance of a reconnaissance satellite over the United
States should be treated as invasion, but urged the early development of a capability to operate such devices ourselves.
__- : Six Navy men began a 7-day simulated trip to the Moon in
a compression chamber a t the Philadelphia Naval Base. The
experiment met expectations, and the men stepped o u t afterward
alert and healthy.
--.
. A British Skylark missile with instruments was fired to an
altitude of 90 miles a t Woomera, Australia.
April 18: A Polaris test vehicle was fired successfully a t Cape Canaveral.
ilpril 19: A Thor missile blew up on the launching pad a t Cape
Canaveral.
April 21: A naval flier began a 24-hour experiment, wearing a space
suit in a chamber evacuated to the equivalent of 80,000 feet
altitude. He emerged tired but hungry.
April 22: Hearings on proposed reorganization of the Department of
Defense opened before the House Committee on L4rmed Services.
*- .
. Dr. Hugh Dryden testified that large aluminized balloons
might be put in orbit around the Moon, after being carried to
that vicinity in a small rocket, and then inflated.
April 23: Thor-Able test vehicle number 1 wns launched at Cape
Canrtveral in a reentry test. The nose cone contained the mouse
Mia I. The Vangufird second stage failed to fire, and the mouse
and cone were riot recovered, i ~ sthe shot fell short of the 5,000iiiile p d .
April 24: Major General Schriever testified that Pied Piper has been
assigned a priority equal to ballistic missiles.
--__
: A Navy rocket sled at China lluke attained I I speed of 2,827.5
miles per hour.
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April 25: Spencer M. Beresford was appointed special counsel of the
House Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration.
April 27: An article in Pravda on Soviet satellite findings reported
that Laika’s heartbeat had taken three times as long as expected
to return to normal, once its acceleration due to the satellite’s
speed had ceased. Weightlessness affecting the nerve centers
was suggested as the cause. The Soviet report disclosed that
the density and temperature of the atmosphere a t a given altitude
were not uniform, and that cosmic ray intensity was 40 percent
greater at 400 miles than a t 135 miles. The article also contained
information on the density of electrons and reported one mysterious
50-percent increase in radiation intensity.
April 28: An instrumented Vanguard satellite was launched by the
Navy a t Cape Canaveral, but due to failure of the third-staae
rocket, did not attain the speed required to orbit around the Ear&.
It burned up on reentry 1,500 miles away. The satellite was
21.5 pounds, 20 inches in diameter. Instruments were to record
X-rays, temperatures, and meteor data. The fault was blamed
on wiring. This rocket was labeled TV-5.
April 29: General Doolittle opposed a Moon shot stunt of hitting the
surface with a thermonuclear warhead.
April -: Maj. Gen. F. A. Bogart testified that by late fall the Air
Force could launch 5 to 7 Moon rockets, with a 70 percent chance
of success of impact for each one.
May 1: Scientific findings from the 2 Explorer satellites disclosed an
unexpected band of high-intensity radiation extending from 600
miles above Earth to possibly an 8,000-mile altitude. The radiation, which was described by Dr. James A. Van Allen as “ 1,000
times as intense as could be attributed to cosmic rays,” was believed to come f r o n ionized gas; Dr. Van Allen felt lead shielding
1 millimeter thick would reduce this radiation about 90 percent.
The Explorers also showed that the atmosphere a t 220 miles was
denser than predicted, that satellite temperatures would not be
too great for humans, and that cosmic dust was only a small
hazard to space travel. The radiation was totally unexpected,
and raised many questions about manned flight into space because of the shielding which might be required. Future satellites will be instrumented to Iearn more of the characteristics of
this band which were first reported from the original Explorer
satellites.
. Department of Defense responsibility for Project Vanguard
was transferred from the Navy to the Advanced Research Projects
Agency.
May 6 : The Senate Special Committee on Space and Astronautics
opened hearings on the administration’s proposal for a National
Aeronautics and Space Agency.
May 8: A Polaris test vehicle launched a t Cape Canaveral exploded
after takeoff , but was successful in testing components as planned.
May 12 : Scientists a t an lCSU meeting in The Hague warned against
any iiuclear explosion on the surface of the Mooii which would
endanger later scientific rne:tsurements of its surface.
-_a
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Mtly 13: Majority Leader John W. McCormack introduced, at the
direction of the House Space Committee, House Concurrent
Resolution 326 calling for the peaceful use of space.
May 14 : American scientists indicated in Washington that future
Moon rockets would be sterilized to forestall any biologictil conttLmination of the Moon which would endanger later scientific
studies of that body.
May 1.5: Sputnik 111 wus launched by the Soviet Union. Conical in
shape, it was reported to be 11 feet 9 inches long, 5 feet 8 inches
wide at tlie base, and weighed 2,925 pounds. It had folded dipole
arid trailing rod trntennas, arid its shell composition was mainly
of :durninum alloys. 1nstrument;ition weighing 2,134 pounds
was designed to measure atmospheric pressure and composition ;
concentration of positive ions; the satellite’s electrical charge anti
the tension of the Earth’s electrostatic field; tension of the Earth’s
magnetic field; intensity of the Sun’s corpuscular radiation ; composition and variations of primary cosmic radiation; distribution
of photons and heavy nuclei in cosmic rays; and micrometeor and
temperature measurements. The satellite carried 1 radio transmitter, powered by chemical and solar batteries, operating on a
frequency of 20.005 megacycles; a second transmission u t 40.01
megacycles is a harmonic of tlie first. The satellite’s initial
perigee was 135 miles, its apogee 1,167 miles, its period 106
minutes. It was launched with an inclination to the Equator of
65’. Its perigee speed was 18,337 miles per hour, its apogee
s p e d 14,637 miles per hour. Never confirmed, Soviet sources
suggested a total weight in orbit of about 13,200 pounds. The
carrier rocket reentered on December 3, 1958, and the satellite
reentered on April 6, 1960. Its radio operated to the very end.
N a y 16: In level flight at Edwards Air Force Base, Capt. Walter W.
Irwin, USAB in an F-104A Starfighter set a world speed record
for a 10-mile course of 1404.19 miles per hour.
h h y 18: A Jupiter missile fired from Cape Canaveral traveled 1,600
miles, and for the first time a full-scale nose cone was recovered
intact.
May 21: The House Select Committee issued its first report to the
House on “The National Space Program”. (House Report No.
1758.)
hlay 23: The House Foreign Affairs committee approved House
Concurreiit, Resolution 332 (revision of 326). (House Report
1769.)
Jfay 24: Capt. E . L. Breeding a t Holloman Air Force Base withstood
a gravity load of 83 g’s for a small fraction of a second in the
arresting of the rocket sled on which he was riding. He went into
a state of shock, but recovered from this in about 10 minutes.
--.
. The House select committee reported out a clean bill calling
for the creation of a civilian space agency. (H.R. 12575, House
Report 1770, entitled “Establishment of the National Spare
Program.”)
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May 27 : Vanguard SLV-1 was launched a t Cape Canaveral. Takeoff was normal, all stages fired. Satellite was 21.5 pounds, 20
inches diameter. Instruments included meteor detectors, solar
radiation measurers, and thermometers. Incorrect angle carried
it 2,440 miles up, then it burned on reentry between Antigua and
Africa, 5,000 miles away. Radio returned data.
: Representative Carl Albert introduced H. Res. 580 to create
a Standing Committee on Science and Astronautics.
May -: NACA shot a balloon to 50 miles, at Wallops Island. A t
that altitude, it was inflated. A 4-stage rocket launched the
$pound balloon.
June 2 : The House of Representatives adopted House Concurrent
Resolution 332, the outer space peace resolution.
: The House of Representatives passed unanimously its Select
Committee bill H.R. 12575 to create a civilian space agency.
June 3: Atlas No. 8 was credited as a complete success over short
range in a test from Cape Canaveral.
June 4: A successful Thor launching was made a t Cape Canaveral,
the first from a tactical type launcher.
June 5: Dr. Walter Dornberger opposed any early rocket shot at the
Moon as a stunt, stating weapons development was more important.
June 10: Lt. Gen. Samuel E. Anderson stated the Air Force would
launch Moon probes in August, September, and October. Air
Force Secretary Douglas and ARPA Director Johnson denounced
the report as unauthorized, premature, and inaccurate; suggested
launching dates should be wholly disregarded.
June 11: The Senate Special Committee on Space and Astronautics
reported out S. 3609 as amended. (Senate Report 1701.)
June 13: A successful Thor launching was made a t Cape Canaveral.
June 16: The Senate passed H.R. 12575 with the text of S. 3609, as
amended, substituted for the House text, and the bill was sent to
conference.
: The Pacific Missile Range was officially established.
June 22: Aviation Week in an article termed speculative by ARPA
officials predicted that the first Pied Piper satellite would be
launched from Camp Cooke, California, using the Thor a t the end
of 1958 or in early 1959. A variety of scanning instruments were
to be used, and the vehicle was to be stabilized in orbit. It was
called WS 117L.
June 26: Vanguard SLV-2 was launched at Cape Canaveral. Takeoff
was normal, but the second stage cut off prematurely. The
satellite was 21.5 pounds, 20 inches in diameter. The instrument
load was the same as for the April 28 attempt.
June 28: Explorer I11 reentered the atmosphere and burned sometime
between June 27 and June 29.
June -: The Space Science Board was to be established by the
National Academy of Sciences with Dr. Lloyd V. Berkner as
Ohairman to advise and assist in formulation of United States
post-IGY space research, including world-wide cooperation.
. For the first time, a data capsule was recovered from a Thor
missile after flight from Cape Canaveral.
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July 1 : Japan made it,s first entry into the rocket era with the successful launching of a Kappa-6tw two-stage rockct which rose
30 miles at the Michikawa Rocket Center.
July 9: A second Thor Able was launched at Cape Canavcral. I t
traveled 6,000 miles into the South Atlantic. Its mouse passenger, Mia 11, was bclieved to be still alive when the cone reached
the surface of the ocean, but after 3 days the search was callctl
off when the radio in the cone became silent.
July 15: House arid Senate conferees agreed upon a cornproniise
version of H.R. 12575 to create the Nationtd Aeronautics and
Space Administration. (House Heport 2166.)
July 16: The House and Seiiltte adopted the conference report on
H.R. 12575.
July 17: The cone of a Jupiter missile was successfully recovered after
a flight of 1,500 miles.
July 19: An Atlas missile was destroyed two minutes after launching
a t Cape Canaveral, probably because of a failure in guidance.
This was thc first attempt a t flight with all three en,'vines.
July 21 : The House of Representatives approved House Resolutioii
580 establishing a 25-member standing Committee on Science
and Astronautics.
July 23: d third Thor Able was launched a t Cape Canaveral in
another reentry test. d safe landing 6,000 miles downrange near
Ascension was indicated, but the cone with its mouse passenger,
Wickie, was not located after 2 days of searching.
: The Senate approved House Concurrent Kcsolution 332
callin for the peaceful exploration of outer space.
July 24: 'I' e Senate established a standing committee on Aeronautical
and Space Sciences, under Senate Resolution 327.
July 25: The Air Force awarded a contract to Rocketdyne to begin
work on a million pound thrust liquid rocket engine.
July 26: Explorer IV, the fourth United States IGY sntellite, W:LS
launched by the Army using a Jupiter C again. Cylindrical ill
shape, it was 80 inches long, 6 inches in dianieter, and weighed
38.4 pounds, with a payload of 25.76 pounds. The satellitc had
two dipole antennas, using the skin of the satellite itself which was
constructed of stainless steel. It carried 2 Geiger-Mueller count ers and 2 scintillation counters to measure corpuscular radiatioii
at several intensity levels. The instrumentation weighed 18.26
pounds. Two radio transmitters were carried: one operated on
108 megacycles at 10 milliwatts of power and ceased transmitting
on September 8, 1958; the other operated on 108.03 megacycles
at 60 milliwatts of power and ceased transmitting on October 6,
1958. Both were powered by mercury batteries, and both broadcast all five channels of information simultaneously and continuously, although the low-power transmitter was primarily for
tracking. The satellite had an initial perigee of 163 miles, an
apogee of 1,380 miles, and a period of 110 minutes. It was
launched with an inclination to the Equator of 50.13'. Its
perigee speed was 18,406 miles per hour, its apogee speed was
14,232 miles per hour. It reentered October 23, 1959.
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July 26:9 Navy balloon canied Comdr. Malcolm Ross and Comdr. M.
Lee Lewis to 82,000 feet in a flight lasting 34 hours 29 minutes, II
new high altitude duration record. Televised pictures were returned to Earth. The launching occurred near Crosby, Minn..
and the landing near Jamestown, N. Dak.
. Capt. Iven Kincheloe, slated to fly the X-15, was killed in n
jet fighter crash.
: A Thor burst in the sky a minute or so after launching.
,July 28: Brig. Gen. Homer A. Bonshey was named Director of
Advanced Technology for headquarters of the Air Force.
-__ : Scientists of East, and West recommended that satellites l w
used t o detect any violations of rigreement,s to suspend nuclear
tests.
J u l - 29: The President signed 1I.R. 12575, makirig it t h e National
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Piiblic Law 85-568.
July 30: An unmanned balloon carrying instruments was ltblr to
reach an altitude of 133,000 feet.
: The President requested $126 million to launch the new
NASA.
July 31 : The U.S.S.R. released its first comprehensive Sputnik
data to foreign scientists on this occasion, but subsequent negotiations in Moscow brought no assurance that further information would be forthcoming automatically.
____
: The Senate Special Committee on Space and Astronautics
npproved S. 4208 authorizing the appropriation of $47.8 million
for NASA construction and equipment during fiscal 1959. (Senate Report 2076.)
August 1: Army Redstone No. 50 was swtessfiilly ~ e atd Johnston
Island in the Pacific as part of the Project Hardtack tests in
which a thermonuclear bomb was tested i l l the upper atmosphere.
The flash was visible in Honoliilu, 750 miles away. Newspaper
speculation was that such a blast in space could send out swarms
of neutrons capable of triggering prematurely the nuclear warhead of an approaching ICBM. Study of communicatione
blackout was more likely the objective.
: The Senate voted to approve S . 4208.
___ : The House Select Committee on Astronautics and Spac*c
E?rploration held a public hearing on the proposed construction
arid equipment authorizations for NASA, and reported out H.R.
13619, a companion bill to S. 4208.
: A complete inertial guidancc system for hallistic missiles
in place of the radio inertid system now in use was announced
by the Air Force Ballistic Missile Division.
August 2 : An Atlas missile was flown for the first, time with all three
engines operating. I t traveled 2,500 miles from Cape Canaveral.
Although no attempt was made to recover the nose cone, a data
capsule was ejected. This was missing for t'en weeks until it
showed up October 17 floating off Barbados where a fishing boat
recovered it, and ret,urntd it to t hc Air Force.
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August 2: The National Academy of Sciences and the National Research Council set up a new Space Science Board of 16 members,
with Dr. Lloyd V. Berkncr as chairman. The purpose is to study
scientific research opportunities, to make recommendations to interested agencies, and to stimulate research interest and cooperative activities with groups at home and abroad. Fome 11 ad hoc
committees have been organized to carry on the work of the Space
Science Board in various areas of interest.
August 4: The IIouse of Representatives passed S. 4205, in substitution for H.R. 13619, authorizing funds for NASA.
Aiigiist 6 : The eighteenth ‘l’hor made n rolitinc 1,500 mile fight in N.
test from Cape Cnrraveral.
-: Rocketdyno was assigned a contract by the Air Force to
develop a million-pound thrust liquid rocket engine.
_ _ - : Under House Resolution 635, the House voted an ndditional$S5,000 for the operation of the Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration. (House Report 2468.)
August 8: Dr. T. Keith Glennan, President of the Casc Institute of
Technology, was nominated to be Administrator and Dr. Hugh
L. Dryden, Director of the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics, as Deputy Administrator of the NASA.
August 12: Army Redstone No. 51 was successfully fired at Jolinstori
Island in the Pacific as a part of the Project Hardtack series in
which a thermonuclear bomb was tested in the upper atmosphere.
The flash was visible in Honolulu.
August 13 : The Senate Appropriations Committee approved the Supplemental Appropriations bill (H.R. 13450), containing $75 million in funds for NASA for fiscal 1959, a reduction of $50 milliori
below the amount requested by the President. (Senate Report
2350.)
August 14 : The President signed Senate 4208 authorizing appropriutioris to NASA for construction, making it Public llaw 85-657.
: The Senate Special Committee on Space and Astronautivs
approved the nominations of Dr. Glennan and Dr. Dryden.
August 15: Project Saturn was initiated by order of the Advanced
Research Projects Agency, with the work assigned to the Redstone Arsenal.
--.
. The Senate approved the Supplemental Appropriation bill
with the $50 million cut restored along with an amendment by
Senator Johnson requiring annurd authorizations henceforth
before any additional funds could be appropriated for NASA.
: Dr. Glennan and Dr. Dryden were confirmed by the Senatc.
August 17: First Air Force lunar probe was launched, using Thor
Able. An explosion ripped it apart 77 seconds after launch, a t an
altitude of about 10 miles. It has been designed to put 40 pounds
of instruments in an orbit around the Moon, to take pictures of the
back side. I n addition to the scanning devices, it contained a
magnetometer, a meteorite counter, and thermometers. The
voyage had been intended to take 234 clays.
August 19 : House and Senatc conferees agreed on $80 million f o r
NASA for fiscal 1959, a cut, of $45 rnilliori below { l i t > arnoiint,
requested hy the President, together with the Joliiisoii rider 011
authorizations. (House Report 2677.)
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August 20 : The House approved the Supplemental Appropriations bill
conference report containing the $80 million in funds for NASA,
but rejected the Johnson rider, sending this provision back to conference. The Senate voted to insist on the Johnson rider.
August 21 : The House and Senate passed a new conference report on
the Supplemental Appropriation bill including the $80 million for
NASA and a new compromise requiring for a one year period
new authorization authority over all appropriations for NASA.
August 24: The Senate appointed the membership of its new standing
Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences. They were:
Senators Johnson (Chairman), Russell, Green, Hayden,
Magnuson, Anderson, Symington, Kerr, Bridges, Wiley, Hickenlooper, Saltonstall, Bricker, Smith (Maine), and Javits.
. Explorer V was launched by the Army a t Cape Canaveral,
using a Jupiter C. Takeoff was normal. But after separation
of the first stage, its residual fuel carried it forward to bump and
deflect from course the remaining stages. They fired normally,
but failed to carry it into orbit, on a path northeast from the Cape.
Flight lasted 659 seconds. The satellite weighed 38.43 pounds,
was 80 inches long, and was designed to measure radiation belt.
August 25 : The International Astronautical Federation opened its
Ninth Annual Congress for a week of meetings in Amsterdam, the
Netherlands.
August 26: It was announced that two mice at the University of
Texas had been kept alive 36 days sealed in a space chamber,
depending exclusively on the oxygen production of algae sealed
into the same system with them.
August 27: The Soviet Union sent two dogs to an altitude of 281
miles and returned them safely. The payload of the rocket was
3,726 pounds. I n addition to the biological equipment, the
rocket contained cameras to study the dogs, and a variety of instruments for geophysical purposes. The rocket was stabilized in
flight, to prevent rotation. The dogs were named Belyanka
and Pestraya. The instruments included measurers of free electrons in the ionosphere, the ionic composition, the concentration
of positively charged ions, electronic temperatures, air pressure,
infrared radiation, and micro-meteorite impact. The rocket
was of single stage construction. Aerodynamic brakes were
used, and the dog compartment was separated from the main
rocket for parachute landing near the end of the ride.
. The President signed the Supplemental Appropriation bill,
HR 13450, making it Public Law 85-766. The law included
$80 million for NASA, including $50 million for research and
development, $25 million for construction and equipment, and
$5 million for salaries and expenses.
: The Norton Sound in the South Atlantic launched a rocket
which contained an atomic bomb exploded in space as part of a
test of the physical phenomena associated with such explosions.
This was Project Argus.
. A routine 1,500-mile flight was made by a Jupiter missile
launched from Cape Canaveral in its tenth launching.
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August 29 : A second successful Atlas launching with all three engines
was conducted at Cape Canaveral, and the missile traveled
3,000 miles. It was equipped with radio-inertial guidance for
the first time.
August 30: The Norton Sound launched a second rocket as part of
Project Argus, to explode an atomic bomb in space.
August 31 : The First Colloquium on Space Law was held in connection
with the I.A.F. Congress at The Hague. Societies from Japan,
Bulgaria, Greece, Israel, and Nationalist China joined the I.A.F.
Observer status was granted to societies from India, Belgium,
Czechoslovakia, Iran, and Canada.
September 2 : Speaking for the President, Ambassador Henry Cabot
Lodge announced the United States would propose to the United
Nations a plan for international cooperation in the field of outer
space.
September 4 : The President appointed to the National Aeronautics
and Space Council Detlev W. Bronk, President of the National
Academy of Sciences, William A. M. Burden, Lt. Gen. James H.
Doolittle (ret.), and Alan T. Waterman, Director of the National
Science Foundation. Statutory members additionally include the
Secretary of State, the Secretary of Defense, the Chairman of the
Atomic Energy Commission, and the Administrator of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
September 5: Lt. Richard H. Tabor, USN, began a stay of several
days in a pressure suit in a chamber exhausted to the equivalent
of 80,000 to 100,000 feet altitude.
: The Air Force announced a delay in the second launching
attempt of a lunar probe from September 13 until the appropriate
time in October.
September 6: The Norton Sound launched tlie third rocket carrying
an atomic bomb which was exploded in space to conclude the
Project Argus experiments.
September 7: The British Black Knight missile was launched a t
Woomera, Australia to an altitude of over 300 miles. The
rocket had a sealevel thrust of 16,400 pounds.
September 8: An Office of Naval Research unmanned balloon carried
a telescope arid camera to an altitude of 104,600 feet.
. A Navy lieutenant spent 72 hours in a simulated space
pressure chamber. (See September 5.)
September 11: An attempt to put into space in a vertical probe an
inflatable balloon for satcllite work failed.
: Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold called for an international agreement banning possible national claims to the
Moon or other outer space bodies.
September 12: Wallops Island was announced as a future satellite
launching station for the NASA.
September 14: An Atlas missile was successfully fired a t Cape
Canaveral.
September 17: A launching attempt with a Vanguard failed, but the
rocket assembly was saved from destruction wtiile still on the pad.
Scptember 18: An Atlas was launched in its first full-range test, but
was destroyed 80 seconds after launching.
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September 24: The first Polaris test vehicle approximating the Polaris
mirrsile configuration was launched a t Cape Canaveral but had
to be destroyed shortly aftet takeoff when it appeared to take a
wron heading.
*. he President held the first meeting of the National Aeronautics and Space Council.
September 26 : Vanguard SLV-3 was launched at Cape Canaveral.
Takeoff was normal, and all stages fired. The slight failure to
attain desired speed may have carried it into an orbit around
the world for at least one pass, then it burned on reentry. It
climbed 265 miles up, and is believed to have fallen 9,200 miles
away in the Indian Ocean. The satellite weighed 21.5 pounds,
was 20 inches in diameter. It carried instruments designed to
measure cloud cover, with a tape recorder to store data for
command release.
September 28: The Thor missile was chosen over the Jupiter for
continued IRBM production.
September 29: A Nike ASP rocket was fired to an altitude of 150
miles over the Pacific.
___.
.The United States formally announced it would take measures
to prevent contamination of the Moon on all lunar probes, and
that it had done so for the abortive August attempt.
September-: Dr. W. Albert Noyes was appointed chairman of a
4-man United States committee to draft proposals for international cooperation in the space sciences for the consideration of
the 1CSU (International Council of Scientific Unions).
October 1: The NASA was activated, and the NACA was abolished
a t the close of business on September 30, with all personnel and
facilities transferred to the new agency. At the same time, major
control of space activities in the Department of Defense was
transferred to NASA. Pro’ect Vanguard personnel
the Navy
were moved to NASA. ‘&TO Air Force and two rmy lunar
probes were transferred, but the services kept the actual work
of construction and launching.
October 2: The ICSU executive board presented a plan to create a
Committee on Space Research, to be known as COSPAR.
October 4: Vandenberg Air Force Base was dedicated.
October 7: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
formally organized a project to orbit and recover a mannEd
capsule, together with associated studies. SI & ‘t4 lrrMzcvQ
October 8: Lt. Clifton M. McClure, USAF, attaine%)an alhitude f
99,900 feet in the Mah High 111balloon launched from Holloman
Air Force Base.
--_. . For the first time, the Soviet Union supplied to other IGY
members a telemetry code to Sputnik 111, covering only the
space radiation measurements.
October 9: A h p i t e r missile blew up 28 seconds after launching a t
Cape Canaveral.
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October 11: Pioneer I, the first successful space probe, was launched
by the United States from Cape Canaveral, Fla., a t 3:42 a.m.,
eastern standard time. The launching was accomplished by the
Air Force Ballistic Missile Division under the management direction of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
using a Thor-Able rocket combination. The space probe, named
Pioneer I, reached a record altitude of about 70,700 miles and
telemetered to Earth data on radiation encountered in outer space,
micrometeors, ternpcratures, and the Earth’s magnctic field. The
launching vehicle was a $-stage rocket weighing approximately
112,000 pounds with a total length of 88.1 feet. A velocity of
35,250 feet per second (24,015 miles per hour) had been planned
for the probe. However, because the Pioneer I traveled about
3.5’ above the designed flight path, the actual velocity attained
was about 34,400 feet per second (23,447 miles per hour). The
toroidal-shaped payload, pierced by the terminal-stage rocket,
was 29 inches in diameter and weighed 84.4 pounds. The weight
of the instrument package itself was approximately 39 pounds,
and included a Navy infrared camera to photograph the Moon.
Pioneer I was constructed of Fiberglas, and was painted in a
special pattern as a means of controlling temperatures. The
probe carried one radio on 108.06 mc with 300 mw for telemetry
and Doppler command, and another on 108.06 mc with 1 watt
for controls. Last radio contact with Pioneer I occurred a t 10:46
p m . , eastern standard time, October 12, 1958, as it fell back
toward the Earth. The probe presumably disintegrated in the
Earth’s atmosphere over the South Pacific shortly thereafter.
Attempts to modify its flight path into a permanent eccentric
orbit around the Earth failed because a retro-rocket could not
be firecl following a battery failure.
October 1% The NASA asked that both the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the space team and facilities a t the Army Redstone
Arsenal be transferred to NASA.
October 15: The second full-scale Polaris test vehicle launching ended
with an explosion at Cape Canaveral.
-.
. The X-15 rocketship was publicly unveiled for the first time.
It is dcsigned to be dropped from a bomber over Wendover,
Utah, rockct upward to coast as much as 100 miles high, then
glide to a landing a t Edwards Air Force Base, Calif. The top
speed is to be about 3,500 miles per hour. The ship is equipped
with both normal aerodynamic controls for use in the atmosphere
and with small steering rockets for use in space. It is intended to
supply many mswers to heating and control. Three such ships
are being built by North American Aviation for the NASA, the
Air Force, and the Navy’s joint program. Although not a true
space ship, the X-15 is an important forward step toward the
knowledge future ships, particularly those used for controlled
reentry, will require.
October 17: The Air Force recovered a capsule from an Atlas flight
occurring August 2, 1958.
October 19: The House Astronautics and Space Exploration Committee released a report calling for greater international cooperation in the space sciences and rocketry.
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October 23: Beacon, an intended satellite, was launched a t Cape
Canaveral by a Jupiter C. The h a 1 stage weighed 42.77 pounds,
and included a 9.26 pound aluminized plastic balloon of 12 feet
diameter for i d a t i o n in space. It was to circle a t 400 miles,
although alternatively announced for a 1,500-mile orbit. Within
2 or 3 minutes of launching, it was apparent the last 2 stages had
not fired. The point of reentry was unknown. It impacted
after 526 seconds.
October 27: The first Air Force satellite in a polar orbit was expected
to be launched in December 1958 or January 1959 from Vandenberg Air Force Base, to study the radiation band of Earth.
October 29: The President held the second meeting of the National
Aeronautics and Space Council to give preliminary consideration
to the possible transfer of the Army Ballistic Missile Agency
facilities and personnel a t Huntsville and the Army’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory at the California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, to NASA.
October 30: William M. Holaday was appointed chairman of the
Civilian-Military Liaison Committee between NASA and the
Department of Defense.
October-: The Air Force awarded contracts for the development of
the Centaur high-performance upper stage.
November 4: The Air Force revealed that in September 1958 a rocket
sled a t Holloman Air Force Base reached the speed of 2,853 miles
per hour.
November 5 : A Thor was launched a t Cape Canaveral but was exploded 30 seconds later by the range safety oacer.
November 6 : The Army completed the test program for the Redstone
with a successful 250-mile shot.
. Dr. Newell D. Sanders said that Thor Able was capable of
launching probes to Mars and Venus. Venus was to enter a
favorable position in 1959, and Mars in 1960-61.
November 8 : Pioneer 11, launched by a Thor Able, climbed from Cape
Canaveral about 1,963 miles, then fell 45 minutes later 7,500 miles
away over east central Africa, burning on reentry. The third
stage failed to ignite. The failure seems to have been caused by
a broken wire. The probe weighed 86.4 pounds including 34.3
pounds of instruments. Its radios were on 108.06 mc with
300 mw and 108.09 mc with 100 mw.
November 13: The United States proposed the appointment of a
United Nations study committee to consider the problems of outer
space.
November 15: COSPAR (Committee on Space Research) ended its
first meeting begun November 14 a t the Royal Society in London
in which bylaws and rules were drawn up for the approval of
ICSU (International Council of Scientific Unions). The president of the executive committee was Prof. H. C. van der Hulst
of the Netherlands. Other countries represented were the
United States, France, the U S S R . , and the United Kingdom.
Nine scientific unions and three other scientists were represented
in COSPAR.
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November 17: An Atlas was sent 3,000 miles downrange a &bt
from Cape Canaveral.
-:
Senator Lyndon B. Johnson appeared before the Political
Committee of the General Assembly of the United Nations to
demonstrate bipa,rtisan political support for the United States
plan for study of outer space problems.
November 18: The Soviet Union withdrew its demand that the problems of outer space study be coupled with withdrawal of the
United States from forward bases.
: The Vanguard satellite was abandoned for any further
launching attempts during the IGY.
November 19: ARPA announcecl that late in 1960, a hrge communications satellite was to be placed in a stationary orbit over the
Equator at a distmce of 32,300 miles above the Earth. This relay satellite was to weigh many tons. Launched by a 3-stage
rocket, the fist stage would include 8 Jupiter-type motors
clustered to produce about 1.5 million pounds of thrust. Either
an Atlas or a Titan would make the second stage. A third stage
was under development. The project has since been revised
and delayed.
November 21 : After a deadlock of United StatesSoviet negotiations
on the outer space plan, the United States and 17 other nations
came forwtird with a new formula for a study committee.
ard was test-fired on the stmd, but not launahsd.
:AV
November 2 4 T e 18-nation plan for a study committee was approved
by the main Political Committee of the United Nations by a vote
of 54 to 9 with 18 abstentions. The Soviet bloc voted against
the plan, Provieions of the plan as passed included the estsbp
lishment of an ad hoc committee to study the resources available for the peaceful use of outer space. Work similar to that
of the IGY web9 to be continued. There was to be mutual exchange of information, and plans were to be coordinated to the
greatest extent possible, with opportunity made for all nations to
participate. The committee was to consider future organieational
relations with the United Nations, and the nature of legal problems expected to arise in carrying out programs to explore outer
space.
November 25 : NASA planned €or 1959 some 8 space probes, including
one8 to be sent to the vicinity of the Moon, Mars, and Venus, as
well as the 4 remaining Vanguard satellites.
November 26: The name Project Mercury was officidy assigned to
the man-in-space effort of the United States.
Novembr 38: An Atlas missile was shot over full range for the first
time, a dktance of 6,325 miles from Cape Canaverd, into the
South Atlantic to within 80 miles of the predicted point of h p a c t .
December 1: Aviation Week reported that a Soviet nuclear-powered
bomber was now flying. Its speed was said to be in the sonic
range, with two 35,000 pound thrust nuclear jets, and two conventional jets. The gross weight was 300,000 pounde, and the
length about 195 feet.
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!December 1: The LOB
Alamos Labomtory announced it waa vtmking
dn a apace ship pmp&on acheme uahg emdl Budear explosions
hather thtm an atomie FBaobor, Rail mounted sleds were to be
,uwdin d e eat1 stage d experimentation.
D*&emb& 3: The

8epsrkmenzl of Defense annomesd a lonerange

progrsm to put mice, m.onkeye, and finally men into orbit. The
fmt launchmg of new Project Discover& WRS to take place at
Vandenberg APB on the California coast 51 January 1859, a t
fiat to tat the capabilities of the Thor launcher, and lahr to
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a n i m a , leading up to later launchings with Atlas with as
+gz
9 tom plaoed in orbit. Reentry testa were to be conduoted, md the 6th or 6th would carmy a monkey instead of mice.

The p o h k orbit called for B Bouthward launching over the Pscific.
The first vehicle was to weigh about 1,300 pounds, with a pay' load of several hundred pounds.
Another purpose of the project
W&S to develop an early warning capability tbgtlinst enemy missile
ARPA Director Johnson hdicated Sentry launchlaun%% be delayed. The early warning version WBS to be
CB ed Mildae, and was to be equipped with infrared detectors.
-:
A new radio telescope a t Camp Irwin, Calif., oalled the
Goldstom T m W g Facility, operated by the Jet Propulsion
Lrsb6mtory was des6ribd. It can Irlainhin radio contact a t
diet&nm up to 400,000 miles,and by 1962 should be capable of
receiving signals from as far as 4 billion miles.
-:
TRe Praident held the third meeting of the National Aeronautia md Space Council. At this meeting it was decided to
transfer the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the California Institu!e
of 'hchnology, an Army contmctor, to similar status witha
NASA. The Redstone Amend was not tansferred et this time,
but waa to serve &s contractor for the NASA on a fully cooperative baais. The JPL had property of $55 m a 6 n and a staff of
2300.
.'. The rooket c a ~ e of
r Sputnik 111reentered the atmoephere.
,beeember 5: The Na fbvd a modified vemion of the Terrier rocket
to take photograp s at an altitude of 86 miles at Wallops Island,
remvmy, a composite view of fronttaldoud formaVirginia. $31
tions caeimng 1,000 miles was developed.
Deeeihber 6: Pioneer 111, the fourth of five space probes soheduled
the United States as part of its contribution to the IGY and
ti e seoond to travel many Earth radii out into $pa&, was launched
f r o h Cape Canaveral, Fla., a t 12:46 a.m. eastern standard time.
The laanohing wag accomplished by the Army Balliatic Missile
Ageacy and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the California
Institute of Technology, under management direction of the
National Aeronautica and Space Administration. The vehicle
m s i s t e d of a modsed Jupiter IRBM, oalled Juno TI, $s the
booster or 5rst stage, and 15 Bergeant rocket? clustered in 3 highs eed up er stages: 11 in the second stage, 3 in the third, and 1 in
t e fowt dttbge. The 12.$6-pound, gold-plated probe W ~ hstruB
mented to povide information on the Van Allen radiation zone.
The eciehtifIo data were telemetered to Earth on a frequency of
960.06 megaoyclw at 180 mw. Although the probe did not
1
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achieve its maximum objective,.the environs of the Moon and
beyond to a heliocentric orbit, its altitude of about 63,580 statute
miles above the surface of the Earth enabled it to obtain valuable
scientific data through measurements of the Van Allen radiation
zone a t 2 different times and also a t 2 different locations. It is
estimated that the probe reentered the atmosphere a t 2:51 p.m.
eastern standard time, December 7, 1958, over French Equatorial
Africa and, presumably, disintegrated. The reason the speed
reached 24,000 miles per hour instead of 24,955 was the premature
cut-off of fuel in the first stage, 3 seconds too soon.
December 10: Senator Hubert Humphrey reported to President
Eisenhower that Premier Khrushchev told him the Soviet Union
had an ICBM with a range of 8,700 miles and a thermonuclear
warhead of 5 megatons force.
December 13: The United Nations by a vote of 59 to 9 with 19 abstentions approved the United States plan to set up an 18 nation study
committee on 6uter space.
: The Army launched a Jupiter missile a t Cape Canaveral
which climbed 300 miles and traveled 1500 miles downrange.
On board was a Navy-trained squirrel monkey, Gordo, or Old
Reliable, whose physiological reactions were telemetered. The
monkey made the trip without untoward effects, including 8.3
minutes of weightlessness, 10 g pressure in takeoff, and 40 g
pressure in reentry a t 10,000 miles per hour. Unfortunately a
leak developed in the nose cone allowing the float mechanism to
fail so that the equipment including monkey all sank before
rescue could be effected.
December 16: The first Thor launching a t Vandenberg Air Force Base
went its scheduled 1,500 miles out the Pacific Missile Range to
open such use of the new facility. The same day a shot with
similar results were obtained a t Cape Canaveral with another
Thor.
December 17: NASA publicly assigned the code name Project
Mercury to the man-in-space goal. Rocketdyne of North
American was awarded by NASA a contract to build a singlechamber liquid-rocket engine of up to 1.5 million pounds of thrust.
December 18: The United States Air Force launched for the Advanced
Research Projects Agency a t Cape Canaveral the entire rocket
casing of Atlas missile 10B a t 6:02 p.m. that day. With a
launch weight of 244,000 pounds, approximately 8750 pounds
reached orbit. Of this weight about 150 was payload, including
35 pounds of communications equipment supplied by the Army
Signal Corps. Given the name Project Score, this satellite
carried out active real time and delayed signal repetition to
relay voice and Morse messages from one ground station to
another. The experiment also tested the missile itself including
a new inertial guidance system. The satellite carried F M
radios on 132.435 mc and 132.905 mc for communications. It
also had minitrack radio a t 107.97 mc and 107.94 mc. Batteries
were mercury-type. Launched witb a thrust of 360,000 pounds,
its orbit was inclined 32' to the Equator, had an apogee of 928
miles and a perigee of 114 miles. It was estimated it should
stay in orbit for 20 days.
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December 19: The Atlas Project Score satellite transmitted the voice
of President Eisenhower from outer space with a Christmas
message for the world. These were broadcast on 132.435 and
132.905 megacycles. Another radio on board broadcast other
data on 107.970 and 107.940 megacycles.
-:
The Bold Orion, WS-199, test vehicle was launched from a
B-58 bomber flying at 1100 miles per hour over Cape Canaveral.
The new ballistic missile with a range of 1,000 to 1,500 miles
was to be launched at altitudes up to 60,000 feet, climb to 150
miles. Earlier versions built by Martin launched from B47
bombers have traveled over 1,000 miles. There was an equally
successful Convair-Lockheed version.
December 20: New messages were sent to the Atlas Project Score
satellite, both voice and teletype, to be recorded, erasing the
previous ones, and then rebroadcast on command later.
-'
. The first attempt to launch a Titan at Cape Canaveral was
cut off after i ition because of a malfunction. There was an
explosion on t e pad. General Schriever announced that later
the Titan will be capable of manned circumlunar flight.
-:
Leonid Sedov in Moscow pointed out that all three Soviet
sputniks put heavier carrier rockets into orbit than the Atlas
satellite, and that in contrast with the announced Atlas payload,
even the 184 pounds of Sputnik I was greater, not to mention
the 1120 pounds of Sputnik I1 and the 2925 pounds of Sputnik
111. He also pointed out that the lowest Sputnik altitudes were
135 miles, giving a longer lifetime for all launchings.
December 21 : Seven teletype messages were sent simultaneously to
the Atlas Project Score satellite, and on the next orbit all seven
messages were delivered simultaneously. Later that day, seven
simultaneous messages were sent to the satellite, and concurrently
were rebroadcast with successful pickup a t other stations.
*. The House Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration released a report on space law, calling for regulation and
advanced notice of launchings.
December 22: The Atlas Project Score satellite received a messa e
direct from Fort Monmouth, NJ., while it was over the Pacifc
which it then rebroadcast to various ground stations.
December 23: The first C-series Atlas was fired a t Cape Canaveral,
performing perfectly in a 4,000-mile flight.
December 24: Dr. Herbert F. York, Chief Scientist of ARPA was
named by President Eisenhower as Director of Defense Research
and Engineerin for the Department of Defense.
December 27: The resident approved establishment of a new Federal
Council for Science and Technology, to be headed by Dr. James
R. Killian, Jr. The move was apparently designed to head off the
creation of a new Department of Science. The President's Scientific Advisory Committee prepared the report. The Council was
probably to include the heads of the National Science Foundation,
the Atomic Energy Commission, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, the Research and Engineering Assistant
Secretary of the Department of Defense, and policy officials from
Commerce, Interior, Agriculture, and Health, Education, and
Welfare.
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1858--QOntinud
Qatym~bbr87,; Dr, Jwas Vm Alan *mrevededfrom Pioneer III dabs U
tbe r b t h l ' i s suffauadd b two bands of radiation. Thelfirst
,
IrarJd begin6 400 to CrOO d e s up, reaches a peak between 8,400
@nd3,M milee, faUa off gharply, then rises to B new pealr'between
8,000 and 12,000 milea Qut, then falling off to very low vdues.
The' Earth'$ rn8gaetio field iS insignificant after about 36,000
mileqi~The radiation belt hss openings at the poles,EO that launchinp e m ew.qm the wwat efTeats. It was not yet known whether
t4e parbicla#jr,wem electmas or protons, with a eonsequent uncertainty over the number of roentgens strength. If protone, the
peak strength (the second layer) ie 100 roentgens an hour; if
electrons, about 10 roentgens an hour.
Reoember 39: The Department of Defense revised the estimated life
qf the A t h Fraject Scare satellite to 45 days, from the previausly
estimaked 20 daya.
&tmnber aQ: A Thw missile blew apart shortly after launeh at
Cape Cmaveral, when the range safety offioetl.observed it was
I

j

I

dff w-.
2y
teet vehicle
launch at Caps Canaveral.
&dame

wa8 destroyed fihQUt 90 seconds after

Mctarnber 31: The Projeet Soare Atlas satellite ended its traqemissianp with the wakening af the batteries it carried. fkuing
the 12 days it Broadasst, there were 97 suece%gfulcontacts made
with tho satellite.

Deoembm -: b a t o r Lyndou B. Johnson announoed appointment
of Col. Kennatb E. BeLieu as staff direatar of tihe Senate Committea an Aeronautieal and Space Sciencea. He also dated
tb& ar. Glen F, Wilaon would be the chief clerk.

Qwing the yew, the Navy conducted tests in Califarnia under
Pmjeot Pilat wMoh might lead to a small, air-lsurmohed satellite.
Seuelta;t fesfs, were run, and at least one af them m8y have put a
mall satellite inta whit, but laok of definite prod has exeluded
m y daim fa sueaess. Usling a iighter plane ta make the launching, the rocket weighed 2500 pounds and the satellite 3 pounds.

1959

JsnuwF 1: Radio Moscow predicted tihat during 1959 the Sovie3
Union would send w interplanetary rocket around the Moon.
I$ dgo predicfed that the ihst trials of g nuolear powered ajraafti
WQ@ aww.
January 2: The House Copunittee on Astmneqtiw~ tbnd 5 ace
E;Kloration recarnmepded spanimosdy less than one
be om the Mosaaw broadcast of the Soviet rocket launched
towy.4 the MWD that the United States should wder two
additiamd Pmerioan rockets for this pulrposs to rephoe those
eallisr ones w&+ failed.
- . ; The SQX& U n m aw~wqedthat it bad swCemf* l&ched
a pwaic racket toward the Moan, The hal otsbgo, w4a said

P

,

f&~

to weigh 3,2452 ouuds, and the scientific equipment to pieigh
W6.5 pupds. !&e anaaunced purpose af the experimept was
said fo be: (1) Amr$& the magnetic field af the Moon; (2)

x-a#b##.d&P6# WSdfLE

AS"'RONAE&€! m"EI
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*.. i.6tudy'the bitenc3iG-y apd variation 'of the interhsity of Wmic
~ 5 3 odagide
7~
t&!heimaghti!ic field of thd Eatth: (3) Re ter pliotons
'
in the!-id
iitdiatiun; (4) Discover the amoaht u r t d a & i v i t y
on the Moon; (5) Study the distribbtioh of heavy nudeii in
tros&i(Ji%idiatibn: (0) Study the gad dsMponents af ihttiwplanetary
matter; (9) btudy mrpuscdtir solar rhdiation; aad (8) Study
rhetieortc pdrticles. Transmitters were said &,t have broadcast
M
I 19.996 ahd 19.997 megacycles in one instance and on 19.993
in & -lid.
A third transmitter worked on 183.6 mggaeycles
for tracking purpbdes. Fort Motttaobth, N.J., digcovered a
' f o w h t~aimnissiun on 70.2 megacycles. The scientific container *tis spherical and pr~surizedat 1.3 atmosphera. The
U n i a cldnied that when the Pocket ci-ossed the sonstelof Vi? it eblittd a $t&Um Vapor cloud as a Visual tracking
et+ice. Alt%Ye ugh not used Mcially, the rlick-natne Lunik has
#ded to the Soviet vehicle at Mascow University and
elsWhme. (It was also called Mechta, see below.)
SoViet Union annodnced that their cosmic rocket
within 5,000 miles of the Moon, thetl enter ihto ltn
d the Sun.
ndenbmg Air Force Bdse and the Pacifh Missile
Ran e were declared operational.
L, .
. h e Soviet Udon announced that the codmic rocket ptissed
tviihin 4 600 miles (later corrected to 3,700 tniksi) of the Moon
.
a t the ahxest poiat. The estimated orbit around the Sun had
a ei-bIi&hof 91.5 million miles, ah aphelion of 123:25 million
" ' ' m$ed and a w i u d of 15 mohths.
IJt&u5r9'$! !&e radio tpansmitters of the Soviet cosmic iaooket went
dead when the rocket was ah estimltted 373,125 miles from
hdh. &Chough kio dfficial name had yet been adsigned to
~IIM cosmic roeket, Alexahder Ka&intsev suggested it be called
Mechta meanin &&tiin.
&&ullrgt 7: bit Azintl tl Hall announced that the Royal Society has
teC)dhlMenddd to the Rritish Govdhmedt that ti ptO@&m of
launching sffltlll satellites is justified an purely sciehtific eounds.
i&huarfT 10:. T'hH Hdusls Astronautics and Space Exploratioa Cot&
Mitteb lieleasdd its find repapt, "The United btatks and Outer
s
and stl
ting that with
dpaed", tang for a v i g o ~ ~ upmearn
abbut an 18 month lag then, it probably wd d take 5 years to
"
kl!ltsse the ap with the Soviet Union in space. exploration.
9atitiz-y 11: &e brttteries of the Atlds Projekt Score satellite went
dead. ('fhis FtrPd fur its beawn radio; ctrmtntinicatitma ended
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. Vice President Nixon relayed informall to nemmeli tihti view
,that! the United $bated is ahead in the ba 'stic &I&& khtce Ihd
is catching up fast in other phases of the space raae.
'dknU&e 12: (St3iatbi-Spnington di$a@ed stmb lg dtrh the rdwi;tltid
1
'renib& df; thtl Viet! hesidesit. Friends o the Vice Prtdident
, I
said that he had b&ti misqtioted.
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January 12: The NASA selected the McDonnell Aircraft Corp. of St.
Louis to construct the manned satellite vehicle to be used under
Project Mercury. It was hoped that it could carry a man in
orbit in about two years.
. In a Soviet review of details of the cosmic rocket, it was
revealed that it carried a segmented sphere which would shatter
on impact into its component pieces. The stainless steel components were each stamped on one side with the Soviet coat of
arms and “U.S.S.R.”, while the other side said “U.S.S.R. 1959”.
Also contained in the final stage was a pennant of metal ribbon
saying “Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,” and on the other
side, the Soviet coat of arms and the words “ 1959 January 1959”.
The Soviet Union claimed that both the instrument package
and the last stage entered into the orbit around the Sun although
they were separated. The instrument package was protected
by a nose cone which was jettisoned. It was spherical in shape
and made of aluminum-magnesium alloy. Electrical power was
supplied by silver-zinc and by mercury oxide batteries.
January 13: A woman completed seven days in complete isolation
with considerable sensory deprivation in a test related to the
psychological problems of future space flight, in a test conducted
at the Air Force Aeromedical Laboratories.
January 14: President Eisenhower at the National Press Club stated
that it would be stupid not to believe that the Soviet Union was
somewhat ahead in certain phases of missile development, considering their much earlier start on long-range missiles. But he
also believed the United States has made remarkable progress.
Senator Dirksen charged that any lags in missiles should be layed
to the previous Administration.
January 15: The United States Bureau of Mines laboratory at Albany,
Oreg., succeeded in making the first successful castings of
molybdenum, important to future space research.
. The Air Force launched an Atlas from Cape Canaveral to
fly over full range to the vicinit of St. Helena, about 6,000 miles,
but it was rumored to have fai ed after 200 miles.
January 16 : The Atomic Energy Commission revealed a new 5-pound
atomic generator of electricity. Called SNAP 111, it provides
from one third of a gram of polonium 210 an output of 5 watts,
an efficiency of 8 to 10 percent. Over a 140 day period, it
produces a t 3 watts, a conversion efficiency of 5 to 6 percent.
In 280 days, the total output is equal to that of 1,450 pounds of
the best conventional batteries. It is viewed as of use in supplying auxiliary power in space devices. The Martin Company was
prime contractor.
January 17: An Atlas missile flew 200 miles in a test a t Cape
Can aver a1.
January 19: The final test vehicle configuration of the Polaris missile
made its first flight to a distance of only 60 miles from Cape
Canaveral, due to first stage malfunction.
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Jenuwy 19: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
signad a formal contract with North American Aviation Inc.
for $102 million covering the design and development of a sin le
chamber liquid propellant rocket en e in the one to one an a
half million pound thrust class. ( g e F-1, to be used in the
Nova concept.)
January 21: The first tactical model of the Jupiter missile made a
successful 1,700-mile flight from Cape Canaveral, and hit its
target.
-’
Observers on Guam and on the cruiser Rochester are believed
to have seen the fiery reentry of the Atlas Project Score satellite,
after approximately 500 trips around the world.
January 22 : Secretary McElroy stated there was no positive evidence
that the Soviet Union had an operational ICBM yet.
January 23: A Thor Able test failed a t Cape Canaveral, falling short
of ita 4,400-mile g o d in a reentry test.
-’
Senator Symington disagreed with tbe implications of the
McElroy statement, charging that the missile gap would widen
under our resent budgetary plans.
January 27: TEe NASA announced that 110 possible candidates for
the first United States flight in orbit had been selected from
among military test pilots, and that further screening and testing would continue until the final group had been chosen.
-:
An Atlas missile flew from Cape Canaveral some 4,500 miles

%
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an international cooperative effort
because the costs
January 28: It was revealed that study of Vanguard I established the
Earth as slightly pear-shaped, rather than flattened at both
poles. The report was issued by NASA.
-‘
. A 12-foot diameter inflatable satellite test packa e was fired
vertically t o a hei h t of 75 miles, inflating successfu y in a test
at Wallops Islanfi, Va. The launching vehicle was a NikeCajun.
January 29: Secretary McElroy testified before the Senate Preparedness Subcommittee that the United States does not plan to match
the U.S.S.R.missile for missile in the production of ICBM’s.
February 2 : President Eisenhower released the first annual report of
space
which reviewed what had been accomplished
since t e aunching of Explorer I on January 31, 1958. A 10year future program was included.
February 3: A second launching attempt was made for the Titan,
but it failed on the launchin pad at Cape Canaveral.
*. The Air Force u n v e i l e t a new corned word, “aerospace”,
which it used to describe its interests and activities. Since that
time, it has been adopted by segments of industry, but has been
regarded with moderate suspicion in Congress.
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February 3: Marshal Rodin Y. Malinovslcy claimed that Soviet missileswith thermonuclear warheads have pinpoint accuracy in reaching any point on the globe, and supported Premier Khrushchev’s
earlier statement that these missiles were in “serial” production.
Secretary of Defense Neil H. McElroy described the statements
as normal to a war of nerves. General Nathan F. Twining denied that he believed the validity of the Soviet report.
: An Atlas missile made a flight from Cape Canaveral
which was unofficially reported to have been about 3,400 miles.
February 6: The Titan ICBM was launched for the first time, flying
about 300 miles from Capo Canaveral (Number A-3).
February 11: The Army announced a new record for balloons of
146,000 feet altitude, following a launching at Fort Monmouth,
N. J.
February 12 : Secretary McElroy issued a directive defining the duties
of the newly created Director of Defense Research arid Enginecring. (Dr. Herbert F. York.)
February 17 : Vanguard I1 (SLV-4), using a launch vehicle similar
to Vanguard I, was launched at Cape Canaveral as an experiniental weather reporting satellite. The first successlul full-scale
Vanguard, and the second one put into orbit, it is a 20-inch sphere
weighing 20.74 pounds. The former Navy project was launched
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and carried iristrurncnts developed by the Army Signal Research and
Development Laboratory, Fort Monmouth. The initial perigee
was estimated as 350 miles, and the apogee 2,061 miles. Its period was 126 minutes. The satellite carried 2 photocells for scanning cloud patterns, the inlormation being recorded on a tape
recorder for later release on ground command. Signals were
broadcast whilc the mercury batteries were active on a radio of
105.03megacycles at 1 watt,lasting 18 days. A second radio with
separate batteries broadcasted on 108 megacycles at 10 mw, lasting 27 days, for tracking purposes and to report the temperature
within the payload. The orbit was inclined at 33 degrees to the
Equator. The purpose of the two infrared detector phototubes
was to detect variations in reflection of heat from the surface and
clouds below the satellite as it revolves. The resulting signals
as later recorded on the ground were then fed into computers to
determine what part of the signal represented a report on the
reflection from tile Earth, and geographically what area was being
scrznncd, so as to reconstruct in time a crude map of cloud cover.
Tlic early rcsiilts seemed to indicate that although all apparatus
functioned properly, the wobbling was too erratic for the computer to r’econstruct the meaning of the inlra-red reported signals.
Tlie total weight in orbit is estimated as about 71 pounds, including the spent rocket casing. Lifetime is estimated as 10
years or more.
February 20: An Atlas missile launched from Cape Canaveral
exploded from a malfunction three minutes after launch.
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nonzle ta be u a d by the solid-fueled Polaris mie$ile, an important
b r & k h & in solid rocket technology. The noale is made

,afrnQlgrbder.mn,

ruary26: Tim mimile A-5 made a succeseful flight a t Cape
Uanaved, over a distance of from 260 to 300 miles.
Xdbmtwy )38: The Bir Force h d for the A d v m b d Researah Pmjects
.Agenoy Disoomter I from Vandenberg Air Fom Base, Gldiifornia,
mfa a, polar orbit. Launched by a Douglas Thot miseile, the
$ecoid 19 feet by 5 feet stage was built by Lockheed with a Bell
'
Hustler ebgiue to propel a 1,300-pound packgge into orbit. The
; roaket hod a lift off weight of 108,400 pounds, About 100 items
*
of hlemetrf were to be returned an wave length which were
not announced. Although telemetry was complete until after
burbout, stqiplying enough deta to establish the orbit, tmclrihg
stcrtiona failed to pi& up signals as the first orbits were completed.
The fhal etage waa supposed to sbbilhe in attitude, both as
prbparation for later mentry tests, and for the tranlrmisltion sf
highly directional signals. On board were a h o k o n d c m i n g
device, and highspmhure nitrogen to operate vernier jets for
f i positioning, The weight of instruments was 40 pounda, A day
after launching, random signals began to be mparted by some
tracking sfationa On &e colrect Discoverer frequencies. Vbllal
trwking by the r@r
observation network WBS not possible
because of the timing of launching, determined br experimental
m8ds to test P&c area radio and mdar hcilitiss, The combination of hitid telemetry and later signals established the orbit
as havin an initirll pe * ee of 99 miles and an hpogee of 605
mil&. T%e orbit w u h T h e d 89.7' to the Equator with a period
of 96 minutes. Although proof was not absolute, the best
estimate t a s that the spottines of signals was occasioned by
a failure of the atabiliaation devioe, so that with the tumbling
of the hal stage, the highly directional signals were djfEoult to
w i v e . Discbverer I reentered and burned some time between
Maroh 5 and 10, 1950.
March 1: First details were announced for the comparatively ecod e a l Scouf Batellite launching vehicle, whose development waa
planned from 1958 on a t NACA Langley, to have solid fuel
erngihea, were ammnced by NASA and the Air Force.
March 3: Pioneer I V was launched at Cape Canaveral by the Army
for the National Aeronautics and Space Admhktration, usihg
a Jm6 11launching device. This consists of a Jupiter first stage
of :LSO,OaO pounds thrwt, a second stage of 11 sealed-down
Sergeants for 733 pounds thrust, a third st e of 3 sealeddown
thrust, and a fourt; atage of 1 scaledI ,' EWgeantS of 200
I
down Sergeant o
thrust, for a total takeoff weight
stage was a gold-plated cone
of 121,000
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weighing 13.4 pounds. It carries instruments to measure the
inner and outer radiation belts which encircle the Earth; to
detect the intensity of particles streaming from the Sun; to
measure the intensity of the cosmic rays in interplanetary space
beyond the influence of the Earth’s magnetic field. The data
were radioed back on 960.05 megacycles with 180 milliwatts of
mercury battery power which was to last about 90 hours. Because the aim was off slightly, the device passed the Moon a t
a distance of about 37,300 miles, about 38 hours after launch,
The velocity a t burnout was 24,791 miles. The final stage also
carried a trigger which was a photoelectric sensor to be turned
on by reflected light from the Moon, as a test for future photographic missions. The approach to the Moon was not close
enough for the trigger to function. Pioneer IV passed the Moon
a t a distance of 37,300 miles on March 4. It entered into an
orbit around the Sun with a perihelion of 91.7 million miles and
an aphelion of 107.9 million miles, and an orbit eriod of 394.75
days. Its estimated life is considered equal to t a t of the Solar
System.
March 3: The first 6-stage rocket was launched a t Wallops Island, Va.
March 4 : First meeting of the British National Committee on Space
Research was held with H. S. W. Massey as chairman.
March 5-10: Discoverer I was estimated to have reentered and burned,
although its fate is uncertain.
March 6 : Final radio signals were received from Pioneer IV at a distance of 406,620 miles from Earth, a record; some weak signals
were heard even longer.
March 7: Two rats survived a rocket sled ride at Alamogordo, New
Mexico, at a speed of 1,050 miles per hour, after withstanding
high g loads.
___ : The first French rocket probe, a Veronique, was fired a t
Colomb Bechar, to test radio control techniques. This rocket
has an ultimate capability of probing to 155 miles altitude. The
French expect later to release sodium a t great heights for mdio
wave reflective purposes.
March 10: The x-15 was carried aloft the first time by a B-52 as a
preliminary check of equipment and systems, with Scott Crossfield in the cockpit of the rocket plane.
_ _ _ : The Senate authorized a supplemental appropriation of
$48,354,000 for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration during fiscal 1959.
March 12: The second Black Knight British rocket reached an altitude of 350 miles in a test at Woomera, Australia.
March 12-14: The second meeting of COSPAR was held at The
Hague, the Netherlands.
March 13: The first ultraviolet pictures of the Sun were taken by a
camera at an altitude of 123 miles from an Aerobee-Hi research
rocket a t White Sands, under the direction of the Naval Research
Laboratory.
March 14: The National Academy of Sciences delegate a t COSPAR
conveyed an offer of the United States to carry the experiments
of scientists of all nations in our space vehicles.
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March 15: An Army Redstone ejected a television camera which
transmitted pictures of the impact area of the rocket.
March 17: The Advanced Research Projects Agency announced that
Discoverer I was no longer in orbit. The orbit calculation was
based upon some 41 reports. That it entered orbit is considered
confirmed when all the evidence is weighed; that it was no longer
in orbit also seemed definite, although the time of reentry is not
known.
March 18: An Atlas was believed to have traveled 4,500 miles from
Cape Canaveral with a new style nose cone in a continuing program of experimentation. However, a later report showed it
traveled only 800 miles.
__-.
. President Eisenhower nominated William A. M. Burden
and Dr. John T. Rettaliata to be members of the National
Aeronautics and Space Council.
-.
. The Army Signal Corps and Radio Corporation of America
announced the development of new micromodules for electronic
devices, which might allow ultimately up to 500,000 components
to be packed into a cubic inch of space.
March 19: The New York Times finally broke the story on some of the
details of Project Argus which included the explosion of three
nuclear weapons in space, on August 27, August 30, and September 6, 1958. These were exploded a t a nominal altitude of
300 miles, and had a yield close to 1 kiloton each. Modified
versions of the X-17 were used forathe launchings which took
place from the Norton Sound in the South Atlantic. Argus
established that if a nuclear weapon is used to insert high energy
electrons a t the right latitude and altitude, these will travel in a
spiral path along the Earth’s magnetic lines of force, until reaching
a mirror point above the atmosphere, where they reverse general
direction of travel and oscillate to the opposite mirror point.
These electrons then spread to create a shell around the Earth,
in effect the artificial equivalent of the two natural Van Allen
radiation belts, and lying between them. Those which leak out
a t the mirror points create an artificial aurora which interferes
locally with certain radio transmissions.
March 20: The Massachusetts Institute of Technology revealed that
it had succeeded in sending radar signals to Venus on February
10 and 12, 1958, which had been detected by the Lincoln Laboratory as echos by the Millstone Hill equipment. Venus was
27,530,000 miles away on the loth, and 28,227,000 miles on the
12th. It took over a year of work with a computer to confirm
the actual receipt of the return signal amidst other radio “noise”.
The experiment showed the Solar System to be somewhat smaller
than previously assumed. The roundtrip for the signals was
295.51 seconds on the 10th and 302.98 on the 12th. The return
signals were about only one ten-millionth as strong as the outgoing pulse. An IBM 704 computer made about 100 million
multiplications to separate out the signals.
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March 21: A Thor Able was fired more than 5000 miles down rangc
succcssfully from Cape Canaveral on a reentry test, but thc
nose cone was not recovered.
: A Thor missile was sent on a 1600 mile test flight from
Cape Canaveral.
March 26: A Tlior missile made a successful flight of 1600 miles from
Cape Canavrral, and a data capsulc was recovered.
March 31: Thc Navy announced thc coming rstnblishmcnt of a communication link between Washington and Pearl Harbor by way
of the Moon. Antennas weir to be located at Annapolis and
Cheltingham, Maryland, and at Wakiawa and Opana on Oahu.
April 2: A Bold Orion air-launchcd ballistic missile was launched
from a B-47 jet bomber in test development.
: President Eisenhower announced the appointment of Major
General Bernard A. Schriever, to be promoted to Lieutenant
General, as head of ARDC, terminating his former assignment
as Commander of the Ballistic Missile Division, U S . Air Force.
: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration selected
7 candidates for final training as part of Project Mercury to put
a man into orbit, possibly in 1961. Three of the test pilots were
from the Air Force (Capt. Leroy G . Cooper, Jr., Capt. Virgil I.
Grissom, Capt. Donald K. Slayton), three from the Navy
(Lt. Malcolm S. Carpenter, Lt. Comdr. Alan B. Shepard, Jr.,
Lt. Comdr. Walter M. Schirra, Jr.), and one from the Marine
Corps (Lt. Col. John H. Glenn, Jr.).
April 3 : Titan missile A 4 made a successful flight at Cape Canaveral,
traveling 300 miles.
: A Jupiter was successfully fired 1,500 miles from Cape
Canaveral.
April 7: The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory announced the development of a new plasma thermocouple for the direct conversion of the energy from a nuclear reactor into electricity, based
upon uranium metal and cesium in gaseous form. The device is
viewed as important particularly as an auxiliary source of power
in space ships.
~-: The first operational Snark flew successfully to its target in
a 5,000-mile flight from Cape Canaveral.
April 8: A Thor Able was launched from Cape Canaveral to travel
about 5,000 miles down rangc, where for the first time a nose
cone was recovered following a flight of intercontinental length.
April 9: A liquid-rocket engine of over 1 million pounds of thrust has
been fired by Rocketdyne in the Santa Susana Mountains, it was
revealed.
April 13: Discoverer I1 was launched successfully at Vandenberg
Air Porce Base, California, into a polar orbit. Liftoff weight,
was 108,400 pounds. The first stage was a Thor; the second
stage was a Lockheed Bell-Hustler. The 1,600 pound satellite
carried an instrument package of 245 pounds, and a 195 pound
capsule 27 by 33 inches of additional instruments for return and
recovery. They included emulsion packs for radiation study.
The period of the satellite was 90.84 minutes, its perigee was 156
miles and its apogee was 225 miles. The orbit was inclined
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89.8' to the Equator. This project was under the direction of
ths Advanced Research Projects Agency and was conducted by
the Air Force. The satellite had horizon locating and position
stabilizing devices which operated properly making this satellite
the first known example of an attitude controlled device in orbit.
Telemetry lasted until April 14, tracking radio until April 21,
and reentry of the upper stage occurred on April 26.
April 13: A Vanguard (SLV-5) was launched a t Cape Canaveral, with
two satellites in the final stage. One was a 0.44-pound aluminum
coated sphere to be inflated in orbit to a 30-inch diameter balloon,
and the other was a 13-inch sphere with a 2.5 by 17.5 inch projecting magnetometer, this combination weighin 22.6 pounds.
There was trouble with the pitch attitude contro in the second
stage, and the satellites failed to orbit. They impacted several
hundred miles away, 500 seconds after launch.
April 14: Although a miscalculation lost the opportunity to recover
the Discoverer I1 capsule as planned near Hawaii, an automatic
triggering device ejected the capsule on the 17th orbit. The
capsule was visually sighted suspended from its parachute
following successful reentry over Spitzbergen. Subeequent
search failed to locate the container with its instruments and
records. Speculation is that Soviet personnel recovered the
capsule.
April 13: An Atlas was launched a t Cape Canaveral, but had tobe
destroyed 15 seconds later.
April 16: The first Thor fired by a British crew WRB successfully
launched a t Vandenberg Air Force Base.
April 17: The United States formally requested that the United
Nations Committee on the Peaceful Use of Outer Space meet in
New York on May 6.
April 18: The Soviet Union announced the development of a new
atomic battery with a 24,000 volt output of electriu current,
April 19: The Navy announced at Honolulu that Discoverer I1 would
reenter the atmosphere on either the 19th or the 20th of April.
Aprjl 20: A Polaris testvehicle made a successful flight from Cape
Canaveral.
-:
The United States and Canada announced a cooperative
program for exploring the ionosphere over the Arctic with rockets
and satellites. I t was expected that the first United States
satellite with a Canadian payload would be launched late in 1960.
The research is to be strictly non-military.
*Minister of Supply Aubrey Jones told the House of Commons
that Britain is considering a space research program using Earth
' satellites, in the light of the advice of the Advisory Council on
Soientifk Policy.
April 21: The Department of Defense announced that Discoverer I1
would reenter and burn on April 24 or 25.
April 23: The President announced the transfer, effective July 1, of
Richard E. Horner from Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
for R. & D. to become Associate Administrator of NASA.
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April 23: A Thor missile launched a t Cape Canaveral flew 1,500 miles
in an accuracy test, and for the fourth time a data capsule was
recovered.
April 24: Dr. Hugh L. Dryden and Loftus E. Becker had been
appointed to assist Henry Cabot Lodge in the forthcoming
meetings at the United Nations of the Committee on Peaceful
Uses of Outer Space.
April 26: Discoverer I1 was believed to have been sighted over South
Africa on reentry, burning like a skyrocket, but this was later
viewed with doubt.
-- : Professor G. V. Petrovich writing in the official organ of the
Soviet Academy of Sciences said the Soviet Union plans to build
surveillance satellites.
---: Tho Air Force and Westinghouse announced a new discovery
in the field of molecular electronics creating even smaller microminiaturized electronic devices wherein an entire radio circuit
could be reduced to the size of a matchhead.
-__ : The Air Force fixed the time of reentry of Discoverer I1 as
prior to 11:40 a.m. this date, though probably not over South
Africa.
April 27: The Soviet Union through United Nations delegate Arkady
A. Sobolev protested the May 6 meeting of the Committee on
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, and also predicted that the
U .S .S.R. would boy cot t COSPAR unless greater represen tation
was given to Iron Curtain countries.
: Project Mercury was assigned a DX (highest) priority
rating.
April 28: NASA announced a contract with Douglas for the ThorDelta combination rocket for satellite launching.
May 1: The Smithsonian Optical Tracking Station at Woomera,
Australia, succeeded in photographing Vanguard I, measuring 6
inches across, at a distance of 2,500 miles, using a Baker-Nunn
precision camera. The feat was repeated on May 3 and May 4.
: The new space projects center a t Greenbelt, Maryland was
named this day after Dr. Robert Hutchings Goddard, the
famous American rocket pioneer.
May 3: Dr. Otto Struve of the University of California was appointed
director of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory, to be
located a t Green Bank, W. Va.
May 4: The Bureau of Standards released some details of the August
1 and August 12, 1958, high altitude thermonuclear shots called
Teak and Orange. These were in the megaton range, and were
fired more than 25 miles above Johnston Island in the Pacific.
They caused a radio blackout for several thousand square miles,
and also caused niarlied disturbances of the Earth’s magnetic
field lasting an hour or more. The tests proved theories that
the ionizing effect of the Sun’s rays produce electric currents in
the atmosphere during daylight which practically disappear a t
night.
-- : Titan made its fourth flight from Cape Canaveral and for
the first time successfully attempted stage separation on the 300
mile flight.
c
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May 6: A J iter made a successful flight of 1,500 miles from €!a e
Canaver ,and was declared read for operational use by the w
Force, which was taking it over rom the Army.
Another Snark flew successfully over a 5,000-mile course,
from Cape Canaveral.
. The United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space approved the United States plan for the establishment of two separate study groups-one on scientific, and the
other on legal, aspects of the subject. The meeting was boycotted by the Soviet Union, Poland, Czechoslovakia, India, and
the United Arab Republic. Dr. Koto Matsudaira of Japan was
elected chairman of the committee.
*. The NASA awarded a contract to Convair Division of General Dynamics for the development of the Vega rocket combination for advanced work in launching deep space probes and
manned satellite stations.
*. NASA created a committee to study problems of long-range
lunar e loration. Dr. Robert Jastrow was named chairman.
May 8: A Po aris test vehicle made a successful flight, hitting close
to the impact area 700 miles down range from Cape Canaveral.
May 9: The House Science and Astronautics Committee released a
report on international control of outer space calling for United
States leadership in seeking international agreements for the
control and use of outer space. Initial efforts should be directed
toward the scientific and commercial uses of space, leaving for
later attention the military problems of outer space.
.May 11: The House Science and Astronautics Committee released a
report on communication by satellite.
May 12: A Thor missile flew 1,500 miles from Cape Canaveral and
the recovered data capsule carried in it a 16 millimeter camera
which took pictures of the nose cone separation at 125 miles
altitude, and the terrain below.
*. Prime Minister Macmillan officially announced British plans
for a spttce research program, to start with the development of
an Earth satellite.
May 13: The Avco Research Laboratory at Everett, Massachusetts
has achieved the creation of shock waves traveling about 1million
miles per hour, the highest known speeds to be achieved in a
laboratory.
-:
Prime Minister Harold MacMillan told the House of Commom that Britain would begin development of an Earth satellite,
perhaps to be launched with a United States rocket, althou&
study of eventual British launching rockets would also be conducted. Professor H. s. W. Massey was to head the team of
British scientists visiting the United States to plan cooperation
and exchange of information. The general target area of 1,000
ounds of instruments was suggested in a subse uent press conference with W. H. Ste hens, director of the Roya Aircraft Establishment. Lord Hails am, Lord President of the Council, said
the pro am was motivated by pure1 scient& considerations,
These p ana were based on a report of t e Royal Society, endorsed
by the Advisory Council on Scientific Policy.
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May 14: A Jupiter was successfully flown on a 1,500-milecourse from
Cape Canaveral, following which it was declared operational.
: The first successful use of the Moon as a relay station for
intercontinental messages was made with a transmission from
Jodrell Bank, England, to the Air Force Cambridge Research
Center a t Bedford, Mass.
May 18: An Atlas missile blew up one minute after launching a t Cape
Canaveral.
. In a Polaris test a t Cape Canaveral, the second stage failed
to fire.
: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration announced formation of a Committee on Long Range Studies to
find and assess peaceful applications of space technology.
May 20: The House of Representatives approved the 1960 fiscal year
authorization bill for NASA, for an outlay of $480,550,000.
May 21 : A Thor-Able missile was sent 5,000 miles from Cape Canaveral, and the cone was recovered near Ascension Island.
May 26: The Department of Defense told Congress that it had no
long-range program for space research, but that Dr. Herbert F.
York was in charge of its military space research.
May 28: A Jupiter missile was fired by the Army from Cape Canaveral
1700 miles to the vicinity of Antigua, reaching a high point of
about 300 miles. On board were two monkeys, Able and Baker, a
rhesus and a spider monkey respectively. The nose cone was
recovered, and the monkeys survived the trip without any
discernible harm. In addition, during flight, data were telemetered on the physiological condition of the monkeys. The
same flight carried a number of other biological experiments.
Two capsules carried mold spores sensitive to radiation. Three
capsules carried sea urchin experiments. One contained prefertilized eggs, one contained a triggering mechanism to bring
fertilization during flight, and a final one was similar but included a fixative to stop activity during deceleration. There
were five other experiments: a sample of human blood to determine gravity and radiation effects; onion skin tissue and seeds
to discover cosmic ray effects; fruit flies to discover cosmic
ray effects; a cell suspension of yeast to study radiation; corn
seeds to discover the effects of cosmic rays.
-.
. Dr. James R. Killian, Jr., resigned as special assistant to
the President for science and technology. He was replaced by
Dr. George Bogdan Kistiakowsky of Harvard University.
June 1: The space rhesus monkey Able died at the Army Medical
Research Laboratory a t Fort Knox, Ky., from the effects of
trichlorethylene anesthesia iven for the removal of electrodes
placed beneath the skin. T%e death was quite unexpected, and
autopsy revealed no connection between the stress of the flight
and the subsequent death. Monkey Baker was operated on by
Navy doctors a t Pensacola, Fla., without untoward effect.

IW?--Continued

June 3: The Air Force lawohed Discoverer 111 at Vandenberg into

On board were four black mice in a
160 pound reentry mpule which it had been boped could be
r m v e r e d after 26 h o q in orbit. Howevm, no pickup of signals
was rewived efter the satellite had had time to circle the Earth.
It wasconcluded that the injection an le was incorrect, and that
an orbit was not achieved. It was elieved the second stage
l a m e d on reentry 8 few thousand miles south of the launching
point. With a takeoff weight of 108,400 ounds the launch
vehicle was a Thor first stage and a LocEheed bell Hustler
second stage weighing 1610 pounds in orbit, including 195
pounds associated with the capsule and 245 pounds of other instruments, including nickel-cadmium batteries. The rocket
is estimated to have climbed to 140 milea altitude, during flight.
President Eisenhower's voice by recordin w t ~broadcast
from 'the haillstone Bill &I&U Observatory b bestford, Mass.,
bounoed off the Moon, and received at Prince Albed, Saskatchew m where the Canadian Defense Research B o d waa opening
thelebert of a p01a.r orbit.
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a new labo~atory.

1

dune 4: 'Phe Senah passed the 1960 fisod year authorization bill for

NASA to the amount of $485,300,000.
6: An AtIris @odd 2 minutes after launching at Cape Oanaveral.
--:
The'Army announced that Life cell development could con' tinue.under space conditions. The sea
Jupitm n o ~ ecane whiah were fertilized
to p o w normally. Those fertilized
but the reasons for the failure of
be manifold and not necessarily
J h e t: The Army revealed a joint United StatesJapanese project for
the deee mwauring of distances between points on %rth, bring!
ing the e m r down to less than 90 feet, and with the prospect of

Jwm

e

< b ythe Administration.
+:The X-15 made its first suecessful glide drop without power
from a €3-52 over the Mojave Desert, with Soott Crossfield at the
bontmls. The fl' ht from 38,000 feet took 5 minutes, l0seconds.
. A Regulus miaside launohed h m a submarine off the
Atlantic mast oarried about 3,000 letters to the Mayport Auxiliary Naval Air Station near Jacksonville. This waa oredited as
the first official carriage of mail by missile. The air-breathing
missile flew in about 100 miles a t a speed of 600' miles per hour
after launch from the U.S.S. Barbero.
June 9: The first Polaris-carrying nuclear submarine, the George
Washington, was launched at Groton, Connecticut.
.
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June 10: The first report from the working group of the Legal Subcoinniitkee of The Unitled Nations Committee on Peaceful Uses
of Outcr Space listed freedom of outer space for exploration and
use as the most urgent question before the U.N., and suggested
that Soviet and United States actions bo date have already
established this rule. It advised against premature codification
of legal problems when so little is still known.
: The British launched Black Knight No. 3 a t Wooinera,
Australia, reaching an altitude of 500 miles.
June 11: A Thor Able was flown 5,500 miles from Cape Canaveral,
but, the cone was not recovered, although telemetry was complete to impact point.
June 12: The Scientific Subcommittee of the United Nations Committee on Pcaceful Uses of Outer Space called for the creation of
a center to promote international cooperatioii in outer space
research. They lauded the work already undertaken by ICSU,
seeing no need to duplicate it, and further recommended that
the situation be reviewed a year hence to see what developments
occur. They emphasized the importance of early assignment of
radio frequencies to space vehicles, and suggested the ultimate
establishment of cooporative launching ranges.
June 19: The Air Force test fired a Bold Orion air-launched ballistic
missile.
June 20: The Kiwi-A nuclear reactor was successfully tested at
Jackass Flats, Nev. This is the static model of a nuclcar rocket
planned under Project Rover. Kiwi-A is to be Iollowed by
Kiwi-B, Dumbo, arid Condor, which represent progressive
steps from static testing to a flyable nuclear rocket.
June 22: Vanguard SLV-6 was launched a t Cape Canaveral with a
payload sphere of 22.5 pounds, and 20 inches in diameter. It
was designed to measure solar-Earth heating processes related
to weather generation. The sphere was of magnesium alloy and
carried four metal rod antennas. Powered by mcrcury batteries,
one transmitter was on 108 mc a t 10 mw, and the other on 108.03
a t 100 niw. A faulty second stage pressure valve caused failure.
A rcgulator designed to control helimn flow which drives the
second stagc propellants into the cngine did not respond to command. Pressure then built up in thc helium reservoir which
ruptured about 40 seconds after second stage ignition. Without
sufficient pressure on the propcllants, the second stage engine
ran roughly. The helium tank burst when the vehicle was a t
40 to 50 miles altitude. The rocket rolled over in a ballistic
trajectory a t an altitude of about, 90 miles. The third stage
ignited before plunging into the Atlantic about 300 miles northeast of Cape Canaveral. The instrumentation of the satellite
had been planned by Professor Veriier E. Suoini of the University
of Wisconsin.
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June 25: Discoverer I V was launched a t the Vandenberg Air Force
Base for ARPA for a polar orbit try at 3:49 p.m. Pacific time.
A two-stage vehicle with a takeoff weight of 108,500 pounds, it
carried its entire 1610-pound (after burnout) second stage into
orbit, including a 195- ound reentry capsule and 245 pounds of
instruments. It was aunched by a Thor missile topped by a
Hustler-powered second stage. The capsule carried telemetry
equipment to measure the performance but no biological payload
was carried on this fight. Apparently it failed to achieve orbit
although telemetry showed that the second stage fired. The
satellite was not acquired by tracking stations on its first or
possible later orbits, and therefore it was presumed to have had
insufficient velocity to enter orbit, but burned on reentry at
some considerable distance from the launching point.
: Professor Gyodor Rybkin in an article in Soviet Fleet
reported that the Soviet Union has the capability of detecting
nuclear explosions in space up to an altitude of 1000 kilometers.
: The Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space approved
a preliminary work plan for future United Nations action in this
field. The two reports, legal and technical, were approved by
all 13 participating members in the continued absence of the 3
Soviet bloc members and 2 neutralist members who were boycotting the meetings and work of the committee.
June 27: Six Navy sailors emer ed from an %day test of a simulated
spaceship cabin a t Philadephia which had used a new oxygen
purification system for recirculation of the same air.
: Secretary McElroy announced that the Atlas TCBM would
not become operational until September 1, 1959, instead of
July 1. He also offered the opinion that the Soviet ICBM had
suffered similar delays in attaining operational status and that
the intelligence estimate was that the U.S.S.R. would have only
10 ICBM’s by the end of 1959.
June 29: The Navy successfully tested a Polaris test vehicle at
Cape Canaveral.
: The British launched Black Knight No. 4 a t Woomera,
Australia, and it was successful, but the altitude attained was
not announced.
July 1 : The test reactor Kiwi-A was operated a t full power a t Jackass
Flats, Nev., as a step in the development of the Project Rover
nuclear rocket.
. The Department of Defense announced that William M.
Holaday had been relieved as chief of its guided missiles office
to devote full time to the Chairmanship of the Civilian Military
[Space] Liaison Committee. The President expanded the authority of the CMLC to settle any disputes between the Department of Defense and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Previously, the CMLC could intervene only a t the
request of one of the two agencies. The CMLC is made up of
8 members, 4 each from the Department of Defense and from
NASA.
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Jvly 2r The htiiet Union launched an experimental hgle-etqje
IRBM carrying a paybad of more than 4,400 pounds, including

a. biologics1 capsule with two dogs, Otvazhtlaya (Clourageous)

and Snezhinka (Snowflake) and a rabbit, Malfuaha (Little
Martha). The telemetry r e t m e d both biological and geophysical data. All three animals were reoovered successfully.
The altitude attained was not announced, but many unofficial
reports credited the flight with 300 miles as the “great height”
attained; it is even more likely to have been closw to 160 miles.
In addition to the goal of succeseful separation and reoovery
of the biOi6gicd capsule, a special purpose was to measure
the composition oE light gases in the upper atmosphere. The
launching is said to have taken place at 6:30 a.m. Moscow
time. Other instruments on board were to determine the structure of the ionosphere, the micrometeorite stream, the direction
and speed of air currents at different heights, and the density,
prsssure, temperature, and com osition of the atmosphere
tuxmrding to height. The anima capsule returned valuable
infomtLtion iabout the composition of light gases in the atmosphere. Otvazhnaye was making her third flight in a rocket.
July 6: Commander M. Lee Lewis was killed in a freak accident a t
St. Paul, Minnesota shortly before scheduled launching of a
high-altitude balloon test.
July 7: A fourstage rocket carried a payload for the ARDC fro*
Wallops Island, Va., to an altitude of 750 miles.
July 9: The NASA Lewis Research Center operated a research model
of an ion rocket in a new test facility.
July 10: The Soviet Union claimed to have launched a second singlestage ballistic missile to an unspecified high altitude. This time
the payload was 4840 pounds. Otvazhnaya was again a passenger togethep with a second dog which was not named ublicly.
In general, the purposes and instrumentation of the toc et were
similar to the fight made eight days earlier. Both dogs were
recovered successfully after ejection of their capsule. Western
*
sources a ain estimated the altitude reached as 300 miles, but
a later &viet report indicated a. height of 131 miles. The
missile also made measurements of the infrared radiation of the
Earth rtnd its atmosphere, photographed cloud masses, andymd
ionic and neutral composition of the atmosphere, and made
measyements of the electrostatic field.
! United Sttltee, British, and Soviet scientists recommended at
Ganeva to their governments that satellites be put in orbit above
18,000 miles, and weighing several thoueands pounds as a means
td deteut nuclew tests. Five or six would be required. As an
alternative, six to ten detection satellites could be orbited tlt 300
’
fo 460 miles. A third plan would use two to four satellites st this
game lower altitude. The two alternate systems would leave
some blind spots which would require ground stations, perhaps
a6 many as 180. A further part of the plan chlled for four planetoids in orbit around the Sun to police any tests behind the Sun
or the Moon.
*
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&&AI; T4s S C X Q Q ~series of Projwt Stratwaope opened with t4q
,lawCb;sgof a b&od tq 81,250 feet wit4 an advanced c w a r a to

Lake & b o
otogtaph the S p d The launching taak place
‘‘P
iald,,St. hd,Mulsesota, under the control of tbe Navy,
Juli L3; T h Woe of Naval Rssewcb launched the biggest plastic
8t

ba3loon yet-6 &cm cubic feet-to 139,500 feet over Canada,
from Fort ChurW. It oarried 173 pounds of instrumenis for
cosmic m y research.
July 14 : The Na, lslunahed the first of a new series of Nike-Asp solid
rwlwts, w 4 i x recorded radiation to an altitude of: 160 qiles.
f W s was also the &st ballistic shot from Point ArgueUo, CaliL

fornia.

July 15: A Polaris test vehicle was destroyed in flight in a launching at

Cape Canaveral.
July IS: T4e IJak Obeervatwy 120-inch reflector telesoops, second
, lwg& in tho world was dedicated, after 12 years of preparatory

work,
A JWQ I1 (Am 16) rocket eKploded when only 10 feet off the

-;

lsupchins! ad in an sttcvmpt to put up a satellite of 91.5 pounds
w h h wQu%4ave beoome hlirplorer VI if it had been succewful.
The expwhente oonbined in the satellite stage were oonwrned
wtitb,wwthar phenomena.
July 17: A N i b p was lawabed in connection with Project Sunflare, but reached ody 18 miles when the second stage failed to

fL.e.
;lulg 21: The firet auocleBelfu1 fu;mg with reeovery of the nwe gone
w c e Fsbnrsry 4 was oopducted with a9 Atlas, after a etPing of
dim iatm&s.
The flight was about 5,600 d e s lo=. This
w e s z firat h o t i d mxe cone to be reoovered after wch &ht.
-:
A Thor &fle launched at Cape Canaveral was ordered
deatmyed .bythe range safety officer seconds after litoff.
July 24: A Thor missile wgs fked 1,500 miles dawnrasge from Cape
Canaveral and reaovered near Antigua. A data capsule recovered iqcluded @ 16mm motion picture camera which Wok pictures
500 mlw & w e the &th,
Tbia was the second time that nose
cone sspwation had been f?lmed, and was the first stabilized
flighb fw t4b mmissils cone.
July 28: seCra$w,y M u B ~ estimated
Q~
that the Soviet Union had
fewer than 10 ICBM’s capable of hitting the United States.
This at!tatement ww made in a television interview wit4 Senator
I

l

6

~IKw.uM
B. ~ESatiag.
~
JuJy 29: Lord Hallsbam announced that NASA had agreed to supply
Scout satellite launchers to the United Kingdom for orbiting

British experimenb. At least three were to be supplied, aQdthe
lmm&ings weee .to be m d e either fram Wallops Islsnd or Vandenberg Air Force base. Sir Edward Bullard was chairman of
the Steering Group on Space Research, who said it would be
&out two yeam hafare the British payloads were launched in the
-hdsaDrockets.
August 6: A Polaris test flight suffered a second-stage ?aal&nqtion
after a launching from Cape Canaveral.
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August 7: Explorer V I was successfully launched a t Cape Canaveral
by a three-stage Thor Able rocket. It carried an instrument
package of 142 pounds equipped with four “paddle wheels”
mounting 8,000 solar cells for its power supply. Its orbit took
about 12.75 hours to complete, and the apogee was 26,357 miles
and the perigee 156 miles. Some 15 experiments were contained
in the payload which was a spheroid 26 inches in diameter and
29 inches deep. The purpose was to map the size and intensity
of the Van Allen radiation belts, the dimensions of the Earth’s
magnetic field, and ionospheric studies. The satellite also contained a11 elementary scanning device to provide the first sketchy
television pictures of the Earth. It also carricd a detector for
micrometeorites. Data were broadcast to Earth from three
transmittcrs-two of 500 mw on 108.06 arid 108.09 megacycles,
and a higher power 5 - w ~ t tprimary transmitter on a frcquency
kept secret for security reasons, later disclosed to be 378 mc.
This transmitter required so much power that it was to broadcast
only on command for limited periods so that its nickel-cadmium
storage batteries would not be exhausted. There were also two
receivers, one on a low frequency for use in the ionospheric
propagation studies, and one for receiving command signals.
Explorer VI was companioned in orbit by the empty casing of
50 pounds of the spent third stage of the Able rocket. The
orbit was inclined 46.9’ to the Equator.
-- : The Department of Defense revealed a new Navy Project
Tepee, a radio monitoring system capable of detecting almost
instantly more than 95 percent of all atmospheric nuclear tests
or rocket launchings anywhere in the world. Already the system
had revealed important information on the Soviet test program.
The new system was devised by Dr. William J. Thaler of the
Office of Naval Research. The system has been checked by
successfully monitoring almost all United States missile, satellite,
and atmospheric nuclear tests since the late fall of 1957. The
principle of operation is called high frequency ionospheric
backscatter radar. The ionized trails of rockets or of nuclear
explosion clouds reflect back radar waves which have been
bounced over great distances between the Earth and the ionosphere. The return echos on the radar scope can with experience
be interpreted.
. The Air Force launched successfully for the first time a
weather balloon from a rocket, a t an altitude of about 50 miles.
The 39-inch sphere, called Robin, carried a built-in radar reflector.
August 10: The Air Force canceled its contract for the boron-fueled
jet engine under development by General Electric, the 5-93-5.
This was slated for use in the F-108 and the B-70 aircraft. It
also canceled the Olin-Mathieson fuel contract a t Lewiston, N.Y
August 11: The Soviet Union gave formal acceptance a t Geneva
to the plan for using satellites to detect nuclear explosions at
high altitude.
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August 11: The Department of Defense cancelled the Navy production
contract for boron fuels a t the Muskogee, Oklahoma plant of the
Callery Chemical Corp.
-.
. The Air Force fired successfully an Atlas 5,500 miles downrange from Cape Canaveral, but did not attempt recovery of the
nose cone.
August 13: Discoverer V, with a takeoff weight of 108,500 pounds
was successfully placed in olar orbit from Vandenberg. The
second stage on the Thor ooster was called Agena, built by
Lockheed and powered with the Bell Hustler rocket engine.
The orbit had an apogee of 718 miles and a perigee of 120 miles,
with an orbital time of 98.3 minutes. The orbit was inclined
78.9' to the Equator. The final stage after burnout weighed
1700 pounds, and contained a reentry capsule weighing 300
pounds. The Agena stage reentered and burned September 28,
1959.
August 14: The Titan on its first full-powered test flight exploded
launching pad when the countdown reached zero.
-. on .the
The capsule of Discoverer V was ejected over the Pacific,
but was not recovered. Apparently there was a malfunction
in the sequencing of steps related to proper reentry and signals.
10, 1960.)
-. (See. AFebruary
Juno I1 (Am 19B) rocket was launched with a takeoff
weight of 121,000 pounds at Cape Canaveral to place a 12 foot
balloon in orbit. Although the stages all fired, injection into
orbit was not angled correctly, and it is presumed the satellite
burned in the atmosphere. If it had been successful, the satellite
would have been named Beacon. The satellite would have
weighed 15.3 pounds, and have been accompanied into orbit
by the empty 58.5-pound third-stage rocket case. Total payload would have been 25.8 pounds for a total weight in orbit of
84.3 pounds.
-.
. A Thor missile was launched a t Cape Canaveral on a 1,700
mile flight, carrying a camera to take pictures a t an altitude of
300 miles, but the recovery capsule eluded searchers.
-.
. A Polaris test vehicle was successfully launched from the ship
motion simulator at Cape Canaveral.
. While Explorer VI was passing over Mexico at an altitude of
19,500 miles, it successfull transmitted a crude picture of a portion of the North Centra Pacific Ocean. (See September 28,
1959.)
August 17: The first Nike-Asp sounding rocket to measure wind
activity between 50 and 150 miles was successfully launched a t
Wallops Island, Va. It created an orange sodium vapor reaching
more than 150 miles up. The payload was 75 pounds. A
second shot a day later failed.
*. It was revealed that a team of scientists a t the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, D.C., may have found the
route to a breakthrough in taming thermonuclear power, holding
a plasma at115 million degrees for about 10 microseconds using
a magnetic mirror.
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'&!gu& 19: '.Dide Berer b *as launched with a 108,500-pobhd Th&-

&et&
at, $ahddnbee intd a polar otbit. The Agbfia stage
weighed 1 700 pounds after burnout, and eotitained a 300-pound
f e & % e V&iclle. The oibit was 95.3 minutes ~ i b han apogee of
537 ~ilaabd el p&gbe df 139 d e s . The Ageha reentefbd and
burned on October 20, 1959.
kywt 20: f$ was sinnounced that in recent testa an h y - d e ~ e l o p d d
rocket sletf of 7;500 pound$ peached a speed of 1,940 mil& per
hour Oh the test track at Hollufneln MiUile Development Center,

""

3

N.Mvle*.

",

: The Air Force failed to recover the capsule af Dismverer
VI. It was guty%ssfully ejgcted, but its radio signals t e r e not

'
' heard, suggesting a temperature control problem fbI' its batteries.
8Augu4t; 21 : The Mational Aeronautics aad Space Adihihhttation
estabhhed a Bioskiehce Adtrisorg Committee with Dr. % p o u r
S. Kety as chairman.
-:
A Reject Mercw'y escape system
bebig readied a t
Walltips Isltibd for a test *en it ignited p&mtltWely and lofted
the %t dc!ht6 the surf nearby. The p k a had be& for operatsStl o the edcape system a t a b u t 500 feet frm ti Lititle Joe
m k b t booster. The 2,000-pound capsule Idochp wag umccupied.
'Ail@@ "24: The foui.th successfd Atlas ltiunchhg in' a row ~ &
aecordplished in ii 5,50bmile shot from Cape Callaver@. The
'
t16kb bone data capsde was successfufly recovered, €or the first
time fkom an Atlas!. Motion picture film$ taken 700 niiles up
, sbcpVed one-skth of the Earth's surface.
&t 25: T h e aoyal Radw Establbshment at n/ialvekn, lhgland,
qiicrjWftBy bombed sighale, off the Moon *hkh were received
at the iriwmit of Texas.
'I
'": A oftiris ight was marred by a faildie in s m n d stage
separation.
'&ighst
'26: The Army fired a Jbpitet lnissile over a distafice of 300
'
d e b f h m Cape CiihavePal to demonstrate its rahge tr&datility.
August 27: The: Army failed in its first sttempt to launkh a NikeXehk te$t rdcket when it exploded.
-.
It was annouqced that the Wbomeia satellite trackhg station
' had su&sfdly
phbtdgraphed Explotek VI at a distance of
,000 Mjlas,
: A Thof f & s seht 1500 miles fmm Cape Canaved, aad its
data ca sule was successfully recovered. It carried a caherg.
A &larjs test vehicle *as fired ftom a ship fat. the first titnb,
on b o h d the Observation Idam? just ofl Cape Cansvbtal. It
kpveled h &$teln e of &bout700 niiles.
u!
%e first Brit sh Commonwealth Sgrmposiutn Idh Spa& Flight
opened in London.
-4dgbt 29:' A Wavy technician riding in the JohnsviUe, Pa., human
"'
&4tiifil' witbtood a load of 31 g's.
Au'@ $1' : he Tenth International Astkonauticd Fedetatipb Coni
gretk Wnid in hfidun.
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13apbembap 1: The Atlas miwile was officially declared operation&
and wae takm over b y the Strategic Air Command st Vandenberg
A h Fora Bwe.
S s p t e m h S: Dr. Theodore van E(Brm&nwas named chairman of a
*
emunittee te establish an international academy of wtwnautics.
September 4: A aew altitude record for balloons, was set in a flight
by an u n m m e d balloon to 148,000 feet. I t was launched for
$he University of Chicago by Raven Industxiee of Sioux Falls,
S. Dak.
September 5: Professor Leonid I. Sedov, chairman of ,the Astronautics Commission of the Soviet Academy of Sciences wag
elected president of the International Astronautical Federation
I

1

I

ia London,

I

September 9: Combat Air Force troops fired an Atlas for the first
time. It ww fired from Vandenberg to a target point near Wake
I I h n d , 4,400 miles away. The same day another Atlas was fired
&t CWe C m a v d .
7
For
:
the first time a boiler plate Meroury capsrule waa fired
with aa A t b booster in a Big Joe configuration. Despite a
malfunction which made it depart from the planned trajectory,
it, wtw recovmed suaessfully. It flew about 1,500 miles insbad
of the 2,000 planned. In its unplanned trajectory, it exp*nced
more extrame heat and shock conditions than planned. However, if a m n had been on board with a life-su port system, he
would have survived the reentry, and the resu ts were so good
that a second try at a similar shot was cancelled as no longer
needed. It had survived surface temperatures up to 10,OOOo E‘.
September 12: The Soviet Union launched a second cosmic rocket.
By Soviet account, the final stage weighed 3,342 pounds without
fuel. It carried a oontainer of spherical form whioh separated
from it in apace, and this weighed 859.8 pounds. The ’rocket
was launohed at higher than escape velocity inclined 65Q to the
Equator. One radio transmitter broadcast 081 20.003 and on
19.997 megacydas, The ai afs were in coded messagea lasting
fmm -8 to 1,5 seconde, to a ternate between the twQfrequemies.
A ascond trwwmitten broadcast on 19.993 and 39.986 megacycles,
with meaerages in irnpulms ranging from .2 to .8 swonds about
aace evtxy w o n d , A third transmitter operated on 183.6 me@* cycles. The aontainer w r i e d pennants with the Saviet aoat of
I
arms and the inscription, “September 1959.” The rooket oarried
spparzltus ta emit a sodium vapor cloud at a prearranged time
to aid visual observation. The rocket also contained radias on
20.003 meg;waydt@and 19.997 megacydes.
instruments were
s e d to ham worked awarding to plm. Their purpasea weseasaid
ta iaalude study of the magnetic field of the Earth and t4s Moon,
the rdiatioa belts of the Earth, the intensity of cosmic radiation,
haavy nuelei in ~ a g m i eradiation, the gas oomponenta af interplanetary m&ti$er, and meteoritic particles. Western raparters
mfmd t0 this roalret 89 Luaik 11.
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September 13: At 5:02:24 p.m. Eastern Daylight Time, the Second
Soviet Cosmic Rocket struck the Moon, according to Soviet
announcements, and as provisionally verified by data from the
Jodrell Bank Radio Telescope near Manchester, England. The
flight took about 35 hours, for a distance of 236,875 miles. Radio
signals were from the capsule, and the probability is that the
heavier but separate rocket last stage also reached the Moon.
The instrument container is estimated to have hit at a point
about 270 miles from the center of the Moon. Its speed at impact
was approximately 7,500 miles per hour.
September 15: Premier Khrushchev started from Moscow in a giant
Tu-114 turboprop to visit the United States. Also the first
nuclear-powered icebreaker, Lenin sailed into the Baltic on its
maiden voyage.
-- : Premier Khrushchev presented to President Eisenhower a
replica of one of the spheres carrying the Soviet coat of arms and
date September 1959 on his arrival in Washington. He denied
any basis for the reported statement of Vice President Nixon
that three previous attempts to launch a rocket to the Moon
had failed during the previous two weeks.
September 16: A full-sized Minuteman model was fired from an undcrground silo.
: A Jupitcr missile carrying 14 pregnant mice, 2 live frogs, and
a miscellany of o ther biological experiments was launched a t
Cape Canaveral. Trailing black smoke as it took off, the range
safety officer had to explode it at approximately 1,000 feet.
September 17: President Eisenhower suggested in a news conference
that the pennants carried by the Soviet rocket most probably
vaporized on hitting the Moon at high speed.
: The X-15 manned rocket ship made its first powered flight,
released from a B-52 over the Mojave Desert. On this first
test, it flew a t a speed of 1,400 miles per hour with Scott Crossfield
of North American Aviation a t the controls. It was under
power for 3 minutes and landed 7 minutes later.
. Transit I-A, the first new all-weather navigation beacon
satellite was launched at Cape Canaveral by a 105,000-pound
Thor Able rocket combination. The test sphere was 265 pounds.
It had bands of solar cells to power its two ultrastable oscillators
which were to broadcast on 54 mc, 324 mc, 162 mc and 216 mc.
The third stage failed to &e, and it fell with the satellite still
attached, 2,500 miles away, near the southwest tip of Ireland.
It had climbed 400 miles.
September 18: Vanguard I11 (SLV-7) was launched successfully into
orbit from Cape Canaveral. This was the final shot in the Vanguard series of 13 attempts. The 22,600 pound launching vehicle
used the same first and second stages as Vanguard I and I1 but
had a new third stage with a 3000-pound thrust Allegany Ballistic
Laboratory engine. The satellite weighed 100 pounds including
a 50-pound instrument pack and still attached, a spent rocket
casing weighing 50 pounds. The orbit, inclined 33.3' to the
Equator, had an initial apogee of 2,329 miles and a perigee of 319
miles with a period of 130 minutes. Instruments carried by the
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satellite were to measure the Earth’s magnetic field, temperatures
inside the satellite, meteorite penetration, dust erosion, and related phenomena, and the intensity of solar X-rays. Tracking
and telemetry were broadcast on 108 mc at 30 mw, and more
telemetry and command information 011 108.03 mc at 80 mw.
The satellite is a 20 inch sphere attached to a 26 inch long tapered
tube, with a magnetometer at its end.
September 19 : I n a talk with Senators, Premier Khrushchev revealed
that about a week before the successful Moon shot, a similar
rocket on the pad showed malfunctions, and so a duplicate rocket
assembly was used instead, saving the first rocket for a later test.
September 20: The Soviet Union announced that instruments on the
Second Cosmic Rocket showed no magnetic field or belts of radiation around the Moon. I t did find a concentration of ionized
particles in space when approaching the Moon. The point of
impact was redefined as 497 miles from the center of tlie visible
surface, east of the Sea of Serenity, near the craters of Aristylus,
Archimedes, and Autolycus. It hit at a speed of 7,200 miles per
hour at an angle of 60 degrees.
September 21: The first test tactical Polaris missile was successfully
launched at Cape Canaveral in a test of stage separation and
general performance.
September 22 : The U.S.S. Patrick Henry, a Polaris-launching nuclear
submarine was launched at Groton, Conn.
September 23: The Department of Defense reorganized its space
program again. The Air Force was assigned primacy in military
space activities, keeping control of all the long-range missiles and
boosters except for Polaris, which remained under Navy control.
The Advanced Research Projects Agency was to continue responsibility for advanced research on missile defense, on solid propellants, special materials, and other projects as decided by thc
Secretary of Defense. Although the reassignments were not
made immediate, the move was toward Air Force development,
production, and launching of military space vehicles. Projects
Midas and Samos were assigned from ARPA to the Air Force;
Project Transit from ARPA to the Navy; and Project Notus
from ARPA to the Army.
September 24: During a static test a t Cape Canaveral, the Atlas
booster intended for the next Atlas Able IV, lunar shot exploded.
Fortunately the 375 pound instrument payload was not in place
on the missile, and therefore was not lost.
. It was disclosed that the Navy had before the Joint Chiefs
of Staff a plan for a unified command for military space and
missile development, operating directly under the Joint Chiefs
of Staff. The proposal was not adopted.
September 27: A malfunction in the second stage terminated a Polaris
flight from Cape Canaveral in sight of the beach.
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Septcrnber 28: Tho NASA released thc first pictures taken August
14, 1959, in space from a satellite when facsimile transmissions
from Explorer VI wcre processed and released in picture form.
Although the picture was crude, it showed the crescent shape of
part of the Earth in sunlight. The picture was taken about 19,500
miles over Mexico looking at the Pacific Ocean. Because this
was only a test for ultimate very long rangc transmissions from
millions of miles away, a band width of only 1.5 cycles per sccond
was used, in contrast to the 4 million cyclcs of commercial television. Explorer VI also had reported tliat thc inner Van Allen
radiation belt is made up of very cnergetic protons. The picture
was reccived in Hawaii, taking 40 minutes to transinit.
Octobcr 2: Tho last of the early developrncnt test vehicles of the
Polaris missile program launclicd at Cape Canaveral blew up
40 seconds later.
Octobcr 4: On the second anniversary of Sputnik I, the Soviet Union
launched their Cosmic Rocket I11 toward the Moon. The last
stage of the rockct without fuel wcighed 3,424 pounds. The
instrument capsule, termed an “Automatic Interplanetary
Station,” weighed 614 pounds, while the last stage also carried
345 pounds of additional instruments for LL total instrument weight
of 959 pounds. One transmitter broadcast on 39.986 megacycles
in pulses varying from .28 seconds. The other transmitter on
183.6 megacycles was intcnded both for telemetry and for use
in orbit element control. Through the use of solar cells and
storage batterics, data collected by the instruments were to be
broadcast for intervals of from 2 to 4 hours daily. It was predictcd that the rocket would take picturcs of the side of the
Moon invisible from the Earth. Western reporters called this
rocket Lunik 111. The Automatic Interplanetary Stat‘ion reentered and burned on April 20, 1960. The carrier rocket
reentered arid burned on May 19, 1960.
: A Little Joe test with a boiler plate version of the Mercury
capsule was launched a t Wallops Island to rise about 40 miles
before a planned destruction was carried out. The test was
termed successful by NASA.
October 6: Soviet Cosmic Rocket I11 passed the Moon at its closest
point of 4,349 miles by Soviet calculation. Its orbit was then
inclined at 80 degrees to the Equator of Earth. It was cstiniated
that its orbit would have an apogee of 292,000 miles and .a
perigee of 24,840 miles, and a period of about 15 days.
: An Atlas missile was successfully fired over full range of
5,500 miles from Capo Canaveral.
: A Thor missile was successfully fired over full range of 1,700
miles froni Cape Canaveral.
: The Soviet Union announced that it would call for an international scientific conference on the exchange of information on
the exploration of space, following the pattern of the conferences
held on nuclear energy.
: For unexplained causes, the long-life broadcasting system in
the Explorer VI satellite ended its transmissions.
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October 7 : The United States and the United Kingdom welcomed I’
the Soviet pro osal in principle for an international conference (
on the peacef use of outer space.
: Cameras in the Third Soviet Cosmic Rocket were triggered
40,000 miles behind the Moon to take a sequence of 40 minutes
of film of the hidden backside.
October 9 : Evgeny K. Fedorov, director of the Soviet Institute of
Applied Geophysics, charged that the Discoverer satellites in
the United States were carrying a broad program of instruments
and that the United States was withholding data from scientists
of other countries. He claimed the U.S.S.R. was not withholding
basic scientific information it learned from space experiments.
: An Atlas missile made a successful full-range flight from Cape
Canaveral.
October 10: The Soviet Cosmic Rocket I11 reached its maximum
distance from Earth of 291,870 miles, by Soviet calculation.
October 12: For the first time the Soviet Union revealed in public
print the details of its training program for manned flight to
altitudes up to 300 miles, including a discussion of dog shots
and the work of three men being trained for space flight-Alexei
Grachev, Alexei Belokonev, and Ivan Kachur. An unofficial
source said 20 men were in training for possible space fli ht.
: The second test version of the Polaris tactical missile launc ed
at Cape Canaveral suffered a second stage malfunction.
October 13 : The Air Force launched a Bold Orion missile from a B-47
bomber near Patrick Air Force Base to pass within about 4 miles
of Explorer VI at an altitude of 160 miles as a test of satellite
rendezvous or intercept techniques. The missile used was built
by Martin Aircraft. It landed in the ocean 1,000 miles away.
: Explorer VI1 was successfully launched by the Army at Cape
Canaveral, using a Juno I1 booster (No. 19A). The satellite
weighed 91.5 pounds, had a payload of 70 pounds, and was shaped
like a top, measuring 30 inches in diameter and 30 inches long
through its axis. The satellite had an apogee of 680 miles and a
perigee of 342 miles, inclined 50.3 degrees from the Equator. Its
period was 102 minutes. Seven major experiments were contained : a radiation balance set of six sensors to measure radiation
from the Sun and the amount reradiated by the Earth; two sensing
devices to measure the intensity of X-rays and ultra-violet rays
from the Sun; a device to measure the intensity of heavy cosmic
rays; an instrument to measure the total intensity of charged
particles and cosmic rays both in and below the Van Allen radiation belts; a test of ionospheric composition through its effects
on radio transmissions; a study of micrometeorite impacts; and
a study of solar cell erosion. Two radio transmitters were carried.
One on 108 megacycles at 15 milliwatts was for tracking and
telemetry, powered by solar cells recharging nickel-cadmium
batteries. The other transmitter on 20 megacycles had a power
output of .63 watts, drawn exclusively from chemical batteries
intended to last only a few months. A clock was to end all
transmissions from the satellite after one year so as not to clutter
the radio speotrum, but failed to act,
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October 14: The first successful test flight of a Nike-Zeus missile was
conductcd by the Army at White Sands. The flight terniinated
short of the plaiiiicd trajectory but returned the data sought.
A previous test on August 26 cxploded after launch.
~-: Prime Minister hl:icniillan naincd Duncan Sandys to head a
new Ministry of Aviation, responsible for missiles, radar, electronics, as well as the aviation industry. He also naincd Viscount IInilsh:Lin, the Lord Privy Seal, as in effect the Minister
of Scicnce, responsible for the Atomic Energy Authority, the
Depart niciit of Scientific and Iridustrial Research, arid research
in medicine, agriculture, and outer space.
October 17: Roy W. Johnson ariiiounccd t h t he was resigning as
licnd of tlic Advanced Rcscwch Projects Agency :LS soon as :L
successor c~ouldbe found.
: ?’he X-15 ni:itlc a successful sccontl powered flight. With
Scott Crossfield at the controls, it climbed after launch from a
13-52 to G0,000 feet, a r i d flew between 1400 and 1500 miles per
hour. T h e t o t d flight lasted about 10 minutes nftcr drop.
October 18: The Soviet Union ariiiouricccl that it had been succcssfill in tnking pictures of the far side of the Moon with its Cosmic
Rocket 111. The veliicale d s o reiiched the perigee of its orbit
iwourid the Earth on this day, passing within about 29,495 miles
of the surfacc. (Other estirnatcs placed perigee a t 24,S20 miles.)
October 19: Gciicrsil Joliii B. Pvlctlaris, Conmiantler of the Army
Orclriaiice JIissilc Conunnnd a t Huntsville, Alabama, annoiiriced
his retirctnent, cflective January 31, 1960.
October 20: T h e President met with officials concerned with the
inissile and s p i ~ c eprogrimis, but not through the inediurn of the
Nutiond AeroiiiLutics and Space Council, to discuss the possible
rcnssigiiiiieiit of the Army Ballistic Missile Agency and tlie
Saturn booster project. Those invited were Secretary McElroy, T. Keith Glcmian, Dr. Hugh Drytlen, Deputy Secretary
Tlioniiis S. G h s , Dr. Herbert 17. York, Dr. George Kistiakowsky,, Ehncr Stants, and White House staff members. Gcnera1 Twining iiiay hiim been present, too.
_ _ _ _ : T h e Agciia stngc of Discoverer VI ceased to orbit on its
965th pass around the Earth, reentered the atinosplicre and
burned.
October 21: The President announced that he was transferring, subject to Congressional approval, the Army’s space rocket team
:md facilities a t Huntsville, headed by Dr. Wcrriher vori Braun,
mtl formerly untlcr Geiicral hlcdaris, to the new control of the
Natioiiril Aerontzutics and Space Administration. A t the same
time t h e work being conducted by the Army a t Huntsville on the
Saturn booster was also transferred to tlie control of NASA. I n
effect these decisions took the Army out of space work except in R
supporting role such as tlic work done by the Signal Corps on
cornrnuuicntions s:itcllites.
October 23: Explorcr I V ce:Lsetl to orbit.
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October 2 6 : The Soviet Union released the first photo taken of the
far side of the Moon by their Cosmic Rocket 111. This showed
70 percent of the back side. They also gave details of how the
picture taking and transmission had been accomplished. When
the instrument container was in the approximate location from
which pictures were to be taken, its rotating motion was stopped,
and the camera was pointed at the Moon. Over a period of 40
minutes, a series of pictures were recorded on film in a variety
of exposures to insure getting some which were correct. By
control from the Soviet Union, the pictures were developed in
chemicals and then stored until on the return trip the instrunient
container was in a suitable position for broadcast of the pictures
with electronic scanning of the films. At greater distances, the
transmission was slow to insure clarity, but speeded up as the
container approached the Earth. The pictures were taken at a
distance of from 37,000 to 43,000 miles from the Moon. The
camera used 35 millimeter film with pictures made through two
lenses, one with a focal length of 200 and the other 500 millimeters. When the pictures were transmitted, they contained
1,000 lines of scan to the frame.
October 28 : The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
launched successfully for the first time a 100-foot plastic balloon
from Wallops Island using a Sergeant-Recruit combination of
rockets to carry the payload of 130 pounds to an altitude of 250
miles where it was inflated. It fell 500 miles away from the
launching point.
October 29: A Thor missile made a successful 1,500-mile flight from
Cape Canaveral.
-.
. An Atlas missile made a successful flight of 5,500 miles with
a second generation tactical nose cone. A camera took cloud
cover pictures at an altitude of 300 miles.
November 2 : President Fisenhower confirmed his intention to transfer
Project Saturn to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
November 3: The Air Force sent a Thor missile some 1,700 miles on
a launch from Cape Canaveral.
. The United States Navy reported t,hat its planes had spotted
Soviet ships possibly of a missile tracking configuration between
Midway and Kamchatka. Three Soviet ships had been sighted
in that area for the past several weeks.
November 4: A Jupiter missile launched a t Cape Canaveral made a
successful flight of about 1,500 miles.
: A second Little Joe rocket launching test was conducted a t
Wallops Island in which a Mercury capsule was fired out over
the Atlantic to test the emergency escape system. The capsule
was recovered 5 miles away from the launching site after being
separated from the Little Joe booster an a t altitude of about
7 miles, and 30 seconds after launching.
: Dr. Charles L. Critchfield was nominated to become Director
of the Advanced Research Projects Agency, on a-without-compensation basis, continuing to receive his regular salary from the
Convair Division of General Dynamics Corp.
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November 4: An Atlas missile made a successful 4,800-de flight
from Cape Canaveral as programmed, on the tenth consecutive
successful flight since July 21.
-:
A Thor missile launched from Cape Canaveral made a successful flight of 1,500 miles.
November 5: The X-15 made its third powered fli h t at Edwards
Air Force Base, but experienced an explosion in t e after section.
Pilot Scott C r o d e l d made a successful landing; however, the
ship sustaining some damage in the process.
November 7: Discoverer VI1 was successfully launched into a polar
orbit from Vandenberg Air Force base by a Thor- ena with a
takeoff weight of 108,500 pounds. The final stage a ter burnout
weighed 1,700 pounds, including a 300- ound reentry capsule.
The orbit had an apogee of 550 miles an a perigee of 104 miles,
with 95 minutes the orbit time. The orbit was inclined 82
degrees to the Equator. The Agena stage reentered and burned
on November 26, 1959.
November 8: The reentry capsule of Discoverer VI1 failed to sepapate as scheduled because of an electrical malfunction which did
not permit stabilization of the Agena vehicle.
November 9: The Air Force announced the long-delayed award of
develo ment contracts for the Dyna-Soar s ace glider. Boeing
AircrBpt was to build the glider stage, and artin Co. the first
stage rocket booster. The fist Dyna-Soar is viewed as an initial
ste toward Mrs. V. (Manueverable, Recoverable Satellite Vehic e), radically different from Project Mercury.
Novembar 10: The Atomic Energy Commission’s SNAP-2 experimental reactor for space achieved a power of 50 thermal kilowatts
in a test at Santa Susana, Calif. It was built by Atomics
International.
: The Army launched at Wallops Island for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration a 5-stage rocket which
mse to 1050 miles. The purpose was th measure the density
of electrons in the upper atmosphere, in the interest of better
global communications. A transmitter in the rocket broadcast
on 37 and on 148 megacycles. The rocket stages included an
Honest John, 2 Nike boosters, a modified Recruit, and a scaled
down Seqeant. The payload weighed 15 pounds.
-:
A Bntish Black Knight rocket was successfully fired at
Woomera, Australia, reachmg an altitude in excess of 450 miles.
The nose cone was retrieved intact.
November 11: The Soviet discovery of a 62,000-mile-long tail of air
escaping from the Earth was noted in Washington following
translahon of a Hungarian report of the study of Vasily G.
Fesenkov. The Soviet estimate is that the Earth loses 11,000
tons of air each day, a small part of the 5.2 trillion tons in the
atmosphere. The tail of air points away from the Sun because
of the pressure of the Sun’s radiant energy.
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November 13: Samples of more than 1,000 clear hotographs of the
Sun were released by the National Science $oundation and the
Office of Naval Research. The photogra hs showing a wealth
of detail were taken on balloon flights J u y 11, August 17, and
September 4, mi part of Project Stratoscope I, a t about 80,000
feet over Minnesota.
. Premier Khrushchev reported that one Soviet plant produced rockets with thermonuclear warheads in the amount of
250 h o n e ear.
Charles L. Critchfield withdrew his acceptance of
November 14:
the nomination to the post of Director of the Advanced Research
Projects Agency on the grounds his usefulness had been impaired
over the cnticism of his possible dual interests to the Government
and to his source of salary, the Convair Division of General
Dynamics Cop.
*. The Soviet Union announced that it had unexpectedly lost
radio contact with Cosmic Rocket 111. The possibility was not
excluded that a collision with a meteorite might have punctured
the satellite’s pressurization. American scientists wondered
whether an internal failure in equipment was not more likely.
. The Air Force opened its new Aerospace Medical Center a t
Brooks Field, Tex.
November 15: Senator Henry M. Jackson pro osed that all 15 members of NATO join scientific forces to exp ore the world of space.
November 16: Missiles and Rockets magazine reported that American
radar in the Aleutians had tracked a Soviet ICBM recently on a
flight to II point north of Midway Island in the Pacific.
-.
. Capt. Joe Kittinger made a record parachute jump from the
gondola of a balloon at 76,400 feet.
November 17: The Avco Research Laboratory at Everett, Mass.,
iinnounced that work done for space projecttq in the field of MHD
(magnetohydrodynamics) shows great promise of bringing a
revolution in electric power production. Economic application is
not expected for perhaps a decade, but could increase operating
efficiency over present levels by 25 percent, and also eliminate the
need for a substantial art of present electric plants. Electricity
would be generrtted y passing a superheated gas through a
magnetic field-the gas coming either from combustion of conventional fossil fuels or having been heated in a nuclear reactor.
November 18: The Atomic Energy Commission announced the
development of a 220-pound nuclear reactor to supply electrical
ower for advanced s ace vehicles. This has been designated
€NAP
! 11, and is capa le of generating 3 kilowatts of power for
long periods of time, or hundreds of times that of the SNAP I11
radioisotope power source unveiled earlier in the year, or the
solar-powered paddle wheel satellit.es developed. The life span
is set by the durability of the mechanical parts of the generator,
not the nuclear fuel supply. Highly enriched uranium heats
liquid sodium which in turn vaporizes mercury to spin the turbine
coupled to an electric generator. The 220-pound reactor is the
size of a 5-gallon can; t.he generator weighs 30 pounds more, and
the shielding could run to another 400 pounds. Developed by
Atomics International Division of North American Aviation, at a
cost of $6.5 million, individual units would cost about $400,000.
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November 18: The Department of Defense transferred management
control of Project Siiturn from tlie Army to the Natioiial Aeronautics and Space Administration.
: Tlie Nationd Aeronautics nnd Space Administration launched
at Wiillops Isltind a Nilre-Asp rocket combina tioii which emitted
a sodiiini v:ipor trnil :it altitiitlcs from 50 to 150 miles, creating a
cloiid which w:is visible up and down the East Coast. The
purpose mis to obtain geophysical inforniatioii about tlic upper
a t mosplirrr, incltiding wind veloritirs. The payload was 75
pounds iiiclutliiig 4 pounds of sodium pellets.
November 19: A second sodium vapor cloud test was attempted a t
Wallops Island, but failed to eject its sodium cloud.
: In separate news conferences, T . Keith Glennan of NASA
and Professor Leonid Sedov of the Soviet Academy of Sciences
expressed great liopcs that the United States and the Soviet
Union could move toward a program of space cooperation.
Novcmher 20: Discoverer VI11 was launched at a takeoff weight of
105,500 pounds from Vandenberg Air Force Base into a polar
orbit. Launchcd by a Tlior missile, the Agena upper stage weighed
1,700 pounds after burnout, and carried a 300 pound reentry
capsule. T h e orbit was sorncwhnt more eccentric than planned,
with an apogee of 1,056 niilcs rind n perigee of 120 niilcs; the
orbital tirile wvns 103 minutes, tmd the orbit WRS inclined 81 degrees
to the Equator. The Agcna stage reentered and burned March
8, 1960.
--_ : The Navy successfully test-fired a Polaris missile from Cape
Cannvornl.
Novenibcr 21: The capsiile of Discoverer VI11 was ejected, and was
then presumed to linve plunged into the sen near Hawaii. Sea
and air search fniled to locate it.
: Soviet Deputy Premier hfikoyan announced in RIcxico City
that the Soviet TJnion wonld launch n rocket “to visit the Sun”.
Novcrnhcr 24: The Air Force test lnunclied an Atlas with unstated
results.
November 26 : Unfortunately referred to as “America’s Space
Turkey”, the 255,000 pound takeoff weight Atlas Able I V
rocket attc.nipt to put a satellite into orbit around the Moon
failrtl. Thr 372-pound instrument package with a variety of
experiments, 2 radios on 378 nic a t 5 watts, 4 paddles with 8800
solar cells, and a retrorocket was lost in thc Atlantic. The
Atlas boostrr and second stage seemed to perform as intended,
and fell in t h e Giilf of Guinea off the const of Africa. However,
apparently tht. €airing aroiiritl the sntcllite came off very soon,
making tlic rocket unstable. Sonic debris even fell on the beach,
and more WAS fished out or off-shorc waters. This was America’s
most ninbitiotis space experiment attempt to date, and no followup wns expected for period or up to two years as no backup
rocket W:LS availtLble short of robbing other high priority projects.
Both parts of the fairing and the instrument capsule were found
close to Cnpr Ctinavcral. No cause was assigned for the nccidental premrture shedding of tlie nose shroud.
: The Agcna stage of Discoverer VI1 with its still attached
capsule reentered and burned.
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November 28: It was revealed that the Mach-3 B-70 bomber would
not be pursued as a weapons system. Instead, on a stretchout
basis, only two prototypes were to be developed to test the air
frame concept. Cancellation of all the supporting guidance,
navigation, and bombing systems would add years to ultimate
delivery if ever a later decision were made to put the aircraft to
military use.
November 28-29: Commander Malcolm Ross and Dr. Charles B.
Moore went aloft in a balloon, Stretolab-High lV, to about
80,000 feet €rom Rapid City, South Dakota, to measure the atmosphere of Venus, using instruments, 16-inch telescope, and camera
above most of the Earth’s atmosphere. The result was to find
for the first time water vapor in the Venusian atmosphere,
previously screened by tlic vapor of Earth’s own atmosphere.
The balloon landed in Kansas on November 29. Dr. John
Strong of the Office of Naval Research headed the project.
November 30: On this day and the day following, tlie British Govcrnment successfully launched at Woomera t h e e Skylark research
rockets. The first ejected a sodium cloud a t 40 miles. The
second ejected explosive grenades a t regular altitudes up to 90
miles, plus bits of metal foil which were tracked by radar. The
third carried both these experimental devices, plus radio emissions to measure ionosphere density.
December 1: Twelve nations signed a treaty making the Antarctic
continent a preserve for scientific research, and immune from
political and military strife. Signatories are Argeutina, Australia,
Britain, Chile, France, New Zealend, Norway, Belgium, Japan,
South Africa, the Soviet Union, and the United States. Legal
experts have suggested that Antarctica provides a first step which
may lead to similar agreements demilitarizing the Moon and other
bodies in space at some future date.
: A Thor missile was launched at Cape Canaveral making a
successful flight of 1700 miles. However, the nose cone carrying
a motion picture camera was not recovered. The pictures would
have been the first taken in color in outer space. (See February
16, 1960.)
--.
. The Air Force cut back the order for tlie B-70 to only two
prototypes, and at the same time returned all work to the prime
contractor, North American Aviation. Cancelled were the bombnavigation system with International Business Machines Corp.,
the defensive subsystem with Westingliouse, and tramc control
system with Motorola. Also cancelled were the subcontracts for
wings with Boeing, for stabilizers with Chance-Vought, and for
fuselage with Lockheed.
December 2: A study released by the Institute of Strategic Studies,
sponsored by the Ford Foundation, estimated that the Soviet
Union now had about 100 principal missile bases, manned by
about 200,000 men. These were said to be arrayed along the
Baltic Coast, in East Germany, in the southern Ukraine, and in
the Carpathian Mountains. The T-3 ICBM was credited with a
range in excess of 5,000 miles. Also named were the T-2 with
1,600 miles range and the T-4 with 1,000 miles range. The same
report listed seven bases for the Western powers to support
intermediate range missiles.
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December 2: The Depwtrnent of Defense announced a new p r o g ~ a mto
build a major missile tracking station on Roi Namur Island near
Kwajalein in the Central Pacific. The work would relate to
studying intercept techniques for intermediate-range missiles
launched from Johnston Island, 1,420 miles away. Testa were
e ected to get underway late in 1961 or in 1962.
Decem er 4: The National Aeronautics and Space Adminietration
tested the escape system for Project Mercury ot Wallops Island
with a third Little Joe rocket launchin . I n a 13-minute trip,
the Mercury capsule was carried 55 mi es high and 200 miles to
sea. On board was Sam Space, a rhesus monkey who seemed
nonchalant about his experience. Full telemetry was returned
on his biologic reactions. He experienced up to 19 g’s, and 3
minutea of weightlessness. The Mercury escape system was
fired at 20 mild, WM powered to 30 miles,then coasted the rest
of the way until pmachutes were deployed. The monkey was
safe on board a destroyer two hours after the launching. A
number of other biological experimenfs were sent along with
Sam Space not 88 part of Project Mercury, but for radiation
stud purposes.
-:
$he Department of Defense assigned its continuing research
on boron hq~henergy fuels to the Callery Chemical Co. plant
a t Muskogee, Oklahoma.
December 7: T. Keith Glennan, Administrator of NASA offered the
use^ of the United States world-wide tracking network for any
Soviet man-in-epace project.
-:
A new charter for the Committee on Space Research
(COSPAB related to the International Councd of Scientific
Unions (I SU) wss approved at The Hague by nine countries,
this time with the approval of the Soviet Union which had
objected to the previous agreement formulated in London in
November 1958. Membership in COSPAR was open to d l
national academies of science actively takin part in space
launchin and observing rockets an satellites, The
research
executive ard wou d consist of nine representatives, including
the president, Professor H. C. Van der Houlst of The Netherlands.
In addition, a new seven-man bureau was formed. The president of the bureau would be from the United States, and one vice
president each would be selected from the United States and from
the Soviet Union. Both countries would each select two other
members of the bureau. This ended the Soviet walk-out from
COSPAR deliberations.
. A Polaris test vehicle waa successfully flown from Cape
Canaveral.
-:
set an unofieid world record fw altitude with a
M c D u n d 4H carrier jet at Edwards Air Force b m , reaching
98,560 feet. Commander Lawrence E. Flint was the pilot.
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19594bntinued
December 8: The United States and the Soviet Union reached agreement on the membership of the new permanent United Nations
body concerned with the peaceful uses of outer space, ending
the Soviet boycott of such activity in the United Nations. The
new committee membership of 24 would be divided into 12 for
Western members, 5 for neutral members, and 7 for Soviet bloc
&embers. Previous1 , the temporary committee had 12 Western
members, 3 Soviet loc members, and 3 neutralist members.
The Soviet Union, Poland, Czechoslovakia, India, and the United
Re ublic walked out of the deliberations of that committee.
- Arab
. Thegepartment of Defense picked Brigadier General A. W.
Betts, military de uty to Dr. Herbert F. York to head the Advanced Research gtojects Agency. At the same time, ARPA
was made subject to the control of Dr. York’s office (the Director
of Defense Research and Engineering). Ma’or General D. R.
Cktrander who had been acting head of AR A was transferred
to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. In
NASA, a new division of launch vehicles was to be headed by
General Ostrander, leaving Dr. Abe Silverstein lar ely with the
ayloads for space in his Office of Space Fhght evelopment.
%e new launch vehicles office was to superintend in the headuarters of NASA the Redstone Arsenal space work of Dr. von
4jraun
and his team.
. An Atlas was fired 5,500 miles from Cape Canaveral.
. The British Advisory Council on Scientific Policy cautioned
against the “folly” of seeking national prestige throu h cost1
programs of space exploration. This was aimed a t an a -Britis
prolect, not cooperation with the United States or other nations.
The recommendation clouded the future of the Blue Streak missile
as a possible rocket booster for space.
December 9: A large unmanned balloon launched at Akron, Ohio,
began a free flight to Canaan, Conn., reaching an altitude of about
100,000 feet. It was launched by the Goodyear Aircraft Corp.
for the Air Force. The balloon gondola, recovered December 10,
took radar photographs of the Earth’s surface from stratospheric
altitudes.
December 11: Ca t. Joe Kittinger made a parachute jump from the
gondola of a galloon at 74,700 feet over White Sands, N. Mex.
-.
. The membership of the permanent United Nations Committee on Peaceful Uses of Outer Space was to be as follows: Western
nations: Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Britain, Canada,
France, Iran, Italy, Japan, Mexico, and the United States; Soviet
bloc nations: the U.S.S.R., Poland, Czechoslovakia, Romania,
Bulgaria, White Russia, and the Ukraine; and neutralist nations:
the United Arab Republic, India, Austria, and Lebanon.
- Sweden,
. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration decided
to abandon its $65 million support of the Vega rocket system,
instead using the advanced version of the Agena system of the
Air Force called Agena B, of somewhat simdar characteristics.
About $17 million would be lost in the Ve a work alread carried
out. Slippage in the production of the dega rocket r uced i,b
importance, The wit& to Agentl waa expeoted to buy reliabl-
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ity’, not time. Apparently the second stage of the Vega system,
with a General Electric rocket engine, was giving trouble in development. The third stage being dcveloped at Jet Propulsion
Laboratory was to continue under development. The Agena,
used for the Discoverer series, is built by Locliliecd with a Bell
engine.
December 12: The first attempt to launch a Titan with a test of tlie
second stage ended with an explosion of tlie missile a few feet off
the niissile pad a t Cape Canaveral.
December 14 : Missiles and Rockets inigazinc reported that the
Sovict Union was continuing to drop ICBM’s in the Pacific
Ocean.
Dccernbcr 15: A ncw world’s record for altitude was set by Captain
Joe B. Jordan in an Air Force F-104C fighter over Edwnrds Air
Force Base, California when he reached 103,395 feet.
: A Polaris was launched a t Cape Canavcral in a partially
successful flight in which the second stage shut down prematurely.
---: Thc NtLtional Acron:iutics and P p ~ c cz2dminislr:Ltioii rchsctl
a miLjor study by Dr. ITorncr E. Ncwcll, Jr., 1n:Lliiiig :L cornpnrnlivc
asscssincnt of tlic Uiiitcd St atcs arid Soviet spwe science prog r a m s.

December 16: The radio transmitters in Vanguard I11 became silcnt
after 85 days.
: A new world’s record for speed was sct by Major Joseph W.
Rogers in an Air Force F-106 fighter over Edwards Air Force
Base, California when he reached 1525.95 iiiiles per hour.
: A Nike Zcus rocket test was conducted at White Sands, but
the second stage failcd to ignite.
December 17: The payload of the world’s largest balloon was found
safe in Mississippi after being lost two days on a flight from Rapid
City, S. Dalr. The payload of 1,800 pounds iiicludcd cosmic ray
incasuring equipinent.
: A Tlior inissilc made a successful flight of 1,500 miles from
Cape Cannverul.
Dcccnibcr 18 : The 1J.S.S. Robert E. Lee, a nuclear-powercd Polaris
missile subniarine was laurlched a t Hewport News, Va.
: For tlie second time, an Atlas missile made a full range,
successful flight, going 6,325 iiiilcs from Cape Canavcral to the
target near Ascension Island. This was the thirteenth straight
success for the Atlas and one of several to excccd 6,000 miles.
Deccnibcr 19: The Sovict Union released details of how its third
Cosmic Eocket was stabilizcd by Earth corririiarid to photograph
the back side of the Moon, how the cameras operatcd, how tlie
filrii was dcveloped, and the pictures trnnsinittcd back to Earth by
television. After the picture taking, rotation of tlie vchiclc was
restarted as a teniperature control.
Dcccnibcr 20 : Dr. Melvin Calvin rccrntly reported that iiiolcciiles
have bccn found in meteorites which resemble the basic constituents of genetic inatrrial found on Earth. Tlicsc complex
molecules arc slipposed to bc siriiiliir to ones which probably werc
present in prcbiologicnl periods on Enrtli.
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December 22: A Javelin test rocket was launched at Wallops Island,
Va., by NASA, carrying United States and Canadian instruments for radio astronomy purposes. I t carried a payload of 48
pounds. The rocket reached an altitude of 560 miles and landed
'
600 miles away.
December 23: A Polaris missile had to be destroyed during secondstage flight after launch from the ship motion simulator at Cape
Canaveral.
December 26: It was reported that new radio astronomical measurements of Venus for three years put the surface temperature a t
585 degrees Fahrenheit. Tests of Jupiter indicate a radiation
belt of such intensity (100 to 1,000 times that of Earth) as to
raise doubt that its satellites could be approached
by manned
__
space ships.
December 28: Dr. Wallace R. Brode. retiring. Dresident of the American Association for the Advancemenr *of Science, and also
science advisor to the Department of State, recommended the creation of a cabinet Department of Science and the complete
integration into Government of Government-owned laboratories
which are presently operated by contractors as a way to get
around Civil Service salary limitations. He stated that a
national science policy administered by a department was needed
for a wise and rational distribution of funds among the many
competing programs. Among recommended bureaus in the
new department would be ones for work on problems of space,
atomic energy, medicine, patents, physical science, geology, and
weather.
December 30: The U.S.S. George Washington, first fleet ballistic
missile nuclear submarine, was commissioned. It was to carry
16 Polaris missiles, and operate with two complete crews taking
turns to keep it on station almost continually.
*. Explorer VI1 has detected sporadic bursts of radiation apparently caused by disturbances in the Sun which could be of
grave concern to plans for space flight between and beyond the
Van Allen radiation belts.
1960
January 2: Sta hylococci were found in suspended animation in ice
100 feet be ow the surface in Antarctica in ice perhaps a century
old. When the ice was melted, they became active and multiplied.
. A Senate report showed that because of rising costs, Project
Mercury was being restricted to a four and a half hour flight
instead of 24 hours; also that funding was being delayed for a
ear on advanced manned space vehicles such as a two-man space
aboratory. The change of Mercury plans was probably conditioned by the weight of the capsule in relation to the thrust of
the Atlas booster.
January 6: An Atlas missile was sent for the second time its full
range of 6,325 miles to its target, for the f3teenth successful shot
in an unbroken series.
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January 7: For the first time, a Polaris test vehicle was fired with
its operational all-inertial guidance system, successfully niaking
a 900-mile flight from Cape Canaveral.
-__ : The President called for revisions of the National Aeronautics
and Space Act of 1958 to abolish the National Aeronautics and
Spacc Council, and the Civilian-Military Liaison Committee.
: The Soviet Union announced a target zone about 280 miles
long and 160 miles wide for the testing of long range missiles,
approximately 1,100 miles southwest of the Hawaiian Islands.
The Soviet tests were described as the first on a new more powerful rocket to be used for heavy satellites and for interplanetary
flights. Soviet ships wcre despatched to the area to carry out
measurements, in the general period of January 15 to February
15. The rockets to be tested were to be the complete assembly
except Sor the last stage.
___ : President Eisenhower stated in his nicssage to Congress
that in the last 14 Atlas missile tests a t rangcs over 5,000 miles,
the average circular error had been lcss than 2 miles, insuririg
that if thcrmonuclcar warlicads liavc to be uscd, virtually any
target could bc destroyed. (There werc 15 succcsscs by the
time his message was delivercd.)
January 8: The United States rcricwcd its request that tlie Soviet
Union participate actively in a meeting of the United Nations
Committee on the Pcacelul Uses of Outcr Space which was
established in December 1959 but had not yet met.
: The preliminary session of COSPAR opened at Nice, France,
although the Soviet delegates appeared later.
January 9: The president of the Committee on Space Research
(COSPAR) in session in Nice, France, announced that scientists
from the Soviet Union, Poland, and Czechoslovakia had agreed to
join with those of Western nations in the cooperative effort to advance knowledge of space. This was arranged only after certain
organizational concessions were made. COSPAR was a followon
to the IGY space activities, continuing the pattern of international cooperation begun under IGY. The new compromise
organization included an inner bureau or executive committee
consisting of President H. C. Van der Houlst of the Netherlands,
Anatoli A. Blagoriravov of the U.S.S.R., Richard W. Porter of
the United States, Emil Buctira of Czechoslovakia, 13. S. W.
Massey of tlie United Kingdom, Maurice Roy of France, arid
W. Zonn of Poland. A two-thirds vote of this executive Committee
of sewn W:LS required to confirm its decisions. Also, the more
or lcss neutral president of COYPAR was supported by two
vice presidents, one each of whom must be from the United
States and from the Soviet Union, the only countries to launch
satellites. There was to be a voting parity between Eastern
and Weslern nations.
January 11: A Soviet commentary by Prolessor Y.A. Pobedonostsev
strongly criticized Project Mercury as inadequate and “sheer
sensationalism.’ He believed the capsule would get too hot on
reentry and the designed parachute system would burn up.
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January 11 : General Thomas D. White announced the Air Force was
developing a new air-launched ballistic missile, the Sky Bolt,
with a range of about 1,000 miles. Prototypes had already been
launched from both subsonic and supersonic aircraft.
January 12: Private French scientists asked Soviet aid in launching
their instruments in a Soviet satellite and General Blagonravov
said that such a roject would be considered if the French would
ask for it officia y.
*. Dr. S. Fred Singer announced that gigantic bursts of energy
from the Sun could destroy space ships and their crews on rare
occasions when solar activity reaches a peak. No shielding would
be effective against these destructive rays.
January 13: A test Polaris tactical missile made another successful
flight of 900 miles from Cape Canaveral.
-.
. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration received permission from the White House to proceed with negotiating contracts for construction of upper stages to be used on
the 1.5-million pound thrust Saturn launch vehicle, to burn highenergy fuels.
January 14: The President formally transmitted his message calling
for revisions of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958,
as referred to in his state of the Union message a few days earlier,
calling for abolishing the National Aeronautics and Space Council
and the Civilian Military Liaison Committee. He also sent
forward a reorganization plan calling for the transfer of the
Devalopment Operations Division personnel (Von Braun team)
and facilities of the Army Ballistic Missile Agency a t Redstone
Arsenal, Huntsville, Ala., to the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
. Premier Khrushchev made reference in his speech to the
Supreme Soviet to a new weapon (‘more incredible” and “more
formidable”. “The weapon is being developed and is, as they
say, in the portfolio of our scientists and designers. It is a
fantastic weapon.” Malinovsky told the Supreme Soviet that
ICBM’s carry a warhead equal to 2 megatons of TNT. Western
observers speculated Khrushchev’s weapon might relate to outer
space. He also stated he planned major cuts in troops and in
manned bomber construction, with missiles playing the dominant
role.
--’
. A test Thor missile with an improved engine was launched
at Cape Canaveral, and a data capsule was recovered 1,700 miles
away near Antigua.
-.
. The President ordered an accelerated program of development for tbe Saturn space vehicle system.
January 16: NASA launched a rocket from Wallops Island, Virginia,
carrying in ita second stage a 28-inch container with a balIoon
which was ejected and inflated in space to a diameter of 100 feet.
The balloon was sent to an altitude of 250 miles, making its glow
in reflected sunlight“visib1e for hundreds of miles along the
Eastern seaboard. Radio signals were bounced against it to relay
between Holmdel, N.J. and Round Hill Station, Mass. This
was the second such test, using a Sergeant-Delta launcher. I t
fell 490 miles away from the point of launch.
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January 16 : The House Science and Astronautics Committcc announced
appointmcnt of a Panel on Science and Teclinology to consult
wiLh it on the rangr of problems of concern to tho committee.
Thosc appointcd wcrc : Dr. Edward J . Baldes of the h'hyo Clinic,
Di-. I m A. Dunridge of thc California Institutc of Technology,
Dr. Clifford C. Burnas of the Univrrsity of Biifl'alo, Martin
Goland of the Southwest Rcscarcli Institute, Dr. Thomas F.
Malonc of thc 'l'ravclers Insurance Companies, Dr. W. Albcrt
Noycs of the university of Rochester, Dr. Clarcncc 1'. Oliver of
the University of Texas, Dr. Sverrc Pettcrssrn of the Univcrsity
of Chicago, Dr. Kogcr Rcvcllc of tlic Scripps Institution of Occanogrnphy, Dr. Ric+hnrdJ. Russcll ol the Loiiisinna SttLtr Univcrsity, Dr. H. Gnyford Stcvcr of tlic Mr~ssacliusctts Institntc of
Tcc.hnology, Dr. Jnmcs A. Van Allen ol the Stntc IJnivcrsity of
Iowa, Dr. Bred L. Whipplc of' thc Siiiitlisonian Astropliysical
Observatory, and Dr. MtLiirice J. Zucrow of Purduc IJnivcrsity.
January 20: The National Aeronautics and Space Administr at 'ion
presented its 10-year plan of space activitics to Congrcss, calling
€or 260 satellites and major probes, with a innnncd landing on
tlic Moon sornc time aftcr 1970.
: T h e Navy fired another Politris test vchiclc in a succcssful
tcst froin Cape Canavcral, which carried it morc than 900 niilcs
down range.
: The Sovict missile tracliing and support ships Sibir,Suchan,
and Sukhalin werc locatctl by the U.S. Navy on their way to
the intcndcd Soviet impact area southwest of Hawaii.
: Under Secretary of State Livingston T. Merchant in
testiniony before the House Committee on Science and
Astronautics conceded current Sovict superiority over the United
States in terms of its worldwidc prestige in the space postnrc of
each n at'ion.
: The Soviet Union fired a rocket which they claiincd traveled
7,762 inilcs froin an unspecified point in thc Sovict Union clirnhing
765 niilcs high to impact in the reservcd arca southwest of IIawaii.
Tlicy reported that u t an altitude of 49 to 55 milcs the next to
the last stngc of the rocket partially burned a n d disintegrated
as it reentered the atmosphere. Thc nosc conc is s:rid to huvc
entered thc water near to the predetermined point, with an
accuracy of within 1.24 miles. I n the Soviet relrase, the test
was linkcd with future plans for int,erplanetary flights. Professor
Dobronravov also linked thc experiment to a recoverable spacc
vcliicle. Rrncrican sprciilatiori W:LS that the Soviet test was not
that of a new space launch vchicle, but of a regular ICBM.
Tlic impact was observed by American forces.
January 21: I n a fourth test of the Little Joe rocket test system for
Projcct hlcrcury, a monkey, Miss Sam, survived successfully
a flight a t Wallops Island, Virginia. This was a tcst of capsule
separation through iisc of the emergency cscapc rocket. Thc
Little Joe rocket was launched, and cieliberntely a t 36,500 feet,
thc cscapc rocket was fired, separating the Mercury capsule
containing Miss Sam, and it reachcd an altitude of 48,900 feet
before it was lowered safely to the surface by parachute.
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January 22: George V. Allen, Director of the US. Information
Agency, warned the House Science and Astronautics Committee
that the United States was facing a loss of prestige throughout
the world because of Soviet successes in space. He reported
that polls and other studies showed there was a tendency in
world opinion to equate Soviet space feats with a preeminence in
all fields of science and technology, and that a certain “cockiness”
was appearing in the behavior of Soviet officials which endangered
world peace. He reported that world opinion credited the Soviet
Union with a five- to ten-year lead over the United States in
space technology. It was not his aim to assess the correctness of
any of these attitudes, but to report what the opinions were.
January 23: Hanson Baldwin reported that the Soviet Union was
known to have only two ICBM launching stations, those a t
Kapustin Yar and a t Tyura Tam. He also reported that prior
to the new shot southwest of Hawaii that only one previous
Soviet missile landed in the Pacific. He said the rest landed
either in the Sea of Okhotsk or on the Kamchatka Peninsula
with a circular probable error of 7 to 10 miles. Their distance
traveled was on the order of 4,300 miles from Kapustin Yar or
3,850 miles from Tyura Tam. This report presumably reflected
official views in some parts of the Pentagon, but this could not be
confirmed.
: The United States achieved the “ultimate record” in “inner
space” by sending a manned bathyscaph, the Trieste, to the
bottom of the Marianas Trench off Guam. Lt. Don Walsh
and Jacques Piccard started down late on January 22, and after
an eight-hour trip, including about half an hour on the bottom,
resurfaced on the 23d. The depth attained was 35,800 feet.
: The X-15 aircraft in a new test exceeded 1,400 miles per hour
and 65,000 feet altitude, with Scott Crossfield at the controls.
January 25: The Army announced the successful firing of a Jupiter
missile at Cape Canaveral which traveled a distance of 1,500
miles as planned.
: The Bioscience Advisory Committee of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration filed its report which set forth
the role of the life sciences in space, and recommendations for
implementing an office in NASA devoted to these needs.
-*
. The United States and the United Kingdom announced a
cooperative project to launch a scientific satellite using an American Scout rocket and carrying several British experiments in the
satellite vehicle. Launching was expected late in 1961.
January 26: The Navy launched the largest balloon ever sent up
from a ship. With an inflated diameter of 173 feet, it was
launched from the U.S.S. Valley Forge about 2,000 miles east
of Puerto Rico. In its payload of 1,630 pounds were two film
packs of 800 pounds each to trace cosmic ray and secondary
particles as recorded in the sensitive film. The 800-pound
film packs were recovered on the 27th in the Caribbean by the
destroyer Hyman.
64425-61-8
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January B6: Successful Atlas shots of approximately 6,000 miles were
m u e both from Cape Canaveral and from Vandenberg Air
'
F6roe Bsae, the sixteenth and seventeenth in an unbroken series
Of&UWeSSee.

,

'The National Aeronautics and Space Administration tested
Wallops Island a new soundin rocket, the Javelin, with
fo~out.ettages, which reached an altitu e of 600 miles.
-:
In a press oonference, President Eisenhower indicated that
he did not feel the international prestige of the United States
was at stake in the space achievement comparisons of the United
Stafes and 6he Soviet Union.
January"27! A Pol&& test vehicle made a successful 900-mile flight
ham Cape Canaveral.
January 28: The Navy transmitted a radio photogra h from Hawaii
to Washington by bouncing the signals off t e Moon. The
method is viewed as a useful supplement to other communications
channels a r t i d a r l y at times of solar disturbances.
January 30: Iirman l/c Bruce Barwise completed a 72-hour test of
staying afloat in a small survival capsule designed primarily for
the B-70 aircraft.
-:
The U.S.S. VaUey Forge launched a balloon for cosmic ray
research 150 miles south of San Juan, Puerto Rico. The payload
of three 800-pound blocks of photographic emulsion was recovered
Jahuary 31 by the destroyer Compton in the Caribbean.
January 31: The Soviet Union fired a second rocket from an unspecified
point in that country to impact in the Pacific about 1,000 miles
southwest of Hawaii, apparently about the same distance of 7,762
miles and altitude of 765 miles attained by the first rocket.
Although no details were given, the Soviet announcement claimed
that instrnments confirmed the high precision of the guidance
system. This ended the tests, and the prohibited area was
reopened to commerce. A United States Navy aircraft witnessed
the arrival of the Soviet test device.
February 1: President Eisenhower approved an increase of $113 million in the 1961 budget request for the program of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. This brought the total
request for NASA to $915 million, and included $90 million for
Saturn, $15 million for the single chamber F-1 engine, and
$8 million for a 200,000-pound-thrust liquid hydrogen engine to
be used in up er stages of Saturn. He also approved a $23 million
supplementa request for 1960.
February 2: A Titan missile made the first successful flight in nearly
9 months when it was launched at Cape Canaveral. T h i ~
included the first firing of the second stage, which has a thrust
of 80,000 pounds. It traveled about 2,000 miles. (This flight,
probably occurred January 27, 1960.)
February 3: Dr. Duane E. Graveline ended a week immersed in
liquid to simulate weightlessness with a 5 g spin in a centrifuge
to simulate reentry loads in the continuing program of manned
space flight research at the Aerospace Medical Laboratory,
Wright-Patterson Field, Ohio and School of Aviation Medicine,
San Antonio. The tests showed the importance of exercise to
-:
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prevent muscle deterioration in weightlessness prolongsd far a
period.
February 3: In rwpoase to General Power’s recent estimate tbat 300
Soviet ICBM’s of one megaton warhead yield each would h o c k
out virtually all of America’s deterrent strate c capabilit ,
President Eisenhower said, “There are too many o these genera s
who have all sorts of ideas” which he viewed as parocbid. He
indicated we have no need to “catch up” with the Soviet Union,
because we have a powerful deterrent in being, and adequate is
enough. He doubted the need for the kind of airborne alert
which General Power urged.
February 4: Discoverer IX was launched at Vandenberg Air Force
Base; however, it failed to enter orbit, because of a malfunction
in the launch tower which damaged the Agena stage. No
signals were received from the 1,700-pound Agena with its 300pound recovery capsule.
-*
. A Polaris test vehicle made a successful 900-mile flight from
Cape Canaveral.
-:
The final flight in the test series of Jupiter was successful in
a 1,500-mile shot from Cape Canaveral.
February 5 : Scientists a t Stanford University announced completion
of a study of an experiment conducted in April, 1959 which
proved that they were successful in bouncin radar signals off
the Sun. The original tests were conductefi April 7, 10, and
12. The signals were reflected by the Sun’s corona, about half a
million miles above the visible part of the Sun.
: A Titan missile was destroyed 57 seconds after launch at
Cape Canaveral.
February 7: Explorer VI1 has revealed fresh information about the
Van Allen radiation belts. The inner belt seems to be stable,
but the outer belt varies even from hour to hour, changing in
intensity and movin thousands of miles in location.
February 8: The CBS la oratories have announced the development
of a new television system for installation in space vehicles which
can produce pictures with more than 10,OOO~limesof !can, rather
than the approximately 500 of commercial television. This
would provide much higher definition, and also provide u
30 times more brightness. The new photoscan system invo ves
use of a camera and fixed photograph first which must be developed before the resulting picture is electronically scanned and
- broadcast.
. The House passed 92-2 a resolution calling for the immediate
transfer of the Development Operations Division of the Army
Ballistic Missile Agency to the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
February 10: According to the New York Times, an unnamed U.S.
official stated the Soviet Union made two launching. attempts in
connection with the January Pacific rocket tests which- were
unsuccessful. It was not stated whether the countdowns merely
were suspended or whether rockets were destroyed.
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February 10: Much excitement was generated by a report of a "dark"
satellite discovered in orbit over the United States by the Navy
satellite detection fence which was designed to catch any nontransmitting satellites passing over this country. Review of
records showed that it had been in orbit for some time, but the
data, were not recognized a t first. General speculation was tliat
it represented either a secret Soviet military satellite or possibly
a Soviet failure. Later it was determined that our own missing
Discoverer V capsule was still in orbit when the retro rockets
were fired with the attitude incorrect for reentry so that it
entered a higher orbit. (See August 13, 1958.)
: President Eisenhower made a three-hour first visit to Cape
Canaveral.
: The sixth consecutive successful flight was made by a Polaris missile from Cape Canavcral.
February 11: The Atlas had its 19th straight succcss a t Cape Cunaveral in a 6,300-mile shot down range.
-.
. The X-15 climbed to 86,000 feet, its highest yet, on a test
flight a t Edwards Air Force Base.
February 12 : First Deputy Premier Anastas I. Mikoyan categorically
denied that the mystery satellite was a Soviet satellite.
February 13: France exploded a plutonium bomb in the Sahara
desert to become the fourth nuclear power.
February 16 : The data capsule of a Thor missile launched December
1, 1959 was found on the beach of PtllayaguiLna Island. It contained the first color photographs of the Earth taken from the
edge of space.
February 17: The X-15 was tested in a 6 g powcr dive.
February 19: Discoverer X was destroyed by the range safety officer
at Vandenberg when it veered from its plimned course 56 seconds
:Iftcr l ; ~ u r i ~20,000
h,
feet up. I t would havc placed a 1,700-pound
Rgcria. M ith 300-pound recovery capsule in orbit.
_ _ _ . . Tlie first lnuncliing W:LS attempted at Eglin Air Force Rase,
Floricli~,of :in Esos rocket, with four stages, intentled to reach
:m iIltitlltle of 415 miles. One stage did not burn for its full
porioti, i i i i d oiily 68 milcs altitude was reached.
B ' ( ~ I i i ~ i i a i 24
~ ~ - : A 'I'itw missilc from Cape Canavcrttl was successfully
lii11r i c a i i c ~ l o n its lotigest flight, the dummy warhead reaching its
titt'pt ~icarly5,000 miles away.
Fc\l)rti:iry 26: A Polaris had to be destroyed after about 100 seconds
of flight froiii ( 'ape C':~~iav~'ral.
'!'iit! ,\ir Force lauriclied Midas I at Capo Canaveral.
This
t use of the Atlas-Agena rocket combination. It was
siiitl to hc programed to put about 4,500 pounds into a short-life
orbit, iiicsludirig over 3,000 pounds of payload, an amount in
cxc~ssof tlie payload of Sputnik 111, though not as high up.
'I'clcmetiy ccnsed after about 5 minutes, and it was estimated
tliat tlic Ageiin stage f:dctl to separate, so tlie rocket reentered
and burned about 2,500 miles froin the launching pad. The
purpose of R4id:ts is to provide early warning of missile launchirigs
through detection of their infrared radiation. This was Atlas
29D with a takeoff weight of 260,000 pounds.
2 :
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February 27 : The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
successfully launched at Wallops Island a 100-foot diameter
balloon which was inflated at an altitude of 225 miles following
its vertical launching. The balloon remained visible for about
10 minutes to viewers up and down the Atlantic coast. Radio
signals were passively reflected against the aluminized mylar
surface of the balloon for transmissions from Holmdel, N.J., to
Round Hill, Mass. I n this third test, it landed 540 miles from
the point of launch.
February 29: The final test flight of a Thor missile was conducted at
Cape Canaveral as a follow on to the original test series. The
newer series of three tested a more powerful rocket motor of
165,000 pounds thrust, and this last one flew successfully over
a 1,700-mile course.
March 1 : The National Aeronautics and Space Administration set
up a new major division, devoted to research and development
in the life sciences related to space. Dr. Clark T. Randt was
named director.
March 5 : Although not undergoing countdown, an Atlas missile blew
up on the pad a t Vandenberg Air Force Base.
March 8: The Agena stage of Discoverer VI11 reentered and burned.
: The 21st straight success was achieved with an Atlas missile
flight from Cape Canaveral to a target area about 5,000 miles
away.
*. A Titan missile was launched a t Cape Canaveral, but the
second stage failed to fire.
March 9: A Polaris missile made a successful 1,000-mile flight testing
flight-control equipment, after launch a t Cape Canaveral.
: The Nike Zeus test rocket made a successful flight.
March 10: The successful series of 21 Atlas launchings was marred
by an explosion a few feet off the pad at Cape Canaveral.
March 11: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
successfully launched at Cape Canaveral a Thor Able I V rocket
combination with a takeoff weight of 105,000 pounds, carrying
the space probe Pioneer V. It reached escape velocity and entered an orbit around the Sun inward toward the orbit of Venus.
At the closest point, it is 74.9 million miles from the Sun, and at
the farthest point, 92.3 million miles. The orbit is inclined
3.35' to the ecliptic, and the period is 311.6 days. The gross
weight put into orbit was 144.8 pounds, including a payload
for its probe of 94.8 pounds, of which about 40 pounds were
instruments. The satellite is spherical, 26 inches in diameter, and once in space extended four paddles carrying 4,800
solar cells for its power supply. It carried two transmitters a t
378 megacycles to return telemetry, one with an output of 5
watts, the other for later use, of 150 watts. Pioneer V carried
instruments to measure radiation, meteorite impacts, magnetic
fields, temperatures, solar plasma, solar ultra-violet and X-rays.
The project was conducted for NASA by the Air Force Ballistic
Missile Division and Space Technology Laboratories, together
with more than 50 supporting organizations. Telemetry was
received until June 26, 1960. Estimated life of the planetoid is
100,000 years.
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March 11 : Pioneer V was SQ arated from ita laat sta e rock& by cumwand lladioed through tge Jodrell Bank Radio eleacupe which is
'
near Manchester, England.
Msrch 12: Pioneer V p ~ i ~ the
e d orbit of the Moon, its speed relative
to that of Earth having dropped to about 6,400 miles per hour
'
from it& high of 24,869 at time of final stage burnout.
March 15: The space facilities at Huntsville, Ala., were renamed the
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center by Preaidential order.
-.
. Pro'ect Saturn was official1 transferred to the cognizance
of the dstional Aeronautics an Space Administration.
. An Army Redstone ejected a television camera to take
pioturea of the impact area of the rocket.
March 16: The Western powers at the Geneva disarmament conference called for a ban on nuclear weapons in orbit around the
Earsh. Although no claim was made that specific targets could
be hit b euch weapons, it was forecast that that time would come.
M m h 17: he United States called for a system of advance notice for
all missile and space launchings to minimize the chances of war by
accident.
-.
. The X-15 was put through a severe 6g test in a climbing
turn over Edwards Air Force Base.
Mwch 18: A Polaris missile made a successful flight of close to 1,000
from Cape Canaveral.
-. mil&
. Pioneer
V passed more than a million miles from Earth still
a d t t i n g clearly with its 6-watt radio.
March 23: The Army launched for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration an intended radiation belt satellite in the
Explorer series, using a Juno I1 four stage booster with a takeoff
weight of 120,000 pounds. The satellite was intended to enter an
orbit with an apogee of 33,000 miles and a perigee of 200 miles,
incbed 28 degrees to the Equator, and a period of 17 hours.
The purpose was to make an extended study of the electrons and
protons in the Van Allen Belts. The 22.8 pound payload was
aesembled in a cylinder weighing 35.3 pounds. After first stage
burnout, communications ceased, and i t was believed that one
of the upper stages failed to i p i t e .
-:
For the second time, a n t a n missile flew ita full 5,000 mile
intended route from Cape Cenaveral. A capsule was recovered.
-:
It waa disclosed at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories that
true theimonuclear fusion has been accomplished in B controlled
'
laboratmy device. This was achieved by Scylla 11, at about 13
maion degrees centigrade for a little less than a millionth of a "
second. This still represents a long way to go to achieve practical
power generation.
Maroh !24-25: The first meeting of the Scientific Advisory Panel of
the House Committee on Science and Astronautics was held in
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Polaris missile with its new inertial guidance system
m8de a successful fight of more than 900 miles from Cape Canaveral.
The first a g h t of the X-15 with a NASA ilot (Joee h A'
Wdller) waa carried out following proving testa North imer-
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Much 25: The.&)epartmentof Defense announced the assignment of

highest prioity status to Project Midas, the missile detection
8 stem based on idxared satellite surveillance.
Marc[ 28: The first static test of two of eight engines in the Ssturn
launoh vehicle wa8 carried out.
March 29 :The first fully guided flight of a Polaris ftom the Observation
Island traveled 700 milm, but fell short of its target.
A p i l 1 : A 1004oot b d o o n was launched by rocket from Wallops
Island, Va., to an altitude of 235 miles. This was the fourth
test, and it traveled 570 miles from the point of launch.
: The F’rehch Government exploded a second nuclear device
in the Sahara desert of Algeria near Reggan.
: The N&ional Aeronautics and Space Administration put
into orbit the Tirm I weather reporting satellite. It wa8 launched
from Cape Canaveral by a Thor Able rocket with a takeoff
weight of 105,000 pounds. The satellite was a cylinder 19 inches
long and 42 inch- in diameter, covered with 9,200 solah cells
for its power source to the nickel-cadmium batteriea. The total
weight put into orbit was 320 pounds of which 270 represented
the satellite itself. It was placed in a nearly circular orbit with
an apogee of 468 mdes and a perigee of 430 miles. The puiod
was 99 minutes. The orbit was inclined 48.3O to the Equahr.
It carried two television viewing cameras, one with B wide angle
lens, the other narrow. Tape recorders carried the pictures to
broadcast them to Earth on command. The wide angle lens
camera viewed about an 800-mile square at a time, the n&oW
angle lens took in about 30. The satellite was built by the
Radio Carp. of America under the direction of the Fort MOW
mouth Army Sign$ LabortatoTies. In a matter of h m the
first pictures were delivered to President Eisenhower; they
showed a map and cloud cover of the Gulf of St. Lawrence area.
Tiros broadcasted its pictures on two FM radios at 236 mega&ycles
with 2 watts each and tracking information on 108 and 108.03
megacycles, with 30 megawatts. Pictures were received until
June 29, 1960.
April 2 : The Soviet fist cosmic rocket with a weight of 8,245 pounds
completed it&first orbit around the! Sun since its lauhching on
January 2,1959.
April 4 : Tiros had already returned over 1,000 pictures of the Earth
by the end of this day.
-:
The Saviet Union refused to join in an agreemetnt to p d i b i t
the
launchbing of nuclear bombs into orbit mlem the United
0
States agreed to liquidate all military bases abroad.
-:
The Nationd Radio Astronomy Observatory, f 3 ~ e e nBank,
W. Va., began a program of listening for possible i n t a g e n t
signals from space, on the chance that some pattern of szrtificidity can be found buried in the natural “noise” 6f signals.
This work has been given the name Project Ozma. Direcjed by
Dr. Frank D. Drake, the! first two targets were Tau C&i and
Epsilon Bidani, two of the nearat suns in our galaxy. Inljtid
listening waB on 1,424) megacycles, that at which hydrogen emits
radio energy, An eskirnate has been made that IO percent d the
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stars in this gdaxg may conceivably have life supporting planets,
suggesting as many as 20 billion such systems. No major expectation is held that present techniques are likely to detect
meaningful signals.
April 6: Saturn was static fired again, this time with four of eight
engines turned on at the same time.
: The h
y disclosed it was testing a ruby Maser device
which would increase possible space communications distance by
a, factor of ten.
: Sputnik I11 reentered the atmosphere and burned. It was
last detected by a Canadian radar dish at Prince Albert, Saskatchewan at an altitude of 90 miles. Its radio equipment continued to
broadcast on command until it was destroyed by reentry.
-:
It was announced that Dr. Vannevar Bush had filed a statement with the House Committee on Science and Astronautics to
the general effect that plans to put a man into space are little
more than a stunt. He contended that instruments can do more
than a man in such a location.
April 7: Major General Donald N. Yates was named Deputy Director
of Defense Research and Engineering for Ranges and Space
Ground Support.
-:
An Atlas exploded on the pad a t Cape Canaveral.
April 8: A Titan was launched from Cape Canaveral on a 3,800-mile
flight, but the second stage engine terminated its firing prematurely, and the missile fell short of its programed distance.
April 9: The U.S.S. Padrick Henry was commissioned as the second
nuclear-powered Polaris-launching submarine.
April 11: The House sent the supplemental bill for $23 million in the
1960 budget of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration to the White House.
April 13: Transit I-B, a Navy navigation satellite was successfully
laced into orbit following its launch at Cape Canaveral. It was
faunched by a Thor Able Star rocket with a takeoff weight of
105,000 pounds into a near circular orbit inclined 51 degrees to
the Equator, with a perigee of 233 miles and an apogee of 479
miles. The total weight in orbit was 315 pounds of which 265
pounds were in the satellite. It was expected that ships sighting
on the Doppler radio signals could determine their position with
an accuracy of one half mile. The full operational system later
with four such satellites in orbit would provide greater accuracies.
The satellite was spherical in shape, measuring 36 inches in diameter, and had a double band of solar power cells around its,
equator. Its two ultrastable oscillators broadcasted on 54 mc,
162 mc, 216 mc, and 324 mc. An infrared scanner measured the
rate of spin.
-:
The British Government decided to drop its development. of
the Blue Streak long range ballistic missile, planning to purchase
instead American wea ons or plans, with particular interest
centered on the Sky Bo t air-launched ballistic missile.
April '14: A Polaris test vehicle was launched for the first time from
underwater, igniting after it sprung from the underwater tube
off San Clemente 'Island. I t carried only 5 seconds of fuel supply
in order to limit the flight for easy recovery.
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April 14: William M. Holaday had his resignation accepted by President Eisenhower, releasing him from the post of Chairman of
the Civilian-Military Liaison Committee which committee the
President had recommended be abolished by revision of the
Nationd Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958. The effective date
of resignation was April 30.
: Courtney A. Metzger at the Aerospace Medical Laborator ,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, emerged from a space capsu e
after existing for 1 week with a self-sustained source of oxygen,
water recycling equipment, and other devices to make him independent of a natural environment for the equivalent of a space
flight.
April 15: The Army disclosed that it was developing a prophylaxis
against radiation which might he important to future flight
through space.
*. D k o v e r e r XI was successfully launched into orbit from
Vandenberg Air Force Base. It was launched into a near polar
orbit by a Thor-Agena rocket with a takeoff weight of 108,500
pounds. The satellite Agena stage weighed 1,700 pounds after
burnout., was a cylinder about 17 feet long. Circling the world
every 92.35 minutes, it had an apogee of 380 miles and a perigee
of 109.5 miles, and t'he orbit was inclined 80.1' to the Equator.
Its payload included a 300-pound reentry vehicle measuring 27
by 33 inches and also Transit-type Doppler beacon and external
light for optical tracking. The Agena stage reentered and burned
April 26, 1960.
April 16: On the 17th pass the capsule of Discoverer XI was separated on command, but telemetry indicated it remained in orbit,
so recovery could not be effected by the planes and ships near
Hawaii. Later measurements revealed it fell from its shallow
orbit about April 26, 10 days late.
April 17: Pioneer V reached a distance of 5 million miles from Earth,
and its 5-watt transmitter could still be heard broadcasting
telemetry.
April 18: A test version of the new Scout rocket system was launched
a t Wallops Island. One of the two live stages fired, but the
second did not. The rocket climbed about 30 miles and fell
into the Atlantic 80 miles away.
. A Polaris missile was test fired from the Observation Island,
a support ship, but there appeared to be a second stage malfunction.
. NASA selected Avco and General Electric to carry out
0
development studies of an electric rocket engine.
April 19: The Army test fired another Redstone carrying a television
camera to be ejected to observe the target impact.
: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration announced it was negotiating with Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge a
contract for the dsvelopment of a solar power plant, Sunflower I,
for use in space craft.
: An Aerobee-Hi rocket launched a t White Sands, N. Mex.,
brought back from an altitude of 130 miles a series of X-ray
hotographs of the Sun. The experiment was conducted by the
&mal Research Laboratory.
%
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April 19: The House of Representatives tentatively approved a cut of
$38,985,000 in the fiscal 1961 proposed budget of $915 million for
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, as recommended by the Appropriations Committee. The door was left
open to later increases either in conference with the Senate or by
supplemental appropriation.
April 20: By remote control, the spin of Transit I-B was reduced
from 170 revolutions per minute to 4 ; this was slated to be
removed, too, to allow the conducting of further experiments.
: The third Soviet Cosmic Rocket’s “Automatic Interplanetary
Station” reentered and burned.
April 21 : For the third time, a Titan rnissilc was sent 5,000 miles on
a flight from Cape Canaveral.
April 22: An Atlas missile was fired successfully for the first time
from a “coffin” hangar at Vandenberg Air Force Base.
April 23: It was revealed that a few days previously the failure of a
diode in Pioneer V, then 5.5 million miles from Earth, was
garbling the telemetry received. By careful analysis, Robert E.
Gottfried was able to deduce the source of the trouble so that by
reinterpretation of all the suspect data, its correct meaning could
be found.
April 25: A successful flight of more than 1,000 milcs was made by a
Polaris missile from Cape Canaveral.
April 26: NASA announced the award to the Aeronutronic Division
of the Ford Motor Co. of a contract to construct a 300-pound
payload to be landed on the Moon during 1961.
: NASA announced the award to Douglas Aircraft Corp. of a
contract to construct the second stages for the Saturn launch
vehicle building at Huntsville, Ala., using four Pratt & Whitney
Centaur hydrogen-oxygen engines.
: Both the Agena stage and the capsule of Discoverer XI
reentered and burned.
: An Acrobee-Hi roclwt WAS launched a t Wallops Island, Va.,
to reach an altitude of 137 miles, carrying instruments to study
nighttime ultraviolet radiation.
April 27 : Duncan Sandys disclosed that the United Kingdom was
studying the possibility of a cooperative space research effort
with Western Europe which would use the Blue Streak missile
as a satellite launching device.
: The Air Force gave the go-ahead signal on Dyna-Soar, the
winged space glider, by releasing funds to the Boeing Airplane Co.
April 28: A successful first test was made in launching a Nike-Zeus .
rocket from an underground launcher.
April 29: An Acrobee-Hi rocket WAS launched a t Wnllopa Island, Va.,
to reach an altitude of about 155 miles, in a study of the upper
atmosphere.
: All eight engines of the Saturn were ground-tested simultaneously a t Huntsville, Ala., for the first time.
: Two flight tests of the Polaris missile were successfully
conducted within 4 hours, from Cape Canaveral.
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May 1: A high altitude reconnaissance U-2 aircraft of the United
States Government made a forced landing in the vicinity of
Sverdlovsk, U.S.S.R., and its pilot, Francis G. Powers was
taken dive. Apparently, in a flight from Turkey and Pakistan,
he had flown over the Tyura Tam missile and satellite center
near the Aral Sea and then was headed for the Soviet Arctic and
Norway. His fli ht was part of an undisclosed number designed
to provide the f Jnited States with both scientific data on the
upper atmosphere, and coverage of Soviet military activity in
regions less open to our observers than corresponding bases in
the United States to Soviet observers. Among other implications were questions about high altitude flight and their similarities to and differences from space flight, from a legal point of
view.
May 3 : The Senate passed an authorization for fiscal 1961 for the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration of $970 million,
representing an increase of $50 million over the amount required
by the admmistration, and in contrast to the $915 million authorized by the House and approximately $876 million appropriated
in the House bill.
May 5: Premier Khrushchev disclosed that the rocket forces of the
Soviet Union had been set up as a sepaxate branch of the armed
services. They were under the command of Marshal Mitrofan
Ivanovich Nedelin.
: France fired a 4-stage rocket to 94 miles altitude.
May 6: An Atlas was launched at Vandenberg Air Force Base from
its "coffin" hangar, but had to be destroyed moments later at an
altitude of 5,000 feet.
-:
The Minuteman made its first public successful flight from a
steel-lined underground launch pad. It carried fuel for only 2j4
seconds, for the purpose was to test successful ejection, not
distance.
: The X-15 with Major Robert White as pilot flew to 60,000
feet at Mach 2.3.
May 8: At a distance of 8 million miles from Earth, Pioneer V was
commanded to switch from its 5-watt transmitter to the 150-watt
device. The more powerful transmitter responded clearly. But
because of the power drain, interrogation was to be held down to
2 or 3 minutes every 6 to 8 hours. To date, 109 hours of data
had been returned to Earth.
May 9: The first roduction model of the Project Mercury capsule
was successfu y launched from Wallops Island to test the escape
system. The capsule reached 2,540 feet, then was landed by
and returned by helicopter to the hangar 17 minutes
parachute
after launch.
Mav 10: The U.S.S. Triton surfaced off the coast of Delaware after
"an 84-da cruise of 41,519 miles around the world submerged.
Captain Edward L. Beach was skipper of the nuclear-powered
craft.
May 12: An X-15 ventured beyond gliding range of its base in a
110-mile Q h t during which it reached an altitude of 75,000 feet
and a speed of 1,850 miles per hour. Joseph A. Walker was pilot.
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May 12: I t was announced that two regular Strategic Air Command
crews had just completed 15-day siiiiulated spnce trips sealed in a
cabin a t Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, carrying out arithnietic, perception, audio, and other tcsts a t a flight console in the
cabin. They worked on a cycle of 4 hours on duty alternating
with 2 off.
May 13: A Titan made its fourth straight successful flight of 5,000
miles froin Capc Canaveral and a data capsule was retrieved.
___ : Tlic first launching attenipt a t Capc Canavernl was made for
the Project Echo passive coiiirnunicatioris balloon satellite, using
a Tlior Delta vehicle with a takeoff weight of 112,000 pounds,
but it failcd to orbit when the second stage altitude controls inalfunctioned. The payload was 205 pounds.
May 14 : The organization of an Iritcriiatiorial Academy of Astronautics was announced by the International Astronautical Federation
and the Daniel and Florence Guggenlieim Foundation.
: The U.Y.S. Abraham Lincoln, fifth Polaris subiiiarine, was
launched a t Portsmouth, N.H.
May 15: The Soviet Union placed in orbit a spaceship satellite, sonietiines referred to as Korabl Sputnik I, arid in tlie Western press
as Sputnik IV. Tlie device included a ship weight of 10,009
pounds not including the weight of the accompmj-ing final stage
rocket. In the payload were 3,250 pounds of instruments and
cquipirient plus a self sustaining biological cabin of 5,512 pounds.
The ship was put in an orbit with a perigee of 195 miles and an
apogee of 230 niilcs, very nearly circular, and inclined 64.9' to
tlie Equator. It had a period of 91.1 minutes. The cabin contained a duriiiny astronaut designed in size, weight, and other
characteristics to be equivalent to a huriian passenger as a check
on the smooth functioning of the life support systeiri. The sliip
carried both batteries and solar cells to supply power. Tlie radio
broadcast telerrietry and taped voice messages on 19.095 mc. It
was announced that later on cornrnimd thc pressurized cnbin
would be separated from tlie rest of the ship, but no effort would
be niade to retrieve it. The cabin would descend on coinniand
and burn on reentry.
-- : Soviet scientists said that the spaceship satellite was boosted
by the same type powerful rocket which had been tested in the
Pacific in January.
-- : Dr. John Httgen of NASA described tile new Soviet ship as
representing a ininor step forward, suggesting the real problem
was to get such a vehicle sdely buck to Earth, and noting that
apparently the Soviet Union lagged in this aspect of its satellite
progriirn.
May 16: It was revealed thiit since April the United States had begun
testing its first BMEWS radar station in Greenland by sweeping
the Soviet [Jiiion as a first step toward a11ability to detect ICBM
lnunchings toward this country.
May 17: Another static test of the Saturn generated 1.3 inillion pounds
01 thrust for 30 seconds at Huntsville, Ala.
h4ay 18: A Polaris launched froin the ship simulator a t Capc Canavera1 made a successful flight of 1,000 nautical miles.
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May 19: The X-15 reached an altitude of 107,000 feet, its highest to
date, with Major Robert M. White as pilot.
: The rocket carrier of the third Soviet Cosmic Rocket (Lunik
111) reentered and burned.
. The Soviet Union sent a command which was to brake the
space ship satellite, including cabin, for reentry. However, a fault
developed in the attitude control, and the retro rockets instead
of bringing reentry pushed the ship into a new higher orbit with
a perigee of 196 miles and an apogee of 418 miles. In other respects, the Soviet authorities claimed that all systems including
attitude stabilization had worked smoothly. United States trackers detected a total of seven new objects in the higher orbit with
the ship. Presumably one of these was the separated biocapsulc
or cabin with the dummy astronaut.
May 20: For the first time, an AtIas missile was launched from Cape
Canaveral, climbing 1,000 miles to fly 9,042 miles, landing in the
Indian ocean, a new world’s record for ICBM distance. The Air
Force announced that the Atlas successfully dropped its nose cone
in the intended impact area 1,000 miles southeast of Capetown.
Two U.S. aircraft and a ship were a t the impact area to witness
the blazing reentry. The nose cone did not carry a reduced
weight, but a full load of about 1,000 pounds of instruments, and
such ballast as to simulate the weight of a hydrogen warhead.
May 23: A fully guided Polaris missile launched from the Observation
Island off Cape Canaveral made a successful flight of over 1,000
nautical miles.
May 24: The Air Force put into orbit from Cape Canaveral Midas 11,
the first successfully launched missile detection alarm system.
It was launched by an Atlas Agena rocket combination with a
takeoff weight of 260,000 pounds carrying about 5,000 pounds of
second stage into orbit, with more than 3,000 pounds of payload.
The orbit achieved was nearly circular, with a perigee of 292.1
miles and an apogee of 322 miles. Its orbital time was 94.34
minutes. Midas contained infrared detecting equipment t? spot
the launching of missiles, and was viewed as a contribution to
peace by the warning it might give of any otherwise surprise
attack. The satellite was about 22 feet long and had a diameter
of 5 feet. It is worth noting that the payload of Midas I1 exceeded that announced for Sputnik 111. Midas I1 was given an
inclination of 33 degrees to the Equator to minimize any potential diplomatic problems with the Soviet Union.
May 25: The Army fired its fifth and last early model Nike-Zeus
rocket.
May 26: It was disclosed that the signalling system in Midas I1 malfunctioned so that there was doubt that it would be able to perform its intended test work with the detection system. The
stabilization system to keep the tip pointed toward Earth did
work as desired.
--.
. All eight engines of Saturn were test fired for 35.16 seconds.
May 27: A fifth straight successful shot was made with the Titan
missile over a 5,000-mile range from Cape Canaveral.
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May 27: The Navy launched to 135 miles altitude at White Sands,
N.Mex. an Aerobee-Hi rocket carrying eight telescopes to provide if possible the most complete map of the sky ever obtained
by ultraviolet light.
-*
. Tiros I was commanded from the ound to step up its rate
of spin. Two small rockets were f i e f At time of launch the
rate was 120 revolutions per minute. This was slowed down to
10 by spinning off a pair of weights. By the 819th orbit, this
had dropped to 9.4, and the first pair of small rockets were fired
to brin the rate up to 12.85,
May 31: he National Aeronautics and Space Administration
launched by rocket in the fifth test at Wallops Island another
100-foot balloon in preparation for Echo, and it attained an
altitude of 210 miles, landing 540 miles away. It carried two
beacon transmitters.
*. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration selected Rocketdyne to develop a 200,000-pound thrust liquid
e burning hydrogen and oxy en.
Junerocket
1: Presi ent Eisenhower si ed the NA A fiscal 1961 authorization bill calling for $970 m' ion in funds.
June 2: A Redstone missile was fired at White Sands to land 120
miles away in a new extended drop zone, and it carried a new
battlefield surveillance TV system, which would show the tar et
area before and after the impact of the missile warhead. #he
television was carried in a stabilized capsule ejected from the
reentry body during the downward leg of the trajectory.
June 2-3: The second meeting of the Scientific Advisory Panel of
the House Committee on Science and Technology was held in
Washington.
June 3: The Saturn eight-engine assembly was test fired for 75
seoonds.
June 5: The Navy launched the largest balloon yet built in a cosmic
ray test. The launching was made from Brunswick, Ga. The
balloon had a diameter of 500 feet, was of plastic only 1/1000 of
an inch thick, and contained 10 million cubic feet of helium.
The balloon and payload weighed over 2jg tons, the heaviest load
so lifted over 100,000 feet.
June 7: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration anto the Hughes
nounced the award of a contract for an ion engine
Aircraft Co.
A Polaris missile launched at Cape Canaveral suffered a
second-stm failure and did not g o its intended 1,000 miles.
June 8: An X-75 aircraft suffered a se"r;ousexplosion during a ground
test, but Scott Crossfield, who was in it, was not in'ured.
J W 9 : The Saturn eight-engine assembly was test f!red for 110
seconds.
June 11: An Atlas missile with an all-inertial guidance system made
a successful fli ht 5,000 miles from Cape Canaveral. It arrived
at the intendeI f target point.
June 14 : The SNAP4 experimental space nuclear reactor completed
147,300 kilowatt-hours of opemtion, including 1,000 hours of
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June 15: The Astronomer Royal of Britain, Dr. Richard Van Der

Riet Wooley summed up all talk of interplanetary travel as
“utter ,&e.”
This was related to his assessment .of the inhospitable environment of other planets and the great cost of
round trip travel.
. The Saturn was run for 122 seconds with all eight engines
burning, a t Huntsville in a new static test.
The Soviet Union made a biological payload rocket test.
(&e entry of July 5, 1960.)
June 16: Westin house made public a new thermionic-thermoelectric
converter 8 owing direct conversion of energy in a nuclear reactor from heat to electricity without the usual translation
through a turbine and generator. The promise of great welghtsavings in satellites was held out by successful development of
the aew power device.
*took over responsibility for the operations of the
Pacific
- Mise e Range, in implementation of the coordinated
national m k i l e range program, with Maj. Gen. Donald Yates
mordinating all ranges and tracking at the Department of
Defense.
June 18: The Navy ended its search for the world’s largest balloon
launched on June 5 at Brunswick, Ga. I t was last sighted 650
miles wesbsouthwest of San Diego.
*. The French Government set off an explosive charge a t an
altitude of 87 miles, using a Veronique rocket fired at Colomb
Bechar, Algeria. The purpose of the test was to measure shock
waves in the upper atmosphere, and to study the magnetic field
of Earth.
June 20: The Air Force placed a contract with Martin for 8 new
Titan I1 missile, designed to use storable fuel, an all-inertial
guidance system, and eater capacity for distance and payload.
June 21: A fully guided Po aris missile was launched from the Observation Island and flew over 900 nautical miles to its target.
June 22: An Atlas made a successful flight from Cape Canaveral to
its target 5,000 miles away, carr g a new tactical nose cone.
*. A successful Polaris missile aunching was conducted w t h a
flight exceeding 1,000 miles from the Cape CanaveraI ship
-. simulator.
. The Navy put into orbit two satellites with a sin le launching
vehicle. Using Thor Able Star, with a takeoff wek t of 105,000
pounds, an Air Force crew put up the Navy’s Transit II-A, a
36-inCh sphere weighing 223 pounds, and also a 20-inch sphere,
42-pound Naval Research Laboratory scientific satellite, sometimes called GREB. Also in orbit was the 50-pound empty rocket
case of the h a 1 stage. Transit II-A had an apogee of 665 miles
and a perigee of 389 miles. The smaller sateflite had similar
orbital elements, namely 657 and 382 miles respectively. Their
periods were both just under 102 minutes, and their orbits were inclined just under 67 degrees to the Equator. Both carried solar
cells. GREB broadcasted on 108 megacycles, and Transit II-A
on 64 megacycles, 162megacycles 216 megacycles, and 324 megacycles with signals from the two uitrastable oscillators. Batteries
were nickel-cadmium.
e--
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June 24: A 500-watt SNAP turbine alternator was run for 2,500 hours
at design conditions.
June 25: The Aerospace Corp. mas set up as a nonprofit research arm
to serve the Air Force, as oiie step in the process to free the Space
Technology Laboratories froin its existing roles to a position
more nearly equal to that of other contractors.
June 26: The last radio contact was made with Pioneer V by the
Jodrell Bank Radio Telescope near Manchester, England, then
estimated to be a t a distance of 22,462,740 miles from Earth arid
moving away a t a speed of 21,000 miles per hour. The final
6-minute message was broadcast by a 5-watt transmitter, following a coiiirriand broadcast by the Jodrell Bank Station.
June 28: The Soviet Union announced tlie opening of a new series
of Pacific Ocean niissile tests between July 5 and 31, generally
in tlic area of the previous tests 1,000 i d e s southwest of Hawaii.
Juiie 29 : Discoverer XI1 mas fired toward a polar orbit froin Vandenberg using a Thor-Agena rocket with a takeoff’ weight of 108,500
pounds, but apparently failed to achieve sufficient velocity to
attain an orbit Sor the Agena stage of 1,700 pounds with 300
pound reentry capsule. It burned over the South Pacific.
: Tiros I ended its useful transmission of‘ weather pictures from
outer space after the receipt of‘ 22,952 views, of which over 60
percent were of good quality useful to meteorological research.
June 30: A Polaris test vehicle vas successfully fired Eroiii unclerwntcr
:it tlie Sail Clcnicrite Island test station in CalifoniiiL. It ctwried
only a sniall charge of fuel as an aid to irnniedinte recovery a t the
site.
July 1: Chloroplij 11 has been produced syntlictically for tlie first
time in both the United States and Germany, according to
announcement on this date.
: The George C. hiarshall Space Flight Center was officially
opened with Dr. Wernher von Braun as Director.
: The complete Scout rocket was launched for the first time,
but the fourth stage separation and firing was not accomplished
because of a tracking failure external to the vehicle. It had been
intended for a climb to 2,300 miles, and a distance of 4,700
niiles, carrying a pay load of 1,931 pounds.
-:
The first operational version of the Titan failed in launch a t
Cape Canaveral.
--.
. Congress approved the full $915,000,000 appropriation rcquested for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
for fiscal year 1961. This followed a $39 million cut by the
House and a $50 niillion increase by the Senate from the original
amount requested ; in conference the exact amount originally
requested was agreed to.
July 2 : A reconnaissance R B 4 7 aircraft was reported missing and
presumed down over the Barents Sea north of the Soviet Union.
: The House Committee on Science and Astronautics called
for a revision of the Kational Space Program timetable so as to
put a mbnned expedition on the Moon during this decade rather
than “after 1970”, as provided in the NASA 10-year program.
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July 4: The United States Navy reported the presence of Soviet
missile recovery ships at a position about 1,000 miles southwest
of Hawaii, arranged in a triangular formation about 40 miles
apart.
July 5 : The Soviet Union announced that during an unspecified time
in June, a Soviet rocket carried two dogs and a rabbit to an
altitude of 130 miles, following which they were successfully recovered. One dog, named Otvazhnaya (Courageous or Daring),
was on her fifth flight. The single-stage rocket carried a total
weight in animals and instruments of 4,629 pounds. The rocket
carried cameras for photographing cloud systems over a vast
area. (Later Soviet disclosures identified this test as occurring
June 15, 1960, and added further details. The rocket measured
electric fields, infrared radiation, ionization, free electrons,
the neutral composition of the atmosphere, ultraviolet light,
pressure, and air density in addition to the cloud cover photographs and biological experiments. The launching apparently
took place a t Kapustin Yar.)
*. The first Soviet rocket of the new series was fired approximately 8,078 miles from an unspecified point in the U.S.S.R.,
speculatively placed at T.yura Tam, to the preannounced Soviet
target area 1,000 miles southwest of Hawaii. The Soviet Union
announced that the test involved a ppwerftil booster carrying a
dummy last stage which arrived in close proximity to the target
after a climb to 744 miles altitude. U S . Navy aircraft witneased the reentry through the atmosphere.
July 6: A Polaris missile launched at Cape Canaveral achieved only
a partial success when the second stagc cut off prematurely.
July 7 : The Soviet Union claimed a “bullls-eye’l at about 8,078 miles
distance and altitude peak of 744 miles on their second shot of
the new test series in the Pacific, and that the results obtained
justified ending the series immediately, thus reopening the area to
commercial air and sea traffic. Again, the arrival of the dummy
stage was witnessed by U.S. Navy aircraft.
-’
. Announcement was made of the invention of the Laser by
the Hughes Research Laboratories. Using a synthetic ruby, it
is capable of amplifying light, producing highly directional
beams of pure color. The name stands for “light amplification
. by stimulated emission of radiation.’’ The project was headed
by Dr. Theodore H. Maiman.
: A Polaris was launched by the Observation Island off Cape
Canaveral, and ran wild requiring dest,ruction by the range
safety officer.
July 8: The Kiwi-A Prime experimeiital nuclear reactor was successfully tested a t full power a t Jackass Flats, Nev. in the development program for Project Rover.
July 9: Premier Khrushchev threatened the United States with
rocket war if it intervened militarily in Cuba, in a speech to a
Soviet teachers’ convention. He cited the just-concluded Pacific
rocket tests aa evidence of Soviet capabilities.
July 10: The House Science and Astronautics Committee called for
a strengthened national program of oceanographic research.
86438-6l-S
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July 11: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration selected Hughes, North American, Space Technology Laboratory,
and McDonnell to study designs for a lunar soft landing vehicle.
: The Bell Telephone Co. outlined to the Federal Communications Commission a plan for worldwide telephone and television
service based upon a network of about 50 satellites in polar orbits
at about 3,000 miles altitude. It was estimated that providing
600 telephone circuits plus television to 13 pairs of worldwide
terminals would total $170 million. It suggested that the
expense of such a system could be shared by Bell with companies
abroad. These would be active repeater satellites.
: R.C.A. announced the development of a new experimental
thermionic energy converter with an efficiency of about 14
percent in the direct conversion of heat at 1,100 degrees centigrade to electric energy. It is expected to have important applications in space flight.
: Richard E. Horner, Associate Administrator of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration announced his departure
from Government to become senior vice president for technical
matters at the Northrop Corp.
: Dr. Ivan A. Getting, vice president for research and engineering of the Raytheon Co. was named first president of the
Aerospace Corp. , new .nonprofit organization formed to manage
Air Force missile and space programs.
: The Soviet Union announced that it shot down the missing
RR-47 on July 1, and that the plane had violated Soviet territory
on a reconnaissance mission. Two members of the crew survived
and awaited trial.
July 12: The United Stat.es charged the Soviet Union with a wanton
attack on the RB-47 over international waters and insisted that
it had proof the aircraft at no time flew over Soviet territorial
waters.
___.
. The University of Manchester Radio Telescope Facility
at Jodrell Bank, Cheshire, was to be known henceforth as the
Nuffield Radio Astronomy Laboratories, Jodrell Bank, named
after the NufIield Foundation which contributed toward the
cost of the laboratories. Professor A. C. B. Love11 remained
--. as .Director.
The Air Force entered into a contract with General Electric
to produce a new rocket and missile tracking system to be
ready a t Cape Canaveral in 1962 with an accuracy of 10 to
1,000 times greater than existing systems. It was termed
Mistram, meaning “missile trajectory measurement system”.
The first unit was to operate over distances in excess of 1,000
miles, covering a range of accelerations between 750 and 50,000
feet per second.
July 13: The first five-stage Strongarm I11 missile to probe the
upper atmosphere was launched at Wallops Island, Va. Intended to rise 1,100 miles and plunge into the Atlantic 700 to
900 miles away, it failed to reach the desired speed and altitude.
It was built by the Army Ordnance Corps and was launched by
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
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July 15; A Polaris missile was successfully fired over 1,000 nautical
miles down range from Cape Canaveral.
July 17: The rocket case in orbit used to launch Korabl Sputnik I
on May 15 reentered the atmosphere and burned over the
Pacific Ocean.
July 18: Robert C. Seamans, Jr., formerly with RCA, was named
Associate Administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
July 19: Sixteen mice in a cosmic ray experiment were recovered
near Jordan, Mont., after a flight to 133,000 feet in a balloon
and 575 miles from the launch site near Bemid'i, Minn. These
and other specimens were su plied by the Sc 001 of Aviation
Medicine and civilian medic3 organizations, according to the
Air Force.
*. A fulls guided Polaris missile was successfully fired over
1,000 nautical miles down range from Cape Canaveral.
July 20: A Polaris missile was launched for the first time from a
submerged submarine. The George Washington was 30 miles
off Cape Canaveral, and the missile flew to a preselected impact
area 1,150 nautical miles down the Atlantic missile range. About
' 3 hours later, a second shot was made with similar results.
July 22: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
launched the first Iris sounding rocket at Wallops Island, Va.
. This was designed to carry 100 pounds to an altitude of 200
miles. On this flight it reached an altitude of 140 miles.
July 25: In United Nations debate Henry Cabot Lodge disclosed
charta which showed from U.S. tracking records that the Soviet
'
Union tried to force the R B 4 7 into Soviet territorial airspace,
and failing that, shot it down far at sea.
July 26: The Soviet Union vetoed a United States proposal for an
independent investigation of the R B 4 7 incident by the United
Nations. Mr. Lodge disclosed track charts of similar Soviet
flights near Alaska which included some actual violation of U.S.
territorial waters. The Soviet representative denied the validity
of all U S . counterclaims.
July 28: A Titan started on a 5,000-mile flight from Cape Canaveral
had a premature first4age shutdown so that the missile landed
in the ocean 80 miles away.
July 29: Geoffrey de Freitas addressed the House of Commons as a
' Labour member to urge a British space program on the Government, building around the recently cancelled Blue Streak missile.
-:
An Atlas booster lifted an unmanned Mercury capsule in
test MA-1, at Cape Canaveral, but the Atlas exploded shortly
after takeoff. Telemetry continued for 65 seconds until the
capsule impacted the Atlantic a few miles off the Cape.
-:
The SNAP-10 300-electric-kilowatt reactor reached criticality. I t was to be thermoelectric with no moving parts in
of heat to electncity.
-. translation
. The National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
1
announced the successor to Mercury for manned space flight
would be called Apollo, to carry three men either in sustained
orbital flight or on circumlunar flight.
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July 30 : The George Washington successfully launched a third Polaris
missile from underwater, and it struck the preselected target area
1,100 miles down range.
July 31 : Dr. John F. Victory, employee number one of the NACA in
1915 and recently Assistant to the Administrator of NASA,
retired after 52 years of Government service.
August 1: The George Washington launched a fourth Polaris missile
in a partially successful operation, but the missile had to be
destroyed 47 seconds later when it veered off course at an altitude
of about 10 miles.
. The first photographs were made public of the U.S. Air
Force and Army Avrocar saucer-shaped hovercraft being developed in Canada.
August 2: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
launched for the Army Ordnance Corps a five-stage Strongarm
rocket from Wallops Island, Va. The fifth stage failed to function and the maximum altitude attained was only 300 miles;
however some useful data were attained on upper atmosphere
electron densities for about 32 seconds. The goal had been to
reach 1,100 miles altitude.
-.
. A completely successful flight was made by a Polaris missile
on an 1,100-nautical-mile flight from Cape Canaveral.
August 3: The first public demonstration was carried out of a twoway telephone call relayed by bouncing off the surface of the
Moon. The terminals were a t Holmdel, N.J., and Goldstone,
Calif.
-.
. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration launched
a Sparrowbee test rocket from Wallops Island, Va., to an elevation
of 260 miles, carrying an instrumentation payload of 55 pounds
built a t the University of Michigan Space Research Laboratory.
August 4: The X-15 set a world speed record for manned flight with
Joe Walker of NASA at the controls, a speed of 2,196 miles per
hour. Dropped from a B-52 at 45,000 feet over Silver Lake,
Calif., the X-15 was pushed in a 4-minute burst of rocket power
to 78,000 feet.
: The United States Government announced settlement of the
patent claims of the estate of Dr. Robert H. Goddard. Mrs.
Goddard transferred her rights for an undisclosed consideration,
and the full sum of $1 million was to be paid to the Daniel and
Florence Guggenheim Foundation, the nonprofit organization
which financed much of Dr. Goddard’s early work.
-.
. A new distance record for Polaris was set in a firing from
Cape Canaveral to a point over 1,100 nautical miles away.
August 9: An Atlas missile was launched a t Cape Canaveral to fly
more than 7,000 miles. The missile reached an altitude of about
1,000 miles, and carried 1,000 pounds of instruments in the dummy
warhead.
August 10: The Army launched a new canard version of the Nike
Zeus rockrt.
-_. . In the first full success of the operational model, a Titan J
flew 5,000 miles from Cape Canaveral. Reentry telemet>rpwas
received. A data capsule was recovered from the nose cone.
*-
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August 10: Discoverer XI11 was successfully launched into a polar orbit

from Vandenberg. Using a Thor Agcna vehicle with a takeoff
weight of 108,500 pounds, thr weight placed in orbit was 1,700
pounds including a 300-pound reentry capsule. The apogee was
436 miles and the perigee 161 miles. Orbital time was 94 minutes,
and the orbit was inclined 82'51' from the Equator. The nose
section contained detailed instrumentation to check the performance of as many parameters of the satellite as possible as an aid
to further improvements. The Agena stage reentered and burned
November 14, 1960.
August 11: On the 17th trip around the world, a signal was sent
to Discoverer XI11 from Alaska, and the reentry rockets were
fired which brought the 300-pound capsule back through the
atmosphere northwest of Hawaii. It fell somewhat outside the
intended 200- by 60-mile drop area, and air retrieval was not
possible. However, the Haiti Victory reached its location, and
Navy frogmen recovered the capsule safely, using a helicopter
for the pickup. This represented the first time an object was
returned from orbit and recovered by the launching nation.
August 12: The X-15 aircraft set R new world's record for altitude
over Edwards Air Force Base, California. With Major Robert
M. White a t the controls, it reached an altitude of 136,500 feet.
-.
. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration successfully put into orbit Echo I, a 100-foot diameter aluminized mylar
plastic balloon to serve as a passive communications reflector.
Launched by a Thor Delta vehicle combination with a takeoff
weight of 112,000 pounds, the new satellite attained an apogee
of 1,049 miles and a perigee of 946 miles. The orbit was inclined
47.2' to the equator, and had a period of 118.3 minutes. The
rocket carrier had an apogee of 1,030 miles and a perigee of 954
miles. The payload weight amounted to 163.4 pounds, and
the total weight in orbit was 241.4 pounds. At altitude, the cover
of the folded balloon was blown off, and residual air plus sublimating powder Hilled it to its full dimensions so that it became
the most visible satellite to date. Immediately it became
available to experimental communications stations while in line
of sight anywhere in the world. The balloon carried two small
radio beacons broadcasting on 107.94 mc at 10 mw, and the third
stage rocket casing carried a radio beacon on 108.06 mc a t 60 mw.
. An Atlas was fired 5,000 miles from Cape Canaveral. Important test objectives were fulfilled, but the ton-and-a-half nose
cone containing radiation study experiments was not recovered
before it sank.
-.
. A completely successful Polaris shot of 1,100 miles was made
from Cape Canaveral.
-.
. President Eisenhower's voice was bounced from Goldstone,
Calif., to Holmdel, N.J., by using the Echo I satellite.
August 13: The first 2-way phone conversations were held between
Goldstone and Holmdel using Echo I for reflection.
August 15: Plasmadyne Corp. was selected by NASA to develop a
1-kilowatt electric arcjet rocket engine.
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August 15: President Eisenhower was presented with a 50-star American flag which orbited inside Discoverer XIII, as the 85-pound
returned capsule was put on display in Washington, D .C.
: The Eleventh Congress of the International Astronautical
Federation opened in Stockholm, Sweden.
August 16: Soviet delegntrs declined to join the new International
Academy of Astronautics and Institute of Space Law.
-- : Captain Joseph W. Kittinger, Jr., U.S. Air Force, set a new
record for a parachutc junip hp stepping from a balloon a t nearly
103,000 feet. At 17,300 feet, hc opened his full parachute, and
landcd safely.
August 17: The Moscow trial of Francis Gary Powers, pilot of the
U-2, opened.
August 18: The United States launched Discoverer XIV into a polar
orbit from Vandenberg. Using a Thor-Agena with a takeoff
weight of 108,500 pounds, 1,700 pounds were placed in orbit
including a 300 pound reentry capsule. The payload included a
Transit-type Doppler beacon and external lights for optical tracking. The satellite had an apogee of 502 miles, and a perigee of
116 miles. Orbital time was 94.5 minutes, and the orbit was
inclined 79.6 degrees to the Equator. The Agena stage reentered
and burned on September 15, 1960.
-.
. An attempt was made a t Cape Canaveral to launch the
Army’s Courier I-A, an active communications satellite, using a
Thor Able Star vehicle with a takeoff weight over 105,000 pounds.
The satellite weighed about 500 pounds, including about 300
pounds of electronic equipment. When the first stage developed
trouble a t 15 miles altitude, 2ji minutes after launch, the vehicle
was destroyed. The satellite had 19,200 solar cells, 4 transmitters, 4 receivers, and 5 tape recorders.
*. After a lapse of 7 weeks, Tiros I stirred to life again and its
radios and television were again in operation. The rate of spin
was increased by remote command to the remaining two small
rockets. However, it was not expected that useful pictures
would be received.
*. A Polaris missile made another successful 1,100-mile flight
from Cape Canaveral.
August 19: The Soviet Union placed in orbit the second spaceship
satellite, sometimes called Korabl Sputnik 11, and by some
Westerners, Sputnik V. Launched from an unknown point,
presumably Tyuratam, near the Aral Sea, the new vehicle
weighed 10,143 pounds exclusive of the weight of its carrier
rocket, by Soviet claim. Placed in a nearly circular orbit, the
apogee was 211 miles and the perigee was 190 miles. Two dogs
were on board, Strelka (Little Arrow) and Belka (Squirrel), plus
a gray rabbit, rats, mice, fleas, plants, algae, fungi, and seeds.
Normal biometric telemetry from the animals was supplemented
by a monitor TV camera which sent back pictures of the dogs’
reactions in flight, Broadcasts were on 19.995 mc. It was
announced that a reentry test of the animal compartment would
be attempted. The Second Cosmic Ship had an orbital time of
90.72 minutes, and the orbit was inclined 64.57 degrees to the
Equator.
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August 19: A wirephoto of President Eisenhower was bounced off
Echo I from Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to Dallas, Tex.
-:
An Air Force plane made a successful midair snatch of the
reentering capsule of Discoverer XIV northwest of Hawaii, the
h t such recovery on record. On the 17th orbit, a signal was
sent from Alaska to the satellite, separating the capsule and
firing the retro rockets. The catch was successful even though
the reentry occurred 200 miles south of the estimated point.
Captain Harold E. Mitchell was pilot of the (3-119.
August 20: Signals were broadcast from Holmdel, N.J., to Echo I
at Issy les Moulineaux, France.
-. and. received
The Soviet Union sent radio commands to the Second Cosmic
Ship to reenter with its animal payload. At an unspeciiied
point in the Soviet Union, the Soviets reported, the shi made a
successful landing, having completed 17 trips mound tge world.
The capsule containing the dogs was separated from the main
body of the ship and also made a safe landing. By Soviet calculation, the landing was 6 miles from the estimated point of impact
after return from orbit. The dogs.were reported as uite unharmed by their experience. Also returned were the rab it, rats,
mice, algae, plants, seeds, and fungi.
August 21 : Strelka and Belka were flown to Moscow to be displayed
as national heroes for their fight in space.
August 23: Music was broadcast from Holmdel, N.J., to Echo I, and
the reflections were received at Jodrell Bank, England.
-.
. An Aerobee-Hi was launched a t Wallops Island, Va., with
a payload of 208 pounds of instruments to study radiation, and
it reached an altitude of 118 miles, falling into the ocean 60 miles
away.
August 24: The Soviet Union announced that although a man would
have survived the trip of the Second Cosmic Ship, further studies
would be undertaken before putting a man into space.
August 30: A Titan missile was sent in a successful high-trajectory
shot to fall into the ocean 5,000 miles from Cape Canaveral.
August 31 : The Joint NASA-AEC Nuclear Propulsion Office was
established with Harold B. Finger as Manager.
September 2: A Polaris missile was successfully fired about 1,100
nautical miles down range from Cape Canaveral.
September 3 : Further Soviet details on the fight of Korabl Sputnik I1
were released. I t mas claimed that the cabin of the space ship
was separated from the main body a t an altitude of about 5 miles.
This capsule containing the two dogs and some of the rats landed
at a speed between 19 and 26 feet er second. The main bod
of the ship landed nearby a t a speetof about 33 feet per secon$
with the rest of the payload.
-.
. Premier Khrushchev made an obscure remark to a worker in
Finland, where he was visiting, indicating that the Soviet Umon
would soon launch a satellite weighing 60 tons-"a whole train."
. As Echo I was spending more time in shadow, wrinkles
appeared on its surface, but it was still able to reflect radio
signals bounced off its skin.
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September 5: A McDonnell F4H-1 Phantom 11 Navy fighter with
Lt. Col. T . H. Miller as pilot set a world's record for a closed
course flight of 500 kilometers by flying 1216.78 miles per hour.
September 8: President Eisenhower dedicated the George Catlett
Marshall Space Flight Center at Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville,
Alabama.
September 10: The X-15 aircraft was flown to 80,000 feet and at more
than 2,100 miles per hour in a stability test.
September 13: Discoverer XV was successfully launched from
Vandenberg Air Force Base, Calif., using a Thor Agena rocket
with a takeoff weight of 108,500 pounds, circling the Earth
every 94 minutes, with a perigee of 130 miles and an apogee of
472 miles, in a polar orbit. The orbit was inclined 80.93' to the
Equator. The satellite weighed 1,700 pounds after burnout of the
Agena stage, and carried a 300 pound reentry capsule. Equipment included components of future Midas and Samos satellites,
according to Air Force announcement. The Agena stage reentered and burned October 17, 1960.
: The U.S.S. Patrick Henry attempted to launch a Polaris
missile from underwater but it went off course and had to be
destroyed,
September 14: Discoverer XV on the 17th pass around the world
was triggered from Alaska to reenter near Hawaii. It came down
a t some distance from the intended drop area, but the capsule
was located 1,000 miles away near Christmas Island. Search
aircraft took turns keeping it in view after tracking its radio
signals to a visual sighting; however, because of bad weather,
pickup required the arrival of a surface ship, and this was not
possible before it srtnk.
: The United States Navy reported Soviet ship movements of
interest to space operations. A Soviet tug and tanker had
been observed in the north central Atlantic, with a blimp on the
deck of the tug. These vessels were near the route of the Raltika,
the ship carrying Premier Khrushchev to New York. In the
Pacific, three regular tracking ships were approaching the
mid-Pacific stations near Hawaii frequented earlier in the year
during Soviet space tests. No announcement was made by
Soviet authorities.
-- : By executive order, a new Aeronautics and As'ronautics
Coordinating Board has been established with Dr. Herbert F.
York of the Department of Defense and Dr. Hugh L. Dryden
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration as cochairmen. The Board included panels ns follows: Lauiiching
Vehicles (Dr. Courtland D. Perkins, Chairman) ; Manned Space
Flight (Abe Silverstcin, Chairman) ; Space Flight Ground Environment (Lt. Gen. Donald N. Yates, Chairman) ; Unmanned
Spacecraft (Dr. Homer E. Newell, Jr., Chairman) ; Support
Space Research and Technology (Ira H. Abbott, Chairman) ;
and Aeronautics (Vice Adm. John T. Hayward, Chairman).
Members at large were Richard S. Morse of the Army and Robert
C. Seamans, Jr. of NASA. Two meetings had been held and
more were to be held a t least bimonthly.

1960-4ontinued
September 15: The Patrick Henry achieved a successful launching
from under water of a Polaris missile of operational configuration.
*. The A ena stage of Discoverer XIV reentered and burned.
. Capt. killiam D. Habluetzel and 1st Lt. John J. Hargreaves
emer ed from a space cabin a t Brooks Air Force Base after a
sim ated flight of 30 days, 8 hours, 21 minutes.
September 16: A meeting of the new Aeronautics and Astronautics
Coordinating Board was held at the Penta on.
__-. . An Atlas missile carrying an improve nose cone was flown
successfully from Cape Canaveral to its target area 5,000 miles
down range; ths data capsule was not recovered, but full telemetry was received.
September 19: The Air Force flew an Atlas missile 9,000 miles from
Ca e Canaveral to a bull's-eye in the south Indian Ocean 1,000
m es southeast of Capetown. It was not known immediately
whether the nose cone made a successful reent without catching
f i e as with the test shot of similar length in%ay 1960 Shi s
and aircraft were to return the telemetry data received. TEe
Atlas carried a lj&ton dummy warhead and 1,000 pounds of
instruments.
---: A new Argo D-8 rocket called Journeyman was launched
from Point Arguello by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. The nose of the four-stage solid-fuel rocket
climbed into the Van Allen belt, and then landed 1,200 miles
away where it was recovered 3 hours later by a Navy destroyer.
The rocket carried both film packs and mold spores for radiation
studies. It also measured micrometeorite impacts. The capsule
weighed 83 pounds. This was a NERV test (nuclear emulsion
recovery vehicle).
September 21: The Air Force launched a Blue Scout Junior space
probe from Cape Canaveral with a 32.8 pound payload aimed to
an altitude of 16,600 miles. It was designed to study the detection of nuclear explosions in space. Unfortunately radio signals
failed just before burnout of the fourth stage of the solid-fuel
rocket, but the rocket was believed to have performed as expected.
September 22: The Navy announced it had found two submarines
accompanying the Soviet tug Kapitan V. Fe&etovand the tanker
Kokand which were operating off Newfoundland, tendin to
obscure the theory that they were there for purposes of trackng
a Soviet space shot. The tug had its captive balloon aloft.
_-_. . The Patrick Henry made two underwater launchin attempts
with Polaris missiles. The first broke water but faile to ignite.
The second was destroyed by the range safety oEcer in a spectacular explosion just at the surface.
September 23: The carrier rocket of the second Soviet spaceship
(Korabl Sputnik 11) reentered and burned.
-. satellite
A fully guided Polaris missile made a successful mediumrange flight to its target.
September 24: A metal object originally part of Korabl Sputnik 1
reentered and burned.
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September 25 : The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
attempted an Atlas Able V lunar satellite launching at Cape
Canaveral with a takeoff weight of 260,000 pounds. It carried
a 387-pound satellite, in the form of a 39-inch sphere with 4
paddles carrying 8,800 solar cells, which was to enter orbit
around the Moon. After launching, an upper stage failed to fire,
and, it was discovered later, parts of the assembly fell on a farm
in South Africa. The Air Force conducted the launching.
. The United States Nav won a new official world speed
record with a McDonnell F4 -1 Phantom jet fighter flown by
Commander John F. Davis who averaged 1,390.21 miles per hour
on the prescribed closed course. His actual average speed including times outside the prescribed course was 1,454 miles per hour.
-*
. The United States invited the U.S.S.R. and 20 other nations
to participate in a weather research program built around the
upcoming Tiros I1 weather satellite test.
September 26 : Peter Thorneycroft, Britain’s Aviation Minister,
conferred in Ottawa with Canadian officials on tentative plans for
a cooperative Commonwealth space research program.
. Premier Khrushchev stated in New York that the Soviet
Union was ready to launch a man into space but had not made
such an attempt yet.
September 27: The Soviet radio marked this day as one especially
significnnt in the history of the world. Since no spectacular
space event occurred, it remains a mystery whether one was
planned, or whether the only significance was to repeat the
recording of a miscellany of events as had been done in a Soviet
book of 25 years ago.
September 28 : A third operational version of the Titan J missile made
a 5,000 mile flight from Cape Canaveral, and a data capsule
was recovered by the Coastal Crusader.
October 1: The first BMEWS (ballistic missile early warning system)
radar, a t Thule, Greenland, commenced regular operations by
scanning distances up to 2 or 3 thousand miles to give approximately 15 minutes’ notice of any missile attack. Later were to
come the stations a t Clear, Alaska, and at Flyin dale Moor,
England. The BMEWS computer a t Thule cou d calculate
ballistic trajectories, but could not track, which will be significant
if later missiles can alter course. The BMEWS to be based in
was to have tracking ability.
-. England
. The Harvard Business Review published an article showing a,
preponderant majority of business executives strongly support a
vigorous space program even a t the pnce of Foregoing a tax cut.
They also favor space research over more leisure and consumer
goods, shorter working hours, power plants and dams, and foreign
economic aid. Only hospitals, medical research, and education
were given a higher priority than space research.
October4: A Scout rocket was launched in a component test to an
altitude of 3,700 miles, and it impacted 6,100 miles away from
the launching point. It also carried on board an Air Force
experiment aimed a t detecting nuclear explosions in space.
The Scout test was conducted from Wallops Island, Va., by the
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National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The payload
of instruments in the nose weighed 112 pounds, including the 78pound Air Force package, and another 80 pounds of lnstruments
were placed in the first and third stages to measure rocket

r*ormance.

Octo er 4: The satellite Courier I-B developed b the Army Signal
Corps was launched successfully by a Thor Ab e Star rocket from
Cape Canaveral with a takeoff weight of 105,000 pounds. The
51-inch diameter sphere weighed about 500 pounds, and carried
300 pounds of electronic equipment designed to operate an active
repeater communications station. The exterior of the satellite
was covered with 19,200 sllicon solar cells to convert sunlight
into electric ene
The device had 5 tape recorders for storing
messages r e c e i v r i o r later delivery to pomts not in line of sight
when the messages were received by the satellite. Its speed of
handling was 68 to 75 thousand words a minute. The orbit
was inclined a t 28.3 degrees to the Equator, with an apogee of
658 miles and a perigee of 501 miles. Orbital time was 107
minutes. One of the first messages transmitted through the
satellite was sent in written form from Deal, N.J., and received
from the satellite a t Pome, P.R. Secretary of the Arm Brucker's
voice was also sent to the satellite, and then rebroa cast to the
world. The satellite carried four radio receivers, four FM
transmitters, and five tape recorders. It also carried a beacon
radio transmitter a t 50 m.w. power.
October 5: A successful flight was made by a Polaris missile at Cape
Canaveral flying 1,200 miles downrange.
October 7 : The Federation ABronautique Internationale meeting
at Barcelona, Spain, accepted the h t rules to govern the establishment of official records for manned s ace craft. The h t
to be recognized must be at least 100 i l lometers, and later
attempts to set records must exceed the existing record by at
least 10 percent. The four categories for records are duration of
flight, altitude without orbiting Earth, altitude in orbit, and mass
lifted above 100 kilometers. Record claims must be su ported
b information on the date, time, place of takeoff and anding,
i entity of the vehicle commander, and any special apparatus used
to assist liftoff, landin or control.
October. 10: A fully-guide2 Polaris missile flew successfully over a
lanned shortened course of 700 miles from Cape Cansveral.
Octoger 11: The Air Force launched its first Samos satellite at
Vandenberg Air Force Base. Launched by an Atlas D missile
with a total takeoff wei h t of 273,000 pounds, the satellite used
an Agena upper stage an weighed about 4,100 pounds. Although
both stages fired successfully, two hours later it was announced
that no orbit was achieved.
The h t Atlas E test a t Cape Canaveral fell far short of its
intended 5,000 miles.
October 12: The National Aeronautics and S ace Administration
through Dr. T. Keith Glennan offered to aunch at cost communications satellites developed by private companies.
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October 13: An Atlas missile launched from Cape Canaveral flew
to an altitude of 650 miles and landed 5,000 miles downrange.
Successfully recovered were three black mice, Sally, Am?, and
Moe. While in flight Amy also sent back telemetry rom a
radio attached to her back.
It was announced that Courier I-B bad been used to relay
photographs by facsimile.
*. The Air Force fired a solid-fuel Phoenix rocket to an altitude
miles to make radiation measurements.
-. of .200
United States officials were of the opinion that one or more
Soviet space attempts probably failed during the time Premier
Khrushchev had been in New York, based on circumstantial
evidence. The three tracking ships originally spotted in the
Pacific were joined by a fourth one, and they formed a line
running northwest from Hawaii, with an interval of about 300
miles between ships. For the last 10 days, they had been lying
dead in the water to conserve fuel, and had drifted somewhat off
their original precisely arranged positions. They first appeared
on station 1 day before Khrushchev reached New York. The
tug and tanker near Newfoundland, which also carried a heavy
array of tracking gear, had since moved down toward the Azores
to conduct routine meteorological work.
-.
. The silencer carried on board Explorer VII, scheduled to end
its radio transmissions after 1 yearn failed to act, and signals
continued unabated.
October 17: The American Telephone and Telegraph Co. was negotiating with the telephone systems of Britain, France, and Germany for the purpose of international cooperation in the operation
service via satellite relay.
-. of .intercontinental
The Agena stage of Discoverer XV reentered and burned.
October 18: A second Iris rocket was successfully tested a t Wallops
Island, Va., rising to 140 miles with a payload of 125 pounds.
It landed 230 miles away.
October 19: It was revealed that by using operational type Polaris
missiles unencumbered with the mass of test gear which previously
interfered with successes, the Patrick Henry successfully launched
four missiles between October 15 and 18 from a position about
500 miles off the Florida coast.
. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration announced the award of preliminary design contracts for solid-fuel
rockets with thrusts between 2 million and 15 million pounds.
They had been awarded to Aerojet-General, Grand Central, and
Thiokol
. The Kiwi-A No. 3 test of nuclear rocket components was
successfully conducted a t the Nevada test site, including 15
minutes operation a t full power.
October 20: The Navy reported that the four Soviet tracking ships
in the Pacific had then headed for home port without having
supported any Soviet shots. Two days after Premier Khrushchev
left New York they were observed headed northwest again a t
7 knots.
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October 21: American Telephoneland Telegraph Co. made formal
application to the Federal Communications Commission for
authority to operate a communications satellite. It planned to
transmit and receive a t Holmdel, N.J., and to use the frequency
band from 6,775 to 6,875 megacycles to an active repeater satellite
of 175 pounds. The first version would handle simultaneously
50 two-way calls or one television channel. The operational
version would handle 600 tele hone channels or two television
channels. The satellites woul be put in a 2,200 mile high orbit.
October 22: Technical dif3icuIties with Courier I-B ended its ability
to retransmit signals back to Earth. During the 18 days it operated, 118 million words were retransmitted. The radio beacon
was still transmitting.
October 24 : A Titan missile made its longest flight from Cape Canaveral, reaching 6,100 miles with a tactical t e nose cone.
-*
, The Soviet Union stated that Marsh Mitrofan Ivanovich
Nedelin, chief of Soviet rocket forces, was killed in an air crash.
He was replaced by Marshal Eyril Mosalenko. Later Western
speculation was that Marshal Nedelin was killed with a large
oup of other officials while observing a spectacular rocket
k h x h i n g which exploded, but this could not be confirmed.
October 25 : The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
announced the award of feasibilit studies for the advanced
Apollo three-man s ace ship for ortital and circumlunar flights
to Convair, Genera f Electric, and the Martin Co.
October 26: The first attempt was made to launch a Thor-Agena B
rocket combination with a takeoff weight of 115,500 pounds for
Discoverer XVI a t Vandenberg Air Force Base. Apparently
the first and second stages did not separate, and no orbit was
achieved. The Agena stage was to weigh 2,100 pounds in orbit
with a 300-pound reentry capsule.
October 29: Peter Thorneycroft, British Minister for Air, revealed
that during the three day meetin s, just ended in Paris, he
formally proposed to Premier De r6 that France and other
European countries join with the British Commonwealth in a
‘oint space program.
October 31: It was revealed that the Air Force was considering a
proposal for a “space plane,” capable of horizontal takeoff from
the Earth, then scooping up tons of oxygen in the upper atmosphere before flying on as far away as the Moon with rocket
power and returning to land again as an aeroplane on Earth.
The Department of Defense ordered a major expansion of
developmental work on the B-70 supersonic bomber.
November 1: It was announced in Commons by Prime Minister
Macmillan that Holy Loch, Scotland, was to be used as a supply
base by Polaris missile submarines of the United States Navy,
with the U.S.S. Proteus, a tender, to be stationed there.
*. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration and
Atomic Ener Commission called for bids to move direct1 into
the industria research and development phase of Project &over
without further design studies, based on the encouraging results
of tests obtained October 19, 1960.
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November 3: Explorer VI11 was successfully placed in orbit for the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration a t Cape Canaveral, using a Juno I1 rocket. The now satellite had an apogee
of 1,422.6 miles and a perigee of 258.4 miles, and circled the
Earth every 112.7 minutes. The orbit was inclined 49.9' to the
Equator. The top-shaped vehicle weighed 90 pounds, measured
30 inches high, 30 inches in diameter, and was designed to measure
the characteristics of the ionosphere. It was called model S-30
by NASA. The transmitter on 108 megacycles a t 70 mw was
supported by solar cells, and was to last for about three months.
Experiments wcre to measure the concentration, distribution, and
temperatures of negatively charged electrons and positively
charged ions in the ionosphere. They were also to measure the
frequency, momentum, and energy of micro-meteorites. Indirect
measurements were to be made of the density of matter in space.
November 4 : University of California scientists reported encouraging
new results in sustaining a hydrogen fusion reaction for 1 millisecond a t a temperature of 60 million degrees Fahrenheit. This
was using a magnetic mirror machine.
November 6: The Soviet Union published its atlas of the back side
of the Moon, based on full analysis of the photographs taken by
the third Cosmic Rocket (Lunik 111).
November 7: The Navy successfully flew one of the last Polaris A-1
missiles 1,150 miles from Cape Canaveral before beginning tests
with the improved A-2 version.
November 8: The last of five Little Joe rocket tests of Mercury comonents was conducted a t Wallops Island, Va. The capsule
failed to separate from the booster, and both plunged into the
ocean, after climbing to 53,000 feet.
-*
. A second test of the Air Force Blue Scout Junior rocket was
conducted at Cape Canaveral, attempting to carry a radiation
detection payload out 24,500 miles from Earth, but it fell into
the Atlantic 250 miles away when it burned out too soon.
November 10: The first flight was made by an A-2 (1,500-nautical
mile version) Polaris missile, and it exceeded 1,600 miles in a
successful test from Cape Canaveral.
. The Joint Chiefs of Staff assigned both the Navy Spasur and
the Air Force S ace Track systems to the direct control of the
Continental Air efense Command.
November 12: Discovcrer XVII was successfully placed in orbit
from Vandenburg Air Force Base, using a Thor-Agena B combination vehicle with a takeoff weight of 115,500 pounds. The
Agena stage, 25 feet long and 5 feet in diameter, put 2100 pounds
into polar orbit, including a 300 pound reentry capsule. The
apogee was 616 miles, and the peri ee 116 miles. The orbit
was inclined 81.8' to the Equator and ad a period of 97 minutes.
The payload included human cells, bacteria, plant spores, radiation counters, and film emulsions: plus a high-intensit light
for visual tracking. The Agena stage reentered and gurned
December 29, 1960.
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November 14: The Soviet ma azine International M a i m stated the
Soviet Union has the ab& to stop any es ionage by Samos,
Midas, or Discoverer sate ites. The artic e b G. Zhukov
insisted that surveillance from any altitude was degal.
-*
After 31 orbits around the Earth, and two days of flight,
the 300-pound capsule of Discoverer XVII was ordered down.
It was snagged in midair by an Air Force (3-119 piloted by
Capt. Gene W. Jones.
. The Agena stage of Discoverer X I I I reentered and burned.
November 15: Professor A. Gib DuBusk, geneticist at Florida State
University, reported that bread mold specimens carried to 1,200
miles elevation in Argo D-8 capsule NERV test of September
19, 1960 showed 30 times the normal number of changes.
. An Aerobee-Hi test rocket climbed 145 miles from Wallops
Island, Va. , gathering information on the upper atmosphere.
: Loaded with 16 thermonuclear-tipped Polaris missiles, the
U.S.S. George Washington departed from Charleston, S.C., on
its fist patrol.
: The f h t flight of the X-15 with the new XLR-99 engine
was conducted with Scott Crossfield a t the controls. Throttled
back, it still reached almost 2,000 miles per hour and 80,000
feet before landing a t Edwards Air Force Base.
. An Atlas missile launched from Cape Canaveral flew 5,000
miles, and its Mark IV nose cone data capsule was recovered
within an hour of impact by the Timber Hitch,
November 17: The last A-1 Polaris was tested a t Cape Canaveral,
and a malfunction occurred shortly after second stage ignition.
November 20: A recently translated Soviet article disclosed that
Soviet scientists may have been able to pinpoint the time of
both the Argus and Johnston Island nuclear tests of 1958,
although there was no indication that their analysis was made
until long after the tests.
November 21: The first attempt was made a t Cape Canaveral to
launch an unmanned Mercur capsule by a Redstone rocket a t
Cape Canaveral for flight dR-1. After rising about an inch
off the pad, the rocket cut off, but the escape rocket ignited and
roared away, leaving the capsule still attached to the Redstone.
Just a few microseconds of delay in a function were detected by
a sensor which then triggered the normal escape rocket separation
that occurs in space after burnout of the main booster.
. The capsule of Discoverer VI11 finally reentered and burned.
-. . The Air Force launched a 500-pound capsule to an altitude
of 32 miles a t Santa Rosa Island, Fla., making a successful
parachute recovery in the Gulf of Mexico.
November 22 : The X-15 made its second fli ht with the new XLR-99
engine, was brought to full power brie y, and also tested its restart capability. I t reached 62,000 feet and nearly 2,000 miles
per hour, with Scott Crossfield a t the controls.
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November 22 : The Governments of India and the United States agreed
to a cooperative series of 40 high-altitude balloon flights carrying
up to 2,000 pounds of equipment to 100,000 feet. The studies
were to relate to the upper atmosphere including winds and
cosmic rays. Launchings were to be made at Hyderabad.
*. An Aerobee-Hi rocket carried to 105 miles four stellar spectrometers for the University of Rochester in a test a t Wallops
Island, Va.
November 23: Tiros I1 was successfully launched from Cape Canavera1 for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
using a Thor Delta vehicle with a takeoff weight of 112,000
pounds. The 280-pound weather satellite was put in orbit inclined
48.5 degrees to the Equator, with an apogee of 453 miles and a
perigee of 387 miles. Orbital time was just over 98 minutes.
The satellite was shaped like a hat box 19 inches high and 42
inches in diameter, and weighed about 270 pounds. It carried
one wide-angle and one narrow-angle television cameras. There
were 9,200 solar cells on the exterior of the satellite. Radios
contained were 2 on 235 mc a t 2 watts, 1 on 237.8 mc at 3 watts,
and tracking radius on 108 mc at 30 mw and 108.03 mc a t 30
mw. In addition to the equipment carried similar to Tiros I,
it also carried infrared sensing instruments to map heat radiation. Five pairs of small rockets were available to increase the
spin of the satellite on command, and it was wen an electrical
system to offset the ma netic forces which ten ed to tilt Tiros I.
An empty 50-pound roc et casing was also in orbit.
November 24: The narrow-angle lens camera (75 miles to a side) of
Tiros I1 produced pictures about equal to those of Tiros I. But
the wide-angle lens camera (750 miles to a side) failed to show
the contrast between light and dark which was expected. There
was still hope the malfunctioning camera complex would perform
better later on. The infrared experiment was working well.
November 25: Small rockets were fired by remote command to increase the spin of Tiros 11, and there was some indication of
improvement in the picture quality of the wide angle camera,
perhaps because of a build-up of power supply from the solar
cells.
November 26: Scientists from 10 European nations gathered a t
Geneva, Switzerland to launch a cooperative space program
independent of those of the United States and the Soviet Union.
Professor Marcel Golay was chairman of the meetings.
November 27: It was announced that two weeks ago Explorer VI1
which was supposed to have stopped broadcasting, detected the
most lethal outburst of solar radiation in 13 months of operation.
November 28: Tiros I1 had been successfully stabilized by its spin
rockets. Some 998 pictures were received a t Monmouth, N.J.,
and a t San Nicolas Island, Calif. Of the narrow angle pictures,
about 85 percent had been useful and of the wide angle lens
views, 5 to 10 percent had had some value.
November 29: A second Atlas missile failure occurred in a high
altitude malfunction a t Cape Canaveral while attempting a
5,000 mile flight.
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November 30: A Thor Able Star rocket with a takeoff weight of
120,000 pounds was used a t Cape Canaveral in an att,empt to
place Transit III-A in orbit for the Navy. It was also carryin
GREB-2, a solar radiation experiment. Minutes after launc
telemetry revealed a premature cutoff of the upper stages, and
a range safety officer pressed the destruct button. Portions of
the equipment fell on Cuba, where the government issued loud
protests. Transit III-A wei hed 203 pounds, and GREB-2
weighed 40 pounds. The GRE%-2 radio was on 108 mc and the
Transit III-A radios were on 54 mc, 162 mc, 216 mc, and 324 mc.
December 1: The Soviet Union announced that i t had placed in orbit
a third large space ship (Korabl Sputnik 111)carrying two dogs,
other animals, plants, and insects. The weight was given as
10,614 ounds, exclusive of the weight of the final stage rocket
which 3 so was in orbit. The dogs were named Pchelka (Little
Bee) and Mushka (Little Fly). Because the orbit had an a ogee
of 164 miles and a perigee of only 116 miles, with an orbita 1ptime
of only 88.49 minutes, Soviet scientists indicated that a recovery
would have to be made very promptly to keep it from burning
up. The dogs were watched during flight by a monitor television
system, and the life support system functioned normally, according to Soviet account. The orbit was inclined a t 65 degrees to
the Equator. Telemetry was being received on 19.995 megacycles. Chemical batteries and solar cells supplied power.
*Delegates of Britain, Norway, Belgium, the Netherlands, and
Sweden signed the new agreement binding their countries to a
cooperative effort in space research. The agreement was also
signed, subject to ratification, by delegates from France, Denmark, Italy, Spain, and Switzerland. West Germany was represented, but the delegation did not have the power to sign. The
new organization was to be patterned after CERN for nuclear
research. The new commission's annual budget was to be about
$190,000.
December 2: Exceedingly valuable information was returned by Discoverer XVII, it was revealed, as a result of the recovery from
orbit of human tissues which were exposed to an unexpected
heavy dose of radiation for 50 hours in flight.
*. The Soviet Union attempted to recover its third space ship
from orbit with its cargo of two dogs and other animals and equi
ment. However, it failed to return on the precalculated pat%;
and it burned on reentry, leaving only the separate carrier rocket
in orbit, but it then also reentered and burned.
December 3: The Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space
Sciences charged in a staff report that the United States lagged
in eatablishing a comprehensive policy for developing space communications even though the need was pressing.
. A Titan missile exploded in its underground silo a t Vandenberg Air Force Base during fueling operatmgs.
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December 4: Analysis of the NERV test of September 19 revealed
surprisingly acute damage to living cells carried in a shielded
compartment which probed the Van Allen Radiation Belt, yet
the radiation encountered would not normally cause such acute
damage. (See November 15, 1960.)
: The first attempt to launch a satellite from Wallops Island,
Va., ended in failure. Using a solid-fuel Scout rocket with a
takeoff weight of 36,100 pounds, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration planned to lift into orbit the latest, in the
Beacon series of balloon tests previously attempted with a Jupiter
C and a Juno 11. The second stage failed to fire, and the assembly fell into the ocean 80 miles away. This would have carried
a 12-foot balloon as part of the 87-pound payload. The Scout
rocket first stage was called an Algol with 115,000 pounds of
thrust; the second stage was a Castor with 62,500 pounds of thrust;
the third stage was an Antares with 13,600 pounds of thrust;
and the fourth stage was an Altair with 3,100 pounds of thrust.
December 5 : A second Polaris A-2 missile was successfully fired over
1,600 miles from Cape Canaveral.
December 6: Hughes Aircraft C o . unveiled a new communications
satellite available on an off-the-shelf basis to purchasers. It
could be launched by a Scout rocket.
December 7: Discoverer XVIII was successfully placed in orbit by
Thor Agena B rocket with a takeoff weight of 115,500 pounds
at Vandenberg Air Force Base. It attained an apogee of 459
miles and a perigee of 154 miles, circling the world in polar orbit
every 94 minutes. The orbit was inclined 80.9' to the Equator.
The Agena stage weighed 2,100 pounds after burnout, including
a 300 pound reentry capsule. The payload included human tissues,
algae, spores, gamma globulin, albumin, gold foil, and various
fdms. It also carried components resumably of future Midas
and Samos satellites in its classified oad. It also carried a highintensity external light for tracking purposes.
December 10: It was reported that the cells carried in Discoverer
XVII suffered little damage despite the heavy load of solar
radiation to which they were exposed. Those lightly shielded
with aluminum suffered less damage than those protected by
gold or lead which emitted secondary gamma radiation.
: After 48 orbits of Earth, Discoverer XVIII was ordered to
send down its 300-pound recovery capsule, and for the second
time, Capt. Gene W. Jones piloting a C-119, caught the capsule
in the planned drop area off Hawaii. This was the third air
snatch, the fourth American recovery.
: The New York Times made public excerpts from a letter
from the Office of the Secretary of the Air Force to Air Force
Commanders pointing to the probability of a battle between the
Air Force and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
for the dominant role in space. The letter argued for the primacy of the military role, and further minimized the responsibilities and capabilities of the other two armed services.
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December 10: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
launched a rocket from Wallops Island, Va., to reach an altitude
of 212 miles where it released a sodium flare and then on to 450
milea where it released a lithium flare. The purpose was to gather
data on wind velocities, and on temperature and density.
-:
It was announced that Deception Island in the Antarctic
was to be wired extensively to serve as an antenna to catch lowfrequency bursts of solar gases. A chain of receiving stations at
the magnetic conjugates in the northern hemisphere were being
prepared in order to trace so-called whistler signals oscillating
along magnetic limes of force. Supplementary chains of stations
a t other oints should give some worldwide coverage of the radio
results o solar activity.
December 12 : Findings a t Brooks Air Force Base based on tissues and
other biolo ‘cal materials carried in Discoverer XVII and Discoverer X I11 suggested that shieldin against radiation would
not be much of a problem for flights o up to 50 hours duration
a t the altitudes traversed by the Discoverer flights.
December 13: Dr. James R. Killian, Jr. warned against excessive
expenditures for space research including man-in-space and big
boosters. He suggested the money might better be spent on
education.
December 15: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
intended lunar orbiting rocket, launched by the Air Force using
an Atlas Able vehicle, exploded above Cape Canaveral, 70 seconds
later, with the parts falling into the ocean 8 to 12 miles away.
This was the fourth and final failure using the Atlas Able combination, and followed three earlier failures with the Thor Able in
attempts to establish a satellite in orbit around the Moon. It
was expected that no further attempts would be made in less
than nine months until either an Agena or Centaur vehicle was
available. The satellite weighed 388 pounds, was spherical in
shape, 39 inches in diameter, and had 4 paddles with 8 800 solar
cells. It carried 2 UHF transmitters on 378 megacyctes a t 1.5
watts.
*. The British Government had offered Blue Streak to France
as a basis for a joint program of launching satellites.
December 19: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
conducted a repeat launching of MR-1, the Mercury Redstone
teat of an unmanned Mercury capsule at Cape Canaveral. All
phases of the operation were successful. The capsule rose 135
miles and landed in the Atlantic 235 miles away. Thirty-two
minutes after landing it was on the deck of the U.S.S. VaUey
Forge. A man would have survived the ride in the 2,400-pound
ca sule which landed by parachute, and was recovered by
he ‘copter.
-.
. Westinghouse Electric Corp. announced a new ultraviolet
space communication system called “ultracom” which has the
potential to a range 50 times as great as that of present radio and
radar. It is expected to be less troubled with “noise” than radio,
but would require relay from an orbiting satellite to another
wavelength in order to penetrate to the surface of the Earth.
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December 20: President-elect Kennedy announced that Vice President-elect Johnson would in the future head the revitalized
National Aeronautics and Space Council.
-*
. Discoverer X I X was successfully placed in orbit from
Vandenberg Air Force Base, using a Thor Agena B vehicle.
This time the 2,100-pound vehicle did not carry a recovery
capsule. It was put into polar orbit inclined 83.4” to the Equator
with an apogee of 323 miles and perigee of 128 miles, taking 92
minutes to circle the world. Instruments for radiation studies
were to remain operational only four days. The infrared
scanners were to test devices to be used in Midas. The Agena
stage reentered and burned on January 22, 1961.
*. The first flight was attempted with an improved Tit>anmissile a t Cape Canaveral, but the second stage failed to ignite.
December 21 : Space Technology Laboratories was selected to build
for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration the
OGO, orbiting geophysical observatory, a step toward standardizing scientific Earth satellites. It was to weigh about 100 pounds
and carry two solar cell paddles. Later it could weigh as much
as 1,500 pounds including a 300 pound “piggy back” satellite.
December 22: The U.S.S. Robert E.Lee fired a Polaris missile from
underwater 30 miles off Cape Canaveral and it reached the target
accurately over a distance of 1,265 miles.
December 23 : It was announced that the solar storm of November 12,
1960 had made a substantial change in the orbit of Echo I.
Where its orbit had been nearly circular a t about 1,000 miles
altitude, the new apogee was 1,334 miles and the perigee 619 miles.
December 26 : The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
announced the recent successful firing of a new solid propellant
rocket engine constructed of three standardized modules for
assembly in combinations at the launch site. The design, developed by United Technology Corporation, could result in large
savings in the development costs of very large boosters.
-.
. President-elect Kennedy began a two-day meeting on space
and other problems a t Palm Beach with Vice President-elect
Johnson and Senator Kerr.
December 27: France moved closer to a compact nuclear warhead by
exploding a third nuclear device in the Sahara Desert of Algeria,
estimatedly in the range of from 10 to 14 kilotons.
. President-elect Kennedy made known his determination that
the United States overtake and lead the Soviet Union in the
development of space, following his Palm Beach talks with
Senators Lyndon Johnson and Robert F. Kerr,
December 28: It was reported that for no known reason within an
hour on November 9, 1959, the Outer Van Allen Radiation Belt
disappeared to the extent of 90-95 percent. It was back in
place after a few days.
. Authoritative sources in London reported that the British
Government planned to ask France, West Germany, Italy, and
Belgium to attend a conference on space research early in 1961
probably to lead to a proposal to use the Blue Streak missile for
a satellite booster, and possibly the French Veronique for an
upper stage.
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December 29: President Eisenhower has given his support to a policy
of allowin private corporations to build and operate communications sate 'tes.
-.
. Dr. T. Keith Glennan has offered his resignation as Administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
effective January 20,1961, it was announced by the White House.
. The Agena B stage of Discoverer XVII reentered and burned.
December 30: The U.S.S. Patrick Henry loaded with 16 Polaris
tactical missiles departed from Charleston, S.C., on its f h t
patrol.
1961

it

-.

January 6: The Navy announced development of a new prototype
television camera and transmitting station which can be carried
in the nose of a small Arcas rocket to a height of 40 miles, and
then broadcasts what it sees for a half hour while it returns by
parachute. In contrast to the still pictures returned by Tiros
using television techniques, the new system returns live pictures
immediately. The payload package weighs 8 pounds, is a slim
c linder 16 inches long. It was developed by Thompson Ramogooldridge, Inc.
January 7: The Air Force successfully launched Blue Scout I a t Cape
Canaveral in an experiment penetrating the lower edge of the
Van Allen Radiation Belt. A payload of 393 pounds including
eight radiation experiments was carried in a ballistic flight 1,200
miles from the Cape, after a climb to about 1,000 miles. A
search plane located the instrument capsule after the 32 minute
fhght, but apparently it sank before recovery could be effected.
January 10: The first Polaris shot of the new year from Cape Canaveral used new fuels and a glass upper stage to make a successful flight of 1,600 miles.
January 11: The Navy announced that it had spotted three Soviet
tracking ships moving into the central Pacific again-the Sibir,
Chukhotka, and Sakhalin.
*. President-elect Kennedy released a special report made to
him by an ad hoc committee of 9 members, with Dr. Jerome B.
Wiesner of M.I.T. as chairman. The report called for a sweeping
reorganization of the national space program to increase its
effectiveness. The report was critical of past leadership and
direction, and viewed both national security and prestige as being
a t stake. It called for effective use of the Space Council, single
direction within the Department of Defense of military space
efforts, stronger technical management in NASA, and closer
partnership m t h industry.
January 12: The United States set 6 new world's records for aircraft,
using B-58 Hustler bombers. Carrying a 4,408 pound load, one
plane avera ed 1,284.73 miles per hour over a 621 mile course,
as comparefwith the previous Soviet record of 639.18 miles per
hour with an unidentified plane. The other B-58 averaged
1,061.80 miles per hour on a 1,242 mile course with the same payload as compared With the previous Soviet record of 596.47 miles
per hour with a Tu-104.
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January 13 : The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
announced that on February 1, it would activate a new life
sciences research laboratory a t the Ames Research Center in
Sunnyvale, Calif., expected to build toward a strength of 60
scientists and 140 supporting technicians.
. An Air Force radar station a t Shemya in the Aleutians detected the fli ht of a Soviet missile travelin i n a southeasterly
direction. Aythough not a secret, this was tf le first o5cial mention of the Shemya detection point.
-.
. Lt. Col. Paul D. Hiclunan a t Honolulu stated that the United
States had good evidence that two Soviet Astronauts were killed
in launching attempts during the time of Premier Khrushchev’s
stay in New York the previous fall. He said his information was
unofficial, but that the identity of one of the dead men was known.
January 14: Officials of the Japanese science and technology agency
announced that Japan planned to launch an Earth satellite by
1963, using American rockets from a launching base in the United
States.
January 16: President Eisenhower sent his final budget message to
the Congress. Many observers viewed as the most important
policy remark contained in it related to space to be: “Further
testing and experimentation will be necessary to establish whether
there are any valid scientific reasons for extending manned space
flight beyond the Mercury program.” I n other respects the
message reviewed our progress in a number of programs, and
called for a new obligational authority for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration of $1,110 million for fiscal
1962.
-. year. The
International Telephone and Telegraph Corp. was
allocated temporarily by the Federal Communications Commission two frequencies (2120 and 2299.5 megacycles) to use in
testing the surface of the Moon, and perhaps artificial satellites
as reflecting surfaces for communications. The purpose was for
research, not commercial use.
January 17: The Navy spotted a fourth Soviet tracking ship, the
Suchan, in the Pacific. The earlier three were already rouped
in a loose triangle generally southwest of Hawaii. 5 1 four
vessels carried helicopters which might be used for recovery
purposes.
January 18 : The House Science and Astronautics Committee released
a preliminary staff report on space launching vehicles. It included a warning that new examples of duplication of effort in
development seemed to be in the making, and also that there
were signs that the role of NASA was being degraded in some
quarters.
January 19: The third Iris rocket was launched a t Wallops Island,
Va., but climbed only 86 miles of the intended 160. It carried
100 pounds of instruments to measure rocket performance.
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January 19: The Federal Communications Commission authorized
the American Telephone and Telegraph Co. to establish the first
space communication link across the Atlantic on an experimental
basis. Experimental satellites are expected to weigh about 175
pounds, and to orbit a t 2,200 miles altitude. The National
Aeronautics and Space Administration would do the launchings,
estimated to cost about $3 million each, and the company would
pay about $250,000 for each of six. The authority was for experimental work only, not a commercial system. An ultimate
commercial system is estimated to require 50 satellites, 13 terminals, and an investment of $170 million.
-.
. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration announced the indefinite suspension of interrogation of the Tiros I1
satellite's wide-angle lens television system, lest its malfunction
induce a power drain disabling other equipment in the satellite.
January 20: T. Keith Glennan left his assignment as Administrator
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. No
successor had been named.
-.
. The United States withdrew its team of cooperatin scientists
a t Jodrell Bank, England because of the end of the Ab e series of
-. space
. A probes.
Titan missile was launched a t Cape Canaveral, but the
second stage failed to ignite, and the rocket fell about 100 miles
away.
-.
. The Soviet Union chose this day to release the news that
about three weeks earlier, the dog Strelka which orbited the Earth
in August, 1960 gave birth to 6 healthy puppies.
January 21: The U.S.S. George Washington returned from its first
patrol in the Atlantic having traveled 67 days underwater with
its 16 nuclear-tipped Polaris missiles.
January 22: Max Lehrer, Assistant Director of the Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space Science became director of
defense business development of the Defense Electronic Products
Division of R.C.A.
. Discoverer XIX reentered and burned.
January 23: The Radio Corporation of America announced new
tunnel diode circuitry capable of operating a t close to the speed
of light, or 1000 times faster than most present data processors.
The development program was sponsored by the Navy Bureau
of Ships.
. A new set of studies and experiments seems to establish that
radar waves can be channeled to follow the Earth's magnetic
lines of force. Waves aimed a t a point over Washington, D.C.
were received near Cape Horn, when suitable frequencies were
used, and an echo was received back a t Washington. The
ducts may be as narrow as 200 yards in diameter. Variations in
the time for signals to make a round trip may give evidence of
external forces influencing the Earth's magnetic field, proving a
new diagnostic tool.
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January 23: Dr. Herbert Friedman of the Naval Research Laboratory
reported evidence that the Earth may have a hydrogen tail reaching 20 million miles or more, and pointed away from the Sun.
The so-called gegenschein which is occasionally observed as a
light in the sky on the side of Earth away from the Sun may be
light reflected by this comet-like tail.
. The last Atlas D made a successful flight from Cape
Canaveral, putting its nose cone well within 2 miles of its target
5,000 miles away.
January 25: The Air Force announced it had selected Titan I1 as a
booster for Dyna-Soar.
January 26: The White House announced the intention to ap oint
Col. Kenneth E. Be Lieu, Staff Director of the Senate 8ommittee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences and of the Preparedness Subcommittee of the Committee on Armed Forces to the
post of Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Materiel.
January 28: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
announced that it will establish a theoretical research group as
a branch of the Goddard Space Flight Center of Greenbelt, Md.,
It will be located in New York City, begin operations in May,
and draw upon the talent in the universities of that area. Dr.
Robert Jastrow will be chief of the new bureau and head its
permanent staff of 50.
January 30: Twelve European nations opened a conference at Strasbourg on the possibilities of establishing a cooperative space
research program. Present were representatives of the United
Kingdom and France, and also Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
West Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden,
and Switzerland. Observers were also present from Eire, Greece,
and Canada.
-. Turkey,
. President Kennedy announced that he was appointing James
,Edwin Webb Administrator of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, and reappointing Dr. Hugh L. Dryden
as Deputy Administrator.
January 31: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
conducted successfully the Mercury-Redstone flight MR-2
a t Cape Canaveral. A 37-pound male chimpanzee, Ham, rode
in a regular Mercury capsule weighing 2,400 pounds to an altitude
of 155 miles and a distance of 420 miles, where after three hours,
he was picked up in his capsule by a Marine Corps helicopter.
The ape was soon in good spirits and apparently unharmed after
his release from his couch. Telemetry was returned during most
of the flight. Recovery was delayed because the Redstone
rocket cut off 5 seconds early and this ignited the escape rocket
system which gave an extra boost to the capsule, causing it to
climb 40 miles higher than planned, and travel 130 miles farther
down range. Ham traveled 5,000 miles per hour, about 800
more than planned. This subjected him to g loads of 16 instead
of 12 as originally planned. During the flight, which included
4% minutes of weightlessness, the ape operated successfully
certain levers which he had been trained to handle. A red light
burned continuously. If the ape did not pull the lever under it
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at least once every 20 seconds, he would receive a shock. A
white light flashed each time he did pull the lever correctly.
A blue light came on every 2 minutes for 5 seconds. If the ape
pulled the lever under this light before it went off he avoided a
shock. All indications were that Ham performed his chores
adequately throughout the flight.
January 31: Samos I1 was successfully placed in orbit from Point
Arguello Naval Base, Calif., using an Atlas missile with an
Agena upper stage. The satellite had a perigee of 300 miles and
an apogee of 350 miles. It was put into a polar orbit, but the
exact inclination was not announced. Its period was 95 minutes.
The weight of the Agena stage was given as 4,100 pounds, of
which 300 to 400 pounds was believed to be instruments. The
main purpose of the test shot was to further experimental work
with camera reconnaissance techniques, probably including
television readout. There may also have been instruments for
measuring cosmic rays, micrometeorites, and the electrical field
of Earth, but the Air Force would not confirm this. Batteries
were carried to provide power for a few weeks only, and the
frequencies on which signals were broadcast were not revealed.
. The Bell Telephone Laboratories unveiled a new, improved
optical maser device which emits a continuous beam suitable
for voice transmission, expected in time to allow 1000 times the
amount of information transmitted on a given amount of band
width sent in a very narrow beam.
-__. , The Lincoln Laboratories of M.I.T. announced a new error
detection method for use in communications, which should
reduce the average number of errors from one a minute, when
transmitting 100,000 bits of information a minute, to about one
in 300 years slipping by undetected.
February 1 : Minuteman, the new Air Force ICBM, was launched for
the first time at Cape Canaveral in a major test, and the results
were very good. All three stages were fired, and the solid-fueled
ICBM traveled 4600 miles, carrying a full guidance system which
brought the nose cone right to the target area. Some 400 pounds
of instruments were carried. The press reported Minuteman to
be made up of a Thiokol solid-fueled rocket of 170,000 pounds
thrust, 24 feet long and 5.5 feet in diameter; an Aerojet solidfueled rocket second stage of 55,000 pounds thrust; a Hercules
solid-fueled rocket third stage of 35,000 pounds thrust. The
total missile is said to weigh 66,000 pounds, and to be 58 feet
long. Boeing Airplane Co. is prime contractor. It carries Autonetics guidance, with each stage having 4 steerable nozzles. A
Mark V Avco nose cone was carried.
. A new timing device was announced by the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory which allows the measurement of events in
nuclear physics down to fractions of a billionth of a second. The
Mobley buncher produces ion pulses only a fraction of a nonosecond (billionth of a second) long, evenly spaced to provide a
time scale.
A_-.
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February 1: The Bell Telephone Laboratories announced the development of a new supermagnet using niobium three-tin, wherein the
amount of electricity from an ordinary storage battery would
produce a field with a strength which formerly took millions of
watts of power to produce.
. The Navy announced that it would complete its Spasur dark
satellite detection fence by the construction of a new transmitter
near Archer City, Texas, with a power output of 560,000 watts.
This would fill the gap existing between the two existing 50,000
watt stations at Jordan Lake, Ala., and Gila River, Ariz. Receiving stations are at Fort Stewart, Ga., Silver Lake, Miss.,
Truth or Consequences, N. Mex., and San Diego, Calif. Control
of the system passed on this day to the North American Air
Defense Command.
February 2: The U.S.S. Sam Houston, a nuclear-powered Polaris
missile launching submarine was launched at Newport News, Va.,
the seventh such ship constructed in the program.
-*
. The 16-nation conference on cooperative space research ended
at Strasbourg with most of the delegates supporting the British
proposal to use Blue Streak as a first stage launch vehicle, and a
French rocket for the second stage in future satellite attempts.
British Aviation Minister Peter Thorneycroft offered to increase
the British contribution to $64.4 million with another $116.2
million to be supplied by the other participants.
-*
. The Senato Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences
voted unanimously t o approve the selection of James E. Webb
as Administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
February 3 : Observatory scientists at Bochum, Germany claimed
they had picked up Russian words in Morse code, coming from
space. Radio amateurs a t Turin, Italy, claimed they heard
“moans from outer space”, or labored breathing.
February 4: The Soviet Union announced the launching of Sputnik
IV with a weight of 14,295 pounds exclusive of the accompanying
carrier rocket. The new satellite was said to have a perigee of
139 miles and an apogee of 203 miles. Its period was 89.8
minutes, and the orbit was inclined 64 degrees 57 minutes to the
Equator. It was said that all equipment was functioning
normally. Very few details were provided in the Tass announcement, other than to mention an “improved multistage rocket”
was used for the launching. Although some speculation was
that it could be a 2-man spaceship, the labeling of it as Sputnik
I V rather than as Spaceship Satellite IV a t least suggested a
flight other than a continuation of the 1960 series of biological
cabins intended for recovery. A more likely clew of its purposes,
and suggesting a partial failure to equipment was provided February 12 by Sputnik V (see below).

1961-Continued
February 5 : An Aerobee-Hi rocket was launched at Wallops Island
to reach an altitude of 94 miles in a test of the behavior of liquid
hydrogen under zero gravity conditions. The National Aeronautics and Space payload weighed 303 pounds.
Although the United States tracked Sputnik IV, foreign
stations were puzzled by the failure to hear any si nals from the
vehicle. There was speculation that its radios ad failed, or
that it was broadcasting on unknown frequencies, or that it
represented a military operation which returned data only on
command over Soviet territory. The earlier report of codes
and breathing were discounted as having come a t a time before
launching.
West German Defense Minister Franz Josef Strauss stated
German unwillingness to support financially the specific proposals of the Strasbourg space meeting to create a joint European
space effort built around the British Blue Streak.
February 6: When countdown on a Polaris missile a t Cape Canaveral
reached zero, the upper stage suddenly shot up into the air, and
the lower stage shot fire from both ends.
A stir was caused by a background briefing a t the Department of Defense which purportedly indicated there was no
missile gap a t the present time.
February 7: The X-15 with Major Robert White flew at 2,275 miles
per hour, a new record, and reached 77,000 feet over Edwards
Air Force Base, Calif.
February 8: President Kennedy stated it would be premature to
make a judgment on whether there is a missile gap, as current
studies are not complete.
February 9: Considerable Western speculation was reported that
there was doubt whether Sputnik IV was actually in orbit since
there were no reported sightings and few authentic radio signals
found. However, the Soviet Government broke its silence,
sendin word to the Edinburgh Royal Observatory as to when
i t wo d be visible, and the British scientists saw it pass on the
announced schedule. L. J. Carter of the British Interplanetary
Society sug ested that the West was wide open to unannounced
Soviet sate1 ‘te reconnaissance. The implied reaction of American officials was t h a t the United States had a good capability
of tracking satebtes but can not know their purpose with any
.
. James E. Webb was confirmed by the Senate as Administrator
-. certainty
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
February 10: After second stage failures on the previous two tests
a Titan J made a successful flight of 5,000 miles to its intended
target from Cape Canaveral.
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February 10: Professor Leonid Sedov announced in Moscow that the
Sputnik I V satellite was an engineering test vehicle designed
to prove so large an object could be orbited, and that once
there, could be placed in precisely the orbit desired. He denied
its purpose was either to test a manned cabin or to conduct
scientific measurements of space.
. The Rocketdyne F-1 liquid-fueled rocket engine was tested
for a few seconds a t Edwards Air Force Base, Calif., a t a power
of 1,550,000 pounds of thrust.
-. output
. The Soviet Union has declined a United Stntcs invitation to
attend a meeting of a panel of the World Meteorological Organization to develop a plan for international use of weather satellites.
The panel was organized in 1959 with American, British, Australian, and Soviet members.
*. Dr. Hugh L. Dryden talked by radio telephone signals
bounced off the Moon, using the Goldstone 85-foot radio telescope a t the transmitting end, and a similar new antenna at
Woomera, Australia a t the receiving end.
February 12: The Soviet Union announced that it had placed in
orbit a heavy Sputnik V, using an improved multistage rocket.
During the same day a guided space rocket was launched from
Sputnik V to set Automatic Interplanetary Station I1 on a flight
to the planet Venus, which was to be reached during the second
half of May, 1961. This station had a weight of 1,419 pounds,
not counting the weight of its carrier rocket. It was transmitting
on command a t 922.8 megacycles, with transmissions expected
about every 5 days. The main objects of the flight were given
as testing the injection of a rocket on an interplanetary trajectory, the check of long distance communications, and the more
exact measurement of the astronomical unit of distance. As
with the Sputnik IV shot a few days earlier, United States organizations were able to supply tracking data to the President before
the Soviet announcements.
-.
. Secretary McNamara’s background remarks (see February 6)
on the missile gap were said to have been about as follows: The
number of missiles available to both the U.S.S.R. and the United
States has not yet reached a decisive level; meanwhile, the
destruction gap or deterrent gap is not great enough for the
Soviet Union to be able to afford the risk of war; strenuous efforts
will be required to keep 11ssafe from a deterrent gap in the future.
Reporters who wrote stories based on these remarks came up
with a variety of interpretations.
February 13: Although United States tracking stations could note
the movements of Sputnik V, they were unable to find any signals
from Automatic Interplanetary Station 11. Professor Blagonravov in Moscow described the Sputnik 1V of a few days earlier as
having made a great contribution to the later Venus shot. It
was revealed that the Venus probe carried a metal pennant with
the Soviet coat of arms as did the earlier Soviet Cosmic Rockets
in 1959. Solar batteries were used to recharge the chemical
batteries. The temperature inside the station was reported as
68’ Fahrenheit.
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February 14: Tasa reported the Venus probe also carried instruments
similar to Pioneer V to measure cosmic rays, magnetic fields, to
detect intarplanetary matter, and to register the collision of
micrometeorites. Professor Ari Shternfeld reported the Automatic Interplanetary Station I1 might reach Venus a month
earlier than originally reacted. (This prediction was later
disavowed.) President l! ennedy sent congratulations to Premier
Khrushchev for the scientific achievement.
-'
. Representative Overton Brooks suggested that the controlled
launching of the Venus probe from a parking orbit around the
Earth had military implications for future bombs to Earth from
orbit.
February 15: The Soviet Union launched geophysical rockets to observe an ecli se of the Sun, and not only received telemetry, but
from a stabiaed platform took a variety of photographs whose
film was recovered on the ground.

-.
-.
-.

.

The Soviet tracking ships which had been posted in the mid
Pacific were reported to be heading to home port.
. Soviet Academician I. I. Artobolevskiy writing in Trud
claimed that Automatic Interplanetary Station I1 contained
special sensory equipment to allow it to detect meteorites of
dangerous size with actuators to change the course of the Station
to avoid a colliiion, and then a computer to determine what
further c o m e corrections would continue it on its preprogramed
trajectory as carried in its memory units.
February 16 : The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
successfully launched its first solid-fuel boosted Scout satellite
from Wallops Island, Va., and named it Explorer IX. The payload weighed 80 pounds and included a 12-foot polka-dotted
balloon inflated in orbit. The balloon weighed 15 pounds.
Tracking radio beacons were contained in both the fourth stage
rocket casing and the balloon, which was to measure air.drag.
The satellite used 136.950 megacycles for its signal, and it was
picked up over South Africa and Australia, but then went silent.
I t was only later that visual observations in several parts of the
world confirmed that the balloon was in orbit as well as the rocket
casing. The rocket casing was found to have a period of 118.75
minutes, and an inclination of 38 degrees to the Equator. It had
a perigee of 410 miles and an apogee of 1,610miIes. The balloon
was believed to have similar elements.
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February 16: Secretary McNamara sent a letter to Senator Dirksen in
which he denied he had said there was no missile gap. He said
he had put emphasis on the view that there was no deterrent or
destruction gap, and that for the time being it mattered little
which country had the greater number of missiles since they
were not yet decisive.
February 17: The Air Force launched a t Vandenberg, Discoverer
XX which was successfully placed in a polar orbit. The Agena
B stage, lifted by a Thor launch vehicle, weighed about 2,450
pounds after burnout, and contained a 300 pound reentry capsule. The orbit had a perigee of 201 miles, an apogee of 400
niiles and a period of 95 minutes. The satellite carried devices
to measure the effect of radiation on future Samos and Midas
instruments, and a Navy Transit navigation system, There
were also external tracking lights.
. Richard S. Morse, Director of Research and Development,
Department of the Army, reported to the House Science and
Astronautics Committee a new reason for urgency in pursuing
Nike Zeus for anti-ICBM purposes in the “very large effort”
the Soviet Union was making in the field of such defenses.
February 18: The Air Force launched a t Vandenberg, Discoverer
X X I which was successfully placed in a olar orbit. The Agena
B stage, lifted by a Thor launch vehic e, weighed about 2,100
pounds after burnout, but contained no reentry capsule, as it
was intended to conduct further infrared tests supporting the
Midas project. The period of the orbit was 93.8 minutes. Sometime during the first orbit, the Agena B engine was restarted in
space for the first time, and the orbital period was lengthened to
97.8 minutes, with‘’a~perigee~ofjl55
miles-lnd an apogee of 670
miles.
-*
. The Soviet Union announced that Automatic Interplanetary Station I1 would pass Venus a t a distance no greater than
112,000 miles from its center, based upon its original trajectory
and making no allowance for course corrections en route.
February 21: The Air Force launched for the Navy, Transit IIIB
and LOFTI I from Cape Canaveral. Aimed for a long life
circular orbit by its Thor Able Star vehicle, it entered a short
life eccentric orbit with a perigee of 104 miles and an apogee of
617 miles. As best could be determined, the two satellites
remained attached to each other and to the empty rocket casin
of the final stage. Transit IIIB was equipped with virtual1 a 8
of the instruments intended for the operational version o the
navigation satellites. LOFTI I was designed to study low
frequency radio signals in relation to the ionos here. Transit
IIIB weighed 250 pounds, and LOFTI I weig ed 54 pounds.
The rocket casing presumably weighed about 50 pounds.
: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration selected Lt. Col. John H. Glenn, Jr., USMC, Ca t. Virgil I. Grissom
USAF, and Comdr. Alan B. Shepard, Jr., 6 S N , to begin finai
training for the first Redstone ballistic flight, one of whom would
be selected shortly before launching.
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1961-Continued
February 21: The Air Force launched for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration a t Cape Canaveral MA-2, the Atlas
vehicle carrying a regular Mercury capsule in a severe reentry
test. The fight was completely successful, reaching an altitude
of 107 miles, and landing 1,425 miles downrange after being subjected to 16 g’s, and 3,000 degrees Fahrenheit external heat.
February 22: An equipment malfunction ruled out the possibility of
bringing in the capsule of Discoverer XX after four days of flight
ally planned.
. e French launched a rat named Hector to an altitude of
93 miles using a Veronique rocket at Colomb Bechar, Algeria.
Telemetry was received, and the rat was recovered alive by
parachute 30 miles away.

P$y

I

I

SUMMARY
OF SATELLITES
AND PLANETOIDS

U.S. satellites and planetoids orbited
Astronomlcal designator

Payload
(pounds)
18.13

40.0
13.4
245.0
195.0
142.0

164

U.S. satellites and planetoids not orbited
rota1 pound!
for orbit
53.25
53.25
31. 5
71.5
71.5
71.5
83.8
38.43
71.5
84.4

42.77
86.4
12.95
73.3

1,600.0

72.5
1,610.0
91.5
84.3
315.0
425.0
422.0
1,700.0
1,700.0
4,500.0
35.3
255.0
1,700.0
550.0
437.0
4, loo. 0
2,100.0
293.0
87.0
438.0

Payload
pounds
3.26
3.26
18.83
21.5
21.6
21.5
40.0
25.8
21.5
39.0
9.26
34.3
12.95
23.04
440.0
22.5
440.0
91.5
25.8
265.0
375.0
372.0
300.0

300.0
3, ooo. 0
22.8
205.0
300.0
300.0
387.0
2,600.0
300.0
203.0
40.0

87.0
388.0

Performance
Lost thrust after 2 seconds.
Climbed 4 miles.
Impacted 1900 miles away.
Impacted 1:500 miles away.
Impacted 5.000 miles awav.
2d stage cut prematurely.Climbed 10 miles.
Impacted after 659 seconds.
Burned after 1 orbit.
Climbed 70 700 miles.
Impacted aiter 526 seconds.
Climbed 963 miles, impacted 7,500 miles aw'ay.
Climbed 63,580 miles.
Impacted several 100 miles away.
Impacted several 1,000 miles away.
Impacted 300 miles away.
Impacted several 1,000 miles away.
Exploded 10 feet off pad.
Impacted several 1,000 miles away.
Impacted 2 500 miles away.
Exploded static test, not launching.
Impacted 5,000 miles away.
Impacted several 1,000 miles away.
Climbed 4 miles.
Impacted 2,500 miles away.
An uppor stage failed.
Verniers, 2d stage failed.
Impacted several 1,000 miles away.
Climbed 15 miles.
Impacted 8 OOO miles away South AfriczL.
Impacted skveral 1 OOO milk away.
2d stage failed to siparate.
2d stage failed, assembly feu on Cuba.
2d stage failed, impacted 50 miles away.
Climbed 8 miles.

d

Soviet Union satellites and planetoids orbited

w

0

3C

8co
Soviet Union satellites and planetoids not orbited
Launching device

Name

Date
launched

Total pounds
fororbit

Payload
pounds

Performance

Other Soviet testa which have been announced are as follows:

I
21,1968
27,lPEa
2 1969
lo, 1969
m lea0
31;lea0
la, 1960

I

t ;E

'4078
'4078

15.1961
I

1284
'281
1150
'U1
7,762
87
{ 762
130

I

I

(9

1 Altitude.
8

I

Not available.

Distanca.

CHECKLISTSOF OTHEB LAUNCHINCIS
The V-9 Rocket in Germany
Range
(mum)
0.8
6.4
118.0
91.3
a7
5.3
.OB
0

a.a

Ul.8
3.0
.6

82.4

Performanm

Rolled unstable.
Nose
E
u . ~bhke
~ b U toftf.
o o stee
Steam generator mlsgehaved.
Vertlcal h e h t 41.5 miles.
Tumbled lostvanas.
Perorlde&pIosion.
Exploslon on ignition.
Too atea ,rolled.
Too shaiow.
Fire in tail.
Vertical, explosion.

.I

178.3
166.6

165.3
164.6
16.8
85.7
146.0
147.9
137.3
46.6

178.3
146.0
18
146.6
0
0
0

Do.

outoff switch failed.
Early cutoff.
Do.
Do.
Exploded after 70 seconds.
outoff d t c h failed.
Fell on alrport.
[mpact not observed.
Exdoded at takeoff.
Fell on pump building.
outoff at takeoff.
Fell in Sweden.
wln ed A-4b tlight.
Launched by Brit& orders, Cuxhaven.

First m-ul

NoTE.-MM~No. 1 wsahsed as a mockup. Mlsslle1No.Bwa9 W o r cmw tnrinlng. M M w Nw.
14, 15 17 were used in a long duration test of outside_storahillty. Miasllas Noa 27,3&35,37,89 csrried
equipmentand were flred after 1943.
Source: This list was assembled by WW b y , partly from Dr. Walter Domberger, partly from corn.
spondeuce, tracing the rasulta of the early tests at Peenemtinde.

erp&tal
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The V-9
Rocket in the United States
Missile
number

kltitude
(milos)

Performance

Range
(miles)

--

1946
Mar. 15_ _ _ _ _ _ _
1 _ . 0_ _ _0 _ _
Statlo
_flring.
_
Apr. 16...-.
- __. 2
0
Terminated by radio command.
5.0
70.0_ . .31.
0 __
May 10_ _ _ _ . _ _ _
3 __
_
May 29_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
.__
70.0
37._
e ___
June 13_.____._._.___._
40.0
73.0
First
67.0
June 28_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _
. _ _41.
_
0 _
_fully
_ instrumented for upper air research.
July 9_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
7 _ -83.0
___.
61.0
___
July 19______._........_
3.0
.5 Exploded.
July 28_____._.______.._
.- - - - --- --.
Jnlv
30.
..______.____.___
104.0
68.0
.-"
2.0_ . . _.7_ Terminated by radio command.
Aug. 15_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10
_.__
Do.
bug. 22 _ _ _ _ . . _ _
11 _ _0_ _ . _
.1 _ _
102.0
12.0
Oct. 10_-__-........_.._
17.0 Took motion pictures of the Earth.
Oct. 24_____._.._.._....
65.0
0
5.0 Terminated by radio command.
62.0
12.6
104.0
111.1
116.0
21.0

____ ____

l i

-_

-_

_________________ I
1047

25.0
Jan. 10_ _ _ _ _ _ _
18. _ .72.0
___
__._
31.0
Jan. 23
10.3 Extensive telemetry carried successfully.
19
13.0 Cannister recovery of fruitfiies and seeds.
Feb. 20______-.-.---..-88.0
20
Mar. 7_______.-.-_....loo. 0
35.0 Returned photographs and scientific data.
21
80.0
24.0
Apr. 1___.__.._.._..___
22
19.0
Apr. 8_ _ _ _ - - _ _
-----23- - .64.0
Apr. 17_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _
___
45.0
24_ _ _87.0
May 15_ _ _ _ _ _ _26
___
. _ _ 36.0
___
76.0
- - - - - - - . - - - Landed near Juarez, Mexico.
May 29____--.-.....-..
Termbated
July 10_ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _1.4
__
_ _ by radio command.
29. _ .10.0
1.0
Jolv 28. _ _ _ - - _ _ 30
___
99.0
___
_..
Launched
from U.S.S. Midway.
- --- 6.0
97.0
28 0
Malfunctioned.
13.0
1.5
28.0
65. 0

-

__ __

___

34
36
39
25
38
B-1
35
37
40
43
B-2
33
B-3
B-4
44
42
45
48
B-5
41
50

B-6
46
47
32
40
56
31

99.0
70.0
3.0
89. 0
35.0
69.7
87.0
39. 0

48. 0
1.4

104.a
8.3
94.0
93. 4
3.0
90.0
67.0

53.0

60.0

37.0
79.0

w.0

80.0
53.0
31.0
5.0

a.a

3. a
94.0
77. 0
i9. 0

B-7

92.0
5. a
13. E

Gl

0

53

B-U

51
64
57
5.5

52
GG

65. a
1. a

2. a

n

4.0

Successful electronic guidance.

1. 0

48.0
32.0
32.0
41.0
17.0
23.0

Terminated by radio command.
Malfunctioned: carried monkey Albert.
Took pictures showing Earth curvature.

.9
40 0
22.0
1.0

Malfunctioned.

10.5

Terminated by radio command.

Terminated by radio command
Exploded.

290
25.0

37. n
21.5
32.4
20.0
.4

1.4
37.0
.5
43.5
32.0
37.8
40.5
15.0
80.5
36.1
0
.5
.2
0

.4

Measured ion densities.
Malfnnctioned.
nn

Mor&$ Albert I1 killed by Impact.
Exploded.
Monkey Albert IV kllled by impact.
Exploded.
Photos taken of mouse in flight.
Exploded.
Exploded.
Do.
Do.
Conclusion of V-2 upper atmosphere program.

NoTE.-AI~ of the above launchinps were from White Sands, N . Mex., except as follows: B-7 and B-8
were from Cape Canavenl, Fh. The shot from the U.S.S. Midway occurred near Bermuda.
Source: This list w a g mostly assembled ham the final report on Project Hermw by Qeneral Electric,
supplemented ham newspaper acwuntp*
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Date

Vehkle Altitude

number

(miles)

Performance

Range
(miles)

~ - _ _ _
1948

__________
_______
_________
__________

May 13. _ _ _ _ _B_
- l_
_ _ __
_ __ _
79.1
_.___
Low perf?rmanra Ln aecond stage.
8.0_ _ . ___
Aug. 19- _ _ _ _ _I)-2
_.____
_ Malfunctloned.
83.4
Second
stage falled to fir&
Sept. 30_ _ . _ _ B-3
_ _____
___
_____
__
3.0
Explodad.
Nov. 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _
B-4
_
_
__
__
_
_
_
. .._ _ .

_____

~

la49
250.0
85.0 Measured ion densltles.
Feb.24
B-5
31.0
seoond stage failed to tire.
Apr. 21_ _ _ _ _ _
13-6.
____
_ _ _ . _ .MaUunctioned,
_

__.________.____.
_____
__________
____
1060

_____
_____

8.0
25.0_Exploded.
July24_ _ _ _ _B-8
____
___
___.
21.8
189.4
JUIYXI
n-7

_________________

NmE.-D%ta given are for the total distance tK8Veled by the Wao Oorporal upper stage on t b V-2 mlwfle,
Source: This list was assembled partly In the Bnal report on Project Hermes by QenerPl Electrlo, and
partly from newspaper accounts.
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The Aerobee Family of Research Rockets
Place

I

Rocket
number

I

Performance

Altitude
(miles)
Dummy 5ring.

Do.

Do.
Terminated by radio.

_________
_____________
_____do
_____________ 675________
________
_________ _____do
_ _ _ _ _ _____________
do
_________
__ ____
_________ _____do_____________ ____________

1948

Mar. 5
Apr. 13
May3
July 26

74.0

71.0
71.0
70.0

Cosmic-ray measurements.
Measured Earth’s magnetic fleld.
Photographed the Earth, successful recovcry.

Near Peru ________ __________ _________
_________
__________ _________
_________
_____ do_____________
...___ _______ __________ _________
_________ _____do

U.8.8. Norton Sound.
Do.
Do.

Near Alaska ______ __________ _________
________ _____do
_____________ __________ ___ ______
_________
White Sands______ __________ _________
_________
_____do
_____________
_____ __ ___ _________
_________
_____________
_________ _____do
_____do
_____________ __________
__________ _________
_________
_________

Do.
Do.
Carried grenades.
Do.
Do.
Do.

March
Do

Do

1860

January
Do
Dee. 11
Do
Dec. 12
Do

1961

_________

Apr. 18

Holloman

_________ __________ _________

First biomedical experiment.
Two monkeys, two mice recovered suocassfully.
Do.

________ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . __________ _________
113.0
Apr. 21_________ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hi- _____
70.0
October________ Whit.e Sands______ __________
1064
October
1066

Released sodium vapor.

_____________
__________
60.0 Released nitric oxide.
________ _____do
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Hi-1 ____
_________
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Hi-2
____
116.6
_________ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hi-3 ____ 39.0
__________
_________ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H i 4 ____ 163.0
Hi-41--193.0
Apr.30 _________
64.0 Released shaped charge to send pellets to speed
16_________ Holloman_________ __________
above escape velocity.
White Sands______ Hi-- ____
123.0 Took ultraviolet photographs of Sun.
Mar. 13____.___
1880
Took X-ray photographs of Sun.
Apr. _________ _____do
_____________
Studied night-time ultraviolet radiation.
Apr. _________ Wallops___________
Studied upper atmosphere.
Apr. 29_________ _____do
___._________
Photographed sky in ultraviolet.
May 27________ White Sands______
Aug.3 _________ Wallops___________
Studied radiation.
Aug.
_______
_____do
____________
Studied upper atmosphere.
Nov. 15-_______ _____do
Carried stellar spectrometers.
Nov.
_______ -____do_____________
_____________
1868

Mar. 14
May2
May8
June4
June29

2.0

1067

_______________.____

Oct.

1860

I9

26

23.

22-

Tested liquid hydrogen under zero gravity.
Source: This list was assembled primarily from newspaper accounts supplemented by other scattered
references.
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The Viking Research Rocket
Mtude
:milea)

Date

61.6
82.8

Perf0rmSnce

Premature cutoff tnrblne leaks. Btndled upper
atmosphere pressure and temperature.
hemature cutoff, turbine leaks.

60.0
106.4
107.6

40.0

136.6

New slngle+tage record.

4.0

Broke loose in static test, deatroyed.

0

Motor exploded on pad, but rocket salvaged.

135.6

138.0
158.4

144.0
125.0

Ejected Minitrack radio. Vanguard test.

121.1

First stage modified Vlking second stage Qrand

-

Central &ket, third stage)Vanguard.

NoTE.-AU launchings took place a t White SandsLN. Mex., except IV near Jarvls Island in the Paciflc,
XIII (TV-O) and TV-1 a t Cape Canaveral.
Source: CompUed by Milton W. Rosen, supplemented by newspaper accounts.

The Vanguard Satellite Vehicle
Date

1

Vehicle

I

Performance

___________________
1968

Dea 8

succassfully ejeoted Minitrack radb, dimbed

1968
___________________
TV-3BU __________
TV-4_____________

Feb. 6
Mar. 17
A r 28
27:
June 26
8ept. 26-

____________
____________

Reached 4 miles then broke apart.
Vanguard I in oibit.
TVd
Impacted 1WO miles away when third stage fsiled to fire.
SLV-l____________
Impacted 6'm miles away, after climbing too steeply.
8LV-2.
2d stage cui off due to low chamber pressure.
SLV-3
Parhaps OpB orbit, but Mmtstn.

_____________
___________
____________
SLV-4. ___________ Vangnard 11in orbit.
SLV-5Impacted several hundred miles after tumbllng motion.
SLV-6. ___________ Impacted 300 miles away, after helium reservoir raptured
in seeond stage.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ L _

&+ __________________

________________
1969
Feb. 17__________________
Apr. 13__________________
June 22____ ______________
8ept. 18_________________ SLV-7 ____________

_____c_____

Vanguard 111 in orbit.

Nom.-Ail launchings took plam at Cape Canaveral. See tbe main body of the chronology for full
particulars.
Sourm: Compiled from data supplied by National Aeronauticsand Space Admintstration.

84Ja6-611-12
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The Jupiter C Vehicle
Performance

Vehicle

Date

__ _______
RTV-2 __________ RTV-3.--.--..-..
RTV-1-

Reentry test, 3,300 miles distance.

Reentry test, went off coum.
Reentry test, 1,200 miles distance, nose cone recovered.
Aug. 7_______..____---._
1968
Jan. 31 _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . - - -Explorer
- - - -I in orbit.
Explorer I1 failed to orbit, fell 1,900 miles away.
Mar. 5 ._____..____.___I11 in orbit.
Mar. 26--. _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - _ -Exnlorpr
-Expiorer IV in orbit.
July 26.
-..----Explorer V failed to orbit fell after 11 minutes.
Aug. 24______._..______Beacon I failed t o orbit, fill after 8 minutes, 46seconds.
Oct. 23.______...-_____-

_____ __

~

NOTE.--AI~launcliings from Cape Canaveral. See the main body of tho chronology for full particulars.
Source: Compiled from newspaper accounts.

The Jupiter Missile
Missile
number

Performance

Distance
(miles)

1857

Unsuccessful.
Malfunctioned, but useful telemetry.
FA,,oFes~fnl

Within 464 yards of target.
To preselected target area.

First recovery of full-scale nose cone.
Nose cone recovered.
Exploded 28 seconds after hunching.
Pioneer I11 vertical probe.
Carried m o h e y Oordo, not recovered.
1959
14___________
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ______________
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ___________--______________
___________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - May 28___________________ ______________

Jan. 21
Mar. 3
Apr. 3
May 6
May 14

First tactical missile hit target.
Pioneer IV, passed I h o n to enter solar orbit.

Successful.
Successful decked ready for Air Force use.
Successfulf declared operational.
Carried donkeys Able and Baker, e t a , successfully recovered.
Exploded 10 feet off pad in satellite attempt.
Failed to orbit in satellite attempt.
Successful.
Exploded a t 1OOO feet biological payload.
Explorer VI1 h Earth’orbit.
Successful.
Do.
Successful. Ffnsl shot in missile tests.
Failed to orbit in satellite attempt.
Explorer VI11 in Earth orbit.

NOTE.All launchbgs from Cape Canaved.
Source: Compiled from newspaper sccounta.
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!l'he Juno I I Vehicle
Date

I

I

Vehicle

Performance

1060
Mar. 3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Suly 18. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

R W - l l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _pioneer
_ _ _ _ _IV solar orbit.
RTV-12 (Am 16)__________ Explorer 6) fslled to orbit, exploded.
RTV-13 (Am 19B)________ Beacon tl\ failed to orbit.
_________.____________
(Am lQA)_________________ Explorer VII in orbit.

Aug. 14
Oot. 13. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

NoTE.-AU lannchiuga from Oape Osnaveral.
Soum: Compiled from nempaper scmunts.

The Thor Missile

but offmum.
11_ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______--__do
--_--__ _________ Lannched
________
Partial
____----12___________ _____do
___.____________
Exploded on p a d
_________
______________
_ _ _ _ _ d_________
o
________
test mouse Mia I fell short.
_________ _________ _________
________ Able________ _____do
Successful. A d tactical l~uncher.
_________ Reentry
June 4_________ ______________ ____.do________
successful;
_____do
________June 13________ ____-__-___-__
successful m t m tast: m o w Mia
_________.
July 9_________ Able________ _____do
11, mne lost.
suecessfulreantrytest; m o U S f l W i ~
o
_________
July 23 ________ Able________ _ _ _ _ _ d_________
cone lost.
Exploded near launch Site.
July 28- - ______ _____.
_______ - _ _ _ _ _ d_____________
o
__ - ________
_________
SuecesSfuL
Aug. ________.
18___________ _____do
Exploded 10 d e s UP in lunar fflght
Able________ _ _ _ _ _ d_________
o
10
Aug. 17
Lunar probe attempt.
_____-__-74 700
Oct. 11________ Able________ _____do
Exploded by range safety
after
_____do
___-___Nov. _________ _____.________
10 soconds.
Lunar probe attempt.
o
1,963
Nov. 8_________ Able ________ _ _ _ _ _ d_______._
SucoeSsIul
Dec. 16________ ___________.._
Vandenberg--Do.
Dec. 18________ ______________ Ormaveral_____
by range safety
_________ Exploded
_________ __ __ _. _________
Dec. 30 ________ 30___________ _____do
after launch.
Fell short in reentry
_________
____.--Jan. 23________ Able IV_____ _____do.
.__
- ----Jan.30________ 32___________ Vandenberg..- ____._____
Discoverer I in orbit.
en%______ _ _ _ _ _ d_____---o
Eartl rbit
Feb. 28________
succassful reentry test;cone lost.
%le ________ Oenaveral-__---- --.____.
.________
Mar.21________
la00
_____do
_________
Mar. 21________ _________.____
Sumssful data capsule recovered.
1'
Mar. 26________ ______________ ___.-do
_________
6:Wo succcssful'reentry test, cone r w v Apr. 8_________ Able ________ _____do
ered flrst time.
Discovmr 11in orbit.
Eart! irbit
Apr. 13________ Agena _______ Vandenberg--_________
____
~
_
_
-.
_
.____-_-sucwssfuL
-____do
Apr. 16________ RAF-l______
data capsule r w v Apr. 23________ ______________ Canaveral--_-1,500 ~ e n u a e y
ered fourth time.
Motion
picturea
of cone separation.
I 500
May lL----.-______________ --.--do--------- ____._____
_______--_--_____.
May 21________ Able________ _____do
6:ow succasslul reenm cone recovered.
Discoverer
I11
faded
to orbit.
140
June3_________ A en8_______ Vandenberg-.Successful reant cone lost.
___-____.6
June 11________ A t e ________ Canaveral_____
in m%.
____:
____ Destroyed
June 16________ RAF-2 ______ Vandenberg-.. ---_._____
Discoverer IV falled to orbit.
___--do
_____ - - - - __ - - ._
- - -.
June 26________ Agena_._____
1068

Jan.28
Feb. 28
Apr. 19
Apr. 23

BIIOC~~U~~Y,
suec895.

6

_.______

6

05m 80011

___.

1069

test.

800

test,

~

500
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Date

I

Number

I

The Thor Missle-Continued
Place

1

1

Performance

Altitude Distance
(miles) (miles)

__________I_________.
Earth orbit

Vandenberg.
Canaveral___._
Vandenberg-..

Earth orbit

Exploded by range safety officersoon
after launch.
Motion pictures recovered; first stabilized cone.
Successful.
Explorer VI in orbit.
Discoverer V in orbit.

succsssful.

Motion pictures, but cone lost.
Discoverer VI in orbit.
Motion ictures, data capsule recovere2
Transit I-A failed to orbit.
Successful.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Canaveral_____
1,500
Oct. 29
Do.
Nov. 3
______-_
-_ _____do
1.700
Nov. 4
_____do
._______
1,500
_
Agene .-.____
Nov. 7
Vandenberg.-.
Earth orbit
NOV. 12.------- RAF-S.--.-do-- ------ ------____I
coverer VI11 in orbit.
Ageua
_____do
Nov. 20
Earth orbit
RAF-9 . _ _
_ __
_ __
_ ...._____
d_
o
lUCCesSfUl.
Dee. 1
Do
Oanaveral..___
1,700 Motion pictures in color, recovered
later.
Dec. 12
_________-____
Dee. 14
RAF-10 . _ _
Vandenberg
__
Destroyed itself.
Dec. 17
______---_____
Camveral ...-.
1, 600 successful.

_________ __________
______
____
__________

________ ______________

_________ ______________
__ __
_________
_________

___--

-

________
_________ __________
_________
________ ______________
__________
________
________________
__________ __________
________
...__________
__-_____
__________

1960

________ ______________

_____
_________
________

__________

_____do
.________1,700 Successful. data capsule recovered.
RAI"-ll..___ Vandenberg.._________.
successful;
Feb. 4
Agena . _ ______do
____
Discoverer I X failed to orbit.
Feb. 19
Agena .______
_____do
_.____
4 _-_ Discoverer X failed to orbit.
Canaveral
1,700 Successful ending series.
Feb. 29
Mar. 2 .._-_____
RAF-12 ..___
Vandenberg...
successful:
Mar. 11__..____
Able IV . - _Canaveral__.__
__
Solar orbit
Pioneer V in orbit.
Able
Apr. 1
_____do
Earth orbit
Tiros I in orbit.
Earth
_orbit
_ _ _Transit I-B in orbit.
Able Star--. _ _ _ _ __
d o __._
Apr. 13
Agena . _ _ _
Apr. 15
Vandenberg
___
Earth orbit
Discoverer X I in orbit.
May 13___---_Delta -__---- Canaveral_____
Echo failed to orbit.
1
June 22. _ _ _
_Star-.___
Able
_____do
...._____
Earth orbit
Transit 11-A, QREB in orbit.
Do
Vandenberg..__
RAF-13 . _ _
Successful.
June 29
Discoverer XI1 failed to orbit.
Agena .--____
_____do
-------Aug. 10. _ _ _
__
__
Agena
...____
_____do
._.______
Earth orbit
Discoverer XI11 in orbit.
Delta
Aug. 12
Canaveral..___
Earth orbit
Echo I in orbit.
Aug. 18. _ _Agena
__
.._____
_ _Vandenberg
_
... Earth orbit
Discoverer XIV in orbit.
Do . _ _ _
____
15 I
Courier I-A failed to orbit.
Ablestar--.
Cauaveral...-Agena~..____
Vandenberg...
Earth orbit
Sept. 13-Discoverer XV in orbit.
Able Star.-- Canaveral_____ Earth orbit
Oct. 4
Courier I-B in orbit.
RAF-14
Oct. 11
Vandenberg..Successful.
Oct. 26____----Agena B - _ _ ______do
Discoverer XVI failed to orbit.
.-_._____
Nov. 12
Agena B
_____do
___.__
Earth
__
orbit
_
Discoverer XVII in orbit.
Nov. 23
Delta-.
Canaveral_____ Earth orbit
Tiros I1 in orbit.
Nov.30 _ _ - - _ _ _ _Ablestar--- _____do
Transit 111-A, QREB I1 failed to
___._____
orbit.
Discoverer XVIII in orbit.
Discoverer XIX in orbit.

Jan. 14

Jan. 2 L - -

________ ______________
_________
________
________
________
________
________

________

_______

- - ___
_________
________
________
________

_____
____
_____

_________ __________
__________ - -- - __
_____ __________
__________

_________

...

__________
- __________
-----I:::::.

_________

__________
__________I::::::::::
__________I

Discoverer X X in orbit.
Discoverer XXI in orbit.
Transit 111-B, LOFT1 I in orbit.
Source: Compiled from newspaper acrounts.

The Thor Able, Thor Delta, Thor Able Star Vehicles
Date

I

Model

I

Mission

I

P&XIWlCe

__________
Reentry_________ Beeond stage failed to &e, m o m Mia I lost.
________
-____do
__________
000 mllw m o m Mia II. cone not recovered.
_______
_____do
__________ 66:000
mlleaf m o w Wlckle, cone not recovered.
Aug. .___________.
_____do
________
Lnnar___________ Expbded a t miles.
Oct. 11_._____--_-__.
_____do- ______ _____do
________
Pioneer I 70 700 milea altitude.
Nov. 8_____________.
_ _ _ _ _ -d_______
o
_____do_________ Ploneer11963 mllea altitude.
lQ6fi
Jan. 23______________ _____do_
- ______ Reentry___._____
Fell short 4 1oo-mile goal.
Mar. _____________ _____do
- - ______ _____do
- _________ 6 OOO miles mhe lost.
Apr. 8_____________.
_____do.
_______ _____do
__________
6:000 milea: cone recovered Brst time aftar IOBM
May 21_____________
June _____________
Aug. 7______________
Sept. ____________.
_____do
________ I_____do
__________ I
lgeo
Mar. _____________ Able IV_______ Probe___________ Pioneer V solar orbit,
Apr. 1______________ Able__________ Satellite_________ Tim I in orbit.
A r. _____________ Able Btar_____ _____do
__________
Transit I-B in orbit.
& _____________ Able
do
Echo
failed to orbit.
Delta _________ _ _ _ _ _ __________
June 22
Btar _____ Satellites________ Transit 11-A QREB-I in orbit.
Aug. _____________ Delta _________ Satellite_________ Echo I in ordit.
Aug. _____________ Able Btar _____ _____do
Oourler I-A fsiled to orbit.
Oct. 4_______________ _____do_______ _____do__________
__._______
I-B In orbit.
Nov. 23_____________ Delta_________ _____do
__________
11in orbit.
Nov. 30-___________
Able Btar_____ Batallites________ Tnrnsit III-A. QREB-11 failed to orbit.
1
Feb. _____________
________ _____do
Transit m-B, LOFTI-I Inorblt.
1868

Apr. 23
Able
July Q______________.
-____do
July 23
_____do17

10

Of

21

dislnncn.

11

17

11

13
y 13

(1)

12
18

Courier

Tim8

1

21

861

_____do

Date

__-._______

I

Mhion

Nm.--AU launching8 from Oape Oanaveral.
Sourco: Oomptled from newspBper accounts.

The Atlas Missile

suocessinl limited flight.
Destroyed 2 minutes after launching.

Do.

Buccesslul llmlted fllght.
Destroyed 2 mlnutes afterlaunching.

All3~ddatscsPsnlereoovered
later.BaassafnL
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The Atlas Missile-Continued
Performanco

1968
Canaveral..--.
Destroyed 80 seconds after launching.
._
._
_
._
_____do
__________
Sept. 18_ _ _
_
_
_
._
Nov. 17
_____do
_______._
3,000
Nov. 28
_____do
6,325 FIrst full range, within 30 mlles of
target.
Dec. 18_ _ _1013
_
__._.._______
. _ _ ___
____do
Earthorbit Project Score in orbit.
Dec.23 _ . _ _
_
__
__
__
__.__
1C
._
_ _._ _
_.___
do _
__._
____
4,000 Successful.

_________ _____________

________
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________________
__________________

_________
________

195g

~

______
______ ___ ________
__
______
_________
__ ____ __ ___
___
______
______
_____
__ - -__ ______ ___ _________
_____________

18_
.._....________
_____do.-.
200 Destroyed.
Jan. 15 _ _ _
.___
Jan. 17- - - - - - - -.-.._
-.- -do-.. - -200
Jan. 27 _ _ _._.__
__
_ _ . . ___--do
.__._.______.
4,500
Feb. 3_ _ . _20
_
__
__
. _
. __
._
do_
..._ _ _ _ _
3,400
_______
Exploded 3 minutes after launching.
Fob. 20___._.__.
....._..__________
_____do
..... ~ new
..- now cone.
Mar. 18- _ _ _
__
._
- - - -_
- - . ___--do..
800 Carried
Exploded 2 minutes after launchlng.
June 6 .--.
- - -. ._
- -- ____-do
July 21 _ _ _RC.
_......_______
____
___
._ __
d o _ _ . _ 5,500
___
1st tactical
_
nose cone recovered.
July 29. _ _ _
11_
D ._
__
__
__
_
_____do
_______
5,000
_
Aug. 11 _ _ _14D
_ _ _ . _ _____do
._____
5,_
000_Nose
_ cone not recovered.
Aug. 24 . _ _ _
11C_
___.___._..__
_ _ . _____do
5,500 Recovered photographs from 700 miles
up for Rrst time.
Joe
Sept. 9 _ _ _._
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
. _ do
._
.-...---.
_ _ _ _1,500
_ _ Big
__
_shot, boilerplate Mercury
capsule.
Do . _ _
-.
_
. ._
..._
....._
-Vandenberg ...
4,400 Successful, by combat troops 5rst time.
Exploded
Sept. 24 _.____..
Able I V . _ _ _
Canaveral
_____
__.___
_ _ in
_static
__
test,
_for
_lunar flight.
Oct. 6_ _ _ _
._.....__...______
__._._
_____do
5,500 Successful.
Oct. 9.___._._..
Do.
.............______do
_.__
5,500
Oct. 29
New
tactical
_ _ _ _ _.____do
___..___
5,500
__
__
_ nose cone, cloud cover
photographs.
Nov. 4
......._._..______
_____do
4,800 Successful.
Do.
Nov. 24 __..._._
1511. _ _ _ _
_____do
__._____
Nov. 26
Able IV 20D
_ _ _ _ _ __._..___
do
5,000 Fallcd to orbit, for lunar flight.
Do _ _ _ 10D
_ _ _ _ . .____.do
.._._____ Successful.
Dec. 8____..._._
._____
_____do
___.___
5,500
____
Do.
Dec. 18
__.
-.
...- -.
-.
.
_____do
6,325

___ -

~

__

~

~

~

_____

_____

_________

_____
________
_________
________
_________ _____________
_________
_________
_____ ___
~

_________
_________
________
____ __

~

~

____
_____________
__ _____

1960

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Feb. 26___..___.
Agena 29D
_____do
.._______
2; 500 Midas I failed to orbit.
Mar. 5 ______...
._._......_._..___
Vandenberg--0 Explosion on pad.
Mar. 8 ____.....
__._._.___..._____
Canaveral__.__.._..________
Explosion
Just_
above pad.
Mar. 10.
__.___
___
_
_ __
_
do _
._
_
__
__
__
_
0_
_
_
___
Apr. 7
-____.do__._
._
0 Exploded on pad.
Apr. 8
-.
. ...- ..-.
.._
._.
.
.
.____do
_____.
Soccessful, from “coffin” hangw.
Apr. 22
Vandenberg.-May 6. _ _
...
_
...
_
..-.
.
..-_._
-.--.do
1 Destroyed in flight n h o w pad.
May 20 .._____.
56D_..._________
Canavcral___..
Tlistnnco record, but cone burncd.
May 24. .._____
Acena .._.__..___
___._do
.___
Midas I1 in orbit.
All-inertial midance. reached tarmt.
New nose cone reached target.
fl’ight.
July 22___.__...
........_......_
Vandenberg.-__
_ _ _ _ Destroyed
_ _ _in
_
.____
July 29 _ _ _.
_
...
_
.._
...
_
...
.
..
.__
Cahaveral_____
__
5 Exploded after liftoff. Carried MA-1
Mercury capsule.
Climbed 1 WO milcs.
Cone with’radistion experiments lost.
Propulsion failed.
Improved nose cone: data caDsule lost.
SucCessful reentry of cone.
Failed to orbit for lunar flight.
Sept. 29_ _ _
_
_
._
__
_.
_
. _ Vandenbcrg.._ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _Unsuccessful.
__
Samos
Oct. 11_.______.
Agcnn_ _ _ _____do
_ __
._
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
__
_ .I failed to orbit.
Do ___._..__
Fell
short.
1E_ _ _ _ _
Canavernl_____
___.____
_
Unsnccessful.
Oct. 12
..._
_
_
_
. _ _Vandenberg-..
__..___
Oct. 13
Canavcral_____
4 CaJ Recovered mlce Sallv Amy Moe, and
color photographs ?bo milt& up.
Oct. 22._____...
D _...___._._____
_____do
. _ _ . _ _ _7,
_ _ Successful.
Nov. 15
_.
. ....
Mark IV nose cone data capsulc re..__.
.....
.-.
- -__..do
- __.
covered.
Nov. 29 _ _ _
_
_
._
..._.
__..
.
.
.
High altitude malfunction.
__.
____.do
._
Dec. 15. __._._._
Able V_ - . _
_____do..
______
12 Failed to orbit for lunar flight.
6,325

______

_ _ _____ _ _ _
_____
____
___ ___ _ ___ _ _ ___ ____________
_________
_ _ _ _ _ _ _____
_ ____ _

I

______ ___ _____ __ __
____ ____ _____________
_____

_____________
_____________

_____________
_____________

_________
_________ __________________
~

_____

__

_____ ______ ____ __
___________
____ __ __ ______
~

_________
do_________
_________ DE--_______________
_____________ _____do

1961

Jan.23
Jan. 24
Jan. 31
Feb. 2 L -

%

____.
Successful.
__.._____
1M) Engine trouble.
. _ . _ _Vandenberg..______
Earth orbit Samos in orbit.

_________
______ -Agena
__ _______ __ __ __ - -

Canaveral_____

I1

1,425

Successful; carried M A 4 Mercury
capsule.
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!l'he Titan M i s s i b

I

Date

I

I058

I

Missile
number
A-1-

Dlstance

Performancs

(miles)

- .___
__ -

l o

Gtatlc tests.
Do.
Damaged on stand.
Failed on pad, exploded.

Do.
B u m stage separation.
Emloded instatic twt.
Do.
Exploded on pad.!
Exploded fust above pad.
S u w second stage flred.
Dmtroyed57 seconds after launching.
s u m .
8eumd stfge failed to t3m.
Capsule recovfmd.
Second stage cutoff prematurely.
B U W l .
Successful, capsule recovered.
BUCXSSlul.

First opeantlonal model, fallod on pad.
B n m f i ~ lcamale
.
recovered.

Buccossful'b~bfraJectorJI.
Successful, capsule recovered.
Buccassful, tactical nose cone.
~

Exploded in underground sllo.
Becond stage failed to ignite.
BUceessful.

Missile A-1, B-3, B-4 statio tested at Denver, then at Cape Canaveral. A11 subsequent llstings are for
Cape Canavaral, until
3 which waa at Vandenberg.
sourw: Compiled from newspaper accounts.

h.

The Polaris Missile
Performance

105s

________ _____
___________ _____
____
___________
Mar.23__________ ___________
Jan. 11

Jan. 17

~

___
_________
____________
2 . ___________
___________
__________
____________
__________
___________
____________
___________ ____________

Apr. 11
A r 18
ay 8
Bept. 24
Oct. 15
Dec. a0

_ _ _ _ __________
_ _ _ _ _ _ ____

Point Mugu
First launching. successlul.
Canaveral_______
Successful component test.
San Clemente.-FLrst underwater launch.
_____do
Second underwater launch.
CPnaveral_____
- - - - - - -. Succassful.
_____do
0 ExDloded a t takeoff.
_ . _ _ ______do
_______
Destro ed by range safety omcer.
_____do
.______..
Emlobed.
_____do
_______._
Destroyed 90 secondsafter launch.
~

~

______
___________ ____
___ _______
__ __
__________
__________
__________
__________ __________
~

~

I

Partially succsssful.
successfal.
Succes9ful close to birgct.
Gmnd sdge failed to fire.
BUcceSsfUl.
Destroyed in fflght.
Second stage malfunction.
Successful, from ship motion simulsrtor.
Second stage failed to separate.
Successful, from Observaiivn laland.
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The Polaris Missile-Continued
Date

1

Missile
number

I

Place

Distance
(miles)

Performance

Successful.
Second stage failed near beach.
Exploded 40 seconds after launch.
Second stage failed.
successlul.
T)n.

Part% suocessful, premature shutdown of
seconistage.
Exploded above ship motion simulator.
Successful, all-inertial guidance.
Successful.

Do.

Do.
Do.
Destroyed after launch.
Successful test of slight wntrol.
Successful.
Successful with all-inertial guidance.
Fell short 'from Obaervation Island
First undkrwater launch powered flight.
Second stage malfunctio;, Observation Island.
Successful.
Do.
Do.
Successful,ship motion simulator.
Successful from Observation Island.
Sewnd stage failed.
Sucoessful from Observation Island
Successful: from ship motion simuhtor.
Successful underwater launch.
Second stage cutoff prematurely.
Destroyed after launch from Observation
Island.
successful.
Do.
Buccessful. from submerged Qeoroe Waahington.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Destroyed after launch from submerged
Patrick Henry.
Successful from submerged Patrick Henry.
Failed to ignite, from submerged Patrick
Henru.
Destroyed a t surface. from submerged Patrick
Hen%.
successful.
Dn.
- _.
Do.
Successful, from submerged Patrick Henry.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Successful.
Do.
Last A-I, malfunction In second stage.
Successful.
Successful to target from submerged Robert E.
Lee.

Successful---- - - - - - - - - -- - - - __ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Launched from submerged Robert E. Lee,
destroyed in flight.

__
Source: Comi)iled from newspaper accounts.
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Date

1

167

combinations with the Agena Vehicle
Firststage

1 1
Agene
model

Apogee

-A
A
A

156
0
0
120
139
104
124

0

A

0
718
E37
550

A
A
A
A

1.056

A
A
A

0
0
0

A
A

0

110

292
0

332
0
436

A

A
A
A
B
B

161

502
472

B
B

A

B

B

Discoverer IX failed.
Discoverer X failed.
Midas I failed.
Discoverer XI.
Midas I1 in orblt.
XI1 failed.
Discoverer
.. .... _
. ~ ~
Discoverer XI11 in orbit, capsule recovered.
Discoverer XIV in orbit, capsule recovered.
Discoverer X V in orbit, capsule888n.
Sam03 I failed.
Discoverer X V I failed.
Discoverer XVII in orbit capsule recovered.
Discoverer XVIIIinorbi~.caosulerecovered.
Discoverer XIX in orbit.' ----

0
0

.w

A

Discoverer I in orbit.
Discoverer I1 in orbit, capsule seen.
Discoverer I11 failed.
Diqcoverer IV failed.
Discoverer V in orbit.
Discoverer VI in orbit.
Discoverer VI1 in orbit.
Discoverer VIII in orbit.

99

605

225

116
130

0
0

0
0

616
459
323

116
154

350
400

800 Samos II In orblt.
201 Discoverer X X in orblt.
166 Dbcoverer XXI in orbit.

128

I

670

NoTE.-AU launchings from Vandenberg except for the two Midas satellites from Oape Oanaveral.
Source: Compiled from newspaper accounts.

The Scout Family
Date

_____
______

%stage ScoutCstage Scout

Blue Scout Junior-

0 Wallops--1,831 _____do

80 Second stage failed.
1,500 Tracklng failure blocked 4th
stage firing.
33 Canaveral16,600
Radlo failed.
192 Wallops.-3,700
8,100 Component test.
Canaverel- _________.
2M) Motor cut off too soon.

_____

______ ________

Cstage Scout

Blue Scout Junior
D-2.
4-stage Scout

______
Blue Scout I______
+stage Scout______

87 Wallops.-393
80

Canaveralwallops--

Source: Compiled from newspaper accounts.

30

860

_______._

__________

2%

Second stage failed.

80
1,200

In orbit

I

Successfal.
Do.
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Date

1

I

Vehicle

Tests for Project Mercury

I

Place

Performance

Altitude Distance
(miles)
(miles)

1959

1,500 Tested Atlas-boosted reentry of boilerplate Mercury ,capsule.
Tested
of booster and
_ _ integratlon
___
Joe
Wallops.-.
40 . _ . _ _
Oct. 4. . _ _Little
__
_I_.____
capsule.
Tmted
critical
low-altitude
abort.
..-do
.
7
1,lttle Joe I1..._
5
Nov. 4
Little Joe I11
-..do _ _ _ . _55
_ _ 200 Tested high-altitude escape, monkcy
Dcc. 4___....
Sam Space.

Big Joe I _._____.
Canaverid- _.
Sept. 9..____

_______

1960

_______

____

I

Jan.21______
Little JoeIV

____ (.--do

I

Tested
nirload
_.__
_ _high
__
_
. _ _ _ _ _._

_______

Miss Sam.

escape, m0nkf.y

Tested off-the-pad abort.
._._._____
Escape system.. ..-do
May 9___.___
Malfunctioned
capsule destroyed.
MA-1 _ . _ _Canaveral.
_ _ __.
____
_.
.__
__
July 29..____
Malfunctioned:
failed to sepa.
_
.
_
_
_ _ _ _capsule
_
Little Joe V
Wallops--Nov. 8

______
Nov. 21- _ _ __

______

Dec. 19

1961

_____

__

MR-l___________
Canaveral.

0

______ ---do_______
MR-2 ___________ .--do
hIA-2
.--do

235

MR-1 BU

rate.
Malfunction ignited escape rocket, left
capsule behind on pad.
Successful Mercury-ltedstone flight.

420 Successful, chimpanzee ITam.
_..___
155
Jan. 31..____
107
_ _ _ _ __.____
____
_ . 1,425 Swcessful.
Feb. 21

______

Source: Compiled from newspaper accounts.

The Shot Put Series for Echo
Date

Vehicle

Altitude
(miles)

Distance
(miles)

Performance

_______
1969

Successfully
inflated.
OCt.28_________________________________
1_ _ _ _ _ _
250_ _ _
500
_.
-

NOTE.--AU launchhgs took place at Wallops Island, Va.
Source: Compiled from newpaper accounts.
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The Skylark Research Rocket
Date

Feb. 14

Vehicle
number

Altitude
(miles)

1967

Test of rocket only.
Test only.

May

July 23 ____________________.
Telemetry check.
Nov. 13
Instruments, grenades, “window.”

.....................

Propulsion test.
IQY instruments grenades “window.”
hstruments for &10w m&urements.
Motor failure.
IGIY instruments for electron density.
Instruments, but telemetry failed.
Sodium vapor experiment.

Unsuccessful.
Ion probe, X-ray plates.
Ion probe, eto.
Ion cage ejected.
Do.

sor~luiivapor experiment.

Orenades and “wlndow.”
Grenades, “window,” electron density.

R.A.E. test of gyros.
Sueoessful test of wind velooltiea and temperatures.

Successful t a t of electron deasity.
Nom.-AU launchings from Woomera, Australis.

Sourax Compiled from lnformatbn in The Aeroplane and Flight magazines.

The Black Knight Research Vehicle
Date

MissUe
number

1958
_______________________________

Sept. 7

Altitude
(miles)

Periormanoe

SucceSsIul.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Nose cone retrleved.
Successful, %stage severe reentry.
Do.

NoTE.-AU launahings from WWmW8, Austr8lia.
Sourcs: CompIled from newspaper acmunts.
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I

Date

______
________
_______
______
________

1968

Mar. 10

Flight
number

1

Aircraft
number

The X-16 Aircraft

I

Pilot

________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
_______
________ _____
_______
_______ _-______
________
________

I

_________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_________
_____________

1
1
Crossfield
Apr. 1
2
1
_____do
Apr. 10
3
1
____.do
May 21
4
1
_____do
June 8
5
1
_____do
July 24
6
2
_____do
Sept. 4
7
2
_____do
Sept. 17
8
2
____.do
Oct. 10
0
2. _ _____.do
_____
Oct. 14
10
2
do-.-.
Oct. 17. _ _11_ _ _
2 _
_____do
Oct. 22
12
2
_____do
Oct. 31
13. _ _2 _ _ _
____.do
_
Nov. 5
14
2
_____do
Dec. 16
15
1
_____do

_______
_______
______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______ _______
_______ ________
________

_____________
_____________
_____________

Performance

Captive flight checkout.
Captive flight checkout, glide aborted.
Do.,
Do.
Qliding flight from B-52.
Captive flight checkout full fuel.
Captive flight: aborted iower drop.
Power flight at mach 2.3.
Captive flight, aborted power drop.
Do.
Power flight at mach 2.3 60 000 feet.
Captive flight, aborted p’ower drop.
Do.
Power flight, explosion in landlug.
Captive flight, aborted power drop.

_____________
Jan. 23_______ 16_______ 1________ _ _ _ _ _ d
_____________
o
Power flight mach 2 65 000 feet.
Feb.4 ________ 17_______ 2________ _ _ _ _ _ _____________
Captive fli& abortid iower drop.
do
Feb. 11_______ 18_______ 2_____.__
_ _ _ _ _ _____________
do
Power flight mach 2.15 86 000 feet.
Feb. Ig60
17_______ 19_______ 2________ _ _ _ _ _ _____________
Power flight: mach 1.6. bO.600 feet.
do
Mar. 17______ 20_______ 2________ _ _ _ _ _ _____________
Power flight mach 2.1 50 000 feet.
do
Mar. 18______ 21_______ 2________ __._.do
Captive fligdt aborted pdwer drop.
Mar. 25 ______ 22_______ 1________ Walker ____________ Power flight Aach 2 48 FOO feet.
Mar. 29______ 23_______ 2________ Crossfield_________ Power flight: mach 2: 50:OOO feet.
Mar. 31 ______ 24_______ 2________ __._.do
Do.
Apr. 13_______ 25_______ 1________ White
Do.
. 10_______ 26
$
A
1________ Walker--. _________ Power flight mach 2.6 60 000 feet.
ay 5
27_______ 2________ Crossfield_________ Captive fligdt, aborted pdwer drop.
M a y 6_______ 28_______ 1________ White_____________ Power flight mach 2.3 60 000 feet
May 12_ _ _ _ _ _ __________ __________ Walker ____________ Power flight: 1,850 mil& $er hour,’75,000 feet.
May 19_ _ _ _ _ _ __________
White_____________ Power flight, 107,000 feet.
on eronnd.
June 8________ __________ __________ Crossfield_________ Evulosion
.
Aug.4 _______ __________ __________ Walker ____________ I ’ o w r flight, 2,106 inilcs per hour, 78.000 feet.
Aug. 12______
__________
White_____________ Power fliyht, 136,500 f w t .
I’owcr flight 2 100 niilrs per liorir 80 000 feet
Sept. 10______ __________ __________
Nov. L5______ __________ __________ Crossfleld_________ I’cwcr flight: 2:OW rnilrs per
feet:
Nov. 22______ ____ __ ____
____-do.
____ - _______ P o w r flight, 2,000 miles per hour, 80:OOO
62,000 fcet.

I I I

I

____________.

____.________
____________.

.______
____.__

______._._

~~~

~~

~

~

_________.
___________________.

Iioiir,’

._________

White

_____________

Power fflght 2,276 miles per hour, 77,000 feet.

NoTE.-AU flights from Edwards Air Force Base, Calif.
Source: Oompiled from newspaper accounts and Flight magazine.

CHECKLIST OF CONGRESSIONAL
REPORTSAND BILLS
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Chronological List of Reports
1958
May 21: H. Rept. 1758, Select Committee on Astronautics and Space
Exploration, “The National Space Program.”
May 24: H. Rept. 1770, Select Committee on Astronautics and Space
Exploration, “Establishment of the Nat,ional Space Program,”
to accompany H.R. 12575.
July 7: H. Rept. 2118, Committee on Armed Services, “National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics Construction Program,”
to accompany H.R. 11805 for fiscal year 1959.
July 15: H. Rept. 2166, Conference Committee report on H.R. 12575.
July 18: H. Rept. 2221, Committee on Appropriations, “Supplemental Appropriation Bill, 1959,” to accompany H.R. 13450.
August 1: H. Rept. 2351, Select Committee on Astronautics and
Space E loration, “Construction and Equipment Authorization for ational Aeronautics and Space Administration,” to
accompany H.R.13619.
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1958-Con tinued
August 19: H. Rept. 2677, Conference Committee, “Supplemental
Appropriation Bill, 1959,” to accompany H.R. 13450.
August 21: H. Rept. 2686, Conference Committee, “Supplemental
Appropriation Bill, 1959,” to accompany H.R. 13450.
August 22: H. Rept. 2689, Committee on Appropriations, “Independent Offices Appropriation Bill, 1959,” to accompany H.R. 13856.
1959
January 3: H. Rept. 2709, Select Committee on Astronautics and
S ace Administration, “International Cooperation in the Exp oration of Space.”
-__. . H. Rept. 2710, Select Committee on Astronautics and Space
Administration, “The United States and Outer Space.”
February:24: H.. Doc. 86, Select Committee on Astronautics and
Space Exploration, “Space Handbook: Astronautics and Its
Applications. ’
-*
H. Doc. 87, Select Committee on Astronautics and Space
Exploration, “Summary of Hearings, Astronautics and Space
-. Exploration.”
. H. Doc. 88, Select Committee on Astronautics and Space
Exploration, “The International Geophysical Year and Space
Research.”
. H. Doc. 89, Select Committee on Astronautics and Space
Exploration, “Survey of Space Law.”
March 9: H. Rept. 189, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Authorizing the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Through the Administrator of General Services To Lease
Buildings for the Use of the Administration in the District of
Columbia,” to accompany H.R. 4913.
March 18: H. Rept. 226, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Authorizing Appropriations to the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration,” to accompan S. 1096 for supplemental
appropriations authorization for fisc year 1959.
March 20: H. Rept. 238, Committee on Appropriations, “Second
Supplemental Appropriation Bill, 19594’, to accompany H.R.
5916.
April 20: H. Doc. 115, Select Committee on Astronautics and Space
Exploration, “The Next Ten Years in Space, 1959-69.”
May 7: H. Re t. 343, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Satellites or World Communication.”
May 11: H. Rept. 353, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“U.S.Policy on the Control and Use of Outer Space.’’
May 13: H. Rept. 355, Conference Committee, “Second Supplemental Appropriation Bill, 1959,” to accompany H.R. 5916.
May 14: H. Rept. 361, Committee on Science and Astronautics
“Authorizing Appropriations to the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration,” to accompany H.R. 7007 to authorize
appropriations for fiscal year 1960.
June 10: H. Rept. 521, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“The Ground Cushion Phenomenon.”
June 18: H. Rept. 562, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Status of Missile and Space Programs.”
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1959-Continued
June 23: H. Rept. 575, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
(‘Nuclear Explosions in Space.”
June 26 : H. Rept. 579, Committee on Appropriations, “Supplemental
Appropriation Bill, 1960,” to accompany H.R. 7978.
July 30: H. Rept. 740, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Amending the National Science Foundation Act,” to accompany
H.R. 8284.
August 3: H. Rept. 744, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Amending Public Law 85-880,” to accompany H.R. 8374, with
regard to World Sciences-Pan Pacific Exposition in Seattle,
Wash.
August 10: H. Rept. 815, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Report on Research in CBR (Chemical, Biological, and
Radiological Warfare).”
-*
. H. Rept. 824, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“National Medal of Science,” to accompany H.R. 6288.
August 18 : H. Rept. 943, Conference committee, ‘(Supplemental
Appropriation Bill, 1960,” to accompany H.R. 7978.
August 21 : Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Briefing by
National Bureau of Standards,” Committee Print.
August 31: H. Rept. 1086, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
First Soviet Moon Rocket.”
-. “The
. H. Rept. 1087, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Space Propulsion.”
September 1: H. Rept. 1104, Conference Committee, “Century 21
Exposition,” to accompany H.R. 8374.
September 11: H. Rept. 1179, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Dissemination of Scientific Information. ”
-.
. H. Rept. 1180, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Scientific Manpower and Education : Deficiencies in the Tabulation and Study of Scientific Manpower.”
: H. Rept. 1181, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Progress of Atlas and Polaris Missiles.”
*. H. Rept. 1182, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Basic Scientific and Astronautic Research in the Department of
Defense. ”
September 30 : Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Report
on the Activities of the Committee on Science and Astronautics,”
Committee Print.
October 13: H. Rept. 1191, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Boron High-Energy Fuels.”
1960
January 4: Committee on Science and Astronautics, ((A Study of
Scientific and Technical Manpower,” Committee Print.
January 27: H. Rept. 1228, Committee on Science and &tronautics,
“Projecb Mercury, First Interim Report.”
February 4: H. Rept. 1240, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Effecting Immediate Transfer of the Development Operations
Division of the Army Ballistic Missile Agency to the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration,” to accompany H.J.
Res. 567.
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1960-Continued
February 19: H. Rept. 1280, Committee on Appropriations, “Supplemental Appropriations, 1960, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration,” to accompany H.J. Res. 621.
February -: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Outer SpaceThe Road to Peace (Observations on Scientific Meetings and
International Cooperation) ,” Committee Print.
March 3: H. Rept. 1333, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Authorizing Appropriations to the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration,” to accompany H.R. 10809, authorizing
appropriations for fiscal year 1961.
March 8: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Proposed Revisions to the Patent Section, National Aeronautics and Space Act
of 1958,” Committee Print.
April 14: H. Rept. 1519, Committee on Appropriations, “Independent Offices Appropriation Bill, 1961,” to accompany H.R. 11776.
April 28: H. Rept. 1591, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Making American Nationals Eligible for Scholarships and Fellowships Authorized by the National Science Foundation Act of
1950,’) to accompany H.R. 11985.
May 4: H. Re t. 1587, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Panel on cience and Technology, First Meeting.”
May 19: H. Rept. 1629, Conference Committee, “Authorizing Appropriations to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,” to accompany H.R. 10809.
. H. Rept. 1633, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Amendin the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958,
and for Ot er purpose^,'^ to accompany H.R. 12049.
June 21: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Current Developments in the Law of the Sea and Outer Space,” Committee
Print .
June 22: H. Rept. 1931, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Army Lunar Construction and Mapping Program.”
June 27: H. Re t. 2006, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Hydrofoil evelopment.”
_-_.
. Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Report on Cape
Canaveral Inspection,” Committee Print.
June 28: H. Rept. 2021, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Research on Mechanical Translation.”
June 30: H. Rept. 2041, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Su ersonic Air Transports.”
---:
Rept. 2063, Conference Committee, “Independent Offices
Appropriation Bill, 1961,” to accompany H.R. 11776.
July 1: H. Rept. 2078: Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Ocean Sciences and National Security.”
July 5: H. Rept. 2091, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“The Practical Values of Space Exploration.”
-.. H. Rept. 2092, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Space, Missiles, and the Nation.”
___.. Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Management and
Operation of the Atlantic Missile Range,” Committee Print.
August 31: H. Rept. 2215, Committee on Science ahd Astronautics,
“Report on Activities of the Committee on Science and Astronautics.”
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1960--Con tinued
September 27: H. Rept. 2226, Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Panel on Science and Technology, Second Meeting.”
October 4: H. Rept. 2227, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Life Sciences and Space.”
October 13: H. Rept. 2229, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Noise: Its Effect on Man and Machine.”
ChronologicalList of Published Hearings
1958
April 15, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, May 1, 5, 7, 8, 12:
Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration, “Astronautics and Space Exploration,” H.R. 11881 (later H.R. 12575).
May 20: Committee on Foreign Affairs, “Peaceful Exploration of
Outer Space,” H. Con. Res. 326 (later H. Con. Res. 332).
August 1: Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration,
“Authorizing Construction for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration,” H.R. 13619 (later S. 4208).
1959
February 2, 3,4, 5, 9, 10, 17, 18, March 2, 12: Committee on Science
and Astronautics, “Missile Development and Space Sciences.”
February 16: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Weather
Modification .”
February 25, March 12, 13, May 5, 18, 19, 20, 22, 26: Committee on
Science and Astronautics, “Scientific Manpower and Education,
Part I.”
February 26: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Authorizing
the Leasing of Buildings in the District of Columbia by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,” H.R. 4913.
February 27: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Basic Research in Agriculture.”
March 3, 4: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Satellites for
World Communication.”
March 5, 6 11: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “International bontrol of Outer Space.”
March 9, 10, 11: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Authorizing Appropriations to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,” H.R. 4990 (later s. 1096).
March 16, 17, 18, 19,20, 23: Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Space Propulsion.”
April 10: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Nuclear Explosions in Space.’’
April 13, 14, 15: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “The
Ground Cushion Phenomenon.”
April 20, 21, 22, 24, 27, 29, May 4: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Authorizing Appropriations for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,’’ H.R. 6512 (later H.R. 7007).
May 7,8,21: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Briefing by the
National Bureau of Standards.”
May 11, 12, 13, 14, 28, 29: Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Soviet Space Technology.”
May 25, 26, 28, June 2, 17: Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Dissemination of Scientific Information.”
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19594ontinued
May 28: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Meeting with the
Astronauts (Project Mercury, Man-in-Space Program) .”
June 3: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Jupiter Missile
Shot-Biomedical Experiments.”
June 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 18, 19, 30: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Basic Scientific and Astronautics Research in the
Department of Defense .”
June 16, 22: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Chemical,
Biological, and Radiological Warfare Agents.’’
June 22, 23, 25, July 29, August 6, 26, 27: Committee on Science and
Astronautics, “Miscellaneous Reports, and H.R. 7981.”
June 23: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “National Defense
Plan Briefing.”
June 24,25: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Scientific Manpower and Education, Part 11.”
July 8, 9, 23: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “H.R. 7982,
H.R. 8203, H.R. 8374: Century 21 Exposition.”
July 22, 23, 24: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Amending
the National Science Foundation Act as amended,” H.R. 8284.
July 28, 29: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Progress of
Atlas and Polaris Missiles.”
July 30, Au st 5: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “National X d a l of Science,” H.R. 6288.
August 19, 20, November 30, December 1, 2, 3, 4, 5: Committee on
Science and Astronautics, “Property Rights in Inventions Made
Under Federal Space Research Contracts.”
August 25: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Education in
the Field of Oceanography,” H.R. 6298.
August 26,27, September 1: Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Boron High Energy Fuels.”
1960
January 12, 22, February 1, March 31, April 29, May 6: Committee
on Science and Astronautics, “Miscellaneous Committee Business, Reports, and H.J. Res.460.”
January 20,22,25,26,26,27,28,29,February 1,2,3,4,5: Committee
on Science and Astronautics, “Review of the Space Program,

Part I.”

January 27, 29: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “The Production of Documents by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration for the Committee on Science and Astronautics.”
February 3: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Transfer of
the Development 0 erations Division of the Army Ballistic Missile Agency to the Rational Aeronautics and Space Administration,” H.J. Res. 567.
February 8, 9, 15, 16, 17, 18: Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Review of the Space Program, Part 11.”
February 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 26: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Authorizing Appropriations for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration,” H.R. 10246 (later H.R. 10809).
February 23, 24, March 7: Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Review of the Space Program, Part 111.”
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1960-Continued
March 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 22, 24, 28, 29, 30, 31, April 4: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Amending the National
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958,” H.R. 9675 (later H.R. 12049).
April 28, 29: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Front,iers in
Oceanic Research,” H.R. 6298.
May 4, 25: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Providing for
the Establishment, Under the National Science Foundation, of a
National Science Academy,” H.R. 4986.
May 6 : Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Making American
Nationals Eligible for Scholarships and Fellowships Authorized
by the National Science Foundation Act of 1950,” R.R. 11985.
May 10 : Committee on Science and Astronautics, ((Lunar Mapping
and Construction in Support of Space Programs.”
May 11, 12, 13, 16: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Research on Mechanical Translation.”
May 17, 18, 19, 20, 24: Committee on Science and Astronautics,
“Supersonic Air Transports.”
May 23 : Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Hydrofoil Development .”
June 15, 16: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “Space Medicine Research.”
August 23, 24, 25: Committee on Science and Astronautics, ((Noise:
Its Effect on Man and Machine.”
December 6: Committee on Science and Astronautics, “A Bill to
Provide for the Establishment, under the National Science
Foundation, of a National Science Academy,” H.R. 4986.
SENATE

Chronological List of Reports
1958
March 27 : Special Committee on Space and Astronautics, “Compilation of Materials on Space and Astronautics, No. 1,” Committee
Print.
April 14: Special Committee on Space and Astronautics, “Compilation of Materials on Space and Astronautics, No. 2,” Committee
Print.
June 11: S. Rept. 1701, Special Committee on Space and Astronautics, “National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958,” to
accompany S. 3609 (later H.R. 12575).
July 30: S. Rept. 2042, Special Committee on Space and Astronautics, ‘(Construction of Aeronautical Research Facilities by
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,” to accompany H.R. 11805.
July 31: S. Rept. 2076, Special Committee on Space and Astronautics, “Construction of Aeronautical and Space Research
Facilities by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,” to accompany S. 4208.
August 13: S. Rept. 2350, Committee on Appropriations, “The
Supplemental Appropriation Bill, 1959,” to accompany H.R.
13450.
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1958-Con tinued
Augwt 22: S. Rept. 2495, Committee on Appropriations, “Independenh Wcea Appropri&on Bill, 1959,” to accompany H.R.
13856.
December 31 : Special Committee on Space and Astronautics, “Space
Law, a Symposium,” Committee Print.
1959
March 5: S.Rept. 82, Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences,
“NASA Supplemental Authorization for Fiscal Year 1959,” to
accompany S. 1096.
March 11: S. Rept. 100, Special Committee on Space and Astronautics, “Final Report.”
April 18: S. Rept. 207, Committee on Appropriations, ‘(Second Suplemental Appropriation BiU, 1959,” to accompany H.R. 5916.
Ap * 20: S. Rept. 213, Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences,
“Amendment to the National Aeronautics and Space Act of
1958,” to accompany H.R. 4913. (Leasing in the District of
Columbia.)
June 2: S. Rept. 332, Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences
“Authorizing Appropriations to the National Aeronautics and
Space A_dmhistra.tion,” to accompany H.R. 7007, on fiscal year
1960 appropriations.
July 31: S. Rept. 597, Committee on Appropriations, “Supplemental
Appropriation Bill, 1960,” to accompany H.R. 7978.
August 25: S. Rept. 806, Committee on Aeronautical and Space
Sciences, “Governmental Organization for Space Activities.”
December 1: S. Rept. 1014, Committee on Aeronautical and Space
Sciences “Project Mercury: Man-in-Space Program of the
Nationd Aeronautics and Space Administration.”
1960
February 24: S. Rept. 1142, Committee on Aeronautical and Space
Sciences, “TOEffect Immediately the Transfer of the Development Operations Division of the Army Ballistic Missile Agency
to .the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,” to
accompany H.J. Res. 567.
February 26: S. Rept. 1140, Committee on Appropriations, “Bupplemental Appropriations, 1960, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration,” to accompany H.J. Res. 621.
March 19: Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences, “Radio
Frequency Control in Space Telecommunications,” Committee
Print.
April 29: S. Rept. 1300, Committee on Aeronautical and Space
Sciences, “Authorizing Appropriations to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,” to accompany H.R. 10809, on
fiscal year 1961 ap ropriations.
June 17: S. Rept. 1611, ommittee on Appropriations, “Independent
Offices Appropriation Bill, 1961,” to accompany H.R. 11776.
July 15: Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences, “Space
Research in the Life Sciences: An Inventory of Related Programs,
Resources and Facilities,” Committee Print.
December 4: bommittee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences, “Policy
Planning for Space Telecommunications,” committee Print.
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1960-Con tinucd
December 31: Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences,
“Legal Problems of Space Exploration: A Symposium,” Committee Print.
Chronological List of Published Hearings
1957
November 25, 26, 27; December 13, 14, 16, 17: Preparedness Investigating Subcommittee of the Armed Services Committee, “Inquiry Into Satellite and Missile Programs.”
1958
January 10, 13, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 23: Preparedness Investigating
Subcommittee of the Armed Services Committee, “Inquiry Into
Satellite and Missile Programs.”
May 6, 7, 8: Special Committee on Space and Astronautics, National
Aeronautics and Space Act, Part I,” S. 3609 (later H.R. 12575).
May 13, 14, 15: Special Committee on Space and Astronautics,
“National Aeronautics and Space Act, Part 11,” S. 3609 (later
H.R. 12575).
August 14: Special Committee on Space and Astronautics, “Nominations of T. Keith Glennan and Dr. Hugh L. Dryden To Be
Administrator and Deputy Administrator, Respectively, of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.”
1959
January 29, 30: Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences,
“Missile and Space Activities.”
February 19, 20: Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences,
“National Aeronautics and Space Administration Supplemental
Authorization for Fiscal Year 1959,” S. 1096.
March 24,26; April 14, 15, 22,23,24,29; May 7: Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences, “Investigation of Governmental
Organization for Space Activities.”
April 7, 8, 9, 10: Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences,
“National Aeronautics and Space Administration Authorization for Fiscal Yem 1960, Part I, Scientific and Technical Presentations,” H.R. 7007.
April 7: Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences, “Amendment to the National Aeronautics and Space Act,” H.R. 4913.
May 19 : Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences, “Nominations of William A. M. Burden and Dr. John T. Rettaliata To
Be Members of the National Aeronautics and Space Council.”
May 21 : Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences, “National
Aeronautics and Space Administration Authorization for Fiscal
Year 1960, Part 11, Program Detail for Fiscal Year 1960,” H.R.
7007.
1960
February 2, 3, 4, 8, 9 ; March 16: Committee on Aeronautical and
Space Sciences, “Missiles, Space, and Other Major Defense
Matters.’’
February 18 : Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences,
“Transfer of Von Braun Team to National Aeronautics and Space
Administration,” H.J. Res. 567.
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1960-Continued.
March 28, 29, 30: Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences,
“National Aeronautica and Space Administration Authorization
for Fiscal Year 1961, Part I, Program Detail for Fiscal Year
1961,” H.R. 10809.
June 30 : Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences, “National
Aeronautics and Space Administration Authorization for Fiscal
Year 1961, Part 11, Scientific and Technical Aspects of National
Aeronautics and Space Administration Program,” H.R. 10809.
1961
February 2: Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences, “Nomination,” (of James Edwin Webb to be Administrator of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration).
JOINT COMMITTEES

Chronological List of Published Hearings
1958
6: Joint Committee on Atomic Energy,
21, 22; Febru
Janul?g uter Space Prop sion by Nuclear Energy.’’

3

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY O F SELECTED BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

1958
February 5: S. Res. 256, introduced by Senator Johnson of Texas
and others, and referred to Rules and Administration. Reported
out February 5 (S. Rept. 1274). Passed the Senate February
6,1958. Created a Special Committee on Space and Astronautics.
March 5: H. Res. 496, introduced by Representative McCormack.
Passed the House March 5, 1958. Created a Select Committee
on Astronautics and Space Exploration.
March 6: H. Res. 500, introduced by Representative McCormack
and referred to House Administration. Reported out. March 19
(H. Rept. 1523). Passed the House March 19, 1958. Provided
$100,000 for the expenses of the Select Committee on Astronautics
and S ace Exploration.
April 1: I f R . 11805, introduced by Representative Kitchin and
referred to Armed Services. Reported out on July 7 (H. Rept.
2118). Passed the House July 23. Reported out by the Senate
Special Committee on Space and Astronautics July 30 (S. Rept.
2042). Passed the Senate July 31. Became Public Law 85-617
on August 8, 1958. Authorized $29,933,000 for NACA.
April 14: H.R. 11881, introduced by Represcntative McCormack and
referred to the Select Committee on Astronautics and Space
Exploration. Replaced by H.R. 12575, a clean bill.
*. S. 3609, introduced by Senator Johnson of Texas and Senator
Bridges and referred to the Special Committee on Space and
Astronautics. Reported out June 11 in amended form (S. Rept.
1701). Senate passed H.R. 12575 on June 16, substituting for
the House-passed language the language of S. 3609.
May 13: H. Con. Res. 326, introduced by Representative McCormack
and referred to Foreign Affairs. Replaced by H. Con. Res. 332.
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1958-Con tinued
May 20: H.R. 12575, introduced by Representative McCormack and
referred to the Select Committee on Astronautics and Space
Exploration. Reported out on May 24 (H. Rept. 1770). Passed
the House June 2. Passed the Senate, amended, June 16. Senate
asked for a conference June 16. House agreed to a conference
June 18. Conference report filed July 16 (H. Rept. 2166).
House agreed to conference report July 16. Senate agreed to
conference report July 16. Became Public Law 85-568 on July
29, 1958. Created NASA and National Aeronautics and Space
Council.
May 22: H. Con. Res. 332, introduced by Representative McCormack
and referred to Foreign Affairs. Reported out May 23 (H. Rept.
1769). Passed the House under suspension of the rules June 2.
Reported out by Senate Foreign Relations June 19 (S. Rept.
1728). Passed the Senate July 23, 1958. Called for the dedication of outer space to peaceful purposes.
May 27: H. Res. 580, introduced by Representative Albert and referred to Rules. Reported out May 29 (H. Rept. 1837). Passed
the House July 21, 1958. Created a standing Committee on
Science and Astronautics.
July 15: S. Res. 327 introduced by Senator Johnson of Texas and
Senator Bridges and referred to Rules and Administration. Reported out July 23 (S. Rept. 1925). Passed the Senate July 24,
1958. Created a standing Committee on Aeronautical and
Space Sciences.
July 16: H. Res. 635, introduced by Representative McCormack and
referred to House Administration. Reported out August 6 (H.
Rept. 2468). Passed the House August 6, 1958. Provided
$85,000 additional for the expenses of the Select Committee on
Astronautics and Space Exploration.
July 18: H.R. 13450, introduced by Representative Cannon and referred to Appropriations. Reported out July 18 (H. Rept. 2221).
Passed the House July 22. Reported out by Senate Appropriations August 13 (S. Rept. 2350). Passed the Senate, amended,
August 15. Senate asked for a conference August 15. House
agreed to a conference August 15. Conference report filed August 19 (H. Rept. 2677) House and Senate agreed only in part
August 20, and Senate called for further conference August 20.
House agreed to a further conference Au
21. Conference
report filed August 21 (H. Rept. 2686).
ouse agreed to conference report August 21. Senate agreed to conference report
August 21. Became Public Law 85-766 on August 27, 1958.
Appropriated $80 million to NASA.
July 31: S. 4208, introduced by Senator Johnson of Texas and referred
to Special Committee on Space and Astronautics. Reported out
July 31 (S. Rept. 2076). Passed the Senate August 1. Passed
the House under suspension of the rules August 4. Became
Public Law 85-657 on August 14, 1958. Authorized $47,800,000
for NASA.
H.R. 13619, introduced by Representative McCormack and
referred to the Select Committee on Astronautics and Space
Exploration. Reported out August 1 (H. Rept. 2351). Tabled
by the House on August 4 when S. 4208 was passed in its stead.
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1958-Continued
August 22: H.R. 13856, introduced by Mr. Thomas and referred to
Appropriations. Reported out August 22 (H. Rept. 2689).
Passed the House August 22. Reported in the Senate from
Appropriations August 22 (S. Rept. 2495). Passed the Senate,
amended, August 23. House a eed to amendments Au ust 23.
Senate agreed to amendments rugust 23. Became Pub 'c Law
85-844 August 28, 1958. Appropriated $101,100,000 for NACA.
1959
January 21: H.R. 2971, introduced by Re resentative Brooks of
Louisiana and referred to Science and htronautics. Replaced
by H.R. 4990 and by H.R. 6299.
January 22: H. Res. 133, introduced by Representative Brooks of
Louisiana and referred to Rules. Reported out January 6 (H.
Rept. 7). Passed the House January 27, 1959. Authorized the
the Committee on Science and Astronautics to conduct investiga tions.
January 27: H. Res. 139, introduced by Representative Brooks of
Louisiana and referred to House Administration. Reported out
January 29 (H. Rept. 23). Passed the House January 29, 1959.
Provided $300,000 to the Committee on Science and Astronautics to pursue the investigations authorized by H. Res. 133.
February 5: H.R. 4148, introduced by Representative Brooks of
Louisiana and referred to Science and Astronautics. Replaced
by H.R. 9675.
February 17: S. 1096, introduced by Senator Johnson of Texas and
Senator Bridges and referred to Aeronautical and Space Sciences.
Reported out March 5 (S. Rept. 82). Passed the Senate March
10. Referred to House, Science and Astronautics. Reported
out March 18, amended (H. Rept. 226). Passed the House,
amended, April 14. Senate agreed to amendments April 15.
Became Public Law 86-12 on April 22, 1959. Authorized
$48,354,000 for NASA.
February 24: H.R. 4913, introduced by Representative Brooks of
Louisiana and referred to Science and Astronautics. Reported
out March 9 (H. Rept. 189). Passed the House, amended,
March 16. Referred to Senate Aeronautical and Space Sciences
March 18. Reported out April 20 (S. Rept. 213). Passed the
Senate April 29. Became Public Law 86-20 on May 13, 1959.
Authorized NASA to lease buildin in the District of Columbia.
February 25: H.R. 4990, introduced y Representative Brooks of
Louisiana and referred to Science and Astronautics. Replaced
by S. 1096 on March 11, 1959.
March 20: H.R. 5916, introduced by Mr. Thomas and referred to
Appropriations. Re orted out March 20 (H. Rept. 238).
Passed the House arch 24. Reported out by Senate Appropriations A ril 18 (S. Rept. 207). Passed the Senate, amended,
he Senate asked for a conference April 30. House
April 30.
agreed to a conference May 12. Conference report filed May 13
(H. Rept. 355). House agreed to conference report May 14.
Senate agreed to conference report May 14. Became Public Law
86-30 on May 20, 1959. Appropriated $3,186,300 to NASA.
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1959-Continued
April 7: S. 1582, introduced by Senator Johnson of Texas and Senator
Bridges and referred to Aeronautical and Space Sciences. Replaced by H.R. 7007.
April 13: H.R. 6288, introduced by Representative Anfuso and referred to Science and Astronautics. Reported out August 10
(H. Rept. 824). Passed the House August 19. Passed the Senate
August 20. Became Public Law 86-209 on August 25, 1959.
Created the National Medal of Science.
: H.R. 6299, introduced by Representative Brooks of Louisiana
and referred to Science and Astronautics. Replaced by H.R.
6512.
April 20: H.R. 6512, introduced by Representative Brooks of Louisiana and referred to Science and Astronautics. May 6, the committee agreed to a clean bill (H.R. 7007).
May 7: H.R. 7007, introduced by Representative Brooks of Louisiana
and referred to Science and Astronautics. Reported out May 14
(H. Rept. 361). Passed the House May 20. Referred to Senate
Aeronautical and Space Sciences May 21. Reported out June 2
(S. Rept. 332). Passed the Senate, amended, June 4. Senate
asked for a conference June 4. House agreed to Senate amendments June 8. Became Public Law 86-45 on June 15, 1959.
Authorized $485,300,000 for NASA.
May 28: S. 2065, introduced by Senator Magnuson and Senator
Jackson and referred to Foreign Relations. Replaced by H.R.
8374.
June 26: H.R. 7978, introduced by Representative Thomas and referred to Appropriations. Reported out June 26 (H. Rept. 579).
Passed the House June 29. Reported out by Senate Appropriations July 31 (S. Rept. 597). Passed the Senate, amended, August 3. Senate asked for a conference August 3. House agreed
to a conference August 18. Conference report filed August 18
(H. Rept. 943). House agreed to conference report August 19.
Senate agreed to conference report August 19. Became Public
Law 86-213 on September 1, 1959. Appropriated $517,250,000
to NASA.
: H.R. 7982, introduced by Representative Brooks of Louisiana
and referred to Science and Astronautics. Replaced by H.R.
8203.
July 14: H.R. 8203, introduced by Representative Brooks of Louisiana and referred to Science and Astronautics. Replaced by H.R.
8374, a clean bill.
July 20: H.R. 8284, introduced by Representative Brooks of Louisiana
and referred to Science and Astronautics. Reported out July 30
(H. Rept. 740). Passed the House August 17. Placed on Senate
calendar August 19. Passed the Senate August 24. Became
Public Law 86-232 on September 8, 1959. Amended the National Science Foundation Act of 1950, as amended.
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1959-Continued

July 23 :H.R. 8374, introduced by Representative Brooks of Louisiana
and referred to Science and Astronautics. Reported out August 3
(H. Rept. 744). Passed the House August 18. Placed on the
Senate calendar August 19. Passed the Senate amended August
21. House asked for a conference August 27. The Senate agreed
to a conference Au st 29. House agreed to the conference reRept. 1104). Became Public Law 86-250
port September 2
on September 9, 1959. Amended Public Law 85-880, regarding
the Century 21 Exposition in Seattle.
1960
January 18: H.R. 9675, introduced by Representative Brooks of
Louisiana and referred to Science and Astronautics. Replaced
by a clean bill, H.R. 12049.
January 21 : H.J. Res. 567, introduced by Representative Sisk and referred to Science and Astronautics. Reported out February 4 (H.
Rept. 1240). Passed the House February 8. Referred to Senate
Aeronautical and Space Sciences February 9. Reported out February 26 (S. Rept. 1142). No further action taken. Related to
transfer of the Von Braun team.
January 26: H.R. 9918, introduced by Representative Brooks of
Louisiana and referred to Science and Astronautics. Replaced
by H.R. 10246.
February 6: H.R. 10246, introduced by Representative Brooks of
Louisiana and referred to Science and Astronautics. Replaced
by H.R. 10809, a clean bill.
February 19: H.J. Res. 621, introduced by Representative Thomas
and referred to Appropriations. Reported out February 19
(H. Rept.. 1280). Passed the House February 23. Reported out
of Senate Appropriations Februar 26 (S. Rept. 1140). Passed
the Senate amended March 24.
ouse agreed to amendments
April 11. Became Public Law 86-425 on April 14, 1960. Appropriated $23 million to NASA.
March 1 : H.R. 10809, introduced by Representative Brooks of Louisiana and referred to Science and Astronautics. Reported out
March 3 (H. Rept. 1333). Passed the House March 9. Referred
to Senate Aeronautical and Space Sciences March 10. Reported
out April 29 (S. Rept. 1300). Passed the Senate amended May 3.
Senate asked for a conference May 3. House agreed to a conference May 6. Conference report was fled May 19 @. Rept.
1629). House agreed to conference report May 23. Senate
agreed to conference report May 24. Became Public Law 86-481
on June 1, 1960. Authorized $970 million for NASA.
April 14: H.R. 11776, introduced by Representative Thomas and
referred to Appropriations. Reported out April 14 (H. Rept.
1519). Passed the House April 20. Reported out by Senate
Appropriations June 17 (S. Rept. 1611). Passed the Senate
amended June 22. Senate asked for a conference June 22.
House agreed to a conference June 25. Conference report fled
June 30 (H. Rept. 2063). House agreed to conference report
July 1. Senate agreed to conference report Jul 1. Became
Public Law 86-626 July 12, 1960. Appropriate $915 million
to NASA.
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1960-Continued
April 28: H.R. 11985, introduced by Re resentative Brooks of Louisiana and referred to Science and stronautics. Reported out
May 6 (H. Rept. 1591). Passed the House May 16. Passed
the Senate June 18. Became Public Law 86-550 on June 29,
1960. Made American nationals eligible for NSF scholarships
and fellowships.
May 3: H.R. 12049, introduced by Representative Brooks of Louisiana and referred to Science and Astronautics. Reported out
May 19 (H. Rept. 1633). Passed the House June 9. Referred
to the Senate Aeronautical and Space Sciences. No further
action taken. Referred to reorganization of NASA.

x

CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF DOCUMENTS

1958
April 2: H. Doc. 365, message from the President on “Space Science
and Exploration.”
1959
February 2 : H. Doc. 71, “First Annual Report on the Nation’s
Activities and Accomplishments in the Aeronautics and Space
Fields. ”
April 27: S. Doc. 6, “The 44th and Final Report of the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.”
June 24: H. Doc. 187, “First Semiannual Report of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.”
1960
January 14: H. Doc. 296, message from the President recommending
certain amendments to the National Aeronautics and Space Act
of 1958.
: H. Doc. 297, message from the President transmitting a
transfer plan headed “Making Certain Transfers from the Department of Defense to the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.”
January 18: H. Doc. 300, “9th Annual Report of the National Science
Foundation .”
February 25: H. Doc. 349, “Second Annual Report on the Nation’s
Activities and Accomplishments in the Aeronautics and Space
Fields .”
March 18: H. Doc. 361, “Second Semiannual Report of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.”
August 30: H. Doc. 454, “Third Semiannual Report of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.”
1961
January 18: H. Doc. 55, “Fourth Semiannual Report of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.”
. H. Doc. 56, “Third Annual Report on the Nation’s Activities
and Accomplishments in the Aeronautics and Space Fields.”

CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

'

1958
February 11: Public Law 85-322, H.R. 10146, Supplemental Defense
Appropriation Act, 1958, contained funds for the Advanced
Research Projects Agency in the Department of Defense, permitting transfers of available defense funds up to $10 million.
February 12: Public Law 85-325 H.R. 9739, authorized the Secretary
of Defense to engage in civilian space activities for a period of 1
year, as a part of the advanced research projects effort.
July 29: Public Law 85-568, H.R. 12575, the National Aeronautics
and Space Act of 1958, established NASA and the National
Aeronautics and Space Council.
August 6: Public Law 85-599, H.R. 12541, Department of Defense
Reorganization Act of 1958. In setting up the Director for
Defense Research and Engineering in the O5ce of the Secretary
of Defense, it also reaffirmed the 1-year grant of authority to
engage in civilian space activities on the part of ARPA.
August 8: Public Law 85-617, H.R. 11805, authorized construction
by the NACA of aeronautical research facilities to the amount of
$29,933,000 (fiscal year 1959).
August 14: Public Law 85-657, S. 4208 (H.R. 13619), authorized
construction by the National Aeronautics and Space Adminiitration to the amount of $47,800,000.
August 27: Public Law 85-766, H.R. 13450, Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1959. Appropriated funds for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration in the amount of $5 million for salaries
and expenses, $50 million for research and development, and $25
million for construction and equipment, for a total of $80 million.
August 29: Public Law 85-844, H.R. 13856, Independent Offices
Appropriation Act, 1959, appropriated funds for the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, and transferable to the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration in the amount of
$78,100,000 for salaries and expenses, and $23 million for construction and equipment, for a total of $101,100,000.
1959
April 22: Public Law 86-12, S. 1096, authorizing appropriations to
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1959. Authorized $3,354,000 for salaries and expenses, $20,750,000 for
research and development, and $24,250,000 for construction and
equipment, for a total of $48,354,000.
May 13: Public Law 86-20, H.R. 4913, amending the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 to authorize NASA to lease buildings in the District of Columbia.
May 20: Public Law 86-30, H.R. 5916, Second Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1959; appropriated funds for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in the amount of $3,186,300
for salaries and expenses, to cover cost of pay increases.
June 15 : Public Law 8 6 4 5 , H.R. 7007, authorizing appropriations
to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1960.
Authorized $94,430,000 for salaries and expenses, $333,070,000
for research and development, and $57,800,000 for construction
and equipment, for a total of $485,300,000.
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1959-Continued
August 25 :Public Law 86-209, H.R. 6288, NationalIMedal of Science.
Established to provide recognition for individuals who make outstanding contributions in science and engineering.
September 1: Public Law 86-213, H.R. 7978, Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1960. Appropriated funds for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under the authority of Public
Law 86-12 in the amount of $16,675,000for research and development and $21,825,000 for construction and equipment) and additionally in the amount of $91,400,000 for salaries and expenses,
$318,675,000 for research and development, and $52 million for
construction and equipment, for a grand total of $500,575,000.
(Later by executive order, $550,000 was transferred from salaries
and expenses, and $14,450,000 was transferred from research and
development, for a total of $15 million added to construction and
equipment.)
September 8: Public Law 86-232, H.R. 8284, amending the National
Science Foundation Act of 1950, as amended.
September 9: Public Law 86-250, H.R. 8374, amending Public Law
85-880 (Century 21 Exposition in Seattle).
1960
April 14: Public Law 86425, H.J. Res. 621, Supplemental Appropriation for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
1960. Appropriated funds for NASA in the amount of $12,200,000 for research and development, and $10,800,000 for construction and equipment, for a total of $23 million.
June 1: Public Law 86481, H.R. 10809, authorizing appropriations
to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1961.
Authorized $170,760,000 for salaries and expenses, $621,453,000
for research and development, and $122,787,000 for construction
and equipment, for a total of $915 million. ln addition it provided authorization for emergency funds in the amount of $50
million for research and development, and $5 million for construction and equipment, making a grand total authorization of
$970 million.
June 29 : Public Law 86-550, H.R. 11985, making American nationals
eligible for scholarships and fellowships authorized by the National Science Foundation Act of 1950, as amended.
July 12 : Public Law 86-626, H.R. 11776, Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1961. Appropriated funds for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in the amount of $170,760,000
for salaries and expenses, $621,453,000 for research and development, and $122,787,000 for construction and equipment, for a
total of $915 million.

SUMMARYOF AUTHORIZATIONS
A N D APPROPRIATIONS
FOR

THE

NATIONAL
AERONAUTICSA N D SPACEADMINISTRATLON

[In dollars]
Appropriations

Authorizations

Budgat request
Reported by committee

H. Rept. 2118:

8
29,933.000

I

I

Passed
H.R. 11805:

S&E
R&D

C&E

I;'
29,933.000

8&E

R&D

C&E

2% 833,ooo

29.933,000
8. Rept. 2042:

Public Law
Public Law 85-617:

$1
29,933,W

8&E
R&D

C&E

29,933.OOO

PanSed

H. Rept. a688:
78,100,000 8&E
(2)
R&D

H.R,13E56
r8,100,000 E&E

23,000.ooO C&E

.

29,8& 000

H. Ropt. 2351:

(H.R. 13619:)

SQE
R&D

(1,
(1)

47.800.000 C&E
47,&lo,

I;{

%:%
47.800.000 C&E

$1

Public Law 85-567:

%
:
47,800,000 C&E

H. Rept. 2221:
(s)

$1

8&E

R&D

C&E

47.800. 000
8. 4208:

I:]

H. Rept. 1280:

47,900,000 C&E

47,800,000 C&E

(9
S&E
12200000 R&D
10:900:000 C&E

47,800,000

47,800.000

23,000,OOO

%:%

9. Rept. 2350:

5000000 8&E
35'@3)'000 R&D
3i000l000 C&E

189.

H.R. 13450:

78,100,000 8&E
(2)
R&D

23.000,000 CQE
101, 100,an3

S&E

..
(3
H. J. Res. 621:

(3
B&E
12200000 R&D
ld800:000 C&E

H.R. 13450:
70
7000000
'200'000 S&E
R&D

4<930:000 C&E

76, 000, 000

1%. 000, ooo

8. Rept. 1140:

H.J. Res. 621:

23,000. 000

23,000.000

(s)
8&E
12 200.000 R&D
10:800.000 C&E

bbotpotes at end d table, p.

C&E

Public Law 85-%k

101,loo,000

101.loo. 000

ooo

8. Rept. 2076:

23,OOO,ooO

R&D

H.R. 13858:
78,100,000 8&E
(2)
R&D
23,000,000 C&E

29.933.000 O&l3
I

(3

101,loo,OOO

101,100,000

H.R. 11505:

29*93%ooo

Public Law

Reportad by committee

(2)
8&E
12200 OOO RQD
10,800:000 C&E

Public Law 86-766:
5000OOO 8&E

~ ' 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 R&D
25:000:000
O&E
. .

so,000,000
Conference:
E. Rept. 2677,
E. Rept. 2686.

Public Law 86-421:
(2)
S&E
12.200 OOO R&D
10,800~000 C&E
23,000.ooo
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[In dollars]
Authorizations

Budget request
Reported by committee
1959. Supplementnl:
3,354.000 S&E
20,750,000 R&D

Appropriations
~

H. Rept. 226:
3,354,000 S&E

Passed
(H.R. 49YO):
3,354,030 S&E

Public Law
Public Law 86-12
3,354,000 S&E

24.250,oOO C&E

20,750,030 R & D
24,250,MM C&E

20,750.000 R&D
24,250,OM) C&E

20.75O.OOO R&D
24,250,000 C&E

48,354, 000

48,354,OOO

48,354, OOO

48,354,000

S. Rept. 82:

3,354,000 S&E
M,7:0,000 R&D
24,250,000 C&E
48,354, 000

~~

Reported by committee

485,300,000

480,650. 000

H.R. 5916
3,018,600 S&E

Public Law 86-;10:
3,186,300 E&E

H. Rept. 579:
18,675,OOO R&D

H.R. 79%:

Conference:
H. Rept. 355

22,725.000 C&E

8. Rept. 332:

S. Rept. 207:
3,354,000 S&E
S. Rept. 597:
20,750,000 R&D
24,250,000 C&E

48,354,ooo

944430000 S&E
333:070:000 R&D
57,800,000 C&E

~-

485.300, 000

H.R. 700i:
94,430,030 S&E
333,070, 000 R&D
53,050,000 C&E
H.R. 7007:
94,430,000 S&E
333.070,OOO R&D
57.800,000 C&E

(*)

R&D

(9

C&E

41,4M),WO

S. 1096:
3,354,000 S&E
20,750,000 R&D
24,%0,000 C&E

480.550, 030

Public Law

H. Rept. 238:
3,018,600 S&E)

45, ooo,ooo

H. Rept. 361:
94,430,000 S&E
333,070,000 R&D
53,050,000 C&E

Passed

H. Rept. 57%
3OO,WO,O00
91,400,000 S&E
R&D
52,000,000 C&E
485,300. 000

443.400,ooo

5. Rept. 597:

94,430,000 S&E
333,OiO,oM) R&D
57.800.000 C&E

H.R. 6916:
3 354 000 S&E
H.R. $975;
20,7iiO,O00 R&D
24,250,000 C&E

Public Law 56-213:
16, G75,000 R&D
21,825,000 C&E
38,500,000
Conference:
H. Rept. 943

45, 000, Mx)
H.R. 7978:
91,400,000 S&E
315,G75,000 R&D
52,000,000 C&E
462,075. 000
H.R. 797%
94,430.OM) S&E
333,070,000 R&D
5 7 , ~ , 0 0 0 C&E
455,300. OM)

Public Law 85-213:

462,075, OOO
Conference:
H. Rept. 943

-

1961:
167 5Ao 000 S&E
(65'153'000 K&D
89:287:OOO C&E

H.Rept. 1333:

I%l amendment:
32M)000 S&E
74300:000 R&D
33,Mo,OOO C&E

S. Rept. 13M):

170760000 M E
621:463:000 R&D

_---

122.787,oO

C&E

915,OOO. OOO
1i076OOOO S&E
671:453:000 RCD
12i. 787, OOO C&E

H.R. 1W:
170760OOO S&E
621)453'oW R&D
122:787;Mo C&E

-__-915,000, OOO

H.R. 10809:
170 760000 S&E
gll'453'000 R & D
127:787:00 C&E

Public Law H 8 1 :
170760oW S&E
671)453'oM) R&D
127:78<00 CdrE

--_--

H. Rept. 1519:
168wOOOO BdtE
602'240'000 R&D
107:27<000 C&E

B.R. 11770
166,Mo.OOO B&E

S. Rept. 1611:

H.R. 11776:
17076000 6&E
671)453'OOO R&D
122:787:oOO CQE

H.Rept.1629

60!&24OOOO

107.27dMo
-. .

H&D

170 7t% OOO S&E
e 7 i r d o o o R&D
l!4787:000 C&E

621:453'000
122.787: OOO C&E
H&D

C&E

876,016, 00

970, OOO,OOO

Conferenm:

'

Public
$170Law
760 86-626:
000 S&E

915,OW aW,
Conference:
H. Rept. 2063

~~

ee5, ooo,OOO

970.ooo.ow

965,OOO. 000

1961 Supplemental:
49.606,OOO R&D
1962:

!

189,QsB,ooO S8.E
L119.819,OMl R&D
810,000,000 R&D
99.825.000 C&E

1,119,630,000

I

No specific authorizntlon required.

1
2 No

amount Included.
8 Antiapnted reimbursements from non-Federn1 sources (42 U.S.C. 2473).
S&E WfCrS to S 8 b I P S Md expensfs.
R&D rcfors to research and devclopment .
C&E reIerS to mmtructlon and equlpmout.

Nom.-In additlon to the direct iegislntlve history ol nut
tions the National Aeronautics and Space Adminlstratbn rei
DeGtment of Defense of ttsenl year 1959 funds, undrr the 81
Also by executlve order funds for Rwal year lee0 granted I
transferred inlernally by h e Nationnl Acronautlcs'ond SPIM
from snlarles and ex me5 and $14 450,000 from rmearch M I
total of $15,000,000 a g e d to constdction and equipment BCO
funds for fiscal year lWl granted by Public Law 86-213 undei
were transferred Intern&' by the National Aeronautics a
0,538,oOO from researcb and development to mnstruction a0

0

rlzations and nppropriared $154.619,,532 from the
iorlty of '12 &tat433.
Publlc Law 86-213 w r e

Admlnistratlon: W50,OOO
leoeloprnent, to make a
at. By executivc order,
wal year 1960 rovisions
space AbPnistration;
qguiprnent nomunt.

